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TO
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This I know, that your country, where I have lived
so long and seen so much, is on its way either to a
great transformation or to a great disaster.

Friendships Garland



PREFACE

/N thtir well inttHtiotud efforts to roust the energies of this

country^ certain speakers and writers in England have suc-

ceeded in com/eying to neutral nations, to our kinsmen across

the seas, to our allies, and even to our enemies, an impression of

Great Britain which I feel is not merely misUading, but monstrously

untrue.

I desire to set the character of this great country in a truer light,

and to show its achievement to the present generation in some such

aspect as I venture to think history will show it to posterity.

This desire does not spring from any feelings oj vainglory, but

from a spirit of justice, a spirit which inspires me with the faith

that a righteous pride and a wellfounded enthusiasm are powerful

forces in a nations life, andforces which we in Great Britain shall

need in the days ahead.

In such a spirit I have entered upon this study, looking up con-

stantly from the documents of yesterday to the horieon of to-morrow,

striving always to see in things which have happened guidance for
things which are to come; and the conclusions I have reached in the

course of my inquiry have been fortified andenlarged by conversations

with men of great eminence, not in this country alone, but in Russia,

Scandinavia, and America, who are also mindful of that which is

to come, and who are convinced that only a revolution in the human
mind can avert a repetition of the present tragedy.

It is my hope that a reading oj this book may help, in however
modest a degree, to create an " international mind " in those of my
countrymen who neglected the warning ofMatthew Arnold in iSjo to

prepare themselves for a war of mind against mind, and who remain
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PREFACE ir

from which it procttds^a spirit which seriwsly and very tamtstly
believes that the brotherhood of humanity is the divine event to

which the whole evolution of history has moved, the divine consum-
mation to which always the soul of humanity has tended.

Do we really believe that the world can be made better and saner,

or are we so Prussianiaed as to hold that war is a Inological

necessity t

3ut such a proposal, however successful, nevertheless will still

leave standing in our midst the spiritual armies oj covetousness, self-

ishness, and ignorance. No constructional reformation in human
society, however beneficent and far-reaching, can disarm those forces
in the individual soul of man. To each man is it ordained to fight
a world wa> in the silence of his own spirit, and upon the issue of
that individual conflict, more than upon any changes in the political

region, depend the only lasting peace of the world, and our only
enduring security against reaction and anarchy.

Each man among us is now helping this country, consciously or
unconsciously, either to a great transformation or to a gr'at disaster.

"... The war which is going on is not the only struggle in
which this country is engaged. There is a larger rivalry, a rivalry
more peaceful, less obvious, less rapid in its progress, but not less

decisive in the end, in which we have to hold our own, if we are
to maintain our place; and that rivalry is one in which knowledge,
skill, andforesight are required as urgently as they are in the war."

This rivalry is a rivalry of Mind against Mind. It extends
beyond any one phase of intellectual activity, and on its conduct and
its spirit depends the evolution of the human race.

September, 1916

HAROLD BEGBIE
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THE CAUSES OF THE WAR
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Your newspapers are every day solemnly saying that

(1870) is so and so,-always something which h isnot. ... I W.1I tell you what is for j^ou the great
Jesson to be learned from it -oie^enc.. Tha^A ^r "'" ^''"^ '"^ »elf.consequence.
thmlcmg .t bhss to talk at random about things, andto put h.s finger in every pie. you should seriously
understand that there is a n^,r way of doing thing,and that the bliss is, without thinking of one's sd!
consequence to do them in that way, or to forward
their being done. ...

Friendship's Garland



INTRODUCTION

THE CAUSES OF THE WAR'

THE average person, who takes his opinions from
popular newspapers, is quite sure that he knows
all about the causes of the war. And he holds

this lielief so sincerely, and with so hot a patriotism,
that it is almost impossible to make him listen with the
least degree of attention, much less with an unpreju-
diced mind, to any argument which runs counter to his
convictions.

i>ecause he has not thought himself into his convic-
tions, it never occurs to him that he should challenge
himself as to whether they are right convictions. And
because his reason has had no part either in the forma-
tion of these ideas or in their development to anything
in the likeness of a logical conclusion, his reason deserts
him when he is asked to consider whether his convic-
tions are not conceivably wrong. Questioned in this
way, he does but hold the more vehemently to those
borrowed and unassimilated convictions, protesting with
all the passion of an irrational mind that any man who

' I deal only with the political or contemporary causes oi the war
rhese causes, of course, have their roots in history. We may trace
from the German sentiment of the Middle Ages, when the Emperor
was almost apotheosized, in spite of his rather powerless condition
down to the personality of the present Kaiser, a movement of theuerman mind very significant for the rest of the world. Romanticism
began this movement, the philosophers gave it logical form, and
tmperor \yilhelm II, with his emphasis on militarism and his con-
stant Identification of himself with the deity, seemed to promise a
lulfiiment of German hopes. There is no nation In the world half so
emotional as the Germans, as their pre-eminence in music, the art
nearest to unconscious nature, attests.

n
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presumes to disagree with him is either a great fool or
a traitor to his country.
These war convictions of the average person may be

summarized very briefly, and without doing them the
smallest injustice, since it is the genius of popular error
to be curt and downright. The Germans, we are told,
wanted war, prepared for war, and made this particular
war with malice aforethought. Every German, we are
assured, is at heart a liar, a hypocrite, a barbarian, and
a beast. And further, every British Government which
had dealings with this unholy nation from the '•eign of
Queen Victoria to the last days of July 1914 was
tricked, hoodwin.<ed, and outwitted by the astuter and
utterly unscrupulous German.^

It is to the credit of Mr. F. S. Oliver, wo advances
brilliantly some such fantastical thesis as this in his
popular work Ordeal by Battle that his strictures are
applied with a fine impartiality to both Unionist and
Liberal Governments. This is a point which I rather
think has escaped the attention of the more violent of
Mr. Oliver's disciples, who would certainly like to hang
every Liberal and to shoot every Irishman south of the
Boyne. But, manifestly, if Germany has for many years
been planning war behind a mask of peace, the Unionists
are as guilty as the Liberals in not doing what Mr. Oliver
thinks they ought to have done. It does not, however,
seem to strike Mr Oliver that he himself is in a some-
what cramped and inconvenient position when he takes

• No idea could be more false than the popular idea in this country
concerning German character. It is the Frenchman (as witness his
incomparable diplomacy and the brilliancy of his Higher Command)
whose intellect is cold, logical, and deadly in its precision. The
German, in truth, is governed by his emotions. He has always been
the most sentimental of men. Suicide is commoner in Germany
than in any other country, particularly among children. The songs
and literature of Germany are all characterized by an emotionalism
which very often degenerates into sentimentalism. It is the very lack
of intellectual strength which has made the German nation at one
moment soft to the point of flabbiness and at the next ferocious to the
extreme of barbarity. Prussian domination has failed in its supreme
effort to make this sentimental Germany a nation Ijccausc it had no
other ideal to give it than the ideal of Force.
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for his chief national hero a distinguished soldier who

presided for certain years at the War Office and left the

British Army, despite his great opportunity in "o tetter

a condition for a great European conflict than that in

which he found it.
*. ^u

The truth of this matter is, as I hope to show to the

satisfaction of all reasonable minds, that the entire argu-

ment of the average person is ^i^^^^ed ^'°?, '^'^S
beginning by a notorious fallacy agamst which Burke

warned mankind in a memorable sentence. I do not

know," he said, " the method of drawing up an indictment

aeainst a whole people." , , ^ j •

It sounds not only reasonable but perfectly true, and in

the fierce light of this inhuman war absolutely incon-

testable, to say that Germany wanted war; but when a

statesman so eminent and interested as M. Sazonoff

announces his conviction that even the Imperial Chan-

cellor of Germany did not want war, reasonable men will

at once perceive that it is both slovenly and unscientific

to say that "Germany "wanted war. ^
, ^

It sounds not only reasonable but perfectly true to say

that the Germans are savages of a most Iwrrible nature

;

but when Germans like Professor Forster of Munich are

cheered by their pupils for denouncing the Bismarck-

Treitschke tradition, reasonable people will at once agree

that it is not just or true to describe every German as a

^^S^o^tong as British opinion is convinced that "Germany
"

wanted war, and that the term " Hun " is applicable to the

whole German people, so 1' ..g will the very interesting

historical truth of this matter remain in darkness for our

people, and so long also, l far more serious consideration,

will the causes which produced this war continue to exist

We admit that it is singularly difficult to think dis-

passionately about the German people. It is almost

impossible to think charitably of them. So shameful have

been the actions of the German Government, so atrocious

the behaviour of the German Army and German Navy,

and so disgusting the language of German newspapers

that a man may well be pardoned for uttering the most

m
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of the country, and my isolation made me wish
sometimes that I had been interned, for then I should
have been with my own people. It was such a
strange sensation to feel that I belonged to the
enemy in a country where I had been so happy, and
had received so much kindness, and I was long in
getting accustomed to the fact After signing the
paper promising to remain in Germany till the war
ended, I had to report myself twice daily at the
police station. This was gradually lessened till it

was reduced to a bi-weekly visit, and from first to
last I received the utmost kindness and courtesy from
the Inspector and his underlings. When it was
known that I intended to leave Germany, general
regret was expressed, and I was told that I should
"be safer in Germany because of the danger from
Zeppelins in England." I only learnt—by accident—in December that Englishwomen might leave on
the 6th of any month, and I delayed my departure
in order to have the spring for travelling. When I
bft in May I was regretted by many—by some sin-
cerely, by ethers because they hoped I would stay
till the end of the war, so that they could afterwards
boast that an Englishwoman had remained in the
Fatherland of her own free will, and they hoped I
would mention this to my English friends so that
the English should see they are not such barbarians as
they think. The epithet " barbarians " has cut them
to the quick. They cannot forget it, and refer to it
most bitterly.

Thus clearly do we see how extreme is the difficulty of
ordering our thoughts with truth and justice when wild
passion is abroad and the whole air is quivering with the
flames of hatred. Instances of the same kind might very
easily be multiplied, instances in which we witness the
condemnation of a whole people by one who tells us with
the next breath of something heroic and fine and humanem this same people; but the instance quoted above
must suffice. My purpose in referring to this difficulty.
a difficulty which I myself feel most acutely, is to persuade
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?P{ntuality. thar^nybS^S^^I?"^ -' ^is profound
Wieves passionately in thi^

"^^"^^^ ^'^ '" EnglandHe says in his fa2u b<Sk X?S''°S °^ ^^^^-i-
^ He who has livedin il •

'•^^ ^''^'^ •

Germany, who has clasned h.!-" K^^f>: °^ y^*"" old
streets of her heroic S^ordW n/?"^ 1" '^'^ ^^'^^^^^
the breath of her Snf..J i"^^' ^^o has caught
remembers and wi-tsfforiekno^^^^^^^^ ^"^ ^^'^^^
has never proved strnncr

^"^^ ****' even {( she
without wavSingit tTn^!rh^'' '^^^^ ^'cto^
she reforms herself and W °"''' °^ ^''^^hle thS

^
^sons of sorrow. '

^ ^' ^''^^t^st geniuses areAnd he says:

the injitices wLr^",*" »d deploring „i^ ^
ago I told the "Fair^hicfe; '

v'^"' "^ '-»>g
*a? not France. I say to davVnT^'^^*™ «>« "

J-nman^S S^.n^^^l't^-'r ?"<< --
world by fore, j„j guSe but J K''''T'"»te the
everything great in the thius-ht ^? "^ '» P<=a«
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wrath against England was at its highest, rebuking
national egoism, castigating national vices, and denouncing
the spirit of hate. And these sermons, let us bear in
mind, have proceeded from men who believe whatm authority tells them, and who are therefore convinced

^ that England plotted and planned this war for the
destruction of German prosperity.*

It is by assuring ourselves of the existence of such
Germans—such Germans as the pastor «ho wrote so
beautiful a letter to the mother of the young British
airman, Lieutenant Savage, who was buried with military
honours by his enemies—it is by thinking of these better-
minded, kinder-hearted, and cleaner-souled Germans that
we shall not only arrive at the truth of this whole matter,
but best serve the highest interests of those who come
after us. Utterly and mercilessly to destroy the war-caste
of Germany is our bounden duty, dereliction of which
would be a crime of the first magnitude. But it is no less
our duty, and no less our wisdom, to rescue and free from
the deceits of this tyrannous war-caste those many millions
of German people who hate war as heartily as we hate it
and who would as greatly shrink from committing the
unholy barbarities which have been committed at the
orders of that caste as we ourselves. For the moment
these ntiany millions of Germans are silent and in ignorance
of the full truth. When they know all, and when they are
free to speak, Europe will know that there is still a
conscience in Germany.

To understand the diplomacy of this country from
the days of King Edward to the breaking off of relations
with Germany in August 1914, it is above a'' ngs
necessary to realize that there are two Germa...es and
not one Germany. Unless this central fact is seen and
accepted it is quite hopeless to understand the policy of
Great Britain, and, furthermore, it is equally hopeless to
expect the emergence of good from the wreckage of war
1^ immediate harvest of war is devastation and death,
suHenng and sorrow, waste and ruin; but the further

' See Appendix, Note A.

»:i
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people of this country rSSSTj ^rt"**"*^^^' "n^«M the
Germanics, labour vSt^^rthfTr'^^^ *'«* ^^'o
main to make the victory of L o5«V"^

^^^ '^^ their
other as complete and final Sthi?,

^*""*"y °^" the
the two armed Germanic ?im"„t °''" ^'^*°'>' °^<^'-

Ge^r^A Germ^Twii^^^^^^^^^ and immoral
of heart, a Germany wh.Vho, ^ *5'' °^ ^o"! and base
which loves waTliLt m's?«« whic'h'/T.^^

"°^ ^'
the supreme weapon of advance' »ni A^'^l^hat force is
to be the elect of the na?fons. Th?, r""^'"^

^''*^*« «t«lf
««ng and dominant PrussTan war «c^^L"*"/' '^* °''&an.
bated by the other GeVmany Ts bv th

' *' ^^" *' "^"<=h
and It is this Germany wWchL/ ^ '*''* °^ *'^« ^'orld

;
science of mankind rndwht^^^^^^^ °!!'''T^

*^^ ^O"'
Germany a byword and ^scLtu^\^^'' "^"»« o^
If not very lovable or modest ?f nl?^ ^^^l Germany.
refined, is at least peaceful An^i ?!j^'y charming ^
whch struggled to subdue tile Jim

'^'' °'^^'' ^^^'"W.
>t IS this Germany, and nof fh *?°"^^" ^" '^s midst
Germany one ofth^'fi'sfcSSntrts in tS "'^fJ^ ^f "^d^
Germany, not militaristic Germ-n^ I ^u'^ '^ '^ ^his
science and philosophy whkhT^c^' ""^'f .^*" «""ched
all ands. and whichCsdved some ol-'TIf'^

''' '""^^^ '"to
social questions which are s^lll XTf^^^ '"^^t desperate
cratic countries. It is 1 ri ^^.P^"" °^ "'"''e demo-
dustry and remarkiU^e'riousTeL"^ {>/

extraordinary1^.
restramed, thrifty, hiehlv emnff /* '^ * ^eep-thinking,
Germany. It is ^WT Lr^nrof fift"^

domesticate^d
a Germany corrupted byTrStv .iX.^^^" ^^°' '' '«
fibre, and without the deeo S^' ??^/ ^^^''^^ in its
morality which made Incien? r^ °'''^ foundations of
so ikeable; but it is not a warHk^rT '° P°^^^^"' ^nd
little of the courage of enlernrril ^^l'''?'^"^- With very
t? trade, it has nevertheies? hv "t"'^

'' ^^'"^^t ^ssentiS
C'pHne so far captuiS the skater thf

^'^'^^'^^ ^"^ ^is
as to make Germany on^oTt; wSo^rnSs^
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'And there seems to be very little question among our own
[principal business-men that, had the labour of this peace-
jful and industrious Germany been permitted to go on
without the violent interruption of war, Germany in a few
years would have been the richest country in the world.<

^

One of the forces which placed this peaceful Germany
in the hand of militaristic Germany, to be used as a

i

tremendous weapon against the world's peace, was that
very force here in England which has persistently misled
and misguided the opinion of the average person. It was
the patriotically honest but internationally ignorant news-
papers of this country which finally drove peace-loving
Germany into the arms of war-loving Germany. Here
in England, working up hatred against Germany by
extracts from the writings of men like-minded to them-
selves in Germany, these newspapers gave to those very
men an endless illustration for their chief argument that
England's main interest in foreign politics was the destruc-
tion of German power. And it does not need very much
imagination to understand how such an argument would
finally prevail with peace-loving Germany when the
geographical situation of that country is considered, and
when we reflect that this argument was applied at a time
when war was assuming an ever more threatening attitude
on both of her chief frontiers.

Those newspapers which have most misled opinion in
this country, however patriotic their intention, are only
second in responsibility for the anguish and desolation
of the war to those evil militarists in Germany who made
use of their threats and their warnings to deceive the
German democracy.

m' *V^'?r*''!??rM'®
witness to the existence of this peacef-'i Germany isMr. b. W. Wile, the Berlin correspondent of the L • Mail, who

Sl,i 'tS*"* ^^f•f'
'['"'^ •" Germany, and made many .rue friends

there. Mr. Wile, who is an American, says in his book The Assault
(Heinemann), that he saw with his own eyes the German people
literally dragged into the fight airainst their will, fears, and judir-ment. I know from their own lips that they considered it a cruelly

1^^1'^r^'"'-
'""' f^ "''' "'"'"' ''• ^'^y ''^''^ " continuance of

ttu simple blessings of peace. ..." •'
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Germans asserting7h^?Lwa"h-K;"^™*j^'^ °'
them—and they made thf, nJ^- .

^ ^^'^ ^°'^^ "Pon
very beginning of the cril^j'"'*'. "f^'^^^ ^o™ t^e
every Germanrnot Sfne a fo7^\T''

*'^*.*^*'" "'""^ *hat
to understand whatThSy m«m' f^

^yP°^"*«' «' endeavour
everv German is a hvLuS* V ' "°' conceivable that
^'oufd dream of makfnJ snrh ° ™*" °^ intelliMnce
against a whole pe?pt '

^We m„t^ ^.tfP°?^™"« cRarge
to understand wKat an irviL f*'

'^«^'"««^«-e, endeavoSr
tneans, a man «ke Eucken ^Sl

*"^
^r'^' German

asserts that this war hasTln / ^^ample, when he

^
He means that ?Je aiH^ce oH"* "P°" *»'^ <^°""t'y.

threatened his national eSence ^T'. ""'^ ^'*"^« ^°
for Germany to strike whill hi ^' '' "^^^ necessary
enemies were not yerrerdv for /k *'"i,'*'"

'*''°"& «"d hS^
him both offensivfand deflnsivr""" R°'"' '' " * ^*^ ^^r
wit?i himself but perfectiv 1^- I

^'^ " "^^ 0"^/ honest
a war of offence S^XK w^rtZ^T ^"^ ^'^'^ ^^at
grant his premise that 51 Iw "'^^^efence. And, if we
Great BritaST was an allifnrt"'*^

°^R"««'a. France, and
of Germany's natfonal p^Strwe '' ?" ^''"^'''^^
are just men, that this warThirhZ "1"'^ ^^'*^^' '^ ^e
a war of German aLres^ion L^"' *° "' '° P^^Pably
German eyes as a wa^^ofTe?en?e ^ ''''^ ^'" "PP^^^ ^^

and VfZdV/ht' Ker^Uvr S^'^^"^"^' ^ "'--ter
^tter" received Tom a kSn^^^lf'^ ^° «" "open
Mitrosanoflf, which comatned th??oII^°"-^*^^' ^^°^««^or

It must not be forinSn ?h f^"°^l"& Passage :

plays a vastly dUerfnSetl^Hf^" P^^ic^^^^^
It has now grownTto JV,n^ ^"^^^ ? ^«cade ago.
mosity tovva.drGermans?sif/°^'K'!,' ^^'^^' ^'-

^ mouth. Seldom winublr i
.^y^^'^^dy's heart and

Almost simultan^^slt'^i^h ?r'°\r'"^.""^"«™o"s- i

ii
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dential adviser on world politics, heaped fresh fuel, as
the Daily Mail correspondent in Berlin put it, on the
inti-Russian fire. He declared:

We have reason to think that the underlying purpose
ofPresident Poincar^'s visit to the Tzar was to expand
the Triple Entente into a Quadruple Alliance by the
inclusion of Roumania against Germany.

"The Bourse closed," telegraphed Mr. Frederick Wile
I to the Daily Mail, "amid undisguised alarm and the
wildest fears for what the week-end may bring forth."*
And let it be known that Mr. Wile has the courage to say

:

j " / doubt if one man in ten thousand in Germany ever heard
\ofBemhardi before August 1914^'

\
Professor A. F. Pollard has recently explained to us

what the Germans mean by saying that this war is a
I
war of defence:

The combination of offensive strategy with de-
fensive tactics means that you strategically put the
enemy in such a posilfon that he is lx>und to attack
or to acquiesce in the certainty of ultimate retreat
or surrender. In a sense our command of the sea and
the geographical situation of Russia and France put
Germany in that position from the start; and that
is what she means at bottom by complaining of our
pre-war" encircling " policy and insisting that, despite
her ultimatum to Russia and France and invasion
of Belgium, the Allies were the aggressors: she had
to attack, she contends, to defend herself against this
nightmare in which Nature has enveloped her. So
Charles I went to the scaffold in defence, he said, of
his liberty, because he was not allowed to do what
he liked.

The point is that even a militaristic German may quite
honestly believe that his war of offence is a war of defence.
He may dream of great conquests : far off in time he may
^e his nation the mightiest and the supremely decisive

Tl*^
of the world : and of these things he may bluster

and boast like a coward who sings in the dark to keep his
heart up

: but much more immediate to the concern even
• Tht Assault, by Frederick W. Wile (Heinemann).
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of^i"?.S?"*" !r" ?* **»y* **^*»~ "»« w*' ^vcrc the legions

sSt ^"^^^ **""^ ^*^ diplomacy of Downing

*tJ?5!!^
newspapers in England whicli perpetually drew

rlt«- 5'
**** beginning of the war flung the wholeGerman democracy into tiie arms of the wa^r pSJty

true frSSd to^;hl;* ^^'f'"' 'l^^""
^" Sweden, and a veryyue iriend to this country, whose services we shall nniday acknowledge with theVatitude S^ des?^. tdd me

Ihlw • r u
•'^ ^^'y instantly raised in England atthe begmning of the war for the invasion and dS?io„

from^^MT* • P*' '.°!^ ™« ^»^*' *»« receives mSfitters

t^e^ thrU» 'f .k'^"'^^
""'^^ **^« ^*' Jo'-^ls by quoting

jo^alfs r "How'
"'*''

r/""' °^ °"' P°l't'^'*"» and
&! 1 • f

"°^ ^*" w^ belp ourselves." these German
.Wdl"''

^S"*^';'^hen England declares thlTshe^liinvade us and destroy our trade? 'ihis is wha! onr

nave split ,he German nation and made it imoossible for

war enti„ly dest^yed the enSm'ou.'^pS o"f fe™.*;,'
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Bodal democracy by driving It straight Into the arms of
the war party. Instead of fighting a war machine, there-
fore, we have had to fight a highly Intelligent, completely
disciplined, and wholly united nation, stung with rage
and fury by the conviction that England had deceived
them.*

While these newspapers In England were triumphantly
crying, "We told you sol" the war party in Germany
were using the same Uunt to the German Socialists. They,
too, had warned : they, too, had preached ; and here was
the proof of all their warnings. England had wanted this
war, England had prepared (diplomatically) '-»r this war.
With Russia and France to fight with her and for her, she,
the arch-enemy, was all the time putting forth her right
arm to destroy the prosperity of a Fower which had dared
to rival her in commercial greatness. " IVe toldyou so I

"

The German Kaiser is neither a fool nor a hypocrite.
He is unstable, emotional, and easily subject to fears and
suspicions

; but he is not a fool and he is not a hypocrite.
This German Kaiser, who probably strove for peace, and
who went against the war party in his country again and
again, even to the peril of his place, was Intellectually con-
verted to the views of the war party in the summer of
^13. Something occurred to convince him that the war

p.rty was right and that the peace party was wrong.
From that moment, ridden by a greater fear than the
fear of China's millions, which had formerly oppressed

• " The Germans have been taught to regard poor Sir Edward
Orey in a light so ludicrously wide of the truth that we can hardly
believe any one seriously accepts it. But the legend is repeated too
naively to eave any doubt that it Is firmly and honestly believed.
The credulity of an ignorant people, bred to accept authority un-
questjoningly, seems to have no bounds. To them our Foreiirn
Secretary is the very figure of evil personified. He is a dark,
scheming, powerful personage, equally unscrupulous and astute, the
Mephistopheles of diplomacy ; he controls the policy of the United
Kingdom, leads the other Allied Powers by the nose, and lives only

ImK % i.\T<'°w
of Gennany- Such is the picture sketched by

authority, filled in by industrious pamphleteers, obediently reproduced

% A °f*»Pape". and implicitlv accepted by the people.'^Dr. A.
^yi»iMt\\]n\\i% HMtrt Journal.

»««*«. i^r. a.
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man"wis ^nT^l fJT' ?> '"P"'^'^'^ »"d dauntedman waited and watched for his opportunity to strike

^aS striking' fo'' ^^
'^""^^ '".^^^'^^ of soVsthafhewas striking for the security of 1> countrv ^-rafno* nZ

S;earBrlS""S-^"' ^"".^^' ^"^ ^he^^uSte^-^rce^'of

Sr lentth in .If
^°"r'-^'on..wh.,:h .ve shall examine at

S^kaf of fSf fo
^ ^'''°7

°f
^*' P^^'^'-' ^"'V be taken as

SJn Li^ • ?'. "°u'^
'^^^^ conversion of the average^jerman Sociahst to the gospel of the war oartv tk!

rasion of an mdividua! German to the idea that the

the very greatest national importance.
°

strily^whS^'^*'' ^i"^" ^/^^""^ threatened by labour

Twer t^ fiah^TK
^^'^they would paralyse ourpower to fight. The miners, the engineers and thZrailwaymen appeared to conside; their grfevances of mS.importance than the issue of this tremeE struggle no?

wi^wie'c'onL'nteJh''^ 'T' ^^^-ter ofSStioa
the JorM h^. u^/"^^ * spectacle as I supposetne world has never before witnessed, the soectaclVof

wUhTlfl^n"^ '° ^^"^ '^'^' «^^«"t'-l aTd toTsSigg?e

over a nSiht'"""?'
^"^' ^^"" '^^' 'y'^^^V triumphS

destroy thJr
^"'' ^""^^^.^^^^ ^nd even threatened to

out for a rn^r" f"'/"^ ^^^'' °^" »>^°thers. standingout tor a matter of a few pence in wages.
^

seriSisTt "T^^
confronted by another%pectacle, not soserious, not so inconceivable, but in many ways ^d and

Se^^oLTSrwf " ^%°^'^- of g^ra"vrtro"uble'i'inc national life. We were confronted by the soectarl*. ofyoung „,en holding bade from enlistmenttr^hUng

ll\
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forces of their country, when that country not only offered
them an infinitely higher recompense than the soldiers of
Germany receive who fight for a tyranny, but called them
in tones of urgency.

Now, what was the attitude of the popular newspapers
in England to these appalling phenomena ? It was one of
indignation and scorn. They would have shot strike
leaders right and left; they would have conscripted
labour; and they would have set up martial law. That
is to say, they would have attempted to Prussianize the
democracy of Great Britain. But it was these very
newspapers which more than any other influence in
English life had brought about this tragic condition in the
minds of labour. It is unthinkable that labour would
have behaved as it did behave in those hours of severe
trial if it had been an instructed, a prosperous, and a
contented labour. But every effort of the Liberal party
to improve the mind and the lot of democracy has been
opposed by these very newspapers. The Liberal party,
not very intelligently perhaps, but at least earnestly and
eagerly, has struggled for ten or twelve years to make our
democracy an efficient, educated, healthy, and contented
democracy. But every effort made in this direction by
the Liberals has been opposed by that party whose news-
papers are the chiefest evidence in our midst of what
Matthew Arnold called with righteous contempt "the
English middle-class mind."
The control of the liquor traffic was opposed by these

newspapers. Housing reform was opposed by these news-
papers. Educational reform was opposed by these news-
papers. The insurance act and old-age pensions were
opposed by these newspapers. Every effort which the
Liberal party made to beautify the hideous conditions under
which the working-classes live ; every effort to add to the
comfort and well-being of these dim millions ; every effort
to save them from ignorance and temptation; every
effort to strengthen them in body, mind, and soul ; every
effort to spread contentment and prosperity among those
who are at once the chief source of our wealth, the greatest
contributors to our national revenue, and the final defence

4
!
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of this country against its enemies—was opposed witli theutmost violence, bitterness, and poh-ticalThon^sty bythese same newspapers.

aiiuncsiy oy

«^il? ^i^"
labour rebelled in an hour of crisis the

S^ut thrp"'"'P'P"" "^ "^'^^^^ ^S^^^^ no?appeal, but the Prussian argument of force.

sou?ci?' Wiin.L"%" J° l^.'^*^

his opinions from such asource? Will it be safe for him to place his political conscience in such hands as these when, after thfwa we seabout the pen ous work of reconstructing the ifns ofEuropean civilization? Already these same newVoToerseven with the awful lesson of this war still £Lg Sji nktters of blood before their veiy eyes, are making vo?eitwar upon one who raises his voice to warn us to prepare

?L'storT "f"? TS"fi ^'^"^S^« '» '^^ days of^A^ace
1 he story of Lord Haldane will be an essential oart nf
this history, for he is indeed the chief prSagS ^f^^^particular aspect of the world drama ; but it i °wfe to Tsk

Z? -^^ %'.?^ P"""^^"' P^'*"* what'must be The mentalcondition of those newspapers in England which asTall asIf he were the very lowest of his spedes a man ^ whomLord French has said that th' '>untry owes him animmeasurable debt of gratitude,

.

o was rntrustSi bv

deZr^l ''''''%' ^' ^'"^^^ ''^ ---""h whose confi^:dence he enjoyed more than any other contemporary

.XI ' T\ ^^^
'"^'l

^^^""^^ ^^ all offices, and withschemes which were perhaps neare.-:t of all to the heart ofthat lovable and far-sighted King.
I take the abuse of Lord Haldane by these newsoaoersto be the niost serious and the most disquieting symptomof our national unintelligence. I cannot conce'v^of kbeing possible in any other European country that astatesman so wise and so distinguished, a man who morethan any other man in this nation prepared thTwe^onwhich broke the purpose of Germany at the ve^Tutsetand who has laboureu ^ith such eminent distinction inother directions for the greatness of his country, should ^so scandalously and so disgracefully attacked by popular

tTi^?.T?;.
^^^ "^"'"

°i ^ few journalists is^^ sSthing
;
but the acceptance of this abuse by so many of the
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more or less educated classes of this country, who allow
these newspapers to think for them and to decide for them,
is, as I say, a most serious and disquieting symptom of our
national unintelligence.

The friend and trusted adviser of Edward the Seventh,
a Lord Chancellor, a great minister of state, a philosopher
of distinction, a great scholar, and a publicist of world-wide
reputation, is allowed by the so-called educated people of
this country to be treated as if he deserved hanging (\,e

treason, to be treated as if he were a veritable Judas,
treated publicly, continuously, and brutally in this manner
by a few journalists; whose names are utterly unknown
outside the back streets of the Press.
What a sad moral and intellectual state must a country

be in where such a thing can happen as the driving out
of office by a pack of such journalists, even in the very
midst of his greatest triumph, of a man whose preparations
for war saved the French coasts from invasion, enabled
France to complete her preparations, and provided this
country with resources capable of raising immense armies
of volunteer soldiers. Lord French, who says that the
British Army of August 19 14 was the finest army that
ever the sun shone upon, describes Lord Haldane as
"that great and distinguished statesman." Wherever I

went in Scandinavia and Russia I found it agreed that
the glorious and immortal British Army of August 1914
had saved the world. Sir Alfred Keogh, whose adminis-
tration of the Royal Army Medical Corps is one of the
greatest triumphs of organization in this tremendous war,
attributes everything he has been able to accomplish to
the sympathy and enthusiasm of Lord Haldane, saying
"it was not until the advent of Lord Haldane that the
triumph of Army Sanitation was complete." But all
this makes no difference whatever to the journalists who
have received their instructions to abuse, vilify, and
destroy Lord Haldane. The placards are printed, the
facts are garbled, the headlines are prepared, the violent
leading articles are written, and the vulgarians of England
are hypnotized to believe that this "great and distin-
guished statesman," who, if any one man may be said
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legend " Watch HalSneJ" At^h!w^ ^'"' ^\""« '*^^

in 1914 the DlacS-ds of^hlc c *• ^'""j"g of the crisis

immunity but which BcriTLc^i^Sy f„" .^^^"'ist

permits htosdf to be mWMir?t°"'"''° •»)". reads, and

gent; bntheiTdKnf • ^*^ *? "'»'''=• '«" 'n'eUi.

fo rid. S^'a^^d^'hl'S me;texp%«°e,"lJi?r"?'~^

upbraids the UberS'for „« "P*"?' °' ""'"'y- Hec i-ioerals for not averting war by adopting

f^ on a subject, edoaSSSl refoS^ „2l- u?!!!*- ''"«>»«. tl
Mthority throi!,hiot the 3d SlTlS^i"

which ie ,s , recogniwi
tU, cou.,ri..\..itelirS^„'::lly^«"J^J'»p«hy with him io

|i <
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those very measures which he never ceases to condemn in
the Germans. He denounces the war-makers of Germany
as righteously and scornfully as he frustrated the work of
tJ^ ose in this country who were labouring for peace. He
damns the working-classes of this country for their lack of
discip!ine and sees in the discipline of the German people
nothing but the cowardice of the slave. He is for ever
invoking the law and condemning violence, but encouraged
Ulster to arm itself, even from Germany, against the law
of his own land. He praises the loyalty of South Africa,
to whom he would have denied self-government, and ex-
presses horror when Ireland, from whom he has so far
succeeded in withholding self-government, grows mutinous.'
He chastises the German Chancellor for describing a
solemn treaty as a scrap of paper, but calls upon an Irish
minority to tear up an Act of Parliament. At one
moment he cries for Lord Kitchener to save the country,
and at the next would have him shot for incompeter -e.
He decries the War Office, the Air Service, and me
Government in a manner which gravely troubles our
allies and very powerfully encourages our enemies, and
in the same breath calls for a propaganda in foreign
countries to show that England is playing her full
part in the struggle. He believes the working classes
to be drunken, idle, dishonest, and without any sense
of patriotism, and would prevent Lord Haldane from
improving our system of education. He does not think
our educacional system can stand in need of im-
provement, because, as one nobleman actually argued
in the T^ ise of Lords, Englishmen have fought bravely
and sh .vdly on the field of battle. He declares with an
absolute conviction that the Englishman is in every way
the superior i the German, but would raise a tariff wall
against the invasion of the English market by German
trade. He hails a labour politician from Australia as a
heaven-sent genius, but could not hang quick enough the
"agitator" in his own country. He covered with calumny
and abuse the venerable minister of religion who declared
at the beginning of the war that soldiers were drugged by

. ' See Appendix, Note B.
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done. He accepted the m'tht h?.k^
mischief had been

lounge as necessary ev«s HII tl
^""^ ?* music-hall

physical fitness of merhe wLI ?^ '"terfered with the
Everything evil is to h"m a ie,?f^'"^ 5° ^^^^ ^°' ^im.
his safety or his ^St 2f^"^ ^''•'^ untiHt touches
hteraturefofart of s?£nri'.r ^ *' ^"*""<^'y 'g"orant of
he has no feelfn^forSv anXnr'

'"^ °^ ^''^^^ "^^^n^'
he lives in a villa whkh ^ a d^?J':-''^"^^.

'^'' *»°J»"«3
surrounded by furniture whiSilsTcnw" °^ ^'''^h't^^^t^re

cism, and he is so entirely self eft; fiT ^f'"^^ ^^^heti-
dressing, eating behavinL o

^.^^^-sat^sfied with his way of
everybSy else^ho^Zf is ctd^cS^ "^ **? ^^'""^ ^^'
appears in his eyes as an fmn^ .

'''^ on other principles
And because his^son d<^s ^?rT' * ^'^'''' °^ * <=^«nk.
he believes that this so? is oerferH

^^^ °" the battlefield

exigencies of moder^ life
^"^^^"^ ^^"'PP^d for all the

4liS.L\V^^^^^^
found in all classes of fhi ^ ".^^'°"' ^ho is to be
the lowest. wSlost triSur;?'^'^" ^'^^«^' -"d
pent of our national g'Ss b' '7 '\^^^^^°P-
influence of the English laMh ,uJ^ ^°^. '^^ «"ent
honourable, and mode?t mfn^!? '

'^^' cultivated, just
as he is certarnirthe Ct atrTrKiP^^'^^P^ '^« ^"es
human race-but for th,?fnflf^^^^^/P^"'"en of the
ofthe labour party Indthe-^H"'-' ^"^ '*^^ earnestness
which characterized Slwon^en?"!!^^™

^^^ "^oral reforms
knows the intellectual conS of Tk*^^"^' * ™^" ^^^
almost be tempted to f^Tfn T °^

^^'f
*^°""try might

in spite of the magnificent auah^f^^rt?^ ?•' ^"'"^^ For
qualities acquired^n centuries nf. °^ ^"?''^ character-
and noble simplicity. quaiS whih'"^"'^3"^

earnestness
m great emergencie^and wh?.h m^^

manifest themselves
in the meaneft a"d mosttntaM nr"' "^ '"^'^^"^ '^^^
call for courage and endufance it n,? Tt" '^^'^ " ^
every one who has studied fhliT !""^' ^ ^'"^ed by
music, the politics! Se morafs anH^Vh"'*'

^^ ^^^"'^' ^^^^
' morals, and the manners of this

l\
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period, that as a nation we are inferior to the enormous
needs of the age in which destiny has called upon us to

play a deciding part Even this great war has failed to
make the whole nation sober, serious, and unselfish.

There is still an element in our midst not merely light

and frivolous, but arrogantly selfish and unashamedly
ignorant.

Nevertheless, so fine and splendid are many of our
qualities that if we can bring ourselves to see, as the
best of our nation have seen from the first, the true and
enduring character of this terrific struggle with the Central
Powers, we shall at least have the heart and will for

the critical duty which even now is laid upon us

—

the duty of rebuilding what war is every day destroying
here in uninvaded England, even as in the invaded
territories of France, Poland, Serbia, and Belgium, namely,
the moral structure of civilization. And if once we can
but get back the heart and the will for that great task,

the talent will swiftly follow. No nation is composed
of greater stuff.

»

This war is a moral struggle. For all students of
history and philosophy it is only an episode in the eternal
conflict between those two vast spiritual powers in the
world which we call ignorance and knowledge, evil and
good, hate and love. It is the flaming up of a volcano
whose concealed and slumbering fires have been fed by
the thoughts, words, and actions of mankind for all the
generations of the world. We of the pr-sent generation,
with a long and disastrous history to warn us and teach
us, and in whose will it actually lay to weaken and damp
and destroy those infernal fires, are of all generations
the most guilty. It is our generation which has most
violently fed the volcano. We might have left the
ancient fires to smoulder out, but instead we flung to
the invisible demons of hate, slaughter, and death every
thought and word which were most certain to bring
calamity upon our children. And now, while our

' See Appendix, Note C.
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^''^^^^^^^^ ror us. and die
Enjlishman calls his SereL?r\u^ "^*«' ^"d the
German trade. Not yet hUe w. f

'^^destruction of
Wesson of this war. ^ ^® "^^^ ^^'^''ned the greatest

ful|"t:?cate this war may right-
'between these twfEmp^es bot"h^'!?^ ^T^ Germanyl
the war-god Odin, and y^t l,^?i' '^^descendants of
this great conflict "VcramM' nVtt °^ ^^^^' doomed to
«?an Odin. One Xfe pLo^se a nnh/'^

^^""^^'^^ ^cS
Treitschke strove to follow ^nth. ^'^'* ?™a" than
of humanity towards tn^ h »i .

mysterious advance
1^ the God or LovTlndhJ^l^'^y'

*"d goodness: there
of things, and who knows thJi^J^^^^ ,^'°^ the surfece
profits and swelling reveruLani^^"''"?^''^ ^"^ money!

that this is a strufrilp »
Absolute, will surelv see

between the SpiS^^ V^/^/f^^ to the very delthl'
studying with awe and r«,

the Spirit of Evil. And
ances of this colossarwarfarfhr -f^

P^>'^'^^J Wear
t IS a fight between Snd T", "^' '"^ glibly that
trade dominion of the worWufrafh""^

Germany fo^r the
the Russian Christ and the P^"ssian S.?

'"""^^^^ ^^'^^^'-^^
Englishmen, I thint u^

Prussian Satan.
that Sf all the Sns o7 Sf '

^'^ ^ ^^"" to realize
preserved Z^..,,^,;^^"^^^^ the earth Russia alone has
voured to preserve the foSs a^dS' "•'',?"' ^^^^ ^ndea!
Protestant nations have minffi ^'f,^'Phne of religion

:

ethic of religion • but R .^c^ ^,''^"">' striven for the
preserved the%acred flame ;Tch?^ ^^' ^"^'•ded ai^
unique contribution to the h„m^

*
' simplicity. Christ's

before everything else that Hh" •^'?- ^"^^'^ Relieves
a mere phrase wi?h her. It is the If

^'^^' "^^'^ '« "ot
existence. And. believing that GoH^'"!"^

"^"""^ °f her
that all n>en are destined toS ^ 't

^°^^' ^he believes
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satisfaction of love that she pays h'ttle heed to morah'ty.
If a man love God, he will be good. To try to be
good without this love is to attain something that is poor,
something that may be even hard and repelling. But
/ove, pursue the idea of love, think of love, dream of
love, hunger and thirst after love, drown the soul in the
thought of absolute love, and to behave meanly or basely
will be impossible.

Bemhardi says that the meaning of « Germany "
is strife

and war. " He is a fool," said Frederick the Great, "and
that nation is a fool, who having the power to strike his
enemies unawares, does not strike and strike his deadliest"
What does England answer to this satanic creed ? Lord
Roberts said

:
" Germany strikes when Germany's hour

has struck. ... It is an excellent policy. It is or should
be the policy of every nation prepared to play a great part
in history." What does Satan say?—" All these things will
I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and worship me." And
what does Russia say?—" Tzargrad (Constantinople) cannot
be separated from the idea of the Kingdom of God."

Russia, who has fought more wars for the liberation of
httle peoples than any other Power, Russia who alone has
stood up against the Turkish oppressors of humble Chrst-
lan races, Russia who established Bulgaria, who withstoxl
Napoleonism, and who refused to see Serbia humiliated—
this great Russia, once herself the most oppressed and
persecuted of little peoples, has ever striven to proclaim
from Constantinople (Tzargrad—the Town of Towns)
the hegemony of God's children and the peace of the
world.*

Compare the satanic boastfulness of Bemhardi with the
Christlike longing of a great Russian, Prince Trubetzkoy.
1 he Prince says :

Humanity united by the Spirit of God in one
whole, and in this form become like God—this is
the highest expression of God's project for the
worid, and this is what must eventually reign 'n
the world. ...

of OxfoJd)^
«n*'tled to the gratitude of the world » (Professor MorfiU,

I

i!
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their f,|,h, .;« aV WW ILmSS'"" ?»"'°"'- <=«"
"hole of human! y^i »1,W" °^ "» '"'»''«"

Christ
. . . With ft, ^°,C ?„' ,h'

"•= "»"» of
highways of the nation^ "So„l, 2 .•"" ""*" of the
should unite all nation" andt^e aT?h"/ ^1'^ *!"'
Of their united kingdom t ,

beginning
Sophia fall into Tuf^sh *

ha^d,
"°^

^'jf"
^'^ St

that the Christian Erip?relo,n? ' *
: ,^>' ^^e fact

and the real •• SophS^'"Hvefn.
?'^"*'^ spirituality.

£?ul?. The mJriS lo s of °he'T '", ^*'"^^'^"
Turks .as only the syinbo?^^,JSl%^- u^'a!

anl-rrthei^^heT^S^t^^^^^^^^ nations
and the Straits. This act can o Pi <-0"stantinople
the last stage in the l^rIt?on of tL^ '^^"^'^^ °^ ^^
in the name of this umVeS pk?^ P^°P'^s. Only
the right to be crowneSTth thi

''°" ^^ ^"^^ia
. . .

For this purpose she 1^3t%etX°- ?^^^^^-
her own national egoism andfinH? k^® XJ^^^'^ over
power higher than^Sof ?he nal^^nn'^'l^* ^P'"'"-^
fighting. ...

"' ^"« nations whom she is

an?K:.;anity.' 'H^wSo h^f l^
'''' '"^-^-1

soul, who sees it in eveTv fnHf •?^""^^^ '" ^'s
cannot bear any lessentn^ nf k

''"^^ *"^ "ation,
injustice to humnftrrofses w"?»f" ^'P'^^' ^11
him who in devo«on .^fl . ^ '" *^« ^^rt of
Russia is willi^ To °Sffe" fo/'th';:'*'

^-''P^^^" '^
great deeds, it shows that X. S

' *"'^ '^ ^^^^y for
tft "c:«..i,;- .. .

''"."ws cnat she has raised *k- _i.-

will

' SophiSophia " in her soul q
"^'^ '**<^ altar

hear this song fS//, ' ^""T":'
°'' ^*'« we
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itself. St Sophia herself, who lives in the soul of
the people, will lead thither the Russian Army. Then
the hymn of the Holy Resurrection will announce the
great day of the liberation of nations.*

Englishmen, I venture to think, do not yet begin to
realize how great is that event to which we are now
approaching—the Russun occupation of Constantinople.
It means nothing short of a new epoch in human history.
It means a new world. And we are called upon, more
than any other nation, by Russia herself, to help in estab-
Iishmg these new foundations of the Christian i.ingdom.
Are we ready? Are we prepared in mind, in heart, and
M>ul? It will be for us at one end of Europe, as M.
Sazonoff told me, holding the seas of the world, and for
Russia at the other end of Europe, with a hundred million
peasants living on the soil, first to get upon our feet from
the economic ruins of war; and it will be for us, with our
moral earnestness, and for Russia, with her spiritual vision
to proclaim with one voice to all the nations of the earth!
Germany included, the end of hate, greed, and cruel war.
Wever to any nation came so great an opportunity as now
comes swiftly and appealingly, to the people of the
iintish Empire.

It was said to me not long ago by one of the Coali-
tion ministers, a Unionist, that the supreme issue of thewar ts the repentance of Germany. This profound sayine
IS at the very root of a rightful understanding of the
whole matter. Even if we destroy the armies of the
Central Powers, and invade their territories, and impose
our own terms upon them, the true victory of our forces,
the true compensation for all our sufferings and bitter
bss will still be to seek. The only victory which canmake this awful struggle of physical force glorious in the
eyes of our children is the victory which achieves a
repentant Germany. We are not fighting to wreak
vengeance, or to take territory, or to wring an indem-
nity from a beaten foe, but to destroy the evil inGermany and t- release the good. We are not fighting

• Prince Eugene Trubetzkoy in The R4-Awakening of Russia, hyProfessor
J. Y. Slmpgon (Constabie). -^ "^^"^"^ °'

ma
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make for darknew. "i^^""' ^'i^/"
«"' »o?ls wh^h

encouraging within ourSvS a^i ?hn' "'if
'»»«*^' ^ndthe soul which make forS iL^i^ dispositions of

jove. It is for us a morfl knH . -^^^ e°^^^»^, and

off the modern madness of he? Prnf,.-^'''?*.">'
^° ^^row

restore her to that old and noble co^2J'°^^"*=*
*"d ^which was once her glory and th^

condition of idealismA study of the political h?,*nr ^'!?""& °^ mankind
this world war of 1914 should kT^ "^^'^^ culminated in
the temper in whfch^ a?onf j^ Li;' u'

^'''' ^° «<=q"i

"

of whom its owrpS^Ts 'ann:, ^"^PPy a pJo'^ji'
^«erer things than ^ts enemL^ S^^^T have said
Haldane once said, France haTh?;i u^'"*'^ ^^7°> as Lord
has absorbed not What is test Ith'TT' ^^"^^nywhat IS lowest Germans k J '^^ Gallic spirit but
fineness of the French spirit ?nI '^"^t"^'"^**^^ ^'thout ?he

to delusions, she has fallen fmm f 1"^^^^ exposed her
luxury and weakness. One o?^ ^'u^^^'^y

^"^ power to^d before 19x4 that i^ wis
1^'''°/?""^ '" America

Germany that in the evenT
' / '''''''^ reco^i^ed in

unsuccessful, Germany^^^^ b^L^?Vu^S^.^^"'
^"

very nearly " nm^i ^:'°°'" o" account of hie Kviu "f ''*«> 's
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Before we proceed to a study of that history, let me
venture to insist upon the vital importance of right think-
ing. Truth is of the very essence of morality. A man
who gets drunk may be a more disgusting object than his
wrong-thmking neighbour, but he is not so dangerous to
the State. It is an immoral act to accept as a true thing
that which we have not examined with our reason, and it
IS a highly immoral act to advance as true, seeking sym-
pathy for it and converts to it, any opinion or idea of
whose truth we are not entirely and rationally convinced.
Vice IS a sin against the body, loose thinking is a sin
against reason. God is not only Beauty and Goodness,He IS also Truth. We oppose the Divine Will when we
engage ourselves in the spiritual kingdom of opinion on
the side of ideas which are not true ideas. Life, whatever
Its origin or purpose, is development. We move and we
change and w? become. If we are not moving away from
Ignorance, if we are not changing our garments of preju-
dice, and If we are not becoming every day more right and
more true, we are a hindrance to the function of life, andwe may be guilty of great sin. It is our bounden duty, at
whatever cost in social convenience or in popularity or in
riches, to place ourselves absolutely on the side of truth in
the moral conflict of the worid. Only when we deeply
convince ourselves that truth is of twin importance with

fSf^Sf' ? J^^"^^^"" r, ^^^^ ourselves as profoundly
ashamed of holding a false opinion as of doing a dis-
graceful act, only when we are conscious in ourselves of ahunger and thirst for unerring accuracy of thought and
will and desire, only then can we call ourselves rational
and moral beings.

„';?S"°^^^,S^" says Mr. Clutton-Brock in TA^ UltimaU
^e'tef, IS always a means to an end, and that end the
truth; so that without the desire for the truth it is like the
technique of an art used for some purpose not artistic, such" ™^,"^>::?*^i"S-^"d the result, in both cases, is non-

?hi,v 'k-r f « V u""^".^' J*"
^^y*' *=°"^^ "°t be so docile in

their beliefs "if they had not been trained to believe what

hJ^2.^**if'i' ?^wuH" "^^^^ '" ^'"^•" R°™a»^ Holland
to" said that of all the shortcomings of Prussiarv kaperial-
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EDWARD THE SEVENTH AS
STATESMAN



You have said that the strength of North Germany lay
•n th.., that the idea of science governed every ^IZ
hve m a country where at present the idea of clap-trap
governs every department of human activity. Great

Smhh .^ ^^^^u'^
'° '^' "°'''^' ^»d Mr. GoldwinSmith tells you that "England will be compeUed to

s'^k ^'"K M
"""''^ '^ ^~'>^ -«* '• -^- fhe dj:

d.«ster, I w,ll g,ve you this piece of advice, with which
I take my leave: "Get Geist" (mM/^^e).

Friendship's Garland



CHAPTER I

EDWARD THE SEVENTH AS STATESMAN

1HAVE heard Sir Sidney Lee's well-known article on
King Edward the Seventh, which appeared in the
Dictionary of National Biography, criticized by a man

who lived for a great number of years in close intimacy
with King .Edward, and who certainly knew him both as
sovereign and individual far better than any of the King's
biographers.

With the help of this criticism, it is possible to form
from Sir Sidney Lee's article, which is otherwise, I think
very misleading, an extremely clear notion of King'
Edward's personality, and also to gather a distinct idea
as to the part he played in the politics of his period.
And since the notions gained in this manner agree in
substance with the opinions of other men of my acquaint-
ance who enjoyed the King's friendship, and since they
are also, on the whole, in agreement with Lord Esher's
published essay on The Influence of King Edward, 1 feel
myself justified in the assumption that the following
estimate of A roi charmeur, to use Lord Rosebery's phrase
is one which the future historian will confirm.
King Edward was a most amiable type of the educated

man of the world. He had very few prejudices, was
averse from anything in the nature of fanaticism, and
took a generous pleasure in being kind and charming.
He was not a learned man, he had no intense feeling
for beauty in art, and he had little enthusiasm for
the literature of those languages which he spoke so
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^i^t.:tl .ht* L? ."°^™^ " Sir Sidney Le.
pracUcally read noSg in mature y«". TZ'IT,'. ^untrue that "hi, natur^ buoyfncy ordTs'noshln SIrf K^numerous social nlMcnr^^ I -

aisposition and his

political spuVrfJSy ^:LTt:^'L°"^'' ?"'

be the wdfaS Jw ^TanXh"'' '™'J' M"""" 'o

world. P^P * *"'' *e good of the whole

tha?ksTa°weJ.oJder^'' ""''"^'"S"^«='' " Europe,

powers of intSn "^ h?.
"^ ""» "^"T «n>arkable

"much of the oJd"narv ki„H J J""'^^^ ^^^ ^^ Esher,
tion, was apf to dm7in,^ In-

knowledge, mere informa-

knew seemS n,aies?£ L„H
™"?Portance. The things he

ing appeaT^a mere accolK"""'' '^^ """»™ 1«™-

at?^t^~SSi--^^^^^^^^^^
I^rH t?ck1 J remarkable personality

Ki!5?ht'o;r^h1s"pys?L^^ -ade^anythin^- about the
But this roistering side to hi::

\'^'^' ^'' '°^^ °^ *^^^«"-

Henry VIII waf In ll • i"^^"'^'
'° reminiscent of

character In The davs of ht "^1^^'^ '" *^« king's
unkind, almost cruel but I i' ^T^ *'/°"'d ^^ a little

nothing more than th^ 1 f
^dv^nced in life it became

thoroufhly frank'",n*^/ cT£TZlr!'^''r\''' '.

^?s;^^^t:t^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^
employ chaff ?o out hi. r°"r Y^''^ °^t^" he would
sometimes a neat^^LoftheT^" '" ^ ^°°^ "»°°d. ^nd
tious people "n sodetv H.^'"L^^ * ^^«=^ '° ^^^P"i^ pe in society. He loved to surround himself

ii !
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with witty people who could see a joke quickly and who
could tell amusing stories without tediousness.*
The King's shortcomings were neither numerous nor

grave. His virtues were many and great. He loved to
make people happy, and was perfectly at his ease with all
sorts and conditions of men. He had great sympathy
with pain and suffering. He wanted to improve the bad
conditions of human life. And he had an almost unerring
instinct for the right remedy. He saw the heart of a
problem when abler men were still fumbling with the
circumference. He broke through the official difficulties
of diplomacy and got as soon as possible into human
contact with the lives of men and women behind diplo-
'"acy. He believed in settling problems over a dinner-
table, and was for ever trying to get quarrelsome people
away from the cold region of controversy into the warmer
and more generous atmosphere of hospitality. He had
a singular genius for persuading enemies to see the good
in each other. He had an immense store of natural
courage, and would face the most difficult and unpleasant
situation with so fine a grace and so winning a charm that
one might have thought he courted the ordeal for a dis-
play of his skill. Nothing ever daunted him. He had
unbounded faith in the common sense and the good-nature
of humanity. He believed that with time and tact every
problem m politics and diplomacy could be solved by
honest inen who sincerely sought, not for their own ends,
but for the peace and happiness of mankind. There was
nothing in his nature mean or narrow, and to a very
considerable degree he had an international mind.

There were three chief political enthusiasms in the

tJ,I»I^®»^'°^
was very particular about clothes, and it amused him

that his two organizers of defence, Lord Fisher and Lord Haldanewere notonously mdifferent to such matters. Lord Fisher has toldme how the King once insisted that he should buy himself a tweed
l^Au?'

^'"*' *° country houses, mercilessly chaffing him about theOld blue serge suit in which he always made his appearance. LordHaldane once arrived at a country house in a brown felt hat of suit-

" Ah ,n
P? ri *^"^-'*y' '^^^°f * somewhat pronounced antiquity.An I cned the King to the people surrounding him, " here hecomes, wearing the hat bequeathed to him by Goethe I"

'i'tt

^- if

m
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foundation of social wdfew ?^" *****?' ^*^ *' *he very
carried him straight to ?h!' J *-^f™"? °^ '^^ King
reform. He knew that mln ,^T"''«^s of progress and
vast majority of fLnlea^S

and women, housed as the
not be a happy ffiy^r^V"^ '^"^^ ^'^^^"ds. could
too, that wiA ii i^soL^M "'l?^*"** P«°P^e- He knew
••« 5»e worst ed^^LWf Si^JiW P^^

^"«^^^ democracy
and he saw that ignorance aSd ifT.^^ democracies

;

greatest enemies. He knew ^tS^'^i'^.^^ *^" "ation's

ested in these three Siin^ TT/ ?"1 ^^P^^ «ter-
final ascendancy in his3' ^-11^^ *^^™ §^^"'"? a
political power, and if he had livJ^ . ? ^"^^^^ S'-eater
IS quite possible that the'^t cW oT^T' ^T^^'^

**
tion, which was the drea^f Lorrf H f/^^''"^, ^"<^a.
took tentative shape in SeRn^J:? r"^"^*"® and which
in operation. ^ ^^ ^""^S^' ^^ 'SH would now be

abiurtheri:l%T,h"l?^-
STt a""/"^

^'^"^ ^-"^^t
suppose that he endeavoured in ^!- ^f^P^^^r mistake to
at the heart of Germany Alhl^"'- ^^^^""derstanding
agreed, and all his frieSds whom I if

"°"' ^'«g.''*Phers ar!
in this, that the King iTrei" ii?!?

consulted concur
personality to the dFplomacy^ o? hi •^'""'^ °^ ^'^
Unionist and Liberal."XJ^ere J^X'

°»'"«ters, both
understanding with Franc^ hI^^ ^'"^ '°'' * better
movement, but he lentTt the^erv l"°r "'"^**' ^^'^
personal influence. And it is mZ ^T'^"^ *'^ °^ his
most men who had anySiL to I °-

J^?' ^""^P*«d by
dunngthisperiodthatSU^-n^^^^^^^^ f^^" P°««cs
and urbanity of the man ™ I!

*^*^' '^^ "^^re charm
the difficuItSs of S;: d%TomSs'"*''''"''"">^

'"'"^'"^'^^

King Reval in June 1908 It was not
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to draw Russia Into an antf-German alliance, as some

S2? fnnTf^"^'
^"'

"'^f^'y
'° *»«*'• ^y ^'^ friendship and

affection the very natural soreness which certain people inRussia felt at Britain's attitude during the war withja^n"

to "i^ fhrN'"'"''*^ °i ^'?u^f^
*"d^^^^ that he ri?u^JJi

itoS. I aT^ f'"'*
"^'^ *^« '°y*^ yacht an imposing

He was followed by only two small cruisers-two small

foZT-'
^°^^^^,«'Wch drew deeper water than couW befound m the Kiel Canal, through which he had to pas^

Lhil P "^^ °^^" *=™''/''' ^*^ *° ^a>t for Wm off Kiel

wThJ^""'*" "^2!^ of Prussia represented the Kaiserbut that was a stroke of the Admiralty: the Kin? knewnothing about it. One who journeved with the King, and

me'thThn,"'
"' '^" ^''' J"ncheon-party at Re^ tdls

nrnr^i;
*"

"^i" 'l^''^'^"'S^t the gloom and restraint of the

?S r^cf
^'

."^"""f *'?f
™^*^ ''^'*"' "°r ^^^ all this gloom

oafient tS\ nFfH^^""^^
^^^^ ^^^ '^^°'-« ^^^ i"fi«>tely

?harm o? hi? i^^!^^'"^ ' "^f.""^''
^"^ ^^^ irresistibleCharm of the King's personality. The function. - hichbegan so awkwardly, ended in an arm-and-arm ^alk ofthe two sovereigns on a beflagged deck, with the cheers

b tU'earr
^''^"""^ ^^"' '^^ ^"^^°"' ""S»"g

.uJli^^^^j?;:'
of ?5 King in going to Russia was exactlythe same object which had taken him to Paris and also to

He°^J^?hA"^'°
^''^^- ^' ^^^ '^' P^ace of the world!

the effSf, o? v' P'^'w"^^ ^"1 ^'^ friendship to strengthenthe efforts of his mmisters, who were likewise seekintf the

Kenf ^^vr^'^- J^ ^" ^^"* *° Paris with this pur^^!
at rronhJ''^ "J"."^^!'

P^'P^"^ *° th^ German Em^ro;
desired to show these monarchs by the courtesy of a visit

was on Z'lT ^^T-'^^'"^''.
^"""^ '^^'^ ^'^'t^' ^hat he

peace T. Iv v
?;\™!">sters in seeking the world's

S^f
To think that he initiated any diplomatic

Slif '' .^^^"'d'i>"t t? suppose that his visfts we e

ZTZ ^'T Tt""?^^^ P^^'P^^^ ^^ also absurd. I?

^^IH L ^KJ^? ??' ^ S^ an understandingcould be reached by fairness, patience, and tact with

1I*1? n
1-

'

5

U'
V^^ ,';»

p.

'
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wiy iree from insular oreiudice H#. ««..- • i? j

K.^S W^^"P^*'°" °^ *»'«^" years.
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that the two men, in spite of diflference in tempera-
ment and dtvei^ence of ideals, bore a curious likeness

to each other, that blood is thicker than water, and
that not only mutual respect, but real admiration
underlay their intercourse.

There are some who recall that in January 1910
the King mentioned with grave emotion that he had
written warmly to the Emperor on his birthday,

expressing a strong wish that Germany and England
should always work together in the interests of
European Peace, which acting together they can
always ensure.*

Lord Esher makes it perfectly plain that the ambition
of Edward the Seventh was to bring Germany into the
Entente of France, Russia, and Great Britain. "With
this policy, liberal, progressive, and yet eminently con-
servative, and noble because of its pacific tendencies,
its unselfish aspects, and its aspirations for the future

of mankind, must ever be connected the name of King
Edward VII of Great Britain and Ireland, who presided,
if not over its inception, over its partial triumph."
The popular idea that King Edward was a political

strategist who sought to isolate Germany and ring her
round with enemies is as false and monstrous as the idea
which Sir Sidney Lee would seem to suggest, that the
King loved his pleasures and his ease too well to be
bothered by the business of a tiresome world. He was
above everything else a conscientious king, an intelligent

king, and a serious king.

Not only were the Privy Councillors and citizens

of London, who were present in the Banqueting Hall
of St James's Palace on January 23, 1902, moved to

admiration by the noble words—written by the King's
own unguided hand—in which he announced his

determination, so long as there was breath in his

body, tc work for the good and amelioration of
his people, but those who stood nearer to him still,

and were for the succeeding days in close touch with

' The Influenc* of King Edward^ by Viscount Esher, pp. H'S^*
(John Murray.)
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Edward yil^Lco^^i^J^i^^'^^y ^*' ^"
of a great monarch. ^ ~"** *"'° possession

con^cnSiti^TneJ^ wkht' i?' n!!!*. f" ^'^' -^
with what m«,.^Wav? n~l1^*ii^ frivolities, and
insincere, ca™ ite ceSSofSTf^'^l^*"^ sometimes
obstacle to kinwhiD X .k

^"*"**^ Proving an
left him unsSS Sf ^Sl^S''^r"''>^ °^ ^* '^^^

well eauipped for deaC whh S°**
"^aordinarily

with wLch a sovJ^ein h£ to L?*!!??^*^^ P^*'*^'"
eternal problem ofTaWn^ goS*^i2?'i/^,

*° "y. the
man. #=ew have equalled and^i^Snf *^* *''*"'«^
ever surpassed, King Edward in Ko"i^ "° °"* ^^^
terously. because the word imnil

"'^^'"^' "°' ^*''-

ness, but with warrJ!? jmplies overconscious-

men.-
^*'* P*^' understanding, his fellow-

serpis1yfCtSnorst'L'''-r ^^^^ ^'« '^'"^^^^'P
to fulfil his vow of worSVfo' k; f

*""'"* earnestness
was breath in hisZ3^^ [s to t^^^Sce".?

'""^ ^ ^^^^
a most lovable, kind-hiarted ./^ '

memory of
worked industriously and wfth rell

^'^''°"\ '^'"^- "^
his vow. to serve hi^ p^ool7 ?J? sympathy to fulfil

'"••NolJf^^^^
th/Ho%t?E"u?o;:,^;,^,i'^ ""^' ^^

discovering tha^t he iLd Germtny^^^^^^ ^'«^0"t

he saw in German woole^'n.^i^^'
we must conclude that

and humanly Hkeable anr!'l ^J"^ *J^*
^^^ <l"'te simply

that rested and refrejfe^hisS 'V^k^''"^^"^
^^"'ethfng

to any -veiled Englirh',^^ ^^
Tie Influence ofKin^ Edward, pp. 40, 4x.
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rblc thing, If the horror of war had not made us think
of Germany with repugnance and of the Germans with

rlfS"^
^'^^'' E"&'"h people besides King Edward have

liked Germany and the German people. Every year a
host of refined people from this country have gone to
Germany In search of something that was lacking here,
and have returned with pleasantest memories of the
German people.1 Before the war no man would have
been upbraided, even by the most ignorant of our news-
papers, for cal mg Germany his spiritual home. Germany.
It may be said, is the spiritual home of every philosopher
and every idealist.

*^

King Edward saw the good in Germans as well as the

•1 "ejpved their well-ordered cities and towns, their
simple habits of life, their notable efficiency, and their
respect for refinement, learning, and authority. He dis-
liked their touchiness, their swagger, and their boastful-
ness. The scaremongering journalist in Germany was as
obnoxious to his mind as the scaremongering and equally

''",'F''J°"'""^"^*
°" t*^e Thames. And hj detested the

self-sufficiency and the rather insolent vanity of the German
Jingo.

^1".' *^T ?'"^ ^^ * far-seeing and shrewd man of the
wor d. He knew that it was impossible to repress a highly
mtelhgent people numbering between sixty and seventy
millions. Moreover, he was wise enough and tolerant
enough to believe that contact with a nation so efficient
industrious and disciplined would be for the good of other
peoples. His policy, having seen the entente of his own
country with its ancient enemies, Russia and France fcon-
cerning whom our jingo Press had quite recently been
uttering the most ferociou". hatred and scorn), was to per-
suade Germany, thus isolated and imperilled, to make a
ourth party in this grand alliance of the Great Powers for
the peace of the worid. It cannot be too emphatically
stated or too widely known that Edward the Seventh never
suggested, never supported, and never oncgfiRtertaitted the
notion of isolating Germany. His n^ii<^ '*6t^<fetruc.
tive, but construedve. He was so little of a militarist or a

• See Appendix,"Nole D, \
-': /-:.^ . ^^

I i«5
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uSS ?f*'vi^o^i^°
faith In the moral or material advan-wgw ot victory by physical force. It was with him acommonplace, Mys Cord Esher, that inTwaJ bctwLn

.^dTsLter^or'^^?^'*S.\^^f'°^
either rionSjdd"

And he regar-^ed an armed conflict between 6reat BriSin

co"u'ld^rL^SrTd;' ''' '"^^^ "^'"'^ calami^^tlt

Palmerstonsaid: "England and Germany have naturally

ot anv enlightened man of either country any feelin?of jealousy as to the progress made by th7oth« co~n ?v

Lesman'Tf^"^
>rosperity." And^every Conse^S

Ch^i^i • °^u
*"^ eminence, including Mr. JosephChamberlain has sa d the same thing. ^ ^ ^

1 his sensible view was the view of King Edward and

'f^ w"s'rb?;?"2
^° hjs heart towards ?he e^d of\"1

t« fob !,• • ^ *!"^ enlightened men of both countries

•• th^ .S" "T- "" ^^^'""^^ ^'t»^ *" l^»^ heart to silence

G^rmant cLiir' ^^f
"^P^^&"^ «"" Great Briuin andGermany, carried on by men with honest and oatn Mkintentions, but ignorant and misguided." which "sadde d

heiT"?."^.^'.™"' ^"^ ^^ de^'^ed aTso with aU h^

wSe of ^.1 „/?*• ^'•^"<=\^"d Great Britain for ine

rnlfrworid
°"' ^""^ ^''' ^^ governance of the

<nlnll"°^^^.^-'"°^.^^''^^^'^^'8^^^as frustrated >v brain both countries which love darkness rath<- tha' liSt

ness of vision In Germany there were men .vh wuuld

a'lted^S'p'l''^'.
King Edward was 1.1^1^ whoasserted that England's traditional policy is to ^<r on

thr-atens her own commercial supremacy, anc who^w
-• futable eviucncc tnai England was compassin- the
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destruction of Germany.' And In England there were
men who refused to believe that Germany desired friend-
ship with this country, who ignored the Socialists, the
philosophers, and the peace party in Germany, and who
Insisted that firebrands like Bemhardi spoke for the entire
German nation. These men, in both countries, frustrated
the policy of King Edward. Instead of insisting upon
the good elements in each nation, instead of seeking
sympathy between the excellent qualities of the two
peoples, they each fastened with hysterical exaggora.ion
on that which was bad, second-rate, and suspicious in
the other, insisting that behind all the courtesies of
diplomacy and all the make-belief of " peace cranks

"

was the deadly intentic of war.
'

There was one man among his ministers more than
any other in whom King Edward trusted for wisdom,
imagination, and organizing thoroughness. This man
was Lorti Haldane. Sir Sidney Let- says of the King

:

His attitude to measures was always conditioned
to a .arge extent by his interest in the men who
framed them, and his liking for Mr. Haldane, the
War Minister who created the Territorial Army, mainly
inspired his personal patronage of the movement.

I le also says of the 1905 Cabinet, after mentioning a
low of the ministers whom the King Hked :

Mr. Haldane, Secretary for War, whose genial
temper and grasp of German life and learning ap-
pealed to him, quickly became a persona '^a/a.
With the ministers in other posts he found less in
common, and he c tme into little contact with them,
save in ceremonial functions.

The latp Lord Redesdale, who, h »d
of King Edward's, was a very ca a
reliable student of public affair 1^.
Memories, o( the King's associauju ane.
The passage in which he mcntio , is de-
serving of quotation, and may we' rier A •on i

,

„
' A Russian diplomatist once said tc Professor J. Y
t-ngland has never made a permanent alliance."

Jimpii(»],

'Mi

r«^ *.-'
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volume of his Mentors, \^^^lx^n^t the^'^'''

exSSL"»„'i''fll*" ^. Territorials justified their

ISi^=,^^- -*.' ">?*<'««» of the King in the

fSle^ "^ '?"™ "sponsible for ttera

JrJ2^ u\ . ' P«nerals at the front. It would
5?„Jff"'^'?'m^ne a finer tribute to L<mi^aidanes administration of the Wai- nui™ rT •

generally ackoowledgrf ftat but for h™ ."^"?"
the.n,eas«,« which L inftfateS"our U™on ,? thl

f^""Zt" t' wa^"r-" Jri been'^TdiffUn

ferSH^I T
"^-^ -"

—

esttaaS^ oVhil work"''S^"!rr
"' ="'="?«"« ''"^

can afford toll:j^d byUllS"
^^' '' """• ""<'

Sidheril'th^lFT'^ 'i"^'.
'" *e Statement of Sir

:i5Sst^i''rhV;eS%^^?F~^

LThTTJ^""
long before Lorf HaldtSle w«^"^inilter'
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**1v-*"i
'^^.^ficial and often dishonest wrandinff ofpolitical parties there are men in either kmp who wSljom forces, undertake thankless tasks, and sSare th^m

Xan'^^^rte/'^
^^'"'"""'^^ ''^"^ '^^ -'^ents of

giant to set up in London a TeSink^ Co We Si?t sLwnvaJ the famous High School at CharfoSurg It w2while seekmg a site for this college, havinl secuT^Henormous sums of money for his puT^se. Sat hT fi^
TwaW T^\^^ ^'"^^^ theLv^nth. The'prince

SDeeche?nn fK
'^^"^as. sent for Mr. Haldane. whosespeeches on the need for provincial universities andtechnical colleges were beginning to attract aTt^nSon aSdinquired whether the Imperial Institute, tLn In dSicultSrSSJ'ers^r "" "^ ^ '^' "^"^

"
nea^j^jS^h^tTefrd^LrM^^^^^

Ke-M^H^^^^ r^'£^B
.merest in public affairs. It was on ?he Ktag's pISnS
^TT,^"^ ^""'•'""^' ""'^" "' ascende/4e1Sm^^

desjred to meet at dinner or during a week ennfsU
offh*S ^S*

'°.^^" known, and what may surpris^ some
o[k^^

H^Wane'straducers, is the fact that it SheS
the wL nS^''^

himself that Lord Haldane should go to
'

the War Office. How Lord Haldane fulfilled the con^
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fidence of this wfse sovereign we shall see in the next
chapter

;
for the present there is something more to be

said about the association of these two men in the
spher of foreign politics.

.
During the visit of the German Emperor to this country

in November 1907 Lord Haldane was a guest of KineEdward at Wmdsor Castle. The War Minister was in theKmgs completest confidence concerning foreign affairs-

Fnr!;t!,^'°
^'^ closet friend of Sir Edward Grey, theForei^ Secretary, and he was more conversant thari any

other Englishman with the political situation in Germany^

if r." f^^^-y ^""^r^y. ^'"^ E^^^'d *hat »n the midstof the festivities at Windsor this trusted minister would

Sf.f u° ""^"T ''°™ ^^ "'"^'^ o^ *»« German guests
that unhappy element of suspicion and distrust which

£'^n tt'twofo'unt^.
" "^ ^^' of an understanding

The French Ambassador was aware of this hope of Kin?Edward, and there was not a minister in the Cabinet, nora responsible statesman among the Opposition, who did

thT^ " '^.'^^'"i-'^?'
^^^^'^ Haldane. How v^ry nearly

difficult undertaking, h^ very nearly the peace of the

on.^ tlf?!?'!'* l"''^i'S
*^o^« ^^^ days at Windsor, will

^fn^Th^ h
^"^

A^A
'^^ ^^''?"?"- S"«5^« 't to say. at this

Sf^^fr ^'^ '""^^^ in disabusing the minds of

lo.fX 2,
^?"*" personages of the idea that this countrysought the hemming, n of Germany, and that he earned

n ameS .of /-^
King and the gratitude of statesmen

in allied countries for the great step he had ueen ableto take towards the ideal of a Euro^n Peacr

King Edward believed that the real menace to this

burfrL'^th '• "°' ^'^"^
'^I

""•^'•y ^'"b'tions of Germany

d ze^ H^ if^P^r"" S^^^^tion of the average German
citizen. He hoped and believed that diplomacy could

exoansTo^:?"? J?'"""^ ^" '^' ^°""^^'^ ^^'^ ^r Externexpansion, and he was most careful to avoid eivine the

SS? '^y^^^' B"tai« saw anything unnaSfal ormimical m this German ambition. What he really feared
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was the keener intelligence, the ceaseless industry, and the
intense earnestness of the average German citizen : and he
was drawn to Lord Haldane far more by their common
enthusiasm for an improved system of national training
than by anythmg else.

But the King was sensible of a spirit in Germany which
at least threatened the peace of the world. He saw that
the work of diplomatists was slow, and that even in the
process of working for peace war might suddenly emerge
from the very conflicts of compromise and adjustment.
He was in some ways a great optimist, but he was never a

!••*».! Sf*'*^?'.*^*;"^' * "*"^'' °f **»« fii'st importance to
him that the British Navy and the British Army should be
brought to the highest degree of perfection. " No one."
Lord Esher has told us, "was more determined than he
that no stone should be left unturned to render the defen-
sive forces of his own country powerful and efficient." Sir
bidney Lee would have us believe that he was only inter-
ested in the work of the Navy and Army because of the
personalities of Lord Haldane and Lord Fisher ; but this
IS a very gross misstatement. It is perfectly true that theKing knew nothing about army organization and nothing
about naval administration, but Lord Haldane and Lord
fisher have both told me on many occasions, Lord Fisher
with the greatest possible emphasis, how much they owed
to the constant interest and sympathy of the King.
There was a time when Lord Fisher had scarcely a

friend m the world except the King, and when, but for the
King, it would have been well-nigh impossible for him to
have completed his naval revolution. And it was the
King's express wish that Lord Haldane should go to
the War Office because he had faith in that minister's
lndustr>^ seriousness, pertinacity, and genius for organiza-

.^J'^'a !
"^^ "°^ V} ^""P^"^' *"^' naturally enough, he

could not concern himself with the infinite amount of
detail which falls to the lot of ministers engaged in navaland army organization

; but so well aware was the King
o! the most serious condition of things both at the Ad-
miralty and the War Office (as we shall see later on), and
so anxious was the King for the security of these islands,

I
r

:

t.ii<
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^V'^th^^^^^^ "^ *° «"PP<>'t the two men who
"rdS inn" ffi^.

°'^*" ^" ?« <=°"nt'y he trusted to bringorder and efficiency out of chaos and muddhng.
^

fordlf^rT °^A'"^
^^"^"^ ^^ t° P^^P^e this country

Se ^ce of ^th^
'°

u™°?? ^^^'y P°^^^^ obstacle o

ff^^t threat toTJ"^ S^ "^^ ''^^^ ^«^'"*">' "^^ the

SckSL nr L° ^ '''°r^'*
^ Pt**=^' "°t because she was

teSuse she hJ '??'°"u'
'*^" °ther nations, but

1^ At tSe sL ^'^ '"? ?** ^^""'^ * hundred yeaw too

^^IjKi *
^™® ''"® he hoped and beheved that it waspossible to avert war by caVdour and faS^wlin^ bJ

ZTZ '^Sicr
??"''°"' ^".' '^ * frank ant hfa.5^

Sr.S ^ "* "^''*'" d^Pa'^ed of his fellow-

man. and a far-seeing man. And it was the Sy 0^1!that IS ber.t, safest, and least unworthy in the countrvof which he was the sovereira-lorrf rLi .-rV 1 j ^

selves on their conscience whether they are fr^„f^"^:for all that dreadful mass of suffering and dZh Ta

blood-guiltmess is only second to the gu^uTn^s of

*• •l,lll.JI.UMIWH»aCH8»r^
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h« nl- i r .L* *^® horrors of war and to remove from

worinli^csm^^^^^^^^ ^y ''' '^'^ ent?an?e Z
Te Lrreason^nr o

threatened the world's peaceine last reason for suspicion and unrest

were''Su«Hv S^-
"^''^ ^/^"'•ance that Russia and Francewere equally desirous of peace, and equally satisfied w thEngland's policy. NeithefFrance norTu^ia wanSd warneither France nor Russia considered themselves ialHed

Tave" Z^#„"Jl '"/."^^^*^^' ^^^"- nor Wi^w'Sd
Ther? will .h^ ,!?

^ ^^"*°" ^"^""^ "P°" Germany.
1 nere was in the world only one menace to oeace anH

^ro Sr:nd?H'-'
^'""^^'"^ population 'tie S^lng

Tho^^inle n r''^^'*"^ "r^* ^^^'^^ G^'-'"*" Empire^

RussTa SSd BriSn ""^"^i
^^° P'^^^'^^^ that France.Russia, and iiritain were making a rine of steel rotmrl fhJGerman Empire intensified thl men^ace to p^^^^^^^^

f.-^^-' ^^T ^«=a"se neither Germany nor England had

von bSh^'^
°'^"''

? ^°r^*y '
^nd it came in spife of Herr

Tn sp^e oTthl^R^v r^'^"^P"'"^*^^«'°^ to avoid war and
detenth V,

."'"^ Government's heroic efforts up to the

gigantic retribution on wrong-thinidng " " *

M-,





THE BRITISH WAR MACHINE



You know I do not join in the common dislike of your
nation, or in the belief in its certain decay. But
no nation can, without danger, go on stuffing itsmmd With such nonsense as is talked by the news-
papers which you are stupid enough to quote with
admiration.

Friendship's Garland



CHAPTER II

THE BRITISH WAR MACHINE

LORD ESHER who has a special authority forspeaking on this matter, tells STthat no one w^
shnuM^^il-f*^'"?'"*^.*^*" ^'"2 Edward that no stS^should be left unturned to render the defensive forces ofhis country powerful and efficient

thft"}^;i^H 'li* "^^l!'
^^^ r'^ °^ **»^» determined Kingthat I^rd Haldane became Secretary of State for War atthe end of 1905. we may justly consider that the King, who

the Bntish Army powerful and efficient

tunlniTf'l
^^«!^-Mf"hal Lord French, with better oppor-tun tiM of judging than any other man in the cou>Snrdeclared in the y«r 1912. when Lord Haldane's work wmcompleted, that this "great and distinguished st^SmlL"as he subsequently called him. had "inaugurated and Sade

such as this country never had before": and since amihtary authority like General Knox, in his boSk r^
froTi!^

"*'' ^?"*''' 'P^^* °^ Lord Haldane, differingfrom him m policy, as « the greatest War MinisteTwfhave had since the days of Cardwell": and since sTco^!
scientious a critic of military affairs as Lord Sydlnh^m
declares that this countiy never entered upon W^^^
better state of preparedness than in August igT?^ "nd

WhL'°J''r"^^°^"l*" anti-German^ M?. Amo"d
)S? ? ""^l-^

'*"*^ ***"*«* ^"^ Haldane, said inTa»that his achievement "stamps him as one of the masS
S3
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mind* of our era": and since a technical organ like the
United Service Gazette said in August 1914 that Lord
Haldane was "the most able of the War Ministers
England has ever had "—we might almost conclude that
to attempt anything in the nature of a justification for
Lord Haldane's work at the War Office would be not
only an impertinence, as Lord Redesdale has said, but an
act of completest supererc^tion.
Vast numbers of people in this country, however, believe

that Lord Haldane betrayed the British Army. How is

this possible ? How do all these masses of people arrive
at so astonishing a conclusion—a conclusion the very
opposite to, and the absolute contradiction of, that which
experts like Lord French have publicly pronounced in the
ears of all men ? The answer is that they have been
told to think so by the only newspapers they read.

But what will these deluded people think of their autho-
rities when they learn that these very identical authorities
were saying in 191 2 almost the same thing of Lord
Haldane's work at the War Office as Lord French had
the gallantry and honour to say in 1916? What trust
and confidence can they have any longer in the intelli-
gence, the candour, or the honour of newspapers which,
two years after acclaiming a minister as one of the
greatest organizing geniuses who ever served his King and
his country, raise a street-arab's howl not only to drive him
from the service of the nation, but to prevent him from
again opening his mouth in public ?

I will not insult the intelligence of my reader by
quoting the utterances of the lowest and most unprincipled
of these newspapers which so powerfully affect the
judgment, not only of the clerk and the shop-girl, but of
the gentlemen of Kensington and the ladies of the
Primrose League ; it shall be enough for my purpose to
cite as witnesses in favour of Lord Haldane two news-
papers so respectable and so self-conscious of their
position in the world that they have not yet brought
themselves to contemplate the halfpenny as a possibly
sufficient reward for their daily service to the nation.
I will quote from The TttPtes and from the Morning Post.
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On July 1 1, 1912, the military correspondent of The Times

said of Lord Haldane

:

He has ipade the General Staff a power in the Army
and througiiout the Empire. He has perfected the

Expeditionary Force and has backed it with the

Special Reserve. He has created the Territorial

Force, has initiated the Officers' Training Corps, and

has been a warm friend and adviser to those brivate

citizens to whose energy and enthusiasm is due the

National Reserve.

And in a leading article in the same issue the editorial

mind declared that the changes which Lord Haldane " had

effected in our military system, so far at least as the

auxiliary forces go, have been so extensive that he may
be said to have relaid its foundations. ... On the whole

we are disposed to believe that what he has built will

in its main lines endure. Its distinctive characteristic is

that it admits of expansion." And the editorial mind

pronounced judgment in the following sentence :
" As a

statesman Lord Haldane has done good work for this

country in circumstances of peculiar difficulty."

On March 25, 191 1, the Morning Post declared in a

leading article

:

As Secretary of State for War, he has accom-

plished more in five years than any of his pre-

decessors since Cardwell. He found the military

forces a mighty maze, with hardly a plan, just as

they had grown up sporadically, in consequence of

successive fits of popular interest in matters of de-

fence. He has given them an organization. That

represents a great work.

Such were the opinions of two respectable Conservative

journals in the years 1911-12—two respectable Conserva-

tive journals which since the outbreak of war have alignefl

themselves in a hue and cry against Lord Haldane with

the Daily Mail, the Evening News, the Daily Express,

and that greatest of all the triumphs of the English

middle-class mind, John Bull.

Before summoning Lord Haldane to speak in his own
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fn^T^- l*?"'** ^V^ '"^^ to c""mine the counts

guished statesman/' this "most able of the War Ministers

er?' J i £f« ^'J!" ?l.°""
°^ ^« masterminds of ourera, with betrayal of his sovereign's confidence and with

Wu^?* British Army and the British peop!?
Lord Haldane stands charged before the bar of publicopinion (a) *Tth redudng the Regular Army. (^)^with

fStSJ^ttn-n
'^"'•'^'

^1 Y/^^
^^^^^'""^' the%ill?/a.Tnd

ntS?^rS -T^ ^'^^"-r^** ^^I^i^^'"g Lord Roberts
in that distmguished soldier's cam, ait,-, for Natlot-a!
Service^ Later on we shall examine iV. thor p.opcr pUccthose other charges which have grown out i^cse hose

exammation of the charges which we have enumerated

ttTt'LTd Ht it' H >"^5nded to suggest, as we have sakf.that Lord Haidane deceived his King and his countrymen.

(a) When T^rd Haldane took office the troops which

fmoortin? ,^-«"th Expeditionary Force tSe tost
wf u u °.^^°H!:

^^"d forces, numbered 80,000 men

t^ f7"o
c^'^

^In"**T^
^'^r^' ^^'j ""™»^^ was^reTsed

IhJi '^ij ,i" P'**"^ °^ * reduction, then, we find

of thV'r.^^^.^^r^ ?T '^^" ^°"^'^^ ^e most 'important

cover th^TnrH 'fT^/^'-*^^,^ FV^hermore. we shall dis-

roh«;^ f'^ "^l^?"^ had given to this great army a

extteTin'"th/R"v I'T"
of authority which had never

ff nifl ?
*"

^"'•^'l
.^''"y *»^^°^e, and which rendered

It not only as powerful and as efficient as his sovereign
desired, but which rendered it. as Lord French Tys hefinest anny that ever the sun shone upon. AndX'the?
?rom"th?'!

^?^-'^"* '" ''''y ^'"S^*^ ^'-^ of effiSencyfrom the most important matter of sanitation andsurgery down to the scarcely less important matter oftransport services, this army was so ^rfectly pUpLed
tlfeZn-^'l' r^ distinguished statesma/'-^thft tothe wonder of the whole world it was moved with anabsolute precision of detail, equipped in every single
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particular, and without one smallest casualty, from the
.ihores of this country to the battlefields, of France.
Instead of reducing the striking power of the Regular
Army, Lord Haldane more than doubled it, and in
doubling it rendered it infinitely more effics -nt than it

had ever been before. "He iaaugurated and made," said
Lord French, and those two words are worth epetition,
" inaugurated and madt a military fighting m tchine and
a svstem of national defence such as this country never
had before."

The charge that Lord Haldane reduced the Regular
Army has its origin, which I cannot persuade myself is

not a malicious origin, in the fact that he disbanded
certain battalions in order to increase the fighting effi-

ciency of the new machine. If the reader will bear in
mind that what Lord Haldane achieved at the War Oflfice

was not a reform but a veritable revolution he will be
quicker to see the absurdity of this charge. Let me put
it in this way.
Suppose that an architect is set the task of converting a

ramshackle ' nmunity of scattered houses into one self-

contain. -I iiiic;.: suppose that out of those old buildings,
disconiiv.,t..si i Ota each other and with no real coherence
of plan, he is instructed to produce a single building
equipped with all the improvements and advantages of
modern science : suppose further that in this task he is

obliged to use the bricks of the old houses because more
bricks cannot be got voluntarily or obtained in sufficient
time (time in this case is of the essence of the contract) by
compulsion.

What must he do? His only course is to assort the
bricks obtained by pulling down the old dwellings, reject-
ing those that are unsuitable for the new structure, and
exchanging these unsuitable bricks, which are quite useless
for his purpose, for other material which is deficient but
essential to the new building. In this way science may
enable him to construct a new building of much greater
capacity than the old buildings.

It was in this way that Lord Haldane got rid of eight
weak battalions abroad. Tliey were useless for the struc-

^'

r

%
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ture of the new Expeditionary Force. They could not be
fitted into that perfect weapon of instant offence. And by
getting rid of them he was able to build up additional
artillery, cavalry, and auxiliary services which were
required to make that force a machine of great rapidity
in mobilization and of double the size and military
efficiency of any expeditionary army that had been
created before.

Under the readjusted terms of service the reserve avail-
able on mobilization rose from 85,000 to 135,000, so that
even allowing for the 22,000 men whom he was alleged to
have reduced—most of them useless troops overseas, who
added nothing to our fighting efficiency—the forces avail-
able on mobilization were largely increased. In his book
on The British Army of To-day, Captain Atteridge, an
independent writer and a very able military critic, works
out the increase obtained in this way, an increase of the
forces available on the outbreak of a serious war as
equivalent to 100 per cent

'

{b) The question of artillery was left to the experts
that IS to say the General Staflf", who decided that the
requirement of the Expeditionary Force in this respect
was (^ batteries of Horse and Field Artillery. In order that
there should be no mistake in this important matter, Lord
Haldane being very sensible of the value of artillery in
modern warfare, the number of available batteries, which
in 1905 was only 42, was increased to 72 and ultimately to
81. And this addition was effected by the introduction of
new howitzer guns which were of the greatest service to
the Expeditionary Force and, as we shall presently see, to
the French Army, which was entirely without heavy /runs
at the outbreak of war. « Not a single battery," says an
expert in the Daily Chronicle, a newspaper whose war
news has been consistently the most reliable, and entirely
free, from the very beginning, of panic and rumour, " not
a single battery was ever reduced." Further this expert
continues as follows:

On the contrary more batteries were rendered
capable of being put into the field. Owing to the
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new plan of definitely allocating a smaller number of
batteries for training purposes instead of keeping
a larger and fluctuating number at home, it was
possible to put into the field 72 batteries instead of
42, as had before been the case. All these were
additional to the Indian and Colonial establishments
of artillery. In all the nonsense talked by ill-in-

formed persons there is no more ridiculous statement
than that the Regular R.H.A. and R.F.A. were
reduced. On the contrary, the artillery forces were
substantially increased and made much more efficient
through the reforms described.

Much more could be said under this count of the
indictment, but the rational man hitherto misguided by
his newspapers, and already somewhat gravelled to find
{possibly for the first time) that so great a soldier as
Lord French has described Lord Haldane's achievement
as a military fighting machine such as this country never
had before, will be satisfied when he knows that in the
case of the artillery, as in the case of the Regular Army,
Lord Haldane's " reductions " amount to very substantial
increases, and increases with the additional value of far
greater efficiency.

{c) Lord Haldane abolished the home-serving Militia in
order to provide for that enormous wastage in modern
war which his foresight prepared him to expect, when his
critics were only thinking how to trip the Government out
of power. Lord Haldane got rid of a force which was
entirely without a war organization, and which was only
recruited for service at home, and substituted in its place
the Special Reserve, for the creation of which he received
at the time the commendation of the military correspondent
of The Times—a force which is enlisted for foreign service,
and which is not only an integral part, but one of the
most valuable parts, of this country's war organization.
It is not too much to say that but for the perfect efficiency
of the British Expeditionary Force, with its invaluable
backing of the Special Reserve, the winter of 1914 would
have found the German armies encamped along the coasts

^
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of France with Calais as firmly in tlieir iron clutch as
Antwerp.

(fO The last count in the indictment, and the one to
which every violent-minded person appears to attach themost importance, is the charge that Lord Haldane opposedLord Roberts s campaign for National Service. Because
^ opposed It, every one who thinks either that National
bervice would have prevented war, or would have given us
the victory within a few months of fighting, is naturally in-
clined to conclude that Lord Haldane most shamefully
abused his trust as Minister for War.

*uVf "?^P?P«« ""ead by these people only tell them
that Lord Haldane "rebuffed," or "snubbed," or "insulted"

if u/ Tflf' "^^^ ^'""^^^ ^^^ ^"J°ye^ unique powers at
the War Ofl^ce. far greater power than Lord Haldane sWhen we consider his immense prestige and the fact that
iiritain had only just emerged from a prolonged war with
a small people which had greatly humiliated her in the
eyes of Europe, but who left the British Army "in a
condition of chaos and weakness." These newspapers tell
their readers that Lord Haldane. the greatest War Minister
since Cardwell rejected the scheme of Lord Roberts, who
effected no reforms of any kind during his reign at theWar Office, and for that reason they would hang him

;

but they do not tell their readers wAj. those scheme
were rejected.

Lord Haldane, who knew Lord Roberts very well, andhad a great admiration for him as a commander and a
great liking for him as a fellow -creature, never insultedLord Roberts. Indeed, he went out of his way. during
his first speech in the House of Lords, to use expressions
of affectionate regard for the distinguished soldier. But

rii.n?M^";^"^^' * "'*'*^'" °^ organization, as the man

of^^ « V- u ^f
countrymen for the fighting efficiency

of the British Army, he did meet the criticisms of the
National Service League with the vigour they deserved,and in discharging this duty he certainly inflicted wounds,

whih .? ,

the disgraceful attack upon Lord Haldane
which broke out in 1914 entirely to his attitude on the
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»"

question of National Service. I will not believe so ill of
my misguided countrymen as to entertain the conjecture
that diis wild and unscrupulous campaign had its origin in
virigarian contempt for philosophy and literature I do
not believe for one moment that all the forces of the
vulgarians were marshalled to destroy this great minister,
tliis ripe scholar, this quiet, dignified, and noble gentleman,
only because he remarked jto a German professor at a
London dinner-table that he almost r^arded Germany
(the Germany of Goethe, and Hegel, and Lotze) as his
spiritual home. Nor can I bring myself to believe that
these scurrilous attacks, these mean, venomous, and
servants'-hall aspersions on the fame of a great public
servant, hinted here, whispered there, and presently bruited
about without shame and without pity or pain wherever
the vulgarian speaks at random, arose from the fact that
Lord Haldane went to Berlin in the hope of averting
a European conflagration.

It is more reasonable, and a kinder judgment on my
miseducated countrymen to suppose that all these mean
and unworthy wnisperings had their rise in something less
contemptible.

My own view is, after listening on a number of
occasions to private-house abuse of Lord Haldane, that
the sole origin of the crusade to crush him and drive him
out of public life is the attitude he presented as Secretary
of State for War to this question of National Service.

The idea of National Service as a duty which every
citizen owes to the State, and a duty which neither begins
nor ends in military service, is a fine idea and a true idea.
As it happens. Lord Haldane had been a preacher of this
luca long before it was narrowed down to military service

;

and he favoured the idea of national training as a part of
the education of young men. It was the particular
application of this great idea adopted by a particular set
of people which Lord Haldane rejected—rejected, as we
shall see, on the advice of his military experts. He has
always held that every man owes a daty to the State
which gives him home and security ; he appealed to the

V,
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young men of aU classes in the country on this very

fhZrl'^^*",,^!''" ^°*r'"^
**" Territorial Armies

; andthroughout all his speeches on national duty this inspiring

o?h"^? ^ found-the idea of a duty owed byevenfman
to the State, whose traditions should be in his Wood andwhose wdfare should be his first national concernment

,ntA^
Haldane thought that under a voluntary system,

M ^^r'^C:^ thought-out organization, expansior
would provide all that might be requisite in ciise oTneec
without imperilling those great, urgent, professional, lons-
service armies m distant places which the island-centre ofa vast empire absolutely necessitates. And when we
reflect that over five million soldiers have been raised by
voluntary enlistment for this war, and that by the volun-
tary accession of more millioos of skilled workers, menand women, including doctors, men of business, and
munition workers, a tremendous organization has also
been created behind that huge army, all without com-
pulsion. It is clear that there is at least something to be
said for this opinion. Lord Haldane, let us neve? forget,
created that thoroughly thought-out organization whichmade expansion possible.
Men of sense and judgment feel convinced that the

discipline of the nation (a most important matter) wouldbe greatly improved by National Service. They deplore
as everybody must deplore, the ugly temper manifested by
masses of men during industrial conflicts, and the horrible
intemperance which still disgraces the great centres of
industrialism, and the physical slackness, carelessness, and
coarseness which are such distressing features in vastnumbers of the young men of huge cities. Rightly de-
ploring these things, they come to a conclusion for which
there is a very great deal to be said, namely, that com-
pulsory service in the armed forces of the Crown would be
a moral advantage to the nation. Sensible people such as
these, however, would not assail Lord Haldane as a traitor
although they very deeply regret that he did not adopt
National Service during those wonderful six years in whichhe revolutionized the War Office.
But let me ask reasonable people who hold such an
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opinion as this to consider one governing fact in the
present discussion. King Edward's Minister for War, who
was in that office to leave no stone unturned in providing a
pow«rful and efficient Army, had nothing whatever to do
with improving the moral character of the people. For
hini, as Minister for War, there was one duty and one
oWigaticm—to place behind the word of his sovereign a
force well able to see that that word was honoured. His
duty was to adopt what he conceived to be the best means
for solving a very complicated military problem. His
business was to get the best Army he could for the money
granted to him by the State ; and since we have the word
of Lord French for it that he inaugurated and made a
military fighting machine and a system of national defence
such as this country never had before, we must conclude,
there is no escape from it, that Lord Haldane honoured
his master's trust and fulfilled his duty to the nation.

If he did not adopt Compulsory Service, or Conscription,
or National Service, we may conclude that he had excel-
lent reasons for not doing so; and the smallest inquiry
into this matter would satisfy us that this conclusion is

right. Lord Haldane did not refuse to consider the hypo-
thesis of National Service. On the contrary, having formed
the best brains of the Army into a General Staff (one of his
most useful achievements at the War Office), he handed
this idea of National Service over to his military advisers
and instructed them to report upon it as soon as possible.
The whole business of military organization was in fact
considered de novo at that time, the time of the Agadir
incident. And after full consideration National Service
was rejected by the General Staff of the British Army. It

was rejected by the General Staff, after a most careful
examination, on rational military grounds which com-
mended themselves to the shrewd and careful judgment of
King Edward's War Minister. It was definitely rejected
because such a change would have utterly weakened, de-
ranged, and probably destroyed our organization for war.
Above everything else, while the change from one system
to another was being made there must have been a long
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Jl^fth^l.'^ni^'^"' ^^''^f!
* P***^*^ °f confusion, a time of

e^irim.?^ *
^'"5 "°'' ^^ .°*^«'' ^^»<=^ would have been

profound peace such a change might have been attempted,

«^li» «i * '*'***'" .^"'^P® w" constantly disturbed by

S?S,o?f r'"'
no change of that kind cbuld be madewiAout the gravest danger. This we shall see later on.

mitte/.i
''"'''*' ^'^ Haldane's own words on the

should L^'lJhl^^'J"'^
interesting fact that Lord Haldane

crimi in K^^*?^' .y*"*" afterwards, with the very same

b?o^^ht a?'?ht
."'"''^'^ •'°" ""[ ^"^ ^^^ 0«5<=« which was

of K?nl F^^i'T ^^i^^l'
^^' other friend and servant

Naw^TH ^*''?' ^°'^ ^''^^'' '" h« administration of thewavy. These two men, to whom our country owes anmimeasuijble debt of gratitude, in seeking to o^theTr
S Iwerfuf t'i '^^ ^?T °^ '^^ ^^°^" ^h°"^d be'^made

uf^u^ "i
*"^ efficient as possible, both got rid of

S^h^f '"
'^t '°T"

of building-up grea'ter strenfth. Io°d

TnttTeT^/^f^ "5ii'"u^"^
^^^" ^^1« by enfmiesonly

Hiwini L^'^'^'^'u'**^
'^^^n 'hose who now abuse Lord

shfosln ;h^""'^ H u".^?P^^ *"y ""»nber of obsolete

fleS th.^.KP''°^"\°^ u"^'''"^
^" incomparably superiorneet than the country had ever had before. But no£>dvdares to say that Lord Fisher reduced the Naw Lord

in h^L'^^PP^ %^T "^^^^ temporary battalions raised

TJh%^T^^"^y °^'he South African War, exactly asU>rd Fis^r scrapped obsolete ships-he scrapped these

ff.n Vh"^ ^°-^^- r^" ^"^'"'^^' however, less scrupulousthan the enemies of Lord Fisher, fasten upon the dis-

victims, day after day. week after week, till the thing

r^ducTthrA""°^"''H^'!
"°"^^"^^' that 'Lord Haldanf

whv^j r^™^- ^^^y *hi.s rancour, why this venom,why this dishonesty? It is, I believe, because Lord

mfnd for
[^•"'1''^' '^f.""S ''^'"'^ -' the middle-classtnind for keeping the working-classes in their proper place.

' See Appendix, Note £.
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^"vL^"? "f n*? ?"'y frustrated that scheme on the

pro«meM°''in .'S'^b'- • t^'2^' "". ^'^t intell«.ual im-provement m the British Army durine the last ten or

oS^rhTB '?f':
"-^^^ "*^^^"^'^ ^^^-^ to\t:wii

t^mSl .h fi"
!?•' ^"?>: ^*' governed hy what may be

da^ nf ?h '^n'^L™"?^'
mind-an inheritance from thJ

field m/r,h*i
°"''! °^Cambridge. I- ield-marshals came!field.marshals went, and the confusion at the War Officeremamed very little disturbed by the process ofexchangingone field-marshal for another. The field-marshal mind "n

S Sion "' M^? "°f
"'^^'^^^-s^er-of-arts ChnSityin rehg.on. Master-of-arts Christianity is attractive

ftfnS^rh'*."^
.sometimes extremely "^benevolenTLut

It IS not Christianity. That is to say, it is not the com

he olH fi u""^' <=r,™""^!'^ ^y ^^"^t- I" I'ke manner!

I«rac L5^L ?-*"^^' "™'"'^ ^*^ ™^"y excellences andattractions but it was not a military mind. It had severalintensely interesting ideas concerning discipline and thefacings of a scarlet coat, and the behaviour proir to aBntish officer
; but of the science of war it kn^w ^othTn^The frightful scandals of the Crimea were repealed n theSouth African War; and after the South AfricTn Waranother field-marshal was installed at the wLr OfficI*

?or1[i "tir^rnT'^
Government, to put matters rfgh^tor all time But. as one critic tells us, when a Liberal

Br ish Army was "in a condition of chaos and weak!ness
,

or, as another critic puts it: "there were manvSs r''
'" °" ^'"^ '''''""'" ^^'^ ^" "^

-"^

The primary defect was the absence of any real
organization for war. And organization for war isonly possible if the plans and details and the necessary
provisions are made in peace, so that there is nonecessity to change the organization or improvise an

f ?•
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oi^nization on the occasion of war. That was the
great principle which Moltke laid down sixty years
ago, and it is the basis of all military efficiency.

This great principle, which ntver gxisted befort in thg
British War Office, was brought into governing existence
by Lord Haldane. He set up a thinking and reflecting
department

; he gathered about him the best brains of the
Army

; and in the closest association with these thoughtful
and able soldiers, during a period of six years, he con-
verted the entire British Army into an astonishingly
perfect organization for war, and at the same time backed
this incomparable professional army v/ith the Special
Reserve and the Territorials. In the brief period of six
years Lord Haldane brought into existence an Imperial
Staff, an Expeditionary Force which was able to hold up
the flower of the German Armies, changed the old home-
service Militia into an integral part of the British Army
called the Special Reserve, founded the Officers' Training
Corps,* converted the dwindling and unpopular Volunteers
into the flourishing Territorials, and saw to it that in
every single particular, and not least of all the particular
of medical arrangements, these great organizations for
war should be absolutely efficient

All the facts in this whole matter could not be better
stated than they were stated by a writer in the Fortnightly
Review early in the present year. This writer compares
certain statements of Mr. Arnold Forster, after the Boer
War, with the military situation in August 1914. Mr.

M. Maurice Barres, the distinguished Academician, visited
Oxford during his visit to England and expressed admiration for the
spirit of the University. He teils us in his articles LAngUterrt
Pendant La Guerre the answer he received :

" Oui me repondent ces
messieurs, cette guerre a montre de la fa9on la plus eclatante ce que
nos universites peuvent fournir a la nation dans la plus grande crise de
son histoire. Nos jeunes gens furent les officiers de cette guerre.
Grace a Lord Haldane (celui-la qu" etoit ministre au moment de la
declaration de guerre), il y avait dws chaque universite un noyau de
jeunes etudiants qui etudiaient serieusement I'art miliuire. lis for-
merent le cadre pour la grande armee Kitchener. Sans eux, com-
ment aurait-on pu fouinir un cen'eau et uae direction aux armees
britanniques?"

tiif
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Arnold Forster said that "»«fa- utr traem iv,i«m ..,

and he was not satisfied „ to tfe conditir„?"the

on th- r .^ 'P*^'"' "« '"tonational relation!on the Continent were in a liauir' «t»f- .-j .k
Shadow Of the present war 'wis'^.J^" discernible'

BrSp '"t^^""'"':"^'
'' ^^'»^ '-^^'^^d that Ser theBntsh Fleet nor the British Army was pr-nam? for

ariin'Ttote" "^f ""^^t^-;:^
d^ath'drs^S ha

n..?i F . .
^.P"' '^'^'^^ ^« ^^^^d in ibrmine theDual Entente. At the least it is admittedTat the

1.. .14
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I

King, by hit charm of manner and his statesmanlike
outlook, contributed powerfully to the healing of the
differences which had for so many years divided us
from France. But His Majesty did more than that
From the day that the Liberal party obtained its

immense majority in the country. King Edward deter-
mined that no effort on his part should be wanting to
secure reforms in our naval and military affairs, so as
to enable us to take our share, if necessary, in any war
which the future might have in store. His Majesty
never wavered in his support of Lord Fisher during
the period when that officer—in face of bitter criticism
and some unscrupulous opposition—was carrying into
execution his series of naval reforms, which shifted
the centre of our naval influence from southern to
northern waters

;
gave to the country new ships pecu-

liarly suited to the new conditions, officers and men
in touch with the latest developments of physical
science as applied to naval warfare, and a system
of rapid naval mobilization.

The work of naval reform had been initiated by
Lord Fisher shortly before the change of Government
occurred ; it was continued under the new administra-
tion, and with the support of the King. The army
organization was still in a *' rotten " state ; we were in
a worse position than when the South African War
occurred. What could the King, as a Constitutional
sovereign, do ? Among the ministers who were certain
to be invited to take office by the new Prime Minister
was Mr. (now Lord) Haldane, who was not only
familiar with German conditions, but spoke and read
German. He was therefore in a peculiarly favourable
position for studying the German military system and
extracting from it any guidance which might be useful
in improving the British military machine. King
Edward suggested to the new Prime Minister that
Lord Haldane should be asked to accept the portfolio
of Secretary of State for War. The suggestion was
accepted. Lord Haldane must have realized that he
was accepting a thankless task. Where Lord Lans-
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downe, Lord Midleton, and Mr. Arnold-Forsttr had
failed, could he hope to succeed ? The War Office
was in a state of chaotic disorder; there was no
General Suff; the Army was lacking in warlike
form

;
the Volunteers were shrinking rapidly in

numbers if not in efficiency. At the desire of his
sovereign, and with the promised support of his
colleagues, Lord Haldane agreed to fill the position
which Mr. Cardwell had occupied with so much
advantage to the nation under a Liberal Adminis-
tration many years before.

This is neither the time nor has the present writer
any inclination to embark upon a technical explana-
tion of the work carried out by Lord Haldane. But
this must be said : he realized that the first necessityWM a General Staff. Such an organization had nevw
before existed in this country. He created it. Then
supported by the General Staff, he tackled one problem'
after anc ther. It was determined that never again
should the military organization be so defective as to
compel this country to dribble out, under panic condi-
tions, troops inadequately organized and not too well
equipped He was fortunate in having among his
advisers Field-Marshal Sir William Nicholson and
other officers of distinction, who worked with him cor-
dially and whole-heartedly in the various tasks to
which he set himself Above all, the new military
administration based its plans on the historic prin-
ciple that, as this country consists of islands, and the
Empire is a maritime Empire, the first line of defence
must be the Navy. Lord Haldane, before he could
have had a thought that destiny would lead him to
the War Office, had become known by his speeches as
an advocate, in association with Mr. Asquith and Sir
Edward Grey, of a strong fleet " The two things this
countr)' i^.ost needs, he remarked on one occasion, " are
an instructed people and an invincible Navy." Lord
Haldane, indeed, was the first statesman publicly to
advocate the formation of « a North Sea Squadron^ at
a time when practically every new skip of the British

tiA
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FUet was concentrated in the Mediterranean, and a
man-of-war under the White Ensign was very infre-
quently seen in the North Sea.^ Lord Haldane at a
City meeting, which many business men may stiil

remember, urged that in view of the naval measures
which Germany was taking, this country could no
longer afford to continue to ignore the new centre of
danger. He spoke to the unconverted, who remained
unconverted. The country did not realize the danger

;

nor did the Unionist Government, then in office. He
was right, as events have shown. On the basis of the
maintenance beyond challenge of our naval supremacy
as against Germany and any other Power, and in
knowledge of Lord Fisher's work, Lord Haldane and
his advisers took in hand the reorganization of the
Army. A chaotic crowd of raiments was converted
into an army. Expansion was carried out in some
directions and contraction in others until all the
pieces fitted tf^ether, and the scheme of forming an
Expeditionary Force, not of 40,000 but 160,000 men,
thus took shape.

It was realized that the size and character of the
naval forces which were being organized in Germany,
and the efficiency of the German naval organization,
increased the danger of invasion. The Volunteer
Force, as it then existed, was a collection of companies
of ill-trained men, without an apology for field or-
ganization or proper equipment It was transparently
unsuited for home defence, and was unavailable for
other purposes. In circumstances of not a little
embarrassment the organization was changed. A
new impulse was given to the patriotism of the young
men of the nation ; they were asked to make further
sacrifices. The foundations were laid of a field force
for home defence, oi^anized and trained as no
volunteer force in the world had ever before been
organized and trained. Lord Haldane and his
advisers confided in the spirit of the nation, and
events showed that their confidence was not mis-

' The italics are mine.—H. B.
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placed. Who to-day speaks in derision of the
Territorials ?

Thus during Lord Haldane's comparatively short
term of office the Expeditionary Force was formed,
the Volunteers were transformed into Territorials, an
Imperial Staff was created, the Officers' Training
Corps was founded, and improved schemes of training
were inaugurated. Those tasks were carried through
with lightning speed, and the essential work had'been
completed when Lord Haldane left the War Office to
take his seat on the Woolsack. During the latter
jjeriod of his administration Field-Marshal Viscount
French was Chief of the General Staff"and the principal
adviser of the Secretary of State. On the night of
the day when Lord Haldane delivered up his seals
of office, Lord French, speaking in the City, remarked :

Lord Haldane took up the position ofWar Secretary at a time
of great stress and trial, a time when most important problems
of national defence were waiting solution, and problems which
appeared to be well-nigh impossible of solution with the
means which the country placed at the disposal of its military
administrators.

To the eyes of many the task was almost a superhuman one.
But Lord Haldane's great brain, his desire for work, and his
imperturbability to opposition were triumphant over every kind
of difficulty, and he left the Army having, he thought he might
fairly say, inaugurated and made a military fighting machine
and established a system of national defence such as this country
never had before, and which was far more suited to our present
needs than anything had been in the past.

The military correspondent of The Times referred
to the change at the War Office on the following
morning, and again, four days later, reverted to the
work \/hich had been accomplished by Lord Haldane.
In the latter article he recalled the conditions which
existed in December 1905, when the Liberals were
returned to power

:

The nation and the Army were disheartened and in despair
owing to the fruitless efforts which had already been made to
apply the lessons of the South African campaign. Recruiting
was in a state of chaos owing to changes in the conditions of

i-k
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IS^1urdil!?«^7^ '9°l*°i»905 succeeded one another

Au«in?r?Fi^ *P'?v*^- • • •
The distribution of the then existing

«^ff? «7/?i"''-,^*"" ''*"* o' homogeneity, the lack of pS
fof%£^*''' ''^uV^' *°** °^ »'l«q«*te administrative .ilSSfor them, were aU factors which precluded any serious attemS

toXr *^*° •^•«'ifi«^'y for war or to tJnS'^^g

'^^^^^^^.\ rSttt^^dis^tSS^oSSrefn S:parous and reservelef, condition that obtained in thi Crimen

p2S; wWch in°ei^L*'°"'''"Kf ?^* "«'' W*' Secreta.^ S;pwy wnicn gamed an overwhelming majority at the doUs in

te'L^S^ ^' deeply nledged to^ retrinchment iSl^Sid"
n.^^^*?!^^

"* "*"?"» ormilitary expenditure.
'

E3SS?LI^ ^f^LT y"" '^* immediate readiness of the

A?A™w?*!u"t*°"'^ H'^^fl of self-confidence thatpreSS,

^af5L^!^,»°°" ^^ t«=t the ne«r organization. Whatwas the result ? There was no ong period of warn-

Sfutj^r %'"^" ^^^"-^ h°^*'"tj" broke or?„
of tV RWhI; u?"^"

'° ^^5 ^^^'y e^e °f the sendingof the British ultimatum the issue as between thiscountry and Germany hung in the balance 1)u.ingthat mterva Sir Edward Grey, as Foreign Ministermade it plain that the French Government wi fullypossessed ofknowledge of what we could and could no^

iu H .r °^ "^^^^ ^° P^"^^'« had been given. Wecould throw our Fleet into the scale and we couldlaunch the Expeditionary Force. whicS unSer the

wlT TZt: 'T Ty^'"'''
'"'° ^" instrument of

Germ/n^ t .k'^"^
effic.ency-a razor-like weapon.

baW.^' Q ^^i^^, '"u^^''°"
°^ Belgium, turned the

b^ ore h.H h t"^^
'^' '?^*'°"' ^hich but a few days

fi!,^^v t^*'^,"°.'"'P'^'°" that war was probablefound Itself involved in a great European struggle.
'

On August 4th the ultimatum expired Thecomiry was then left in ignorance of what milita^measures were being taken, except that it learnt thS
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Field-Marshal Earl Kitchener had become Secretary
of State for War at a moment when the probable
intervention of her Army in Ireland was the subject
of the hour. On August i6th, the day before the
Belgian Government was forced to fly to Antwerp,
it was dramatically announced that the entire Expedi-
tionary Force—«<?/ 40,000, 6ut 160,000 mm—had
been safely landed in France, without a single
casualty.* Five days later its concentration had been
completed, and it had occupied the position assigned
to it on the line from Cond^ to Mons.

In this manner the work of Lord Haldane and
his advisers was put to the test. Never before had
any country transported so large a foru in so short a
time. The exploit, in which the Navy, the mercantile
marine, and the Army all shared, completely upset
the calculations which the German General Staff had
made, with the assistance of their active agents in
this country. Events showed that Viscount French,
the Commander-in-Chief of this Army, had spoken
with full knowledge and accuracy when he had
declared that Lord Haldane, during his term of office,
had "inaugurated and made a military fighting
machine and a system of national defence such as
this country never had before." If ever an army took
the field " complete to the last button," with splendid
arrangements for the commissariat, the mv^ical
services, and supplies generally, that army was the
Expeditionary Force thrown across the Channel like
a thunderbolt, to the complete derangement of
Germany's plans. What would have happened to
the French Republic if, when the die was cast, the
British Army had been in the condition it was when
the South African War occurred, or if it had remained
in the state of greater chaos which existed when
Lord Haldane went to the War Office? Small

' It is not clear that the Sixth Division had actually been sent off
''y August i6th

; but it was mobiIiz»d with the others on August 3rd,
and followed at the moment which Lord Kitchener considered toott
appropriate a few days later.—H. B.

' m
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though the force was—this country in the past had
never had a completely organized army one-quarter
Its size ready to move—it proved sufficient, so fine
was the material and so efficient the organization
to save civilization from a threatened doom. The
British Expeditionary Force, launched against the
hosts of Germany, turned the scale at the critical
moment.'
But that does not exhaust the record. Foundations

had been laid on which Lord Kitchener, who provedm the emergency a supreme recruiting agent, could
build up new armies. Lord Haldane merits some
credit for the smoothness with which the new armies
were raised. In the history of warfare there has been
no exhibition of patriotism and no demonstration of
orgamzing ability to approach the effort put forth
when the character of the war became apparent.
Recruits poured in. The military authorities pro-
ceeded with splendid resourcefulness to organize thenew armies of peril-the armies of Europe's peril.
This country was ill-fitted to meet the strain which
the equipment of the new armies involved. Supremem the elements of sea-power, its capacity for creatine
military munitions was strictly limited-had always
been strictly limited, and necessarily so in view of our
small military effort. Within eighteen months of the
beginning of the war the Prime Minister was never-
theless able to announce that this country in spite of
the many casualties which had been suffered, had
operating in the various theatres no fewer than a
mtUton and a half of men. Consider that figure!
Contrast It with any former military effort which thi«
country has ever made, even in its day of direst
emergency We had 30.000 men only at Waterloo!
Must we blush for our generation ? What should be
said of the Jeremiahs who told us on the eve of the

'We shall see in a later chapter, on the witness o^ a Harm«wnrth
publication, that the British ExpeditionaryTor«Vsisted F«n^£arm.es very handsomely by lending them some of its b fguns ^t^which armament none of the French armies was provfded-H B
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war that this England of ours was decadent ; that we
could exert no influence if the war-cloud on the Con-
tinent burst ? When the Prime Minister spoke of a
million and a half of men on the fighting fronts, there
must have been about a million and a half of other
troops in this country either trained or in training.
And not a conscript ar\ongst them I The raising of
these new armies, their training, and their equipment

;

the transport of these new armies and their supply

;

the fighting of these new armies, wherever they have
confronted the enemy, constitute a series of triumphs
which stand unparalleled in the history of this or any
other race.

Nothing more need be said. Indisputable for all honest
men, for all men willing to be convinced, for all men who
realize the moral duty of holding right and true opinions,
are these facts of the whole matter: First, that King
Edv/ard, in seeking peace, was not unmindful of the hazard
of war. Second, that the King did not err in giving his
trust and confidence and friendship to Lord Fisher and
Lord Haldane. Third, that both by land and by sea this
country most faithfully fulfilled its obligations to its allies.
And, fourth, that the British Army of August 1914,
which twice met and broke the furious onset of the Ger-
man legions, not merely proved itself an army of imperish-
able glory, but, in giving France time to mobilize her vast
army and make those changes in her strategy necessitated
by the German invasion of Belgium, saved France, saved
England, and perhaps saved the whole world from a
calamity such as few men have the vision to imagine.
And now Lord Haldane shall speak for himself. I

make no apology for printing one of his speeches almost
in full, first, because it is a very wise speech, a very noble
speech, and a speech which the average person will find
good for his reason to dwell upon, but because I do not
suppose that a single word of this very important and
instructive speech was ever printed in those newspapers
which provide the vulgarians of this country with their
political opinions. Let the reader, who is already be-

m
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Txdiderwl to know why his newspaper did not tell him
of Lord French's tribute to the unique work of this War
Minister, and who is still utterly amazed to find that,
mstead of reducing the British Army, Lord Haldane
enormously increased its fighting efiiciency, let him further
reflect upon the strange fact that the speech which now
follows was nevei printed in his paper, which has room, no
doubt, for murders, divorces, and fashions, and certainly
room for misleading the opinions of its readers.

Lord Haldane spoke on National Duty on July 5,
191 5. at a meeting to which the Prime Minister sent the
following message

:

Lord Haldane is the oldest political and personal
friend that I have in the world. For the best part of
thirty-five years we have been associated in close and
unbroken intimacy. We have worked together, and
fought side by side through many vicissitudes of
fortune in the pursuit of what we have believed to
be great and worthy causes, without (so far as I can
recall) more than a passing shadow of difference in
opinion, and always with the same ideals in view. I
can never adeqn- elv express the debt which I owe to
the breadth o ' • ook, to the large range of his
varied knowlr .,is acute perception of political
perspective, a: ^ all, to his selfless loyalty and
devotion. It i. .. .een given to few men to find and
to keep such a friend.

But quite apart from and beyond these person-
alities, I wish to put on record my sense of the
inestimable value of the work which in many different
spheres he has done for the State. A profound
and accomplished lawyer, he has worthily sustained
the best traditions of the Woolsack. Inter arma
stUnt leges. And now that we are engaged in the
P^ftest war in our history, or in that of the worid,
I should wish my countrymen to realize that it is
more due to him than to any other man that ourArmy was ready to undertake the mission to which
It has been called.
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The Territorial Force, which is winning its laurels
and covering itself with glory in every theatre of the
war, is his creation. The magnificent work which is

being done by the Staff is largely the result of his
initiative and inspiration. Long years of patient
and unobtrusive effort, conducted under his guidance
and stimulus, are bearing their fruit, with the addi-
tion every day of fresh chapters to the glorious
annals of the British Army.

I may take the opportunity of contradicting a
statement which I am told is still believed in some
quarters—that at the outbreak of war Lord Haldane
claimed or desired to return to the War Office.

There is not a word of truth in this silly story.

I was myself at the time Secretary of State, and Lord
Haldane was good enough to assist me for a few days
at the office to cope with the overwhelming pressure
of business. He was from the first moment a strong
advocate of Lord Kitchener's appointment.

Let me add that no man in our time has made
more fertile and lasting contribution to the recon-
struction and better organization of national education
in its best and broadest sense; a reform which has
already done much, and when developed and com-
pleted is destined to do far more to enable this

country to hold and better its own in the growing
rivalry of the peoples of the world.
You do well to-night to honour him, and I predict

with undoubting confidence that your recognition
of his character and services will be ratified by
history and posterity.

Lord Haldane spoke as follows :

—

... I have noticed the tone of Job and Jeremiah in

certain sections of the Press. I am entirely in favour
of rousing up the nation. We have been sluggish
and unconscious, and any one who has turned our
attention to the real danger, and made us think, has
rendered a public service. But you can overdo that

;

you can produce depression beyond what is desirable.

Hm\.
i i\
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The situation is serious enough without our making it

worse.

Now, just let me ask this question : Are we the
only nation that has been token aback by what has
happened, and has been in that sense jnurepared ? I
always try when I am looking at a situation such
as this to follow the example of the great militery
leaders who ought to be our guide in such a case-
men like Hannibal and Napoleon, whose habit it was
always to endeavour to look over the enemy's ramparts
and define what was in his mind.

If we were to look into the mind of the German
General Staff, what should we find at this moment ?We can only conjecture, but 1 expect they have some
Jobs and Jeremiahs. Was Germany prepared to find
her old ally Italy ranged amongst her enemies ? Was
she prepared to find a torrent of criticism on her
methods from the vast majority in the United States?
Was she ready to see her commerce and her armed
cruisers swept from the seas by the British Navy?
Did she count upon India vying with the rest of her
enemies in loyalty and help? Did she reckon on
the Mohammedan world outside Turkey remaining—utral? Did she think neral Botha would lead
t».v Dutch to victory in ith Africa, and did she
suppose Japan would speedily extinguish her posses-
sions in the Eastern world ? If these things had been
in the mind of some of those in command of the
German General Staff they would probably have
said, " The gamble is too much for us, even with our
magnificent army."
Do not imagine that in saying that I am in the least

underestimating the grave situation with which we
are confronted. The armies of t^e Central Powers
are not only extraordinarily powerful, but they are
magnificently organized. The problen for us is
how we are to deal with the situation. The simple
fact on which we must build is this, that taking the
Powers that are most immediately concerned, the
Allies have 280 millions of population to organize
for war against 120 millions.
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That is a great fact if we can make adequate use
of it ; and the question is how we are to make use of
that bed-roc': fact, because if we can make use of it

we win this war. It is not only men that we want
to accomplish this end ; nor is it only munitions

;

nor is it only money. There was a book which,
when I was at the War Office three years ago, I used
to be very fond of. Probably very few of you know
it. It was a book written by a brilliant French
soldier before the war of 1870, Colonel Ardant du
Picq I think was his name, who was killed at Metz
in that year, and who wrote a book on the moral
factor in war under the title of Etudes sur le Combat.

In that book he laid down the effect of the moral
factor which I think has been the foundation of the
principles of that magnificent General Staff which
our French allies possess to-day. It is not merely
numbers and munitions and resources, it is not only
energy, although energy is absolutely essential ; but
it is energy directed. And that means organization,

and organization necessita '>s thought, and calls for

the application of mind. What we have to do is to

create organization, resources, and munitions, and
bring men into the field ; and bring them always
under the direction of t^^at supreme -condition.

Thought must be at the ' ack, so *h« w get the

staying power, that morn, effect which ^es from
certainty rf purpose, and which only ci centrated

And it t*«cre that

1 ect

* h is

iition,

each of

thought and will can give.

*:he nation comes in.

We want, in the nation, mind in the U

and concentrated and thought-out purpc

the foundation of the staying power of

not only in our own case, but in the case

our aPies. That is my first and basic pro^Tosition

which I want to develop to you to-night. w let

us look at our own real difficulties. Our rea diffi-

culty, the source of the confusion and the repr< ^s
that have taken place, is the fact that we are f »*

naturally or ordinarily a reflective nation. Long \.
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a ^reftt man, Matthew Arnold, pointed this out in

words which have a great application to the problem
of to-day, in a book called Fritndship's Garland.
That was published over forty years ago, and
Matthew Arnold called his country to reflection.

But you cannot alter a nation in a day, and you
cannot, when the emergency cornes, develop in a

• man what the rtfltctive habit would have given you
easily. That is where we are at some disadvantage
compared with our enemies.

On the other hand, we have great capacities in

this nation—we have a great c-.| icity in certain

departments—for reflection. There is the British

Navy. That is a thought-out organization—but it

depends on a tradition which has been historical

with us, which has always been there. The nation's

mind has concentrated itself in the case of its Navy.
With the Army it was never so easy, and yet in the
case of the Army some things have been done which
are very striking.

I am going to speak of one here. I speak freely

because, though it happened in iny time, it was done
by a man whom I did no more than set free and help
to do it, and I did not meddle with him. I mean
that extraordinary Army Medical Service, firjt

organized on a territorial basis in connection with
the territorial forces, which has been used i: Trance
with such an extraordinary effect that I .. .;; told

that to-day the Germans are busily engaged in trying

to imitate it I mean the Army Medical Organiza-
tion, created by Surgeon-General Sir Alfred Keogh.
Now, it is well we should remember that case as

an illustration of what can be done in a comparatively
short time by a man who really knows what he
means, and sets himself to do it. Gentlemen, that

is not the only case of reflection. There has been
some criticism of the Committee of Imperial Defence
of late. Well, I know the work of the Committee
of Imperial Defence very well. I sat on it and

11
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worked on it first under Sir Kt-vry Ompbell-Banner-
man, and I have sat on ii »nU ",, ked on It under
the present Prime Minister, an. i will say this toyou

:
We may have thought wrong or we may have

thought right, but we thought very hard on the
Committee of Imperial Defence.

KJ*?^ °^.?" V*"* fo^n'ittee o( Imperial Defence
h»d to scttlr \Sc basic principle of the protection
Of this cou t So far as we were concerned the
problem w . r.

^y jf ^^ ^i^^^ ^^^ .^ isolation had
been attacked alone by Germany. We had a fleet
which was double the size of the German Fleet, and
an expeditionary force with which at home invasion
would have been out of the question, apart from
the Territorial Force, which was in reservV behind.
But, of course, we had to conslde. more things than
the case of our being engaged in an isolated war
with Germany.

^
We knew that we had another factor in our favour

rJ™ ""T
""^

^"^^I'J
°" "' *'°"*^' ''^a' whereas theGerman Army and Navy are raised by compulsion-

that sons, brothers uncles, nr jhews, and fathers are
taken away from their businesses and cannot remaina long time away without great suffering to theGerman nation-under the British system with a

5oze?y«Ss. "^
'"^ ^''"^' ^" "" «° °" ^'^ »

of'lm^r?»Tn r*^* ^??'
principles of the Committeeof Imperial Defence that we refused to look at thequestion as though it could only be a home '-fence

question. We realized that "other nadons werecreating great navies-we realired that we should

^1Ih.'t''^^r^"^
'^'^^^"y *° ^°"^'der what plrt wemight bear if we were drawn into a continental war.Now, gentlemen, there were three alternatives beforethe Conimittee of Imperial Defence. There was that

hLhfJ';^^'"?
our existing f stem, which was a very

highly gained professional ^y. small compared tothe vast continental armies, but very large comoared
to what tiiey could send and keep L dlftSmtT^S

1-+1

»|i
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for a long period. There was that professional army
with behind it expansion in the shape of a territorial

army. The other alternative was a plan which was
put forward for a compulsorily raised home defence
army—short trained and not under obligation to go
abroad. I can only tell you that the experts of the
Defence Committee would not look at that plan,

because, they said, " It is not designed either for one
thing or another. We can make sure of home
defence without it. We cannot make sure that with
an army, the very basis of which is that it is only
raised for home defence, we should be able to do what
may be required of us on the Continent."

I have seen it said that we might have had 600,000
men under that system in place of 150,000.

Gentlemen, it is not true that we have only had
150,000 for the Continent. We have at this moment
in France over 600,000, and we have got a good many
more in other parts of the world. Therefore, apart
from other drawbacks which were very great, we
rejected that system because we did not think we
could get out of it nearly as much as we could out of
the Voluntary system.

We are quite aware of the drawbacks of the
Voluntary system if you only look at one thing,

but we had to consider the defence of the Empire as
well as the defence of these shores, and the necessity

for a great expeditionary force such as we were
advised we could not get if we tried to mix up in one
a Compulsory and a Voluntary system. Now, that

brought us to the third alternative. It was my
business to give my mind as closely as I could to

every alternative, and I gave my mind to the question
of raising a continental army of 2,000,000 men two
years trained. I considered that— I was bound to
consider everything—looking to the great increase of
armaments on the Continent, and I did consider it,

and there was a fatal difficulty in days where the
situation was one which might pass or might mature
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and prove full of peril. It was the old maxim against
swopping horses when you are crossing the stream.
To raise an army like this, even if you could have got
the nation to assent to it either in 191 2 or 1906, would
have taken a generation.
The great armies of the Continent have taken at

least two generations to build up. How could we
have built up such an army in the time that was at
our disposal ? Even ten or fifteen years would have
be<;n too late. Unless we could have got that army
into existence at once, by waving a wand, we should
have been in a situation of extraordinary peril, because
at once our professional army would have begun to
disappear, and before we could have got anything
approaching even the beginnings of the second army
into an efficient state the enemy would have had
good reason for choosing his moment and attacking.

At that time the armies of Russia were not
organized as they are to-day. Nor was the French
Army as it is to-day ; and we should have been at
the mercy, and they all would have been at the
mercy, of the German Army. And then there was
another difficulty. There were then, at any rate,
three parties in the German State. There was the
great German nation, in some respects very like our
own people, but with this difference, that they had no
part in politics, and therefore if the Government raised
its hand they were constrained to follow.
Then at the other extreme there was the war party,

the German Greneral Staff, and those who surrounded
it—what is called the Junker party—that had been
maturing war and preparing a tremendous machine,
and was always endeavouring to persuade the German
nation that it would be a good thing to use it. And
then, in between, the balance was held by aj:hird
party, the great middle party in Germany, which'
included niany of the diplomatists and a great many
of the business men, and was very powerful, and that
party did not want war—at any rate did not want it

then
; wanted Germany, at any rate, to be richer and

:^A !
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stronger before she embarked on any policy of

adventure, and, above all, wt'shed to develop the

material prosperity of Germany.
Now, that party had a suspicion rooted in it which

I do not think we in this country generally realized.

We are not an imaginative nation, and we could not

conceive of anything so far from the truth as that it

should be supposed that we had entered into a secret

combination with France and Russia to ring round

Germany and fall upon her unawares and crush her

;

and yet that was a superstition which was widely

spread at that time in Germany—a pernicious error

which the war party did the utmost to foster by
circulating every speech and article they could collect

from this country which seemed to argue this kind

of intentions. Perhaps you will realize why I felt it

incumbent on myself to do all I could to make
friendly speeches.

I know something of Germany. I knew when
August last came the meaning of what had happened
despite all our efforts. The moment the war party

in Germany dominated and unsheathed the sword it

was with me a question of far more than even

Belgium, and I said, " We fight for our lives." I had
no doubt of the necessity of our taking part in this

war. Had we stood out, with the war party of

Germany in the ascendancy, I think our shrift would
have been very short.

I pass that by. At any rate you see the principle

:

a great navy and a highly organized expeditionary

force, with expansion from a national territorial

army beyond, which should be able to render assis-

tance if required in the protection of common interests.

We did not want to be dominated by Germany, and
we had to take the necessary means to prevent it.

It was our principle to have a strong navy, with

such an army as I have described, and that was the

judgment on which we acted. I will only add that a

vast amount of nonsense has been written by people

who appear to have very little understanding.
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It remains to be seen whether we have been right
and whether we have acted so as to meet the case.
I am pretty sure no other estimate would have put us
in a better position. I am pretty certain it would
have put us in a worse position. You cannot swop
horses in the middle of a stream, and we had been in
the middle of the stream for the last fifteen years.

Now, let me pass to the important point which was
raised in 191 2. We were made uneasy in that year
because we were made acquainted with a new feature.
It was known in the Press and generally, but it fell

to me to get early news of it. Germany introduced
a new Fleet law, which meant a great naval increase.
It was communicated to my colleagues, and we at
once took action. Mr. McKenna had laid down an
increase in ships, and Mr. Churchill, building on that,
raised the British Navy to a point of size and
readiness for war in which it was something like two
to one against the German Navy. Weil, that is an
answer to people who say that nothing was done. I

am far from suggesting to you that in the light of
what we know now we might not have considered
whether even more was not possible, but I am not
sure that we should have come to any different
conclusion. The nation could only do what it

could do. We might all have been better prepared
in other ways of which I have not 5poken, but not,
I think, much better in the direction of which I

have spokon.

Gentlemen, the difficulty which we have to con-
front is the difficulty which arises from our national
habit Our national habit is to be content with
things as they are. We have great energy and great
resourcefulness. No man is better in a tight place
than a citizen of the British Empire. But, generally
he has not been thinking about it much beforehand.
Well, when I look back, the mo=t difficult of all

campaigns is not the campaign about the Army, not
the campaign about the Navy—that is easy—but the
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campaign of trying to get people to educate them-
selves into the reflective habit.

I have been since the year 1898 engaged in a
campaign of education; and my friend anc' late
colleague, Mr. Pease, who has done more than any
Education Minister to make our ideas mature, knows
how exti<»ordinarily difficult it is to wake up the
interest of the nation in education. Not that some-
thing was not done. Not merely were there the
reforms which he made and which are very valuable,
but between 1898 and now ten new teaching uni-
versities were created in this country. They have
radiated out their influence in all directions, and if

they had only given us the Officers* Training Corps
they would have given us a service which we may
well be grateful for to-day.

The education campaign is only typical of the
extraordinary difficulties whichi everybody has to en-
counter who tries to waken this nation before it

chooses to be wakened to the business of organizing
itself. The efforts of the Education Department, the
application of science to industry, and ail the ques-
tions which are agitating people's minds just now,
would have been easier if, fifteen years ago, we had
begun to think of these things and applied our minds
to them.
But I have not asked j'ou to come here and weep

with rae. My eyes are fixed on the immediate
future, and the future beyond that, and I want to
urge you to work with me in this. I think we can
do a great deal in this war. We can win if the
national effort is rightly organized. We and
our allies have got splendid chances of co-opera-
tion, and we must see to it that we distribute the
burden and the task and bear our full share, each
alike, in his own way.
Three years ago, when I was at the War Office,

and in the years before that, the new General Staff,
which contained some of the most brilliant generals
that are now fighting at the front, taught me various

I
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things. They taught me that for success in war
clear conceptions were absolutely essential You
must know exactly what it is you wish to accomplish
in war if you are to succeed. At present we are face
to face with two alternative possible ways of b;cting
the enemy, and everything turns on our having a
perfectly clear conception and distinction between
these two ways, and not confusing them, because if

we confuse them we shall not only fail in energy,
but we shall fall between two stools.

One way that people talk of is to pour troops
into Germany. Now, Germany has a very great and
highly organized army, and also a network of
strategic railways, and it is a very difficult business
to pour men into Germany, invade and crush her,
unless you have gone through the preliminary process
of wearing down the enemy by attrition. That is

where your population of 280 millions against 120
millions comes in ; and it is that superiority in
numbers which gives room for a clear conception of
what you want to do. It is that that we want to
get into the national mind ; and if it is in the national
mind it will be in everybody's mind, and it will be
done.

If you choose the mode of attrition you must
realize its obligations and prepare now. And here
it is necessary to give a word of warning. You must
not turn out isolated brigades, and attempt what I

may term firework feats. You must not lose men in
taking posit'"' ms you do not intend to hold or cannot
hold. \'ou it save all your forces, and take care
that you wei.. down an enemy who is trying to wear
you down. You must prepare your positions, your
entrenchments, and your artillery, ordinary and heavy,
for the purpose, and you must concentrate in getting
that ready, however long a time it takes.
You must not grudge any time that gives you

the result The method of attrition may turn out
to be a real method in this war. I am not dogma-

i jM
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tiwng. It is not for me to express militery opinions,
but on y opinions on matters of common sense, andach ally must play its part The French are playing
their own splendid part and the Russians are playing
a ^rt that IS too little understood.

H X "S

We are, indeed, an unreflective nation. I see
proposals put forward to mobilize the men of scienceand mobilize even the Royal Society. Now, no manhas inwsted more strongly than I have on the
necessity of science and its application to industry
• '.'.,. ^ *° mobilize science in the abstract is *o
mobilize a mob, and a mob of scientific men is notmuch more useful than a mob of soldiers. You want
to determine the precise problems which you desire to
sec solved, to summon exactly the right men to do
tnat, to associate them with the experts, military and
naval, whose necessities they have to deal with, and
to organize in as careful a way as you would organize
in any ordinary department of everyday business. . . .

Before I sit down I want to say a word or two notonly about war, but about peace. I don't mean the
terms of peace. I don't mean to discuss that, but
It IS about the situation in which we shall find our-
selves when peace comes.
Let us take care that we are not as badly prepared

for peace as we were for some of the exigencies of
this war. What will have happened to us? We
shall have very little capital left. There will be a
tendency to transfer business to the United States,and we shall have thrust back upon us a vast number
of soldiers come back from the war who will have to
be employed. Let us see that we don't find ourselves
a huge discontented island in the North Sea as the
result. Much can be done by attacking that problem
early. If you think about it now a great deal can be
done.

They will be difficult times. Much will be changed.We shall have to build up again the ramparts of
wealth and prosperity, and it will be essential that
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our manufacturers should have thought of the situa-
tion ahead, and we should have thought systemati-
cally and scientifically how to build up chances of
employment. Vast numbers of makers of munitions
will be unemployed, and manufacturers will not be
sufficiently re-established to employ them.
The War Office and the Board ofTrade are thinking

of it, but it is a problem so vast that we ought to be
thinking of it—the whole nation. That brings me
to another point. On 26th June last, about two
months before the war, I came here to make a speech
with Mr. Lloyd George on the inwardness of the
Budget. We developed prospects arising out of the
Budget which were not on the face of the Bill but
were latent in it. We spoke of building up a better
race. A system of national education was in that
Budget; and besides there was something that is

vital at this moment—I speak in the presence of a
great expert on this subject, my friend Mr. Herbert
Samuel, who was the minister in charge of the public
health. He and his experts and the Board of Educa-
tion had ascertained that of all the children who were
bom, 10 per cent died in the first 12 months, and of
the whole of the children who might have ccme into
the world, 15 per cent died who need not have died.
Nearly the whole of that wastage, 25 per cent, and it

was more if you work out the figures actuarially, can
be saved. And yet here we are with a felling birth-

rate I It is an urgent problem.
I am well aware of the necessity of saving every

penny we can save. But do not let us be penny-wise
and pound-foolish. These reforms are almost as
vital as the supply of miniitions of war. We dare
not flinch from them. Set to work to see that these
things I have mentioned and indicated are done, and
done at once ! . . .

•1
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The examples which I have given you are examples
which are only isolated ones. The problems abound.
What is the moral? We must not look merely to
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the Government
; we must organire ourselves. Menm St think and work too, because they will play a

tremendous part in some of these social problems of
which I have spoken. We must set ourselves to
learn to think and to act as we never thought and
acted before. Then it may be that the war and the
convulsion which has awakened us out ofour slumbers
may prove to have been a blessing. At least let us
make the most of such an opportunity as we have.We needed in the lethargy into which we had got an
mtellectual and spiritual awakening. Perhaps it has
come I Ah I gentlemen, our one mind must be the
mind not only of the nation, but of the awakened
nation. Our leaders cannot do everything, and we
must not leave it to them. Each one of us is c »eply
r -sponsible individually for doing what he can to save
his country in the greatest emergency in which it has
been for many a generation. We support a Govern-

Tn* lay^^ " '" ^^*''*y *"^ •" effect a Government
of Public Safety. Well, do not let us lose courage.
Do not let us flin(;h f»om this great effort. Let us
turn the necessity of it to our profit. Let us feel that
what has happened may be the making of us as a
race, aye I and our salvation from the state of indif-
ference into which we had fallen. There are some
old words of Robert Browning which come into my
mind, and I will quote them to you as I conclude :

There are flashes struck from midnights

;

There are fire-flames noondays kindle
;Whereby piled-up honours perish,

NVhereby swollen ambitions dwindle
;

While just this or that poor impulse
Which for once has play unstifled

Seems the sole work of a lifetime
That away the rest have trifled.

The midnight call has come,
our lamps are trimmed.

Let us see to it that

In tiie course of his reply to a vote of thanks Lord
riaidane said:
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Gentlemen, I am deeply moved by this occasion.

In some ways I have always felt myself lacking in

the gifts of public life. I am no orator. I have not

the capacity for stirring great masses of men. My
political life has been in some ways a lonely one, and

• would have been more so but for devoted friends.

But I have tried during these long years to think as

closely as I could—to think out ideas which might

bear fruit. And yet to-night in your attitude, in the

generousness of your response, in the kindliness of

your welcome, I feel that my life has indeed not been

wasted. You have crowned it with a prize, and I am
grateful to you.

Can any man read this calm and quiet speech, so full ot

wisdom, modesty, and vision, without coming to the con-

clusion that it were a far healthier thing for such a country

as Britain to listen more often and more willingly to the

utterances of a mind like this, than to lend its undisciplined

feelings so greedily to the claptrap of the demagogue and.

the hysterics of a conscienceless Press? In this speech

of the great minister I am aware of an unexaggerating*

common sense, a practical wisdom, and a quiet ani

disciplined imagination which explain for me why he wa >

so trusted by that shrewd king who "disliked exaggera n

and detested mischief-making."

Lord Haldane has returned to his early love, the Law.*

He is to be seen daily siiLing from early morning until

late in the afternoon taking a leading part in the de-

liberations of the two supreme tribunals of the Empire

—the House of Lords, which hears the appeals from

England, Scotland, and Ireland, and the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council, which, in the name of the

sovereign, dispenses ultimate justice to the rest of the

Empire. It was his dream a quarter of a century earlier

to build up these great tribunals into one Supreme Court

of the Empire. The House of Lords remains unchanged

still as a judicial institution, and in form this dream
remains still unaccomplished. But in substance he ac-

• See Appendix, Note F.

I'^l
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complifhed it when, u lord Chancellor, he carried the
recent Act which ttrengthened the body of Law Lords,
who sit in divisions between which the members are
interchangeable. By this Act he added two paid Law
Lords of the highest learning and ability to that corps
of judges. He also prevailed on two other highly
distinguished lawyers to accept peerages and to devote
their lives, unremunerated, to this great work.
The Judicial Committee in particular has been Lord

Haldane's special catc To-day he sits there interpreting
the constitutions of the Dominions and Colonies which
make up the Empire. One of its most real links is the
Privy Council in ita Judicial Committee, a body that
commands high respect and confidence among the four
hundred millions of the subjects of the King—subjects
of every nationality and every colour, and under systems
of law •vhich range from those in the Western world, based
on the customs of old France, to others in the Far East,
t»ased on the Shastras and traditions of India. L. that
dominion of the King-Emperor Lx)rd Haldane's name is

held in deep respect, for he has played a great part in
holding the scales of justice impartially between the
Government and the natives. There is a story told
about the Supreme Tribunal which sits in Downing
Street in the court with the shabby entrance which I

will rescue from oblivion. A traveller in Northern India
found a hill tribe assembled for the religious purpose of
a sacrifice. " To what god do you make your offering?"
he asked. "We know not his mystery," ws the reply,
•• but he is a god so great and powerful that he has made
the British Raj [the Goverr.ment at Calcutta] give us back
the land it had taken from us. And we know the name
of him to commemorate whose justice we make sacrifice

;

it is the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council."
A member of Lord Haldane's family once told me an

interesting story about his childhood. He had an old
Scotch nurse, who took him, aged six, to see the House
of Lords, which was in recess. She led him through the
chamber and asked the attendant to let her place the boy
on the Woolsack. When she returned with him she told
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the Highland butler of the family what she had done, and
added, "One day the bairn will sit there in his own
right I " " Aye, Mrs. Ferguson," was the reply, " but your

held will be weel happit by then." He was right The
old nurse, to whom Lord Haldane was devoted to the day
of her death, passed away before the goal of her ambition

for him had been bravely reached.
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. . . The melancholy scene I had just gone through I >.d

shaken me, and I needed sympathy. I told Sala what
had happened. " The old story," said Sala ;

" /t/e a
dreamt Take a glass of brandy." He then inquired

who my friends were. •' Three admirable members of

Parliament," I cried, "who, donning the cross of
charity " « I know," interrupted Sala ; "the cleverest

thing out!"

Friendships Garland

<#



CHAPTER III

LORD HALDANES MISSIONS TO GERMANY

[/« view of the recent answergiven by Mr. Asquith in the House of
Commons^ it is apparent that we cannot hope to see the full record of
the Berlin conversations before the wat ends. What appears in the

text of this chapter relative to the substance of these conversations is

the result ofa collation from a variity oj sources, German as well as

English, As, however, accuracy in such a matter is of the highest

importance, /thought it right to communicate with Lord Haldane and
ash him to look at the proof of this particular chapter. I have his

authorityfor saying that " in no point is it inaccurate.
""l

THE Liberal Government," says Mr. Oliver in

Ordeal by Battle, not very accurately, "came
into office in the autumn of 1905. Ministers,"

he continues, " can hardly have had time to master the

contents of their various portfolios before German aggres-

sion burst rudely in upon them." He then proceeds to

suggest, with the complacency of a good Conservative

(whose Government, having left the War Office in a condi-

tion of " chaos and weakness," had just departed amidst
almcst universal derision), that this German aggression

was dictated by the fact that a J .beral Government had
come into power I

" It is a highly significant '""ct," says he, following up
this complacent hint, " that early in 1906, only a few
months after Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman's advent to

power,* he found himself faced with the prospect of a
European war"—and mark what follows, without even
the decency of a full stop to mitigate its complete con-

tradiction—" which was only averted when our Foreign
' As a matter of fact it was in the very next month.
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Minister"—that is to say, Sir Edward Grey, with the
full concurrence of his Liberal colleagues—" made it clear
to Germany that in such an event this country would
range itself upon the side of France."

I desire to treat Mr. Oliver with courtesy and respect.
He is sincere, he is courageous, and he writes like a gentle-
man. His mam offence, it seems to me, lies in this, that
ne ventured to write a book on a subject of the very
gravest nature, and at a time when Britain's good name
was of priceless worth to her, without being perfectly
certain of his facts and without taking the greatest trouble
to see that he was not doing violence to those facts. But
at this point it does seem to me that Mr. Oliver has
treated his reader's intelligence with a degree of rough-
ness which deserves particular reproof. For immediately
afte. this statement that Britain had delivered an emphatic
answer to the "warning" of Germany, he proceeds to say :

"The British answer to it was to utter renewed pro-
testations of friendly confidence "

! And yet, saying this,

he actually quotes in a footnote the following sentence
from Mr. J. A. Spender's Foundations of British Policy

:

"It was the general belief at the time that nothing but the
support which the British Government gave to the French
averted a catastrophe. . .

."

Let me tell Mr. Oliver and his numerous disciples—

a

host of intelligent people who, fascinated and hypnotized
by a very seductive narrative style, have accepted all

Mr. Oliver's facts and all Mr. Oliver's conclusiot from
those facts—the true story of what are styled i deal
by Battle the warnings of Germany, the story . the
three principal warnings—the warning of 1 900, the
warning of 1908, and the warning of 191 1.

The "Warning" of 1906

The Liberal Government was formed, with some diffi-

culty, in December 1905. The trouble which had divided
the party over the South African War was over, but a
certain amount of friction still remained. The sec«^^ion led

by Sir Henry Camph ^annerman and the section led
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by Lord Rosebery, which included Mr. Asquith, Sir
Edward Grey, and Mr. Haldane (three close personal
friends), were only drawn together by what they judged
to be 'the menace of Protection. Lord Rosebery did not
take office, but the three North countrymen who most
emphatically represented the strength, dignity, and elo-
quence of Liberal Imperialism accepted the invitation
of Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman to join the Govern-
ment Sir Edward Grey became Foreign Secretary,
Mr. Asquith went to the Treasury, and, at King
Edward's express wish, Mr. Haldane accepted the seals
of the War Office.^ Thus, in this Liberal Government
which on Mr. Oliver's supposition invited an attack by
German aggression, were three of the strongest intellects
in the House of Commons, three men whose principles
of a strong, rigorous, but rational imperialism must have
been very well known at the German Embassy in London,
jf not to the statesmen of the Wilhelmstrasse, and three
men who had never uttered a single word which suggested
either pusillanimity or betrayal of international under-
takings.

Early in January the trouble between France and
Germany was very serious. The Germans, who in
the region of foreign politics have the touchiness of a
parvenu, felt that their dignity had been flouted by the
French Foreign Minister. They insisted upon M. Del-
cassd's resignation. Naturally enough, after this evidence
of German feeling, the French became wisely anxious, and
in the field of their anxiety was the question of British
support. If France were wantonly attacked by her neigh-
bour, would Britain lend the aid of her land-power as well
as the aid of her sea-power ?—that is to say, would Britain
land an army in France, and if so, of what size would that
army be ?

The British Foreign Secretary would not enter into any
engagement which might bind his country improperly.
But he consulted with the British War Minister, and
having gained the assent of the Prime Minister, Mr.

• "Nobody else," Sir Henry Campbell-Bannernian once said,
"would touch it with a pole."

'fe
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Haldane made arrangements at the War Office for a
conference between his military advisers and the French
General Staff. It was made perfectly plain that in no
case whatever would Britain lend her support to an
unprovoked attack on Germany, but the military men
were told to consider in what way the two friendly

countries could best act together in the event of a German
attack on France. No one was to be bound, but possible

military eventualities were to be thought out. And the
British War Minister did something more. He set his

generals to work on a complete investigation of the
condition of our military forces, with the direct instruc-

tion to report on the greatest number of troops we
could land in France if emergency arose, and how quickly
the landing could be effected.

Thus, during all the distractions of a General Election,

and certainly before he could have mastered his portfolio,

did Mr. Haldane meet this first warning of German
aggression. Mr. Oliver will hardly suggest that he could
have done more, seeing that he had succeeded to the Con-
servative Government's British Army of " chaos and weak-
ness." To have flung that poor army at the head of
Germany, or even to have strutted and blustered and
worked himself up into a fine music-hall passion of indig-

nation, might have satisfied the hot feelings of gentlemen
like Mr. Oliver ; but it would hardly have been kind to the
British Army, to France, or to the British Empire. What
Mr. Haldane did do, on the other hand, was of the very
greatest service both to the British Army and to France.
He began to put the chaos into such order that it pre-

sently became a military fighting machine such as this

country never had before.

The result of the investigation by the generals was, of
course, most disquieting. Only a very small force could
have been sent to France in those days, perhaps 8o,ocx)

men, and even so only after a delay that would have been
fatal. This appalling state of things, we may say, was one
of the chief contents left by Mr. Oliver's political leaders in

the portfolio of the minister, and we may also say that it

was this appalling slate of things which the War Minister
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so completely, so triumphantly, and so mercifully mastered

to the great satisfaction of his generals.

Lord Haldane saw at once that the master secret of

modern warfare was rapid mobilization. The Germans had
discovered that secret. His business was to meet Moltke-

ism with Moltkeism. The Germans have since complained

that he stole this secret from them during his friendly visit

of 1906. But the truth is that rapidity of mobilization as

the key to the whole question of modern war was no secret

to any one who took the trouble to look into m litary science.

Nevertheless it is significant that a layman like Lord
Haldane initiated the British Army into this secret. It

was he who revolutionized the military science of Great

Britain, who did away with sprawling incohesiveness, and
who knitted together, by means of the greater unit com-
plete in itself, a striking force which could be set in motion

with a minimum of delay. We shall see later on how
extraordinarily successful he was in this revolution, and how
that revolution begun in 1906 saved Europe in the autumn
of 1914.

But this was not all that the War Minister did in those

perilous days. Faithful to his wise master and to the

highest principles of his own mind, while he laboured as

War Minister to get order and efficiency out of chaos and
weakness, Lord Haldane strove with all the keenness of

his intellect and v/ith all the fire of his soul to better our

relations with Germany. In the light of subsequent events,

of course, the Germans now regard this admirable diplo-

macy of Lord Haldane as the trick of King Edward's
blandest, silkiest, cleverest, and most dishonest trickster

;

but in honest truth it was nothing of the kind. It was a

genuine effort made by a very wise man and a perf tly

upright man to save the peace of Europe; and uc it

certainly did enable us to put our house in order and to

come to a working understanding with France, it was never

intended as a policy for gaining time, and never used in

after-years in the direction of offence.

Before proceeding to relate what Lord Haldane attempted
in the field of improving our relations with Germany, it may

; lii
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be well, seeing that slander and calumny have not refrained
from assailing his family honour, asserting among other
matters that he has German blood in his veins, to give the
reader some brief idea of the minister's credentials.

Richard Burdon Haldane was born on the 30th July
1856, the son of a Scottish gentleman, Robert Haldane of
Lloan, who married Mary Elizabeth Burdon Sander-
son, a sister of Darwin's friend, Sir John Burdon San-
derson. The family is an ancient one, dating back to the
thirteenth century. There have been Haldanes at Glen-
eagles ever since those days, and the present owner of
Cjleneagles, Lord Camperdown, is a Haldane in the

ll^^rf .J
®* Among the notable people connected with

the Haldanes are Admiral Duncan, the hero of Camper-
down, and Sir Ralph Abercromby of Aboukir. Two
grand-uncles of Lord Haldane are famous in the religious
history of Scotland and Switzeriand. On the mother's
side he was the great-grandnephew of a previous Lord
Chancellor, the famous Lord Eldon, and his not less
distinguished brother, the famous jurist. Lord Stowell.

»

One of Lord Haldane's brothers. Dr. J. S. Haldane of
Oxford, is an eminent physiologist with a European repu-
tation, whose services to the nation in providing masks
against the German gas-attacks was only an episode in
a life of devotion to science which has been of the greatest
blessing to workers in mines ; his service to the British
Admiralty both before and during the war has been of very
considerable national advantage. Another brother. Sir
William Haldane, is a well-known citizen of Edinburgh
and the Crown Agent for Scotland ; his sister, Elizabeth
Haldane, a doctor of laws, a translator of Hegel and a

editio?nf°fK!'f "°"'/'^'^L'",i^'4 . . . can only be reckoned a late

fhl lo K *r u-"'^ °l^^ Haldanes-a race not scintillating along

S^H^f''^•^
history hke the Lords of Graham, alternately lost mshade or glittering m the sunshine, but holding, through troubled, tryine

centuries, a cam, dignified, unobtrusive state, till, reaching the airessuited to their high moral development, they flashed upon the scene-S «f
'^'"'^*"5^ P'^**'® '° guilty man,' and there the world-famedhero of Camperdown. ... As for the Haldanes proper—those ofAirthrey -their fame is in ail the churches and at every Sidewhere religion is a matter of lively interest."—Hugh Miller.
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biographer of Descartes, is one of the most practical, and

certainly one of the most persuasive women in what may
be called the higher branches of the Woman's Movement.

The mother of this distinguished family, a friend of many
notable men and women, is still in the enjoyment of an

excellent memory at the age of ninety-one. Perhaps I

may be allowed to say that it is when I think of this very

gracious lady, in all the dignity and beauty of her extreme

age, that my indignation is most deeply stirred against

those scurrilous journalists (few of whom a man of breed-

ing would admit to his dinner-table) who have attempted

not only to blacken but to blast the honour of the most

distinguished of her children.

At the age of seventeen Richard Haldane went in the

summer session to the University of Gottingen, on the

advice of Professor Blackie, Professor of Greek in the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh.1 This eccentric Professor of Greek,

who taught everything else except Greek, had the greatest

hopes of his pupil, and wished the young man to come

under the influence of Hermann Lotze, Gottingen's famous

professor of philosophy. Richard Haldane, who, like

Aristotle, is a man breathing libraries, was interested in

German literature, even as were such irreproachable

patriots as Carlyle, Coleridge, Matthew Arnold, and Pro-

fessor Cramb (he is also deeply interested in French litera-

ture) ; and he himself wished to study philosophy under the

influence of Lotze. In one of his numerous addresses to

University students which have been so extraordinarily

helpful and inspiring, he spoke many years afterwards of

that noble teacher:

Thirty-six years ago I was bidden to choose for

myself whether I would go to Oxford or to a German

• It has been pointed out to me by a famous professor at Edinburgh

University that Scotland has always had closer cultural relations

with the Continent than England has had in all her histor Scotland

and France were devoted to each other centuries ago. y. yle was

the first British interpreter of German thought. And it is froin her

relation with Germany that Scotland h.is advanced in religious intel-

ligence at so much greater a pace than England. The intellectual

condition of the Scottish churches is of a high order, and the early

doctrinal riarrowness has practically vanished,
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University, and I chose Gdttlngen because Lotze was
there. I was only seventeen, little more than a boy.
I remember vividly how spiritually as well as intel-
lectually anchorless I felt in the early days of my
residence in the old University town where lay the
Hanoverian centre of learning. Gottingen was, in
those days, full of great men. Gauss and Riemann
and Weber were dead, but Wohler was there, and
Benfey and Sauppe and von Jhering and Ritschl—
names that stood in the "seventies" for what was
highest in Germany in science and classical learning
and jurisprudence and theology. Yet the figure that
stood out above all the others was that of my old
master, Hermann Lotze. I had the privilege, boy as
I was, of seeing him often in his study as well as of
listening in his lecture-room, and to the end of my
life I shall hold the deep impression he made on me—
of a combination of intellectual power and the highest
moral stature. ... I have often wondered whether
Browning had not visited Gottingen before he wrote
his CAnsfmas Eve, and whether it was Lotze he had
in his mind when he describes how the spirit took
him from place to place, until at last-

Alone by the entrance door
Of a sort of temple—perhaps a college,
Like nothing I ever saw before
At home in England to my knowledge.
The tall, old, quaint, irregular town-
It may be—though which, I can't
Affirm any,
Of the famous middle-age towns of Germany •

Is It Halle, Weimar, Cassel, Frankfort
Or Gottmgen, I have to thank for 't ?
It may be Gottingen—most likely.

Then he describes how he enters the lecture-room and
sits down among the students, and a professor comes in :

I felt Kt once as if there ran
A shoot of love from my heart to the man, . . ,Who stood surveying his auditory
With a wan, pure look, well-nigh celestial,

.L
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Those blue eyes had surveyed to much,
While under the foot they could not smutch
Lay all the fleshly and bestial.'

Some of the results of his study at Gottingen may be
:ieen in those two volumes The Pathway to Reality which
contain his Giffbrd Lectures at the University of St.

Andrews in 1902-4—philosophical lectures which show
the influence of Kant and Hegel on his mind and Lotze
on his character—lectures full of moral earnestness, the

highest idealism, and a courageous and unflinching devo-
tion to truth.

On his return to this country he continued his Uni-
versity career at Edinburgh, winning the Ferguson
Scholarship of 1876, which was open to all the Universities

of Scotland (Edward Caird was at Glasgow in those days),

and taking a First Class Honours degree. This was a
time when Hutchison Stirling was introducing Hegel to

the English mind for the first time, and when T. H.
Green at Oxford and Edward Caird at Glasgow were
beginning to fire the minds of British students with an
enthusiasm for German philosophy. He went to the

Bar at the end of 1879. Ten years afterwards he took
silk, but long before that he was a marked man among
the lawyers of the day. In 1885 he entered Parliament
as the Liberal member for Haddingtonshire, a con-
stituency which never played him false for the whole
of his House of Commons career—a term of five-and-

twenty years—although its member was never a Whip's
man and freely exercised his own discretion in party war-
fare. A Conservative Government was in power when he
entered Parliament, and with this Government Mr. Hal-
dane, who has never been an intolerant partisan, worked
in closest co-operation for the changing of London Uni-
versity from a merely examining into a teaching Univer-
sity ; ten years afterwards another Government asked
him to take the chair of the Royal Commission on
University Education in London. This Commission sat

for four years, and Mr. Haldane managed to preside over
• Universities and National Life, by Lord Haldane, pp. 26-8.

(John Murray.)

1
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it, so keen and unabated was his enthusiasm for education,
even when he was War Minister in 1906 and Lord
Chancellor in 191 1. No other man in the country has
done more to encourage and establish universities and to
broaden the whole character of our educational system.
From the first he was known as a great lawyer, a tre-

mendous worker, an entirely disinterested and honourable
politician, and above everything else as an enthusiast for
clear-thinking and rational prepress. He defined his idea
of Liberalism in a preface to a volume of addresses called
Education and Empire :

There is a Liberalism which some of us believe
to be the Liberalism of the future. It holds that the
faith which it has made its own cannot stand still,

but must advance with the advancing needs of new
generations. To-day, at the beginning of the
twentieth century, we as a nation have to face the
problem of preserving our great commercial position,
and with it the great empire which the great men
of past generations have won and handed down to
us. That empire it is our bounden duty to hold as a
sacred trust, and to pass on in such a fashion that
those who come after may be proud of us, as we are
proud of the forefathers who did their work before
our time. The duty we have to discharge requires
an effort. That effort must assume theform neither of
swaggering along the High Street of the world, nor
of sitting down with folded hands on a dust-heap.
It is rather to be sought in clear views and activity
of the kind that is at once unhasting and unresting.
Around us is surging up a flood of new competition.
If we are to hold the ground which our predecessors
won before the days of that competition, we shall
require above all things enlightened views about the
common constitution which unites us with our colonies
and dependencies.

This Liberalism, which is perhaps the politics of every
educated man in the country, never mind what party he
belongs to, is not the Liberalism of the smoking-room,
the club, and the local committee. Lord Haldane, like Mr.
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Arthur Balfour, never gave himself to the man In the street.

He had friends—great and true friends—chiefest of all

among politicians, Sir Edward Grey, Mr. Asqulth, and Mr
Balfour ; and every man who ever worked with him, from
Lord French to Mr. Sidney Webb, came under the spell of
his naturalness, his candour, his honesty, his good-humour,
his Indifference to cheap popularity, and his solid intellec-

tual greatness ; but he never had a crowd of henchmen at

his heels. He was too busy to bother about such matters.

Many of his holidays were spent In Germany, where
with Professor Hume Brown he went to bathe himself
in memories of Goethe, that exalted spirit, t^at profound
thinker, and that sublime poet, admiration for whom will

be for ever felt and expressed in this country with or
without the permission of our vulgarians. In this manner.
Lord Haldane not only kept up his German language,
deepened his love for Goethe, and broadened his know-
ledge of German philosophy, but he made himself
acquainted with what was taking place In the mind of
Germany. Better than any man in this country, better

perhaps than any other man in the world, he knew the
psychological changes in modern Germany ; and from
1906 onwards, when he came to know the true and awful
state of the British Army, he saw that only the most
''elicate statesmanship, only the most ceaseless vigilance,

Lould avert a calamity.

Lord Haldane's admiration for German literature was
shared, but with infinitely less discrimination, by that fire-

eating prophet of force, the late Professor J. A. Cramb. The
professor tells us that " Goethe is, perhaps, the most serene
artist in words since Sophocles," and says of him that
•' amongst the children of men not one has striven with a
loftier purpose to divine, even though darkly, the bond of
the Many and the One, and thus to justify the ways of
God to man, and of man to God." Further, he says that
" German scholarship has not left a single period in its

annals unillumined by some work which is marked by dis-

tinction or power." And this

:

There is no such stainless mirror of a nation's soul

ur
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as German literature. In every age it is racy of

German errth, going the round of its rivers and moun-
tains and valleys. In the thirte°:Kh cntury it is in

Thuringia, the feudal castles ; in .lie sixteernn. Saxony
gives its tone to Reformation tetalure .in:' nymns;
the varied art of Silesia dominai ^f. the seven eenth, as

that of Suabia the eighteenth ceniuiy. Romanticism

has its home in Berlin ; the fatalism of Vienna and

Munich succeeds " Young Germany " ; and in the

twentieth century Berlin again leads in this, one of

the greatest world-literatures.*

His contempt for English ignorance is very great. " A
few weeks ago," he says, "the head master of one of our

public schools exhumed a letter of the late Mr. Gladstone,

in which that eminent politician cast a slur upon the whole

of German literature. . . . The astonishing thing is that

in the second decade of the twentieth century an English-

man should have been found who, having exhumed such a

verdict, did not from very shame instantly cover it again in

complete oblivion. Instead of this, he incontinently pub-

lished it in TAe Times, not once only, but in two different

issues. The publication of this letter is discreditable at

once to the critic, to the exhumer, to the Press, and to the

nation." He hopes that " during the next few decades "

—

Lord Northcliffe should pay attention to this hope of the

great English militarist
—

" there may gradually arise here

in England a wall, as it were, of cultured opinion, which

should make the blunt enunciation of such judgments by a

prominent politician all but impossible by the ridicule to

which they would at once expose him, and their ratification

by the head master of one of our public schools absolutely

unthinkable."

Finally

:

Germany has one of the greatest and most profound

schools of poetry—yet how many Englishmen have the

secrets of its high places, or access to its templed

wonders ? Since the decline of Alexandria there has

been no such group of daring thinkers as those of

Germany in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

' See Appendix, NoteiG.

-^•^*.
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centuries : yet to most English men and women the

Critique of Pure Reason and the larger vision of

Hegel's Logic are sealed as the Enneads of Plotinus.

If an English militarist who could hardly contain his

feelings of adoration when one day in the streets of Berlin

he saw Treitschke remove his " soft grey-felt wide-awake

hat"—/(?r the day was hot—if such a worshipper of mili-

tarism and strife and war, and such a hater of Liberalism

and Pacifism, may express admiration for German litera-

ture, surely Lord Haldane, whose contempt for the

Treitschke school is born of true scholarship and what

Sainte-Beuve calls an immovable evenness of soul, may be

allowed to acknowledge his debt of spiritual gratitude to

the real and enduring masters of German culture.

With the Morocco crisis in his mind he began to make

several speeches, one of them in German to the Germans

in London. His object was to get rid of German touchi-

ness, while he and his generals worked night and day

to save the British Army from "chaos and weakness."

These wise, temperate, and entirely statesmc.iilike speeches

attracted attention in Germany, and in 1906, the very year

of the crisis, he went to Berlin, as War Minister of Great

Britain, to be the Emperor's guest at the September

manffiuvres of the German Army. Lord Midleton, one

of his Conservative predecessors, had received such an

invitation, and although some difficulties were put in the

way of this visit. King Edward, the Prime Minister, and

Sir Edward Grey thought that the invitation should be

accepted. The King's only anxiety, apparently, was

whether Lord Haldane, as a beginner at the War Office,

might not be somewhat ill at ease among Gerniany's

professional soldiers. The minister, who saw the King at

Marienbad on his way to Berlin, where he encountered

Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria,* was able to reassure His

' An amusing story is told of this encounter. Ferdinand wanted

to discuss a great coup with which his mind was bubbling over. The

King refused to hear a word of it, and as a constitutional monarch

waited for his minister's arriral. When Lord Haldane did arrive, he

put him into a room with Ferdinand, and there left him. Lord

Haldane, who had no instructions on Balkan affairs from the Foreign

i
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Majesty very good-humouredly on this point, and with
the best wishes of everybody, the King most of all, he set
off for Berlin, accompanied by Colonel Ellison, who had
served as secretary to the Esher Committee on the War
Office, and knew a very great deal about the armies of
foreign Powers. From many sources of information, both
public and private, both British and foreign, I will en-
deavour to reconstruct the narrative of this important
visit to Berlin.

The British minister was received in state on his arrival
at the railway station, and was escorted to his hotel by a
detachment of the Guards. Several state servants and
two officers of the General Staff were attached to his
person, and he was installed with Colonel Ellison in a
suite of rooms which the Emperor reserves for his guests.
The atmosphere was correct but frigid; the newspapers
were polite but not cordial ; and the general reception of
our minister seems to have expressed very accurately the
feelings which then characterized Anglo-German i-elations—uncertainty and suspicion.

On the following day the
Potsdam to present new coloyr'-

Haldane, who had previously
Embassy and visited the Germi
from him at this ceremony an open-air welcome. Next
day, at the great parade, which Lord Haldane attended as
a civilian in plain clothes, the Emperor sought him out,
and, his face shining with pride, spoke of his splendid
troops. The scene was one of some impressiveness. The
citizens of Berlin in vast numbers crowded the parade
ground ; in the reserved positions were representatives
of foreign Powers, most of them in uniform, and many
of them accompanied by ladies ; and there in the midst of
his magnificent army, surrounded by his princes and
generals, and mounted Dn a great horse brilliant with
trappings, was the litv. ^ pale-faced man with the withered
arm in whose hands—hands which were often shaky or

Office, at once began to talk about chemistry, and went on talking
about chemistry till Kin^ Edward opened the door and let him out.
The King always told this story with a great relish.

Emperor arrived from
his troops, and Lord
d at the French

Office, receivedar
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threatening with the emotions of fear and anger—lay the

issues of peace and war. Suddenly this chief figure was
seen to break away from his soldiers and to gallop towards
the spectators, reining in his horse before a carriage in

which a civilian was standing, dressed in tall hat and
frock-coat, Mr. Haldane, the War Minister of England.
It was an almost unprecedented compliment, and augured
well for the hopes of the peace party. Photographs have
preserved the scene. The Kaiser leaned forward from his

tall horse, and in the presence of a number of people, a* d
without lowering his voice, asked Mr. Haldane what ne
should do without that great army, situated as he was
between the Russians and the French, apologizing for

the remark with good-humour since France was the ally

of Great Britain. And Mr. Haldane also replied with
good-humour, saying that he would rather be behind
that army than in front of it. This incident was noted
by many people, and industrious ladies in neighbouring
carriages made haste to take snap-shots of the scene.

It was taken to mean that the Kaiser had paid England
a public compliment.
That night Lord Haldane and Colonel Ellison dined

at the Schloss, where he met Prince von Biilow, the
Chancellor. Instructed by Sir Edward Grey as to what
he might properly say. Lord Haldane appears to have
made a good impression on the German Chancellor—an
impression of Britain's wish for a better understanding
with Germany, of Britain's realization that such an
understanding could not be hurried, of Britain's deter-

mined and unbreakable loyalty to the Entente with France.
After dinner he saw the Emperor alone, and the Emperor
certainly concluded from that conversation, which was
brief and friendly, that Lord Haldane truly and honestly
represented the mind of King Edward. At this period
the Emperor was firmly persuaded that Delcassd had
sought to drag England into a war with Germany over
Morocco, but he was nevertheless seeking friendship with
France. As for England, he had faith in her good
intentions.

As an evidence of his confidence, the Emperor gave
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Lord Ii(^.uu. . the most generous opportunities of studying

the work of the German War Office. Accompanied by
Colonel Ellison, our minister went day after day to the

German War Office in the Tiergarten. The Chief of

the General Staff, von Moltke, was perfectly frank to

the two representatives of Britain, and not only allowed

them to see the mechanism of the German war machine,

but with Lord Haldane discussed the political situation

without bitterness of any kind. According to Mr. Wile,

von Moltke was a Christian Scientist and, like Dr. von

Bethmann-Hollweg, belonged to the peace party in

Germany. Of Prince von Biilow's attitude I shall speak

at greater length a little further on in this narrative.

The result of Lord Haldane's visit was of real service

to Britain. In the first place it gave us time to rescue

the British Army from its condition of " chaos and weak-

ness," it provided the two representatives of this country

with several most valuable ideas for the improvement

of the British War Office, and it also helped to establish

very much better relations with Germany. It is perfectly

true that certain sections of the German Press were

uneasy, disliking Lord Haldane's visits to the Great

General Staff, and hinting pretty plainly that behind

this polite and prying visit of the British minister was

the figure of " Uncle Europe " weaving his web of intrigue

along the frontiers of Germany. But there is no doubt

that most people in Germany welcomed the visit, and

no doubt whatever that the Emperor, who stood between

the war party and the peace party, was immensely pleased

by it It need scarcely be said that King Edward was

as pleased by Lord Haldane's success as the Prime

Minister and the Foreign Secretary.

The whole of Mr. Oliver's argument in Part III of

Ordeal by Battle is vitiated by the premise that through-

out her diplomacy Germany, the all-wise and the all-

strong and the all-knowing, was hoodwinking the rest

of the world, and in particular throwing dust into the

eyes of Britain. On this premise, why in Heaven's name

should she be so extravagantly foolish as to give England
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six warnings^ beginning with this first warning of 1906
—warnings so emphatic that Mr. Oliver almost loses

his patienre over the crass stupidity of men like Kin^jj

luiward, Sir Edward Grey, and Lord Haldane for not

seeing them ? Why, in Heaven's name, should she be
so stupid?

Look at this matter with more reasonable eyes. Instead

of seeing in the six occurrences cited by Mr. Oliver the

six deliberate 7varnings of a Machiavellian power (when
was Machiavelli ever so kind ?), regard them as exhibitions

of nervous anxiety, as symptoms of want of control.

Regarded in this light, the whole policy of Germany
becomes explicable and consistent. Regarded in this

light, there is no need for the footnote of contradiction

or the parenthesis of absurdity. The entire thesis can
be stated without the interruptions and inconveniences
of a violent antithesis.

Germany, with a population of 65,cxx),ooo, found herself,

for the first time in her very brief history as an empire,
surrounded by 170,000,000 Russians and some 40,0* j.ooo

Frenchmen who had come to a political understanding.

It was a saying of the Emperor that he had no Himalayas
between himself and Russia ; and he also held that the

war of 1870 had left in the heart of France a desire for

revenge which had not yet ceased to influence her foreign

policy. He spoke of both these matters quite frankly to

a number of people, some of whom I know very well.

The understanding between France and Russia was a
menace which could not be ignored. Forced by this

threatening situation to look closely to her armour,
Germany made prodigious efforts to increase the efficiency

of 1' ,v^ar machine. The uncertain and rather shadowy
figuie of King Edward behind this understanding of

Russia ar.' France was another cause for uneasiness. No
other coUise was possibly open to Germany—a Germany
that would not listen to any idea of disarmament—than
to increase her forces by land and sea. Now, let us ask
ourselves how Germany could best discover the true

feelings of these great world Powers towards her position

in the world. Behind the politeness of diplomacy, what

t
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was the real truth ?—and diplomacy, let us say and there
leave it, was not always polite to Germany. We c:.n

imagine how every activity of these three Powers, in which
Germany was not consulted, would heighten anxiety and
increase suspicion. Surely the best way to test the truth
would be from time to time to assert Germany's right
to be consulted by these associated Powers in their
arrangements and agreements, wherever by any stretch
of imagination Germany's commercial interests might
be said to be concerned. By such methods she could
at least see which way the wind of the Entente was
blowing.

From the date of the Entente two parties in Germany
rapidly grew up and developed in sharply divided camps.
The first party was led by the Junkers, and commanded
the sympathies of the Army: this was the war party.
The war party refused to believe that King Edward was
a peacemaker, and, like a great host of people in this
country, believed that our amiable King was the most
astute and dangerous diplomatist in Europe. They were
as furious with their peace party as the anti-German
jingoes in this country with our peace party. It made
them rage to see their Emperor and their stupid merchants
so easily duped by the charms of the English King. For
them, Lord Haldane was a python, and their Fmperor
a rabbit. They wanted their All-Highest, their great
Supreme War Lord, to throw off the habits of a lepus
timidus and save his country from the ever-increasing
menace of invasion. Russia was making ready, France
was making ready, and England, who intended to let

these two Powers do the butcher's work for her while
her Navy kept the ring and she herself waxed fat with
industrial profits, was merely soothing Germany to sleep
with these missions and embassies of friendship. They
saw it all so clearly—as clearly as Mr. Oliver sees warnings
in jumpiness.

On the other hand, the peace party was inclined to
trust Ki.ig Edward. It hated the idea of ^rar, it

saw the madness of war, and it desired to come to
an understanding with England, so that the menace
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of Russia and France might be lifted from their

frontiers. It preached that war was both an economic

mistake and a crime. It encouraged the idea of

conquering world-markets by the improving of educa-

tion. It wanted to be left undisturbed with its pretty

considerable income from an ever-increasing commerce.

This party consisted of some of the first men in Germany,

and it comprised the majority of the nation.

Behind these two principal parties were two others.

Behind the peace party was the growing force of social

democracy, which proclaimed, whenever the police let it,

that the armaments of the war party not only pressed

upon the wage-earners, but were actually provocative of

war; and behind the war party, which chiefly regarded

war as the sharpest and shortest means of defence, was

a flaming body of almost drunken imperialists, a body

not wholly unlike the most violent of our own jingoes,

which, loathing the Socialists with an abysmal loathing,

and despising the fat merchants with the profoundest

contempt, shouted itself hoarse in the honour and glory

of Pan-Germanism. This party, which eventually suc-

ceeded in bringing about war, although very powerful

and utterly unscrupulous, was not at any time a numerous

party. The special correspondent of the Daily Mail in

Berlin has said :
" I doubt if one man in ten thousand

in Germany ever heard of Bernhardi before August I9I4'"

In the midst of this modern Germany, seething with

alarms and contentions, a Germany suddenly self-con-

scious and only lately a Great Power, there was one

man, a man with English blood in his veins, who had

the power to choose between peace and war. At one

moment a man like Prince von Biilow was at his ear

;

at the next a man like Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg.

At one moment he read of King Edward's triumphant

reception in Paris, and at the next of a German Socialist

meeting which condemned armaments. He had friends

among his marshals and generals, and friends among
his bankers and merchants. He heard at one moment

•t-
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what the Army was thinking, and at the next what prac-
tical men of affairs, like Herr Ballin, were thinking. And
for this s range, impulsive, rather able, and remarkable
man, who held in his hands the issues of peace and war,
and who believed himself answerable to God for the welfare
of his Germans, and who was beset on both sides by the
champions of the t.jro great parties in his Empire, there
was one question above all other questions which he had
to answer, he and none other, Could he trust King
Edward?

Did King Edward really represent the mind of England?
Did Sir Edward Grey really represent the truth of British
diplomacy ? Did Lord Haldane really speak the absolute
truth when he said that England desired better relations
with Germany, and would not support Russia and France
in an unprovoked attack upon Germany? These ques-
tions haunted the Emperor's mind, a mind which has never
been free of an obsession, and until the summer of 191 3,

that is to say for seven years, he answered them on the
whole in England's favour. So long as King Edward
lived there was no war. For seven years human life was
lived in Europe as if there were no royal autocrats to
decide for it whether its children should be butchered,
its fields laid waste, and its heart broken ; as if there were
no diplomatists to lay mines of death under the hearth-
stones of domestic happiness, while they smiled and shook
hands like cheats at a card table ; as if men were moral
and rational beings who had outgrown the savage and the
pirate. Seven years of happy peace for the private person,
for the contented peasant in Saxony, and for the brave
crofter in Scotland, but seven years of watching, waiting,
fearing, and trembling for the diplomatists of Europe.

Lord Haldane helped to convince the Emperor that he
could trust Great Britain. He returned to England in

1906 (having removed friction and laid the foundations of
a better fesling) with the conviction that so long as the
German peace party could be kept in the saddle there
would be no war. And hs set to work, as no British
minister before him ever set to work, and opposed by

J.
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many men in his own party, some of whom are now
national heroes, to inaugurate and make for this country

a fighting machine and a system of national defence such

as it had never had before, in case the German warparty
should ever get into the saddle.

The "Warning" of 1908

No man of intelligence will dispute the proposition that

if it was in the highest interest of this country to preserve

the peace of the world, no course of conduct could be wiser

or more hopeful than a course of conduct which tended to

keep Germany's peace party in power and Germany's war

party out of power.

This was the policy of Sir Edward Grey, and it was the

only Anglo-German policy to which King Edward, who
detested mischief-makers, lent his encouragement. The
King, who was kept very well posted in these matters, and

who knew every incident in the Haldane visit to Berlin,

desired to deepen the good impression of his minister by

personal politeness to the Emperor. He shared entirely

the view of Lord Haldane that if once suspicion gave the

war party an excuse to climb into the saddle, the peace of

Europe would be gone.

Let me caution the reader from confusing this war

party with the fanatics of Pan-Germanism, who only

cheered from behind. The war party was composed of

able men, cool-headed and unemotional, who held the

opinion that every year the Emperor delayed a war of

defence the more doubtful would be the issue of a conflict

with France and Russia, and perhaps Britain, who were

drawing at every turn into a closer understanding, and

who would most assuredly (so they argued) one day fall

upon Germany.
It was to keep this party out of power (a party which

had a good deal to say for itself) that Sir Edward Grey

laboured, with his sovereign always in the most loyal

support. And the labours of Sir Edward Grey were

perfectly well known and entirely approved of, both in

Paris and in Petrograd. Never once, so far as I am
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aware, did Sir Edward Grey take a step of even moderate

importance without consulting Russia and France. His

labours, it will be easily imagined, were not lightened by
those journalists, and also those private individuals, in this

country who persistently propagated the malignant false-

hood that the policy of this country, devised by King
Edward, was to hem Germany in and presently to fall

upon and destroy her. But, hindered as he was by these

mischief-makers. Sir Edward Grey, very loyally assisted

again and again by Lord Haldane, laboured with all his

heart and with all his brain to avert the calamity of war.

That is to say, he sought on eyery possible occasion to

convince Germany that our desire for peace was sincere,

that we should never countenance any unprovoked assault

upon her, and that we were perfectly agreeable to working

with her both in Europe and in Asia. But while the

foreign ministers talked, the naval attaches, the military

attaches, the permanent officials, and the journalists of

both countries, whispered to their friends that war was

inevitable.

In November 1907 the German Emperor paid a visit

to King Edward at Windsor Castle. He brought with

him Baron von Schoen, who had succeeded Herr von
Tchirsky as Foreign Minister, and his Minister for War,
General von Einem. The newspapers of the world,

always excited and suspicious when Anglo-German
relations were in evidence, jumped to the conclusion,

merely from the character of the Emperor's entourage,

that the visit was not merely an act of courtesy. In this

conclusion they were right. But few of them guessed at

the time how very nearly the peace of Europe was secured

for a generation during those brilliant junketings at

Windsor Castle. Later on something of the truth leaked

out, but the whole story has not even yet been told.

It is possible to furnish the reader with an outline of

what occurred. Sir Edward Grey was at the Castle for the

reception of the Emperor. Lord Haldane remained after

his departure as minister in attendance. Conversations

took place of a serious character, and conversations directed
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to something more than a general understanding between

the two nations. It seems quite evident from what was

disclosed a few months later that the German EmP«/or

w^ less interested in the state banquets, the theatr cal

performances, and the brilliant pageantry of his uncle s

&^han in his own pet scheme of -,[a>lway far away

in Bagdad. There in the midst of all this ghttenng

ceremonial, attended by two of his ministers his am-

bassador, and his helmeted gu rrdsmen. was the »mpulsive

eager, and dreaming Bagman of the German Emp re

fighting for hispermanent way across the «""««' pas^^^^^^^^

of Persia. The beautiful laoies lookmg at each other's

diamonds and the gentlemen of E"^^"^ rather iKjred by

the crush of fashion little imagined that this central figure

of the pageant, who joined in all the gaiety of he occasion

with an apparent Abandonment to its transient excite-

ments. was only happy because one of his dreams for his

own country appeared to be coming true.

It seems that some kind of verbal agreement was

reached in Windsor Castle during those days of festivity

concernin.cT the Bagdad Railway. Apparently Grea

Britain had expressed her willingness that the German

Emperor should go ahead with l^^^/^'l^^^'
P^^hlt t^

her own obvious interests were safeguarded, and that her

partners in the Entente, not omitting the Rus^an partner,

were consulted before any agreement was ratified. From

what followed it is quite certain that some such stipu ation

Ts this was made by Great Britain and -greed to by

Germany during these informal conversation at Windsor

Castle. The Emperor was to get his railway.
.

Tht; may seem to the reader a small matter, but m
truth it was a matter of considerable importance. It

showed the Emperor that our attitude was not hostile, and

it mfght have shown him. if he had been wise enough

to Tee^ it. that here was a door by which Germany could

eiter the Entente. So far as I can gather he himself was

not Iverse from the proposition of a conference between

his country and the Entente Powers, but he would have

b^n more pleased apparently if the agreement had been

one between England and Germany. This is not difficult

11
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to understand. It Irked him to find that he could move
nowhere in the world without first consulting the other
Great Powers. Wherever he turned, except in the least

desirable parts of Arrica, he was met by opposition and
by barriers. But unless I am seriously misinformed he
did or. Ms occasion express his willingness to enter into
a conference with Russia and France as well as with
ourselves.

But the Emperor, as we shall see, had counted without
his Chancellor. In his eagerness to get his railway and
to feel that he was expanding Eastwards, he had forgotten
that Prince von Billow's policy was to weaken, not to
consolidate, the Entente. He had imagined himself, in

his almost feverish desire for this railway, to be in sober
truth an absolute monarch.

I have good reasons for saying that King Edward was
highly delighted by the result of the Windsor visit, and
those who were about the King at that time can testify

that his satisfaction amounted almost to enthusiasm.
The minister whom he trusted, and who was already
building up a great military fighting machine at the War
OflPce, had so conducted his business ofdiplomacy that the
German Emperor was like a schoolboy in the affection he
manifested towards his uncle, and all seemed merry as a
marriage bell.

For the first time since the beginning of strained
relations, a feeling of confidence seemed to exist between
Gerniany and England. It looked as if the Kaiser had
definitely made up his mind to trust the fair word of
King Edward and to shake off the obsession of a Franco-
Russian understanding. He was cheerfulness itself, spoke
freely to everybody of his satisfaction with the negotiations
for his railway, and made a number of suggestions which
he thought would add to the strength and security of
Britain.

In the following year came what Mr. Oliver calls the
second warning. The bright promise of the Windsor
Castle negotiations faded away with the autumn of 1908,
and once again the two nations were plunged into feverish

ate
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discussions concerning armaments. What had happened ?

The explanation is simple enough. Prince von Bulow,

who was not altogether suspicious of England, and did

indeed on occasions (as I have personal reasons for

knowing) attempt to establish a friendly feeling with this

country, was suspicious about the Entente. Count

Bemstorff will allow me to say, I hope, that Prince von

Billow was working him at this time very hard indeed to

improve Anglo-German relations, and that he himself

really did take considerable pains to obey his instructions.

A visit which I paid to Berlin assured me of two things,

first, that Germany was living in a high state of nerves

concerning the alliance of Russia and France, and, second,

that there was grave suspicion of Britain's real attitude

towards Germany. But Prince von Bulow put himself to

considerable trouble in order to convince every Englishman

he encountered that he desired to establish a working

arrangement with this country—a working arrangement,

however, which seemed to me as if he aimed to detach

this country from Russia and France. Germans never

doubted that they could deal with Russia and Ffance ;

what they feared was that France might drag England

into a war against Germany, even perhaps against

England's will. The diplomatists of Germany are perhaps

the most stupid in the world, but they have sufficient

intelligence to recognize that the diplomacy of France

is matchless in quickness of perception and brilliance ot

"^?rince von Bulow appeared to feel that while he could

trust this country alone, he could not trust it in con-

junction with our allies. He appeared to think that

while England quite honestly desired peace and friendly

relations, her engagements with France and Russia might

presently entangle her in a war against Germany. 1 hat

is the r -al explanation of his quarrel with the Kaiser. He

seemed to me to be working very hard indeed to improve

Anglo-German relations and to weaken Entente

sympathies. In any case his policy was to do nothing

which could possibly strengthen the Entente, and m a

conference over the Bagdad Railway, which brought in

^
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Russia and France, he saw a step which would go very far
to make that Entente a more formidable menace to
German peace. We can imagine the unhappy Kaiser,
with von Billow on one side of him and von Schoen on
the othci", striving to save the Windsor Castle negotiations
from collapse, and finally, after many months of ai^ument
and counter-ailment (he was not just then very popular
with his people), yielding to his masterful Chancellor.

What was the Inevitable result of this failure? The
very fact that Britain refused to come into a conference
without Russia and France tended to prove that the
Chancellor's position was well-grounded. It enabled him
to say very emphatically to Baron von Schoen, " I told
you so I " and to say in politer language much the same
thing to his royal and imperial master. The Emperor
could not save himself from the inevitable conclusion.
He still clung to his faith in King Edward's word, but in
case that word should be false, in case the Entente was a
deadly preparation for war against Germany when the
hour was ripe, he must increase his defences. Just as
Lx>rd Haldane and Lord Fisher were toiling to increase
the fighting forces of Great Britain in case Germany
should play us false, so Germany fell to strengthening
her military resources in case the Entente should play her
false. And while the Entente Powers were increasing
their forces without fuss and without excitement, Germany
set about increasing her forces in a spirit which suggested
panic

Let me at this point say something about the German
Emperor, since in no very inconsiderable degree the fate of
Europe rested in his hands. If it be possible to arrive
at some truthful idea of this man's mind, we shall be less
likely to go astray in deciding the -auses of the war.

I remember very well that Mr. W. T. Stead remon-
strated with me a few months before his death in the
Titanic^ because I had ventured to rebuke the Kaiser
for cheapening the idea of God by continual reference
to the Supreme in speeches which struck me as odiously
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tribal and ferocious. I remember that I quoted »" my
article the phrase of Mach, " God is a great word. I

hated to think of the Kaiser, with skull and crossbones

decorating his busby, employing the great word God

so that brutal-minded people and shallow-minded people

made a mock of religion. Mr. Stead remonstrated with

me very earnestly for my article, because that article

betrayed, he said, a total ignorance of the Emperors

personality. He told me that the Emperor groaned in

secret over the moral condition of the Germans, convinced

that he would have to answer at the bar of heaven for the

soul of his people. He had received from the hands of his

ancestors a simple, thrifty. God-fearing, and quiet people,

a people notable throughout the worid for their sobriety

and plainness, their indifference to the follies of the hour,

their contempt for luxury and ostentation, their devotion

to the sentimentalism of their poets and the idealism of

their philosophers. But, visible to the Emperor's eyes,

visible to the eyes of every visitor to modern Germany,

was a change, almost a revolution, in these Germans.

Luxury had become a passion with the commercial classes,

atheism and socialism were pervading all classes of the

democracy, and imitation of other peoples had become the

mania of the whole nation. Mr. Stead assured me that

the Emperor himself had told him how he groaned in his

soul over the condition of his people, how he sought on

every occasion to recall them to the noble memories of

their mighty ancestors, and how he shuddered to think of

the question of God, to which he was perfectly certain

he would one day have to reply, " What have you done

with My German people?"

Such was the impression made upon Mr. Stead by the

German Emperor. From other men who have had many

opportunities of studying the Kaiser in the intimacies of

social life, but not men with whom he would be likely to

talk about his soul (some one has said that a letter shows

not only the character of the man by whom it is written

but the character of him to whom it is sent), I gather the

following ideas concerning this mysterious person. He

m
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is what is called a man with a temperament—a sensi-

tive, changeable, emotional, and easily excited man, a
man who at one moment is in the clouds of serenity and
at the next in the abyss of despair. When he is pleased,

and he is not averse from flattery, he shows a most cheerful
face to the world, laughing and joking with all the hearti-

ness of a schoolboy released for an unexpected holiday

;

but when something occurs to depress him, he is sullen,

morose, and occasionally vindictive.

From his youth up he has never been without a ghost. He
is one of those men, common enough, of whom it is really

not an exaggeration to say that they could not be happy
without some miserable, depressing, or haunting thought
to darken and occupy their minds. The Kaiser has been
dominated from youth up by these obsessing fears. During
his reign he has been afflicted in this manner by three
principal obsessions : the first, that fear described by Mr.
Stead, or as some would call it a fear of the Socialists ; the
second, a fear of China and the East, the Yellow Peril as
it is called—a fear which really ruled his mind for a number
of years and filled him with nightmares of anxiety ; and
the third, the last and the most potent, a fear of Russia, or,

as it is described, the Slav Peril.

In the year 1908 this last obsession was only beginning
to take form and to gain power. It was in no shape at that
time to enable the war party in Germany to play upon the
War Lord's feeling ; but it was there, subconsciously influ-

encing his actions, and occasionally making him dream.
His fear that the whole of Europe would some day be
swept away by an invasion of swarms, hordes, and un-
countable millions of Chinamen, had exhausted itself.

China had now become for him a convenient market and
also a stage for imperial display ; he liked to think of him-
self as God's protector ofthose yellow millions, and German
Kultur's first apostle to those poor heathen. But v/ith

these pleasant and romantic dreams in his mind, the
shadow of another fear began to fall across the peace of
his soul. These barbarous Russians, these despised and
hated Cossacks, these uncivilized Muscovites swarming in

vast millions on the frontier of Prussia, which way were
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they looking for expansion? To his neighbour Austria

the Slav Peril had existed for years: had indeed flung

Austria into his arms : had ruled and dominated Austrian

diplomacy to the exclusion of everything else ; but for him,

the Prussian King, this Slav Peril had only been the fear of

a small brother ; he was well able to look after Austria

;

let the Russian Tzar keep his hands off the ramshackle

Empire or he would smash him to powder. In such a mood
the Slav Peril had no terrors for the War Lord's soul.

Prince von Biilow seems to have dropped the first

poison of this fear into the Kaiser's mind during the

year 1908. Nothing must be done, in that statesman's

view, to bind Russia and France and England closer

together. The safe thing to do was to treat France as

an equal in reduced circumstances; to treat England as

a friend, more or less well-meaning, but opportunist ; and

to ignore Russia as much as possible, treating her in

consultation with other Powers as a nation too barbarous

and uncivilized for decent peoples either to associate

with or to trust. Nothing has struck me more forcibly

in my recent journeys in Europe and America than the

almost passionate distrust of Russia which I found to

prevail wherever I went Nations most friendly to us and

to France in our struggle with Germany shake their heads

over our association with Russia—and yet Russia, as

every student of history knows, has fought more wars for

the deliverance of smaller nations than any other Power.

Prince von Biilow knew very well that Russia is one of

the most refined, gentle, and peaceable nations under

heaven ; he knew, too, that her infinite resources presented

a most convenient field for exploitation by thoroughgoing

scientific Germans; and he played the wisest game a

suspicious German statesman could play in striving to

keep Russia as far away as possible from French influence,

because, succeeding in this, he not only weakened the

danger of an armed attack by these two partners in the

Entente, but he preserved the undevelopment of Russian

resources for the exclusive profit of his industrious fellow-

countrymen.
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It seems evident from what followed that Prince von
Billow was more or less willing for his royal master to

make friends with King Edward, while his entire diplo-

macy was directed to breaking up the Entente, danger
from which oppressed his mind to a very acute degree.

He risked war to make trouble with the Entente over
Persia ; he risked the countenance of his royal master by
publicly rebuking him for speeches which could only tend
to strengthen the Entente; and finally, in pursuing his

policy, he sinned himself out of his impulsive master's

patience. The Kaiser got rid of him in the year following

the failure of the Bagdad negotiations (1909)—a failure

which was a really grievous disappointment to the

Emperor. At his departure, William the Second, who
had been on good terms with his English uncle all this

time, summoned to his side a Chancellor who was disposed

to accept the Entente as an unalterable fact and who was
very much more decidedly a peace man than Prince von
Biilow. Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg

—

"an earnest apostU

of peace andfriendship with England," as the Berlin corre-

spondent of the Daily Mail assures us—became the fifth

Chancellor of the German Empire.
King Edward's death, which moved the whole world as

no other monarch's deatli in all history moved it, fell upon
an hour when the world was at peace. His greatest

ambition had not succeeded : Germany still remained out-

side the Entente, suspicious, nervous, self-assertive, and
occasionally provocative; but although the strength of

Germany was very great, she picked a quarrel neither

with Russia nor France, and behaved with a very fair

propriety towards Britain. King Edward had helped to

keep the world's peace; he had been a real and
affectionate peacemaker ; but he had not been able to lift

the fear of war from his beloved Europe—every country
of which he knew and love 1 and found very good.

At the King's death the diplomatic relations of the

Great Powers were correct, but behind the diplomatic
relations were the forces of hatred, jealousy, suspicion,

and fear, working with all their evil might to bury the
grr-'e of the great peacemaker under the ruins of Europe.
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In Germany the war party watched the Entente with fear,

hatred, and suspicion ; and among the Entente nations

were many who saw in Germany's feverish preparations to

be stronger than the Entente the lust of world-dominion.

King Edward, with all his amiable qualities, and served as

he had been by most able and devoted ministers, had

failed to remove from the German mind one little, second-

rate, and rather pitiful failing, that distrust of another

which in a parvenu makes for bad manners and in a

self-conscious nation makes for war.

The "Warning" of 191 i

Before we examine the most serious of all these

"warnings," I must ask the reader to put out of his

mind the conviction fostered by his newspapers that

the statesmanship of Germany desired, planned, and

brought about the dreadful war of 1914. I would ask

him to approach this matter with as open and as un-

prejudiced a mind as possible, telling himself that it

is more rational to search for truth than to accept

without question the ready-made judgments of other

people. And to prepare his mind for such an examin-

ation, I would ask him to read most carefully the

following statement, made so late as June of the present

year (1916) by M. Sazonoflf, at that time the Foreign

Minister of Russia. M. Sazonoff, who of all public men
I have ever met is the most gracious, the most refined, the

most deeply religious, and the most charming, and who
has been infinitely the best friend of this country in Russia

for the last twenty years, is a man whose loathing for the

worst elements in Prussian character amounts to a spiritual

disgust, and whose love for the character of the best

Englishman, with his moral earnestness and his modest

demeanour, amounts to a spiritual enthusiasm. History

may record it as a curious fact that at the outbreak of this

tremendous catastrophe, which we call the world war,

there were two men at either end of Europe watching

over the foreign affairs of their two countries to whom
mystical religion was the central fact of life. Sir Edward

1
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Grey, who loves music, spends one day of every week In

complete solitude, meditating in the woods and fields,

seeing no one, speaking not a word, and emptying his

mind of world business to receive the strength which

comes from communion with the invisible and the eternal.

M. Sazonoff is also a man who loves nature with a reli-

gious enthusiasm, and is deeply convinced of the nearness

of the spiritual world.

In the very important statement of which I am speaking,

M. Sazonoff said

:

In seeking to exculpate himself in the eyes of his

compatriots. Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg, in an excess

of zeal, surpassed all that he had said hitherto. The
Chancellor declared inter alia that Great Britain,

France, and Russia had been closely bound by an

alliance against Germany. Only the Germans could

believe this absurd assertion. As a matter of fact, the

Imperial Chancellor knows as well as I that before

the war no pact united Russia, France, and England.

Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg prt " jnds that France

and Russia would never have risked a defiant reply to

Germany if they had not been sure of the assistance

of Great Britain. Now, the real course of political

events was this. Despite their completely pacific

feelings, France and Russia decided to destroy the

arrogance of Germany and to render her incapable

once for all of the custom of treading on the corns of

her neighbours. The crude German policy had as a

result that the Triple Entente, which for a long time

was without material and definite form, became a

powerful political alliance having as its object the

protection of the rights and interests of its members
and the maintenance of European peace.

Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg accuses Russia of the

guilt of the war by a hasty mobilization. Now the

Chancellor carefully avoids mentioning that the

Russian mobilization took place after tiie Austrian

and after the mobilization of a considerable part of

the German Army. Moreover, the whole world

remembers the premature announcement of this
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mobilization to the people of Germany by the Lokal-

anzeiger.

I am ready to admit that Herr von Bethmann-

Hollweg did not wish the war and was not the direct

promoter of it, but numerous persons in the

Chancellor's entourage did ardently desire it The
ultimatum to Serbia was drawn up under the direct

influence of an eminent German diplomat, and it was

submitted to the approval of William II without the

knowledge of the leader of German foreign policy.

This fact proves that Herr von Bethmann-HoUweg
was not master in his own house, but, on the other

hand, it is difficult to admit that the Chancellor was

not well aware of the intrigues of the^ enemies of

European peace and that he knew nothing of them.

The present war is exclusively due to the canker of

Pan-Germanism which has preyed upon Germany for

twenty years and which has now reached her vital

organs.

Nothing more important concerning the origin of this

war has been said by any other statesmen of the belligerent

countries. Examine it closely, and the whole story is

there—a story which explains why Germany talks almost

as one man as if she was fighting a war of defence, and

which explains also the amazing violence and the unbridled

hatred which the Kaiser and every one of his subjects feels

for this country.
,

To begin with, we have the statement :
" Despite their

completely pacific feelings, France and Russia decided to

destroy the arrogance of Germany and to render her

incapable once and for all of the custom of treading on

the corns of her neighbours." And to end with, the

statement : "/ am ready to admit that Herr von Bethmann-

HoUweg did not wish the war and was not the direct

promoter of it, but numerous persons in the Chancellor's

entourage did ardently desire it."

In other words, there are two parties in Germany, a

war party and a peace party; the war party, having at

last not climbed but sprung suddenly into the saddle,

determined to strike Russia and France while the forces

I
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of Germany were stronger than the forces of th<»c two

great countries on either side of her. And, for their part,

France and Russia decided to destroy the perpetual

menace of German aggression.

Here is the whole story of the war.

It is a story of one single human failing—the story of

suspicion. Germany was suspicious of Russia and France

:

Russia and France were suspicious of Germany. Neither

the one party nor the other could trust each other. And,

in the end, when this suspicion had crushed all three of

them under a frightful burden of debt, all three of them

determined to put an end to suspense, anxiety, and the

fear of financial ruin, by a war to the death.

Herr von Bethmann-Hollveg, the German Emperor's

own Chancellor, did not wish the war and was not the

direct promoter of it. . . . Let the reader keep this very

emphatic and keynote statement in his mind while he

reads the story of England's effort to preserve the peace

of the world.

In the year 191 1 the German Emperor came to London

on a visit to King George, who was diligently following in

his father's footsteps as a constitutional monarch who
earnestly desired the peace of the world. The Emperor

had the best reception he ever received in this country,

and was something of a popular hero among English

people. He made speeches of a most friendly character,

showed himself to the crowds in the streets, and went out

of his way to be simple, unaffected, and agreeable. To
some of us it seemed that he had a genuine desire to wear

henceforth on the world's stage the mantle of his dead

uncle, Edward the Peacemaker. One of his simple and

friendly acts was to signify to Lord Haldane, who was

entertaining some of his generals to luncheon, that he

would like to be of the party ; and when Lord Haldane

inquired whom he would wish to meet among Englishmen,

the Emperor replied that he would like to meet those

whom otherwise he might not be likely to meet. The
result of this intimation was a party which attracted news-

paper attention—a party which consisted, among others,

of Lord Kitchener, Lord Curzon, Lord Morley, Admiral
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Sir Arthur Wilson, Mr. J. A. Spender, and Mr. Ramsay
Macdonald, the leader of the Labour party. In this

company, the German Emperor came oflf his high horse,
showed himself in an agreeable mood, and so far as I can
gather made a pleasant impression on the guests.

When he left England the newspapers were full of good
wishes and felicitations ; all that our public men had ev.r
said in favour of the Emperor or his people, from
Lord Lansdowne, Mr. Cecil Rhodes, Mr. Joseph Chamber-
lain, and Mr. Bonar Law downwards, seemed as if they
were really true. Even Lord Northcliffe's newspapers
were apparently without suspicion down to as late as
October 17, 191 3, when one of them said :

We all acknowledge the Kaiser as a very gallant
gentleman, whose word is better than many another's
bond, a guest whom we are always glad to welcome
and sorry to lose, a ruler whose ambitions for his own
people are founded on as good right as our own.

While in that very year of 191 1 the special corre-

spondent of the Daily Mail in Berlin wrote in one of
Lord Northcliffe's most popular magazines an enthusiastic
description of the Emperor, speaking of the "deep
personal attachment that binds him to Britain and to
British hearts," and protesting that " none of the countless
innuendoes levelled at the Kaiser causes him greater
impatience and distress than the charge that he is the
enemy of England. ... It has been his dream since
youth that England and Germany should march shoulder
to bhoulder. . .

."

And yet, after this magnificent reception in London, in

July of this very same year, came what Mr. Oliver calls

the "fourth strident warning from the gong of the German
Chancellory." The German cruiser Panther suddenly
appeared at Agadir in Morocco, as though to flout France
and sting her into action. Perhaps it was decided to see
how far England was committed to France, the England
which had just shown herself in so excellent a mood
towards Germany, h that were so, the answer was soon
forthcoming. Three weeks afterwards, in a memorable
speech at the Mansion House, Mr. Lloyd Geoi^e an-

si;
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nouneed amidit tho greatest en^usiasm that England

would not suffer France to be attacked by another Power.

This speech, be it noted, could not have rung with so

emphatic an emphasis of conviction but for the fact that

the military organization of the country was at that time

in really working order. Lord Haldane was perfectly able

to dispatch an expeditionary force to the Continent ; and,

thoroughly aware that the situation was threatening, he

stopped the usual manoeuvres and devoted all the money
for that purpose to completing arrangements for instant

mobilizatK>n—an action which did not escape the attention

of Germany. Germany was, moreover, perfectly aware of

the conferences which then took place under Lord Hal-

dane's administration between the General Staffs of France

and Great Britain.

Although the crisis passed away, thanks in some measure

to the vigorous action of the British Government, the good

relations between Germany and England were to all

intents and purposes destroyed. Britain became violently

suspicious, and the German war party influenced German
national feeling by saying in various keys, " I told you

so i " The Kaiser found himself attacked on all sides by

this war party. He was told that to trust England any

further would be an act of suicide ; England was behind

France and behind Russia, egging on the two Powers as

hard as she could to attack Germany ; it was futile to

dream of breaking up the Entente ; the Entente, indeed, as

they had always said, was King Edward's instrument for

smashing Germany. It was a good and lexical argument,

but quite untrue.'

• The special correspondent ot The Times at Amsterdam sent the

following information to his paper on July 31, 1916

:

** Count Reventlow, addressing a large meeting at Munich on the

development of Anglo-German relations, ;^id it had bern clear to

Admiral von Tirpitz that English and German paths crossed. For

twelve or thirteen years English policy sought to constitute a

Continental coalition for the annihilation of the German Empire. He
did not doubt that England had striven for and organized this war

with all reflection, and that she was seeking with all her power to

render annihilation a fact.

"'Only against, and not with, England shall we attain that secunty

\h
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For the present the Kaiser stood firm. He sent a private

message to one of our ministers, not Lord Haldane, by a

personal friend in England, saying that he was concerned

about the cloud which had gathered over our relations,

and suggesting that the two Cabinets should confer to-

gether. The initiative came from Germany. Herr Ballin,

who was a peace man, with every reason for being so,

Elayed a part in bringing the views of the Emperor
efore this minister, and it was in some measure at least

due to his influence, and his evident desire to avert a war
which, whatever its results on land, must infallibly destroy

Herr Ballin's prosperity as a shipowner, that Sir Edward
Grey bq|^n to build up again the hope of establishing

good relations with Germany.
It was thought that the best possible way of establishing

these good relations would be to send a minister to Berlin

able to speak with authority of our determination to

support France and able at the same time to find out what
was passing in the German mind. Instead of using the

ordinary means of diplomatic communication, which might

have deepened the Kaiser's suspicions and appeared in the

nature oi^a rebuff, the Government most wisely decided to

send a minister who spoke the German language very

perfectly, who was personally acquainted with the Kaiser

and his chief ministers, and who was also well informed as

to the working of the British Foreign Office. Lord Haldane
was chosen for this most difficult mission, and after Sir

Edward Goschen, the British Ambassador in Berlin, had
come over here to discuss matters. Lord Haldane, osten-

sibly as a private citizen interested in education, set out

for Germany. He was accompanied by his famous brother

from Oxford, Dr. J. S. Haldane, who knew Germany, who
was interested in education, and who was to act as private

secretary.

So much hope did Germany attach to this visit, that on

for the future which is vital for the strength of the German people.

Let us Out deceive ourselves. England stands to-day still unbroken.
The much-talked-of financial collapse of England will not take place.

We must wage the war with a single purpose, and because our life is

at stake we can and will have no consideration.'

"

t.
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« rumour reaching: the Bourse in Berlin, which gained
credence for a brief time, that Lord Haldane's visit had
nothif^ to do with political questions, there was an
immediate fall in the prices of stocks.
Lord Haldane arrived in Berlin on February 8, 1912.

This time there was no guard of honour, no ceremony, and
no imperial suite of rooms at his disposal. He arrived as
a private individual, and as a private individual was met
by Sir Edward Gosch. n's motor-car and by a considerable
body of journalists resident in BerK.i. He was driven to

Je Hotel Bristol, where rooms were engaged for him.
That same morning he had a private conversation at the
British Embassy with the German Chancellor. On the
next day, followed by journalists, he saw the German
Emperor and Admiral von Tirpitz together. And on
the third day, still followed by journalists, who reported
every one of his movements he saw the Chancellor again.
In addition to these conversations he saw many high
officials, though of minor imj ortance ; and throughout his
visit and for some time afterwards the German Press
discussed very little else except Anglo-German relation*!.
The Vosstsche Zeitung was fairly friendly. " England,"

It said, " has prevented Germany from going forward ; but
it has been of no comfort to her. We do not grow fat on
*h« pleasure we take in other people's misfortunes." But it
added, " Those Englishmen who come to seek our friend-
ship we will welcome ; we shall greet them with a sympa-
pathetic esteem." The Post insisted that England's policy
hid necessitated increases in Germany's armaments. The
Berliner Neueste Nachrichten fiercely warned the German
Government against trusting English diplomacy, and
declared emphatically, " There is only one way of asst -

ing our future and of assuring the peuoe of the world : o
augment energetically and at all points the for es t4
our army.'
The French newspapers were interested but reserved

Tne generaUttitude among French journalists was that of
the Daily Graphic in London, which one of them quoter
with approval. This quotation was to the effect that i^ in
the opinir n of the British and German Governments hf
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moment had come to negotiate for an Anglo-German
understanding. "England could not confide the rire

of such a rapprochtimnt to a more able and sympathetic

personality than that of Lord Haldane; there is no

Englishnun who knows Germany better than he, who
possesses more than he the confidence of the German
people: he stands in the first rank of our statesmen;

in case there should be an entente, no one would be better

able than he to safeguard our interests. But is the hour

as propitious as the personage ? " (translation).

Less than a week after that visit, on February 14th,

Lord Lansdowne said in the House of Lords

:

. . . It is lamentable that these misunderstand'nfe, ^

and these apprehensions should exist, and it is the

duty of all right-thinking people to endeavour to

dispel them. In any effort to do this His Majesty's

Government will, I an* convinced, have the support of

those who oppose them in regard to other questions.

. . . And may I be permitted to say, seeing the Sec-

retary of State for war (Lord Haldane) in his place,

that if his genial presence at Berlin on a recent occa-

sion has at all contributed to so desirable a result, if

he has come back with anything in the nature of an

olive branch in his buttonhole, we shall congratulate

him on this side as warmly as he will be congratulated

by his friends on the other side of the House.

Mr. Bonar Law, speaking in the House of Commons on

tlie same day, said :

... No man in this House is more anxious for a

good understanding with Germany than I am, and no

one would regard with more horror a war between this

country and Germany. I am quite sure that the

Foreign Secretary is just as anxious as I am that there

should be a good understanding with Germany.
And when a new German Ambas«5aH'-r arrived for-

months after: ards. The Times welcom ^^*' *»^5^ --

ing manner

:

The main features of the si ^^

selves and the great Emptit v on

Bieberstein comes to represent iii. we
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can hardly suppose he will not grasp them immedi-
ately. He has only to reflect upon the statements
which our leading statesmen of both parties have been
continuously making for the last ten years in order
to master those features without delay. Those state-
ments are all marked by the same characteristics.
They all reveal in the plainest and most direct terms
our genuinely national desire to live on the best of
terms with our German neighbours. Nobody who
knows England can doubt the sincerity of that wish,
and all Englishmen who know Germany are confident
that it is reciprocated by the great majority of the
German people.

There was no question of a desire on both sides of
British politics for good relations with Germany ; nothing
was felt in either political camp but the very heartiest
wishM for Lord Haldane's mission ; and, if we may believe
TfuTtmis, there was no doubt whatever in the English
mind that tfu grtat majority of tJu German peopU, not
merely a few, not merely peace cranks and commercial
opportunists, but tht grtat majority of the German people,
desired to live on the best terms with their English
neighbours.'

*^

T ^j *« "?? y°" '^^^ observe, had not yet come for abusing
Lord Haldane for going to Berlin to try and improve
Anglo-German relations, nor was the time come to say
that "Germany" had always wanted war and had been

j*T'^
our foolish ministers for a number of years. To

read the newspapers then and now is to be reminded of
that interesting instance of journalistic volte face recordedm Friendship's Garland, when The Times, having violently
and nghteously denounced a French pamphlet, which
argued that treaties are not binding, denouncing it as
the dreams of an agitator in the language of an acade-

mician, very soon afterwards justified the action of

r>' •J^'il^J" '• °**' *?•* ****' *«**" categorically expressed by theDmly Mmfs correspondent at Berlin. In Tk* Assault, for example,
he fays

:
At a liberal estimate, no one can ever convince me that

more than one miUion five hundred thousand Germans really
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Sardinia in the war of Italian independence with these

words :
" It is very irregular, it is contrary to all diplomatic

forms. . . . Yes, but there are extremities beyond all law,

and there are laws which existed before even society was
formed"—language not unlike the German Chancellor's,

when he apologized for the invasion of Belgium. " King
Victor Emmanuel and his sagacious counsellor," said

The Times, " have achieved success by remembering that

fortune favours the bold." Whether the moral principles

and logical consistency of British journalism have improved
since then, let each newspaper reader, who studies his

journal intelligently, decide for himself.'

What was the purpose and what was the outcome of

Lord Haldane's mission to Germany in February 191 2?

The purpose of this embassy, as we now know, was to

ascertain why good relations between the two countries

had become overclouded, and to assure the German
Government that the British policy of goodwill which had
characterized King Edward's reign still persisted. It was
a mission, we must be careful to remember, which had its

origin in Berlin. The German Government desired direct

conversations between the cabinets of St. James's and
Berlin. They wished to get rid of misunderstandings.

Lord Haldane was sent to Berlin, as an answer to this

invitation, not to make treaties, but simply for frank and
friendly conversations which might clear the air.

It is understood that in his opening conversation with

the Chancellor, Lord Haldane established a most friendly

confidence. Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg declaring with

absolute truth that for two and a half years the aim of his

policy had been to come to some agreement with England.
Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg, says the Berlin correspondent

of the Daily Mail, " is an earnest apostle of peace and
friendship with England." He speaks of his "singular

high-mindedness and rugged integrity." Everybody who
has the least acquaintance with German affairs knows

' Our extraordinary equanimity in making these changes causes
foreign people to think that we are either exceedingly stupid or pro-

foundly hypocritical. '*To Hell with Serbia" one week, and soon
after " No Peace Piffle," is more than most foreigners can understand.

ill
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perfectly well that this is true. Dr. von Bethmann-
HoUweg was an earnest peace man, and, as M. Sazonoff
says, as everybody knows, he did not want war.^

Lord Haldane made it perfectly plain to the Chancellor
tliat the Triple Alliance had given Germany tremendous
strength, an' that any increase in her fighting forces was a
very serious matter for other Powers. So far as we know.
Lord Haldane did not question Germany's right to in-

crease her armaments, but it is known that he asked the
Chancellor to consider whether an increase in the German
Navy, which must unquestionably be met by a double
increase in the British Navy, could facilitate friendly

relations. The whole course of his negotiations turned
on that point The Chancellor made a tentative proposal
on the subject, a proposal to see how far he could go in

making an offer to spread German shipbuilding over a
number of years ; in the meantime he referred to a
particular proposal on the question of British and German
action in the event of war which he had already made to
the British Government This proposal, we now know,
was a formula of absolute neutrality, which bound both
parties not to enter into any combination against each
other. Lord Haldane pointed out the obvious objections
to the wording of this formulr and suggested the British

Government's alternative of - itual undertakings against
^gressive or unprovoked s tracks and against all com-
binations, military and naval agreements, and plans
directed to the purpose of aggression and unprovoked
attack. The Chancellor was not satisfied with the
extent of this counter-proposal.

From an interview which was given by Lord Haldane
to the London correspondent of the Chicago Daily News
on March 7, 191 5, and which was stated publicly to have

• The moral downfall of the Imperial Chancellor, his contempt for
treaties, and his luscrupulous brutality towards Belgium, can only be
accounted for by the violent necessities of German nationalism. His
case, I think, is likely to become historic. In a few hours a man
notable for his rectitude and for his peaceful intentions, a man of real

culture and steady goodness, was transformed by the exigencies of
hit nation into a ruffian, a prevaricator, and a deliberate perverter of
truth.
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been given by the desire of the Prime Minister and
Sir Edward Grey, who revised its text, a good deal was
made known of what passed between the British envoy
and the German Chancellor and the Emperor. The
information derived from the report has since been
supplemented by official and semi-official statements on
the subject made in Berlin.' From these sources it

appears that Lord Haldane's conversations took place on
the basis that his first duty as representing the Govern-
ment here was to make it plain that he could only speak
on the footing that absolute loyalty to the tntentes with

France and Russia must be the condition of any further

progress towards an understanding with the German
Government. He went on to say that we could not be
reckoned on as neutrals if France were attacked or if the

neutrality of Belgium were violated. He also insisted

that if Germany entered on a policy of increasing her

naval development we should lay down two keels to

every one she laid down. When, shortly afterwards, she

proceeded to introduce a new Fleet Law, this course was
at once adopted, as a reference to the British Naval
Estimates, which were increased from 36 millions to

51, and to the discussions in Parliament shows.

There was no delay, and there is no doubt that Lord
Haldane communicated to his colleagues in the Cabinet

and the Committee of Imperial Defence the whole of

the valuable information he had obtained in Berlin,

where he secured an advanced draft of the new German
Fleet Law which was afterwards promulgated. There
was still hope that Germany might modify her policy

in view of the frank statements he had made while there,

and the assurance of complete absence of intention on
the part of Britain to enter into aggressive combinations

against Germany. But he appears to have been rendered

uneasy by the uncertainty whether the pacifically minded
Bethmann-HoUweg would retain his ascendancy, and

' See also a long account from the German point of view of these

negotiations, and oi their subsecjuent developments in the hands of

Sir Edward Grey, in the last edition of Count von Reventlow's recent

book on German foreign policy from 1888 to 1914-

m
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whether the war party would not insist on the idea of

further naval increases. While he pointed out to Germany
the grave consequences which must ensue if they did so,

he firmly and at once refused the formula proposed to

him of unconditional neutrality, which would have

hindered his country in the fulfilment not only of its

own treaty obligations, but of its duty to maintain its own
interests by protecting the northern coasts of France from

hostile occupation.

There was nothing in this conversation which darkened

the clouds, and it soon became apparent that the friends

of peace in Germany were aware of the good turn events

had taken. It was generally understood that while the

British envoy had made it perfectly plain to the Chancellor

that Britain would put an extra shilling on the income

tax rather than hacard her absolute security at sea, he had

nevertheless made it equally plain that Britain had no

thought in the world of lending her support to any

aggression on the part of France and Russia.

The conversation with the Emperor and his admiral

was even more hopeful. The Emperor wanted an agree-

ment with England, and in order to get that agreement

he was willing, under some pressure, to delay the develop-

ment of his navy. Admiral von Tirpitz was not quite

so willing, but Lord Haldane's insistence that an agree-

ment which was accompanied by rivalry in shipbuilding

would make no impression whatever in England, influenced

the Kaiser to decide against his admiral. At this time,

there is no doubt that the Emperor was on the 4de of

the peace party, still wearing, if a little loosely and

awkwardly, the mantle of Edward the Peacemaker. And
the fact that Germany dropped a battleship from her

programme may be taken as evidence that the Emperor
was not at that time completely under the domination

of Admiral von Tirpitz.*

Hopes rose higher and higher in Berlin ; the good news

spread from those in the secret that Germany and England

' We shall see presently, in a very remarkable statement by Count
Reventlow, that as a result of Lord Haldane's visit Germany dropped

not one battleship, hvxfomr.

^ i
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were coming to an agreement, and that the clouds over

Europe were beginning to show signs of drifting away.

A visit paid by Lord Haldane to the French Ambassador

did not affect the good spirits of Berlin. No one of any

consequence suspected that England was breaking away

from France or Russia, nor did the statesmen of Germany

expect an enUnte with England. But it seemed likely

that obstacles to a detente were being got over, and that

peace was assured.

Dr. von Bethmcnn-HoUweg was known as a peace man.

To one of his German friends in Berlin he used at that

time the phrase that it was " the dream of his life " to

come to an agreement with England. Some people m
Germany knew, too, that peace had only been kept after

the Agadir incident by the hard work of this Chancellor,

helped though he was by the Emperor, and also it must

be said by M. Jules Cambon. Dr. von Bethmann-HoUweg,

it must be repeated till it gets into the English mind, was

a peace man—a man who would not listen to the gamblers

among the war party, and who cordially detested the

nonsense of Pan-Germanism. When war came he aban-

doned his principles, threw honour to the wmds, and m the

defence of his country ceased to defend morality. But there

is overwhelming evidence that till nationalism destroyed

his soul in the crisis of war, this man strove for peace.

Lord Haldane came to the conclusion that so long as

Dr. von Bethmann-HoUweg was Chancellor and m real

power war might be regarded as an improbable con-

tingency ; ut he does not seem to have formed so

pleasant an mpression of Admiral von Tirpitz, or to have

been altogether happy concerning the activities of the

war party. He saw some of his German friends while

he was in Berlin, and no doubt gathered from them, if not

from the Chancellor himself, that powerful influences were

at work to prevent an agreement with England.
" Lord Haldane," says the astonishing Mr. Oliver, « would

have acted more wisely had he . . . never entered Berlin

at all." It was made clear to him, he says, " that Gemaany

desired a free hand to establish herself in a po»»t»on

of supremacy astride of Europe. So Lord Haldane

'4:.
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returned profitless from his wayfaring. . .
." Such words

as these could never have been written if Mr. Oliver had
put himself to the pains which the gravity of the matter
morally and intellectually demanded, to ascertain the facts.

Alas that such random words should pass muster, among
lai^e sections of the English people, for sober history.

It is interesting to know, as I can vouch for, that the
Emperor of Russia expressed his particular gratification

at the success of Lord Haldane's visit to Berlin. The
Emperor of Russia was, and is still, a man entirely
devoted to peace. His satisfaction over Lord Haldane's
mission was the spontaneous expression of a good man
for something which seemed to restore the feeling of
confidence between the Great Powers. If certain of the
French newspapers were anxious at first as to the exact
nature of this mission, that anxiety soon disappeared
with the formal assurance that Lord Haldane had made
it perfectly plain in Berlin that Britain would have nothing
to do with any proposal for absolute neutrality. Both
Russia and France were pleased with this effort to restore
confidence.

It is not history, it is not even romance, it is wild
nonsense, to suggest that the German Government was
not striving for peace at this moment. The Emperor
wanted peace, the ChancePor wanted peace, and rap-
prochement with England was the ideal, as the Daily MaiFs
correspondent at Berlin assures us, to which the Foreign
Minister, Herr Kiderlen-Waechter, was devoting his
energies. The war party, of course, was working for war

;

but the responsible Government of the country was
earnestly working for peace.
The two Foreign Offices found themselves in a better

position, with their relations sensibly eased. But the
Chancellor was unable to promise a restriction in ship-
building which satisfied this country, and the formula
for neutrality could not be agreed upon in terms which
commended themselves to both nations.*

• One of the great difficulties in dealing with Germany lies in the
fact that she has three Foreign Offices. This fact is very often over-
looked. The Imperial Chancellor has his Foreign Office, the Foreign
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Any one, we should have thought, might have concluded

from the fact that Mr. Winston Churchill's extraordinary

activity at the Admiralty did not check on Lord Haldane's

return to England, but increased, that the envoy brought

back from Berlin certain intelligence which confirmed his

earliest view of German politics, namely, that vigilance

can never be relaxed in our relations with that Power.

Careful students of events must have been amused,

knowing of the great changes at the Admiralty, when
they read in their newspapers two years afterwards that

Lord Haldane returned from Berlin in 1912 with nothing

but dust in his eyes. Lord Haldane returned with the

new German Naval Law in his pocket, and with the

knowledge that certain dangerous elements in German
life were working against the Chancellor.

As before, everything depended on the continued

ascendancy of the peace party. The fact that Dr. von
Bethmann-HoUweg was finding it difficult to resist the

pressure of Admiral von Tirpitz told everybody who
had ears in his head that the war party was gaining new
influence. It told Lord Haldane, of course, that Prince

von Billow was exerting pressure, and that Admiral von

Tirpitz was beginning to dominate the Kaiser. Like every

other Cabinet Minister, and ike every other responsible

politician, he saw that there were only two things to do

—

to increase the efficiency of navy and army, and to make
no speech and to take no single step which could entitle

the German war party to claim the reins of power.

^ The reader shall now be presented with an opportunity

of seeing what sort of a figure Lom H; 'dane cuts in

German eyes. The mere fact that execration of England
is the strongest passion in Germany might have told our

newspapers that Lord Haldane was a very effective

envoy ; but apparently the blindness of party spirit pre-

vented many of them from seeing the obvious significance

of that passion. If the reader will put on German

Secretary presides over the Foreign Office proper, and the Emperor
has his own personal staff of diplomatists wno compose yet another

Foreign Office.
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spectacles for a moment of two, he will be able to see the

facts of the mission in a truer light.

In the latest edition of his recent book on German
foreign policy {DeutschlafuTs AuswHrtige Politik, 1888-

1914, 3rd edition), Count Reventlow gives a great deal

of fresh information, from the point of view of official

Berlin, about Lord tialdane's two visits to that city. He
appeaxs to have had acce;>s to official sources of infor-

mation, and I hazard the opinion that into the sym-
pathetic ears of the Count Adri;>iral von Tirpitz has poured

the full flood of his overburdened heart. The picture he
draws of Lord Haldane is, however, none the less as untrue

as the picture drawn by the hostile critics here. But it

is untrue in a very significantly different sense. Instead

of Lord Haldane appearing as one who was soothed and

duped by Germany, he is, on the contrary, depicted by
Count Reventlow as a Machiavelli by whom innocent

and confiding Germany was soothed and duped :
" In

him the German Government saw an upright friend of

peace and an upright friend to the German Empire. He
has revealed himself as the opposite of both."

Count Reventlow, in the first place, gives an account

of Lord Haldane's visit to the Emperor in 1906. Sir

Edward Grey, we are told, had announced himself ready

for an improvement in the relations between Great Britain

and Germany, if Germany was willing to put no more
difficulties in the way of France in Morocco. "A suitable

person to initiate the new departure," says the Count, " was

Lord Haldane, later so well known in Germany as the

promoter of friendship and good understanding. In 1906

he was War Minister and had set himself the task of

bringing about a thoroughgoing reorganization of the

T^ritish Army. Haldane belonged to those in the Cabinet

. Great Britain who were not only instructed as to the

v^ atent and aim of the British-French-Belgian military

conversations and conventions, but had taken a leading

part in them. He regarded it as his problem to create

an organization which should be capable of dispatching

to the Continent, in case of the outbreak of war, the lai^est

possible expeditionary army in the shortest possible
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time. In order to solve this problem, which was rendered
a specially difficult one by the peculiar conditions of the
British Army, Haldane succeeded in getting permission
from the German Government to investigate in Berlin

the military system in Germany, with assistance from her
military authorities. This permission seemed as though
it might be given safely, and was gladly conceded on
account of the proof it apparently offered of an approach
to friendliness on the part of England. In this fashion

the British War Minister obtained an opportunity, not
often afforded to the War Minister of a foreign country,

of getting a thorough grasp of the German military

system, and of getting it at the highest source. This
turned out to have been for Great Britain and her ally

France, who both really looked on Germany as their

future enemy, of high importance. Moreover, Haldane
was able by his study of the German military system to

procure valuable experience and knowledge which enabled
him to organize the British Expeditionary Force which
was destined to fight in the coming war against German
troops. When he returned to British shores, Haldane
made speeches in which he declared that the relations

with Germany were improved. In Germany there pre-

vailed, as is always the case when things like this take
place, easygoing confidence and hope. People thought
that there had only been some misunderstandings between
the two countries which might easily be cleared up by
calmness and goodwill, except so far as concerned the
wicked violence of the chauvinists on both sides, become
so for individual or industrial reasons."

'

" The knowledge and experience," says Count Revent-
low, "which Lord Haldane obtained on the occasion of
this visit bore fruit" Indeed it did ! But it is ridiculous

to say, as he does, that Lord Haldane's attitude was in

reality unfriendly or that it concealed sinister purposes.
The Germans knew at this time that England regarded
the peril of France with apprehension, and that, in her
own interest, she was disinclined to be a passive spectator
of any attempt to dismember France. But it is wholly

' Page 395.
I.
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untrue that either then or afterwards there was any
military conv«ition or secret alliance, or anything more
than a willingness to make a study of the situation which
would arise in France and Belgium in case of an attack

by Germany, a study which was requisite in order to

enable England to prepare her forces for a possible

military emei^^cy.
Count Reventlow attributes to King Edward and his

ministers an intention to join in encircling Germany ; such

an intention never existed. This was one of the mis-

apprelumsions which Lord Haldane did his best to destroy

when he next visited Berlin. Count Reventlow devotes

much space to what he calls the " mission " of Lord Hal-

dane to Berlin in 1912, its attendant circumstances and
consequences. He quotes the subsequent speech of Lord
Haldaiie in 191 5 at the National Liberal Club already

referred to, and contrasts the view set out in it with that

of the Geriman Chancellor. The latter said in his speech

in the Reichstag that Lord Haldane assured him in 1912

of the "genuine desire of the English Cabinet for an
understanding." Count Reventlow declares that this

so-called genuine desire was a mere figure of rhetoric.

Lord Haldane had, as the result of years of work, based

largely on knowledge obtained in Germany in 1906,
" powerfully, reorganized the British Army, and espe-

cially the Expeditionary Force," with serious results

from a German point of view, inasmuch as Germany
had now the prospect of an attack, by forces organized like

her own, on the flank of her army if it advanced. And
yet Lord Haldane ventured to come again in 191 2 to pose

as the known and trusted friend of Germany. He asked
for confidence, and it was given him. Count Reventlow
says that the Imperial Chancellor, of whom he is a keen
critic, reported that Lord Haldane was unfavourably im-

pressed by the news tliat a new German Fleet Law was
impending. The Chancellor, according to this critic, was
too easygoing. The German Admiralty, as the result

of the Morocco crisis of 1911, were then pressing for an
increase of the German Fleet, and wanted the addition of

six battleships besides more armoured cruisers, but he

i
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declares that Lord Haldane urged the inexpediency for

both Germany and Great Britain of provoking a race in

shipbuilding, and succeeded. The result of the pressure

he brought to bear was that when the new Fleet Law was

brought in shortly afterwards, in March, it provided only

for three battleships, a^A of these only two were to be

completed in definite years, the third being put off indefi-

nitely. The result of these and other modifications, says

Count Reventlow, was that the Fleet got almost nothing of

what it so direly needed, great armoured ships. " During

tkt visit of Lord Haldaru the plan for adding to tkt FUtt

fy new construction was cut down by more than half"*

Although he had obtained this result, he complains that

Lord Haldane nevertheless refused to accept the German
formula for an absolute neutrality of both countries in case

of war, and set off for London, having only proposed the

limited formula for good relations which Sir Edward Grey

afterwards offered officially. The negotiations then passed

into the hands of the German Ambassador in London and

the British Foreign Secretary. With them were taken up

the threads of other negotiations on topics about which

Lord Haldane had conversed freely, but yet without pro-

posing any detailed heads of agreement. Among these

were the Bagdad Railway and the extension of the treaty

relating to Delagoa Bay, entered into between Germany
and Great Britain in 1898. Count Reventlow says that

both the Prime Minister and Sir Edward Grey had inti-

mated in December 191 1 that Great Britain did not desire

to prevent Germany from expanding in Mid-Africa. Lord

Haldane opened a general conversation with the German
Chancellor on the topic, but only as a nebemweck (sub-

sidiary object). The discussion was handed oyer to the

Grerman Ambassador, with whom it was pursued in London

by Sir Edward Grey. But whereas the old agreement of

1898 had been based on the idea that the Portuguese

Colonies would come in*'^ the market, much had happened

in the meantime. In the days of King Edward the British

Government had assisted Portugal financially, and her

coloaies were, as the result, unlikely to come into the

' Page 438-
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market Still, the Portugueie coioniet in Africa would
require mcmey for their commorcial development Rail-

ways would become very important In this way Germany
and Great Britain would gain new positions of great
iufluence if they could i^nree to apportion definitely their

spheres of influence. " This was approximately what the
British Government wanted people in Berlin to believe in

and hope for, and it had a corresponding result Weil on
in the year 191 3, when the agreement had for sotnc time
been concluded and signed by the representatives of the
two countriM, the German public was still believing
that negotiations were being carried still further, and was
waiting with expectation for their outcome. They did not
understand why the result did not appear, and could not
explain to themselves the silence of the German Gover »-

ment The real truth was that after the negotiati ; s had
been concluded and the signatures and paraphrasing had
taken place, the British Government had insisted on the
transaction being kept secret. The moment was not
propitious; the German entry into Portuguese colonial
territories must first progress and be correspondingly
supported by German capiul, to as to create real German
• interest' Thus the agreement was doomed to remain in

the cupboard, a costly but not utilizable treasure. To-day
it is impossible to doubt any longer that these negotiations
were only entered on and the agreement was only con-
cluded in order to hold back the German Empire, and at
the same time to suggest to the German Government the
idea that an intimate co-operation with Great Britain was
in prospect The British Government desired to per-
suade the German people of its goodwill and peaceful
intentions because it wanted to gain time for its plans as
r^[ards the East and for the completion of the armament
of Russia." I

This story is, of course, a travesty of the real course of
events, as Sir Edward Grey will doubtless reveal in due
time. Count Reventlow, it will be noted, abstains from
reproaching Lord Haldane himself with having to do with
these particular negotiations, although he endeavours to

• Page 434-
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fix him with having cast dust into the eyes of Germany in

the earlier diplomatic conversations.

The verdict of history will be passed on the charge with

which Count Reventlow's apologia of 477 pages concludes

:

" The lust of Great BriUin for extension <^ her rule and
her commerce have been the motives which have led her

to organize the world, and to set it in motion in order

to start a war of annihilation against % friendly people." *

The situation in 191 2 was this: With slightly be er

relations between Downing Street and the Wilhelmstras:>3,

there was in the minds of men in both countries a feeling

that any provocative word or action mi^ht bring to Europe
the awful calamity of war. The British Government had
done its best. The head of the German Government and
other high personages in Germany had done their best.

But suspicion was not destroyed ; mistrust and jealousy

and fear were still at work ; and these mean movements
in the heart of man, dignified by grander names in the

case of empires, began from this moment to express them<

selves with less shame and more hardihood in the news-

papers of the two countries, spreading an ever-widening

sense of anxiety an ^ distrust among the peoples, to the

growing satJ3f:;.cr! .1 ,

-
". those Germans and those English-

men who wan, .
* -r u-i who have ever believed that war

is inevitable.

No honest man, looking back to those days and faith-

fully examining his own conscience—remembering that

thousands and hundreds of thousands of youne men have

been slain, mutilated, blinded, and driven mad by this war,

and also that thousands and hundreds of thousands have

lost in this war the most beautiful and sacred objects of

their human love—no honest man, I say, looking back
to the year of 191 2 but must thank God if he then strove

for peace, and was not upon the side of those who spoke at

randjm or uttered the sentiments of hate.

"By opprobrious epithets," says Sir Thomas Browne,
" we miscall each other, and by an uncharitable logic, from

• Page 47;.
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a disposition in a few, conclude a halMt in all." And he
warns us that " by a wcMrd we wound a thousand, and at

one blow assassine the honour of a nation." He con-

tents himself, in detecting faults in other people, with
an admonition or instructive reprehension; "for noble

natures, and such as are capable of goodness, are railed

into vice, that might as easily be admonished into virtue

;

and we should be all so far the orators of goodness as

to protect her from the powers of vice and maintain
the cause of injured truth.

Dostoevsky tells us in a beautiful passage beginning,
" Every day and every hour, every minute, walk round
yourself and watch yourself, and see that your image is

a seemly one," that, passing by a child with a scowling face

and black thoughts in our minds, we may implant upon
his "defenceless heart" that which will grow up and
perhaps harm him.

By a word we wound a thousand. What an inscription

for die newspaper offices of Europe !

m
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... I Kmensber Mr. Frederic Harrison beginning to

hvangue, with his usual fiery eloquence, on the enerva-

tion of England, and on the brute mass of us who are

not Comtists. Arminius checked him. "Enervation !

"

said be ;
" depend upon it, yours is still the most fighting

people in the whole world. Malignancy I—the best

character of the English people ever yet ^iven ... is

still this of Burke's :
" The ancient and inbred integrity,

piety, good-nature, and good-humour of the people of

England." Your nation is sound enough, if only it can

be taught that being able to do what one likes, and say

what one likes, is not sufficient for salvation. Its dangers

are from a surfeit of clap-trap, due to the false notion that

liberty and publicity are not only valuable for the use to

be made of them, but are goods in themselves, nay, are

the summum bonum / "

Fritndships Garland



CHAPTER IV

LAST EFFORTS FOR PEACE

GREAT BRITAIN was perfectly prepared in 1912 to

fulfil all her engagements ; she was more ready

than any of her allies ; and at the outbreak of

hostilities in 1914 she alone was in a position instantly

and entirely to substantiate every word of her under-

takings with armed force.

It is, therefore, a travesty of reason to say that the British

Government were taken by surprise, or to assert, as some

base people have had the hardihood and the extreme

wickedness to suggest, that Lord Haldane did not

sufficiently warn his colleagues of the dangers ahead.

Because he and his colleagues made speeches which

were arnied to strengthen the peace party in Germany,

aimed, that is, to avert the awful calamity of war, it is

concluded by stupid and evil-minded people that no pre-

parations were made for an armed struggle either then or

in the future. Those preparations had already been made.

There was nothing to do but stand by and wait for the

hour, if the hour should come. A reasonable man will see

that if ministers in this country had made provocative

speeches, Dr. von Bethmann-HoUweg—who did not, as

M. Sazonoff says, want war—would have been dismissed

from his high office. The war party were doing everything

they could to compass this dismissal. The swagger-

ing Crown Prince went about openly manifesting im-

patience with his father and the Chancellor ;
Admiral von

Tirpitz was pressing his policy relentlessly ; and in the

background was Prince von BUlow, who had always feared

«5I
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the Entente, watching every move on the European chess-
board, and, amoi^ very powerful sections of German
opinion, expressing his criticisms of the Chancellor's
diplomacy.
The idea that Germany would never have made war if

she had been perfectly certain of British intervention needs
to be very thoroughly examined before it is accepted as
truth. Germany, it seems probable, would not have risked
a war with France and Russia if she had been certain that
Great Britain would support her allies ; and so long as she
was absolutely certain that Great Britain would support
those allies, she refrained from war. Lord Haldane in

Berlin, and Sir Edward Grey in London, made it so trans-
parently clear that Britain would not permit France to be
attacked, made this fact the unalterable postulate, the
irrefragable condition, the everlasting sine qua non of all

their efforts towards an understanding with Germany, that
so long as there was nothing to prevent Britain from
keeping her word, Germany held her hand.
From 191 2 to 1914, although the Germans knew how

industriously this country and her allies were at work to
perfect their organization for war (an industry which made
the war party in Germany exceedingly busy with their

tongues and pens), the peace was kept. Because Ger-
many knew that Lord Haldane meant what he said she
dared not attack either Russia or France. Suspicious,
troubled, doubting, and sore afraid, she looked on and saw
the preparations which were being made in France and
Russia for the hazard of war ; but because of England
kept the peace. So far, then, the understanding estab-
lished by Lord Haldane and Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg
had worked for good. Two years had passed since those
conversations, and there was still peace.

Let an Englishman put on German spectacles and see
how the history of those years presents itself to his eyes.
France had made a loan to Russia to which certain very
important military conditions were attached ; Russian
railways were to be built towards the German frontier,

and that frontier was to be strengthened. France had
replied to a new military law in Germany by a new

%
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military law of her own. Great Britain, standing sted-

faatly and honourably to her engagements, had brought

her small but admirable new army to a state of almost

exquisite perfection for expeditionary purposes, and was

making gigantic increases to her already overwhelming fleet

Of course, from our point of view all these increases

were justified : they sprang entirely from German provoca-

tion ; but to the German in the storm centre of the world,

particularly those Germans who distrusted England and

believed that this country would one day precipitate war

on the Continent in the interests of her trade, these tre-

mendous preparations could only intensify suspicion and

dismay.

The British Government, who had many other sources

of inspiration besides Lord Haldane, though none more

wise and dependable, believed that the peace party in

Germany was preponderant, and hoped that it could be

maintained in preponderance by two definite strokes of

British policy—the continued declaration that in no case

would this country allow France or Russia to be wantonly

attacked, and the faithful assurance that Great Britain,

desiring to maintain friendly relations with Germany,

would not lend herself to aggression on the part of her

allies. With these two declarations made quite simply

but with the earnestness of their sincere intention, silently

and ceaselessly this great country increased the strength of

her fighting forces by land and by sea.

Was this policy a false policy ? and did it really fail ?

It was the policy of King Edward, the policy to which he

had devoted his reign, and it was the policy of the Con-

servative party and the Liberal party. No man even

questioned it at the time. There was a suggestion for

National Service from outside political parties, a suggestion

which would have introduced the utmost chaos into our

military machine at e critical hour, and might have plunged

the whole country into industrial conflict ; but no respon-

sible party in British politics questioned the wisdom of the

British Government in declaring its wish for friendly rela-

tions with Germany and its determination to stand by
France and Russia in the case of a wanton attack.
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No man at the time said that this was a false policy

:

and no man of any sense or position has questioned it

since the outbreak of war. And did this policy fail ?

It failed only when the- conditions vrere so violently
changed that the Germans doubted, not the will or the
truth of England, but her physical ability to fulfil her
engagements. It failed, that is, when important people in
this country and in the north of Ireland sent to Germany
for rifles, spread mutiny among the armed forces of the
Crown, and openly boasted that an Act of the British
Parliament would be opposed to the point of civil war.
Not till that hour, that most evil and unpardonable hour
in the history of modern and constitutional England, did
the German Junkers dare to take the risk of a European
war. So long as this country was in a condition which
suggested that above every other consideration she would
support France in the event of an aggressive attack upon
her, so long did Germany hold her hand. And dirtctly
this country was involved in a most serious internal dispute,
Germany struck with all her might*

In 191 2 died Marschall von Bieberstein, who had suc-
ceeded Mettemich in this country, and who was perhaps

' No less a person than Lord Derby, and as late as August 1916,
has admitted that the Unionist party contemplated the possibility of
civil war in 1914. He said to a meeting in Lancashire :

"I am a firm believer in Sir Edward Carson. Two years ago,
when Home Rule looked as if it might result in civil war. it was Sir
Edward Carson who placed his case before the people of Lancashire.
... I believed in h>m then— I believe in him implicitly now—as I

believe what he strove to achieve would have been for the benefit
of this country and for the Empire as a whole.

" I want you to look at things as they are, and not as they were,
because the difference is extremely great. What was the position
before the war ? To have achieved success for the Ulster Unionists
meant two things—money to pay and men to fight for Ulster. Has
not the country somewhat altered since then i No doubt money
would be subscribed ; but there is one thing absolutely certain : when
pe.ice happily comes you are not going to get the men of this country
to engage in a civil war.

" If we searched our hearts a few years ago we should probably
have looked upon every Nationalist member as a rebel to this country.
I venture to say that nobody with a spark of honesty in him would
now say so."

Wk
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the ablest of living Germans ; he was succeeded by a sin>

gularly agreeable but noi very brilliant ambassador, Prince

Lichnowsky, whose wife was devoted to this country and
made many friends in the more educated and refined circles

of English society. There is no reason to doubt that Prince

Lichnowsky came to this country as an earnest of the

Emperor's desire and Dr. von Bethmann-Hollwegg's desire

to improve Germany's relations with Great Britain.

At this time Lord Haldane succeeded Lord Loreburn
as Lord High Chancellor of England, a distinction which

some of the ablest judges in the country, men like the un-

bending Tory Lord Halsbury, had desired for him in 1905.

He left the War Office, as I have already shown, not only

with tributes of the highest praise from soldiers like Lord
French, but with laurels presented to him by all the news-

papers, some of which have never ceased from 19 14 to

blacken his name with infamy.

From this time forward Lord Haldane had less to do
with foreign policy, and he paid no further visit to

Germany. He had left the Army in a state of great

perfection, he had placed our relations with Germany on a

better footing, and he was now free to devote his remark-

able powers to the exacting duties of his new office. His
oldest and closest friend. Sir Edward Grey, had successfully

conducted the negotiations connected with the Balkan
War : the diplomatic sky was all but cloudless ; the

doubtful German Ambassador was dead ; the peace party

in Germany was still in the saddle ; and our great allies,

France and Russia, were easier in their minds than they

had been for a considerable period.

But gradually a spirit manifested itself in England's

home politics which changed the whole atmosphere of

Europe. Europe knew well enough that our intense

individualism exposed us at any moment to the incon-

veniences and dangers of great industrial conflicts ; but

Europe did not know, had never guessed, that a nation so

devoted to constitutional procedure, a nation so proud of

its position as the mother of parliaments, would ever

proceed to the anarchy of civil war in a partisan resistance

to the Statute Book. All through 191 3 the fight for

•I.
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and against Home Rule was conducted with a bitterness,
a vulgarity, and a want of reason which would have been
disgraceful to a third-rate debating society. Responsible
statesmen called the most eminent minister in the House
of Commons a liar ; the vocabulary of Billingsgate was
ransacked for the most ofTensive epithets to hurl at the
head of his opponents by a man whose fortune had been
made at the Bar, and who had held high legal office in
a British Government ; the House of Commons was dis-
graced in the eyes of the whole world by a meanness of
mind, a narrowness of heart, and a vulgarity of temper
such as seldom exhibit themselves in the youngest parlia-
ments of the most uncivilized people ; and behind all this
turmoil at Westminster was the wild, frantic, and irrespon-
sible raving of a Press which had raved in exactly the
same spirit, though in a milder degree, against the grant
of self-government to South Africa.

It was during this time that the German Emperor went
over, not body and soul, but nervously and tentatively, to
the war party.

In the summer of 191 3 a different spirit manifested itself
in Berlin. Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg kept his place—it

was convenient for the Kaiser to keep him—but society
knew, politicians knew, and the newspapers knew, that the
Emperor's mind was beginning to consider the wisdom
of striking right and left before his neighbours grew too
strong for him. Only the fear of England held him at
this moment; and then began the campaign for the
Emperor's soul by those very close to him, an insidious
and yet confident campaign, which aimed to convince him,
first, that England was the moving spirit in the threatening
Entente, and that this same wicked and cowardly England
was decadent, undisciplined, and degenerate.

Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg mighr strive to maintain
good relations with this country : it was not merely a
harmless but a very useful office for so weak and senti-
mental a mind ; but let the great Wa- Lord listen to the
voice of Austria—the voice of Austria telling him as if an
angel of God were at his ear that the Slav Peril which
threatened her, threatened him also; and let the great

i^ i
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War Lord give heed likewise to the voice of his mightiest,

and most confident, and most faithful generals, who said

that to strike now at Russia would be safe, but to strike in

two years' time would be too late ; and let the great War
Lord consider what his statesmen are saying, that a man
of the blood of Frederick the Great would not abide the

hour of his jealous enemies, but for the safety, honour,

glory, and welfare of the Fatherland would strike in his

own hour.

I confess that the Emperor's position was as difficult sw

any autocrat's in history ; if he waited he might see his

empire burst suddenly in upon from both sides ; and if he

struck well and surely in his own convenient hour, not

only might he destroy the threatening enemies on his

frontiers, but add to the greatness, the glory of the Hohen-

zollerns.

In the spring of 1914 occurred the incident at the

Curragh. The Commander-in-Chief issued certain orders

which, tactfully . ; 'en or not, were the orders of a superior

officer; they w\e not accepted by those under him.

Ladies in London drawing-rooms were as elated by

this act of mutiny as the great and little newspapers

which represented the interests of the privileged classes.

A chorus of delight was raised. Wherever one went

people cackled of nothing else. I said to the daughter

of a nobleman, " The talk at your table is like a servants'-

hall 1 "
; she laughed and replied, " But it is the servants'.

hall." Scandals about ministers multiplied, and scandals

about ministers' wives intensified in stupidity and

malignity ; and thrt)ugh it all was the savage, godless,

and hilarious joy at the prospect of br-aking a Government

devoted to social reform. The greatest people in London

chuckled and rubbed their hands with the rarest pleasure.

It was the chance of a lifetime. Radicals had said that

the Ulster Movement was " bluff"—let the Curragh

incident teach them to look for another word. Bluff? It

was going to be civil war ! They spoke of ar.aichy as if

it were a picnic.

To these numskulls, to the lowest dregs of plutocratic

society, and to the newspapers of la.v and ordet, this

'%
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incident at the Cumgh meant dishing the despised

Radicals, destroying the power of the most loathed and
detested demagogue, Mr. Lloyd George, and the social

defeat of a lady, the wife of a minister, more hated than
any of^'«r person in London. It meant something else

to Sir Edward Grey at the War Office. And it ^meant
somethii^ else to Lord Haldane on the Woolsack.
To Sir Edward Grey this incident and the subsequent

passion it aroused, meant watching Germany with more
anxious eyes. Certain people in this country and in the

north of Ireland sent a large order for rifles to Germany.
The German Government ia said to have cleared the

traffic in the Kiel Canal in order to let the steamship
Fannty, carrying these German rifles from Hamburg, steal

into the North Sea round Denmark, in order to escape
capture by the British Navy. WAy shouid tfu German
Government be interested in the Orangemen of Ireland?
And while the Grerman Government was thus manifest-

ing its sympathy with the Ulster Volunteers, France was
disturbed by the discovery of mismanagement as r^ards
her stores, also by the circumstance that her new system
of service with the colours had not come into operation,

and also by the threatening condition of affairs in

England.
As regards the British Expeditionary Force, whether it

had been as closely geared up during the two years in

which Lord Haldane had ceased to reign at the War
Office may be open to doubt ; the machine itself was as

perfect in its mechanism as the great minister had left it,

and relations with the Admiralty could not have been
better. Nothing was wanting to set this expeditionary
machine in instant motion. But it would have been a better

thing for this country if the minister who made that

machine had been there to work it with the soldiers whose
intelligence he had tried and not found wanting.

In July of this fatal year came the first declaration of
war, and on August 4th Great Britain was involved in it.

Sir Edward Grey, who was living at the town house of
Lord Haldane in Queen Anne's Gate, during the whole of
those awful days, wrestled in an agony of soul to preserve
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the peace* King George, faithful to his ministers and to
his father's memory, did everything in his power to bring
the German Emperor to reason. But all eflfort was now in

vain. The Emperor had become the tool of the war party,
and peace fled from the fields of Europe.

Professor Holland Rose has replied to the criticisms of
a friendly neutral that Germany would have shrunk from
making war if she had been perfectly convinced that
England would not stand aloof; and also to the contention
of Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg that France and Russia
" would never have ventured on a defiant reply to Germany
if they had not been sure of the assistance of Great
Britain." So admirable is this reply of Professor Holland
Rose, which appeared in the Daily Chronicle on August 3,

1916, that 1 shall venture to quote the greater part of it

;

only remarking on the rather curious fact that, although
Professor Rose had under his eyes the recent statement of
M. Sazonoff referred to in the previous chapter of this

book, he does not comment upon the significant statement
of M. Sazonoff that Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg did not
want war. It is a st tement which so far as I know has
entirely escaped the attention of the English mind.
Professor Rose says:

Both these sets of charges collapse when brought
into contact with the known facts of the case, as I

will try briefly to show from the Official Correspond-
ence of the British and French Governments. That
England did nothing to encourage France and Russia
is clear from the British dispatches 6 and 17, which
show that those Governments tried hard, on July 24th
and 25th, to induce England to proclaim her soli-

darity with them as regards the Austro-Serb dispute.
The British Ambassador at Petrograd, Sir George
Buchanan, refused to do so, and Viscount Grey con-
firmed his refusal (No. 24). France and Russia then
deplored our independent attitude as involving a risk

' Because numerorj ambassadors called frequently at Lord
Haldane's house during those days, many newspapers concluded that
the overworked Lord Chancellor was conducting the diplomacy of the
country. They came, of course, to see the Foreign Secretary.

M
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of war ; but their regrets prove, at any rate, that we
were in no respect committed to them, and that we
intended to persist in this non-committal policy.

Even on August ist, when hostilities by Germany
and Austria against Russia and France were hourly
expected, Viscount Grey assured the German Ambas-
sador, Prince Lichnowsky, that " Our hands were still

free, and we were considering what our attitude would
be." This dispatch (No. 123) proves that it was the
question of preserving the neutrality of Belgium (on
which Germany refused to give any assurance—see

No. 122), which alone caused the British Government
acute anxiety for the immediate future, anxiety which
it clearly manifested to the German Government.
These facts suffice to disprove the charges that

Great Britain encouraged France and Russia to "defy"
Germany. But there remain the other charges, that

the British Government was too pacific, and thereby
lured Germany to her doom ; that our policy shrouded
itself under the cloak of peace in order to deal the
dagger-thrust on August 4th. This theory has at-

tracted minds of a certain order, even in this country.
But does it fit the facts ? They are these : Though,
on July 24th and 2Sth, Sir George Buchanan and
Viscount Grey took steps to warn France and Russia
that they must not count on British support, yet oui-

Government, on July 27th, made it clear that Germany
and Austria ought not to rely on our neutrality in all

circumstances. A very significant fact was the counter-
manding on that day of 5ie orders for the Great Fleet
assembled at Portland to disperse for manoeuvres.
Viscount Grey believed that step would create a
great impression (Nos. 47, 48) ; and in the new school
of Realpolitik supreme at Berlin such an act must
have weighed far more than verbal warnings, however
official.

But verbal warnings were given on that day.
Viscount Grey then cautioned ttie Austrian Ambas-
sador that the consequences of Austria's threatened
action against Serbia "would be incalculable." He
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also stated to Prince Lichnowsky that that action
might " bring other Powers in, and the war would be
the biggest ever known " ; but he would keep in

touch with Germany so long as she " would work to
keep the peace." Further warnings were then given
to tiie German Ambassador by Sir Arthur Nicolson,
Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs. The precise terms which he employed are,

unfortunately, not known; and, if an official and
contemporary minute of that conversation exists at

our Foreign Office, it might with advantage be pub-
lished. But the tenor of that conversation is clear

from the account given by the French Charg^
d'Affaires in London to his Government :

" Sir Arthur
Nicolson m'a dit que, cependant, le Prince Lichnowski
ne pouvait, apr^s la conversation qu'il a eu avec lui

aujourd'hui, conserver aucun doute sur la liberty

qu'entendait garder le Gouvernement Britannique
d'intervenir, au cas oil il le jugerait utile." He also

described Viscount Grey's warnings to the German
Ambassador (" French Yellow Book," Nos, 63, 66).

In the light of these facts (reinforced by the sig-

nificant holding in readiness of the great British

Fleet), how is it possible to assert that our Foreign
Office left Germany completely in the dark ? True,
its language did not partake of the brutal incisive-

ness that enlivens many a town council meeting.
Diplomacy is always polite ; and politeness has
helped to tide over many a crisis peacefully. Besides,
there was nothing up to July 27th that warranted
the adoption of threatening language by Great
Britain. The Austro-Serb dispute did not directly

concern us. But, from the outset (i.e. from July 23rd),

Viscount Grey had discerned the danger of a far wider
conflict, and had striven to avert it by the well-known
suggestion that France and Great Britain should seek
to moderate the resentment of Russia, while Germany
and Italy pacified Austria. On July 27th Prince
Lichnowsky assured him that the "German Govern-
ment accepts in principle mediation between Austria

1 c:m " I
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and Russia by the four Powers." Not until July
28th did the outlook become almost hopeless. On
that day Austria declared war on Serbia, and Germany
declined Viscount Grey's suggestion of mediation by
the four Powers. The fact that the Central Empires
simultaneously adopted courses of action which
gravely imperilled the peace of the world seems to
show that they had all along been acting in concert

;

it certainly shows that those Governments were
resolved to ignore the serious warnings which their
Ambassadors received from the British Government
on the previous day.

Further, when Viscount Grey suggested to Germany,
that, even though she rejected his proposals, he would
accord a friendly reception to pacific proposals of he»-
own, none whatever were forthcoming. The intention
to ignore the British Government, and to treat its
proposals with disdain, could not be more signally
demonstrated. The only question on which there
can be an/ doubt is whether the German and Austrian
Ambassadors sufficiently informed their Governments
as to the warnings of the British Foreign Office. The
terms of the telegram of His Majesty, King George V,
to the Kaiser, on August ist, prove that Lichnowsky
had either misunderstood Viscount Grey or had not
apprised his Government correctly as to the situation
^--^re (French Yellow Book, Appendix II).

There were considerations of a wider nature which
forbade anything like sword-ratding at London.
Firstly, a constitutional minister must be very sure
of the support of the Parliament and nation before
he uses language at all approaching menace. Nov
both Parliament and nation were indisposed to take
vigorous steps on a question which primarily con-
cerned Serbia, Austria, and Russia. A newspaper,
which has since been remarkable for its flamboyant
patriotism, then put forth the headline, " To Hell with
Serbia"; and, if its sulphurous signal had been dis-
regarded, would have added, "To Hell with Grey."
And more important considerations than these

up
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rendered caution imperative. With labour troubles

rife in Great Britain and a civil war imminent in

Ireland, a Foreign Minister who played a game of

bluff against two great military empires armed to

the teeth and inflamed with passion would have

deserved impeachment; and assuredly those who
now impugn Viscount Grey for " want of plainness

"

would then have been the first to clamour against

him for dealing in threats which he could not make
good. The charges flung at him during the debate

of August 3rd, even when the independence of

Belgium was at stake, reveal the nagging temper of

a large section of the House. Surely, then, he acted

wisely in not posing as the arbiter of the Continent.

A statesman who speaks like Palmerston needs to

have " Pam's " Parliament and nation behind him.

Critics who assert that the war would have been

averted if, on July 24-27, Viscount Grey had well

seasoned his dispatches with invectives, assume that

he knew a great European war to be inevitable.

Of course, he knew nothing of the kind. The crisis

then did not seem to be worse than those of 1909

and 191 3, also arising out of Balkan affairs. His

statesmanship had largely helped to solve that of

19 1
3. Why not that of 1914? Clearly he hoped to

do so by his suggestion, on July 24th, that Germany,
France, Italy, and Great Britain " should act together

for the sake of peace simultaneously at Vienna and

St Petersburg," a suggestion at once accepted by
France, Russia, and Italy. His policy of conciliation

held the field until July 28th, when the actions of

Austria and Germany negatived it. But, meanwhile,

how could he in any way have threatened them ? He
was bound to go on with his conciliatory procedure,

until the Central Empires rejected it, thereby drawing

on themselves complete responsibility fo'- the failure

of pacific efforts. Incidentally, his policy had the

advantage of facilitating a change in that of Italy.

The Cabinet of Rome, being joined to the Triple

Alliance only so long as it was of a defensive char-
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acter, was free to break loose so soon as it became
ofTensive. Now, the actions of Austria (always
abetted by Germany) became more and more aggres-

sive on the days July 23-28. Italy strongly dis-

approved those actions. But, if the Central £n>pires,

on July 25-27, had been confronted by a joint

(declaration of Russia, France, and Great Britain,

they could have represented it to their hitherto

doubtful ally as a deliberate menace, which imposed
on her the duty of rallying to their side. In that

case^t is very doubtful whether Italy could honour-
ably have refused. Certainly, it would have been
extremely difficult for her to decide, as she did

by August 1st, not to support Austria. The fire-

eaters, who claim that Viscount Grey should early

have ranged England on the side of Russia and
France, forget that such a proceeding would probably
have ranged Italy on the side of Austria and Germany.
The defensive attitude of the British Foreign Office

was in reality far stronger than the ofTensive attitude

adopted by Austria and Germany. The policy of

Vienna and Berlin broke up the Triple Alliance. The
policy of London closed up the "open order" of the

Triple Entente and enabled it to develop into the

largest and firmest league of all time.

Finally, did Germany, on August 4, 1914, show the

slightest regard for the British remonstrance against

her violation of the neutrality of Belgium ? Herr
Zimmerman then assured the British Ambassador, Sir

Edward Goschen, that Germany " could not possibly

give the assurance required, either that night or any
night" This almost contemptuous refusal gives the

measure of Germany's respect both for her own
international obligations and for oui endeavour to

induce her to respect them. If she brushed aside our
protest on August 4th, even at the cost of encountering
our immediate hostility, what ground is there for

supposing that she would have heeded any warning
whatev"** that we might have given on July 24-27?
The supposition that we could then have averted
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and cowed, the War Lord could breathe again ; and as
for * ranee, who would certainly never forgive England, she
would not soon disturb his dreams again. His blow there
was to fall like a cataract. In this way, with his frontiers
cleared, the Entente dismembered, and the rest of the
world quakmg before the might of Germany, what could
prevent expansion towards the East? Austria would be
his vassal, Bulgaria was already in his pocket, and Turkey
could be had for the asking. It was a war of defence, butm a war of defence, when the enemies who threatened our
peace are conquer^Kl, we stretch ourselves more freely in

I^ ^"".M
i^^''**'nly "nt" France was beaten to her knees,

and until Russia was rolled howling back far beyond Polish
territory, the German Empire could not feel itself safe.
There were those behind the war party who dreamed
wilder dreanis than these, but I am convinced that for
the great multitude of the German nation this is how war
presented Itself. They wanted, to breathe freely. They
Tf^?? ^ ^ ^'^^ 'iT ^^^ S'*^ ^^"^ and from the menace
of the Entente. The Emperor did not go to war as aproud world conqueror whose plans were laid and whosepath of glory is shining in the sun. He went to war lik2an irritab e and terrified man who has made up his tremblinemind at last and is venturing much on a gigantic ha.'He went to war protesting that his enemies had forcec'
upon him, blustering to his people in the languat
Cromwell and Falstaff rolled into one man. From -

very first he was in this mood.
The account which Mr. Frederick Wile, the Beriin

correspondent of the Dazfy Mail, gives of the last days ofpeace does not suggest that "Germany" planned, plotted,and hungered for this war. Of the fateful Council of War
at Potsdam on July 29th, he says in The Assault:

Its precise details have never leaked out. So much
I believe can be here set down with certainty—it was
not quite a harmonious council which finally voted
for war. At the outset, at any rate, it was divided
into camps which found themselves in diametrical
opposition The "peace party," or what was left of
It, was said, loath as the worid is to believe it to
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have been headed by the Kaiser himself. Bethmann-

HoUweg supported his Imperial master's view that

war should only be resorted to as a last desperate

emergency. . . . Von Falkenhayn and von Tirpitz

favoured war. Germany was ready ; her adversaries

were not ; the issue was plain. Von Moltke was non-

committal. He is a Christian Scientist, and otherwise

pacific by temperament.

Of the Kaiser's arrival in Berlin on Friday, July 3"t,

he says

:

The brass-helmeted War Lord ... was the per-

sonification of gravity. ... He did not seem a happy

man, nor a tithe so haughty as I always imagined he

would be in the midst of war delirium. It was an

unmistakably anxious Kaiser who entered his capital

on that afternoon of deathless memory.

The afternoon of August ist, he says

—

passed amid almost insufferable anxiety. Unter

den Linden and the Lustgarten, the sprawling area

around the Castle, were choked with people tense

with expectancy. Dread, rather than war fervour,

inspired them. ... It was six o'clock. The doleful

chimes of the Cathedral . . . were summoning the

people to the service of intercession ordained by

the Emperor earlier in the day. Solemnity hung over

the multitude like a pall. Men and women knew

now that Russia's answer . . . meant war, not peace.

They had not long to wait for confirmatory news.

. . . The deed was done. " Gentlemen," the Kaiser

is said to have remarked to Moltke, Falkenhayn,

and the rest of the military clique, after affixing his

signature to the document which meant not only

mobilization, but war, "you will live to regret

this." ^ .

He tells the following remarkable story, vouching for its

truth:

I can vouch for the literal accuracy of a hitherto

unrecorded piece of ante-bellum history which bears

out my doubts of the Kaiser's immediate responsibility

for the war, though it does not "acquit him of supine

i
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acquiescence in, and to that extent abetting, the war
party's plot
On the afternoon of Saturday, August i, 1914, the

wife of Lieutenant-General Helniuth von Moltke,then
Chief of the Great German General Staff, paid a visit

to a certain home in Berlin which shall be nameless.
The From Generalstabschef was in a state of obvious
mental excitement

">4<rA, what a day I've been through, Kindirt** she
began. " My husband came home just before I left.

Dog-tired, he threw himself on to the couch, a total

wreck, explaining to me that he had finally accom-
plished the three days' hardest work that he had ever
done in his whole life—he had helped to induce the
Kaiser to sign the mobilization order!"

Examine the two words defensive and offensive, and
see what you can make of ihem. Did the British in Egypt
and South Africa and in the Himalayas fight offensive or

defensive wars ? When Lord Roberts went to Kandahar,
was he conducting a defensive or an offensive campaign?
When Lord Kitchener set out across the Arabian waste,
was he fighting a war of offence or defence ? And when
Sir Redvers Buller landed in Sou*' Africa, was he the
leader of an offensive or a defensive ex,^dition ? In every
one of those instances, surely we reply confidently that
our country was fighting a war of defence. And the
German Kaiser, believing that the Slav Peril which
threatened Austria likewise threatened him, believed and
still believes that he is fighting a war of defence.
The fury of the war party against this country is not

difficult to understand, except by those amongst us who
have persistently upbraided the Government and traduced
the character of our working people. Prussia's rage
against England is the rage of a baffled and frustrated and
ruined gambler. The entrance of England upon the
battlefield was the end of German hopes. From the first

moment when our diplomacy made it plain to Berlin that

we would intervene if she violated the neutrality of

Belgium, bitterness of the most acrid kind entered the
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Prussian soul ; and when we actually declared war upon

Germany on August 4th, the storm of rage descended upon

us—a storm such as never before has been k lown among

Anc ytt Mr. Oliver has the boldness to say in Ordeal

by Battle that the Germans only hate us because they

despise us ! I hardly know in all literature a more glarmg

exhibition of prejudice than this statement solemnly made

by a man who sat down, when the pillars of civilization

were rocking and when the floor of Europe was drenched

with blood, to write a book on his fad. Let me quote the

actual words: . r 1 •

It is not a paradox, but merely a statement of plam

fact, to say that Germany's chief grievance against

ourselves was that we were not prepared to withstand

her attack. Her hatred, which has caused and still

causes us so much amazement, was founded upon the

surest of foundations—a want of respect.

Mark well, that these words were written after battles

which covered British arms with a glory greater than they

had ever known—battles in which the soldiers of Britain

shattered for ever the dream of German conquest Lord

French, coolly smoking a cigarette among his incomparable

soldiers, had held up the massed legions of the greatest

fighting machine the world has ever known, held them up,

shattered them again and again, and had finally sent them

reeling from the coasts of France. The seas of the world

were swept clear of German commerce : our war vessels and

the vessels of our mercantile marine went where they would

:

the colonies of Germany were falling into our hands : and

France was calmly and without haste making her prepara-

tions for recovery and advance.

Mr. Oliver falls into the same error as the late Professor

^ramb—A* mistakes the rage ofjealousyfor the coldpassion

of contempt. " Everything with man," says Frederick the

Great, 'depe-ids upon the time when he comes into the

world* Although J have come too late, I do not regret

it : I have seen Voltaire. . .
." Cramb saw that Germany

had come too late, but he mistook the chagrin and bad

temper of the late arrival for the contempt of a superior
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"ni J^y^ examine the work of von Treitschke you
will find that his feelings for England are far too hot and
frenzied for genuine contempt Contempt may certainly
be informed with the passion of righteous indignation

:

but authentic contempt does not froth at the mouth, does
not stamp its foot, does not gesticulate, and does not Ulk
nonsense.

The true nature of Germany's feeling for this country Is
now manifest. So long am we sought peace we were the
successful burglar retired from business who desired the
protection of the police; but directly we moved our
mighty fleet and armed 5,000,000 of our free citizens
we were a brutal tyrant. The contempt for the retired
burglar was simulated ; the fear of tAe policeman was
real and genuine.
Our own militarists exhibit a like inconsistency.

Professor Cramb, for example, regards Pacifism with a
fanatical rage. He will not believe that humanity can
ever escape, or ought to want to escape, the fatality of war.
He hugs Bernhardi to his breast because that r.jasculine
soldier replies to his own question, " What is Germany?"
with the answer « It is strife ; it is war." And yet we
read m Germany and England such a phrase as this : " The
first dark roll that announces the coming dreadful storm
the coming war." But why "dreadful"? If Pacifism is
contemptible, why not say glorious, or delightful, or
beneficent? And why, when war comes, and when it is
accompanied by those horrible excesses and atrocities
which have always accompanied war, why should our
militarists be the very first to howl out against the inhu-
manity of the warrior nation which they have never ceased
to hrv up for our admiration and our model ?
The Germans, we were told, loved that bitter saying

of Nietzsche's, "Man, after all, does not really desire
happiness; only the Englishman does that"—a sayine
which adroitly places the Englishman "outside the pale
of humanity altogether." But directly the Englishman,
growing somewhat weary of these gibes proceeds to make
the German nation very unhappy indeed, more unhappym fact, than they have ever been before, instead of thanking
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us, instead of expressing gratitude and love to thi^

country, the German warriors almost explode with hatred.

There is no pleasing a miiiUrist.

As for England^! alleged supineness, cowardice, and

degeneracy, the matter does not now call for discussion.

History will discover at the end of Treitschke's works,

at the end of Bemhardi's pamphlets, and at the end of

poor Professor Cramb's neurotic lectures, one simple and

decisive sentence written by the greatcs'. maker of ' Mory
that ever lived :—This is not true, (signed) Thom? ^'ins.

It is one of my fond dreams that just as Ck f^
'

was

conducted by Mercury to a place from which ne could

see th J vorld, so some angel of peace may have conducted

the paie ghosts of Treitschke and Cramb, hand in hand,

to some convenient place above the River Marne when the

British soldiers, in a Harmsworth phrase, were kicking

the finest armies of the Kaiser across three rivers.

That any man in his senses could solemnly write in

those amazing days, when this country was saving its ally

on foreign soil, that we were not prepared to withstand

Germany's attack, passes my comprehension ;
but that he

should go so far on the read of nightmare and madness as

to siy that Germanj'—Gsrmany bleeding and bruised and

broken by our troops, German; nashing her teeth with

rage and anger against us, Ger ny disillusioned, balked,

and utterly discomfitrvi because of us—to say that this

raging, yelling, screamin^^. and maddened Germany hatea

us because she cv^uld not rj ipect us, this is so staggering

and bewildering, /at it can only be repeated and preserved

as a monument of monomania.
I would ask Mr. Oliver and those who share his opinions

to read what a special correspondent of The Times had

to say of this matchless British force so late as August 3,

1916. He says

:

It is almost a commonplace that our First

Expeditionary Force was probably the finest fighting

army for its size that the world ever saw. Our allies

do—our enemies will—allow so much. Either France

or Germany, perhr^js, might have taken the pick of

all their millions and made another army of the

n
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same contemptible dimensions and unconquerable
spirit, but such another army was not and never
has been in existence.

There are those who fear that the splendour of
the old Army may be forgotten in the majesty of
the new. There is no danger of that. The honour
of the old Army is secure to all time. And it was
its example, its precedent and achievement, which
made it possible for these new Armies to be what
they have proved themselves.

It was the entrance on the scene of battle of this British
Expeditionary Force, inaugurated and made by a man
whom Mr. Oliver insults without a blush, which told the
Germans, as nothing else told them at the time except
the British Navy, that their war of defence was in very
sober truth a war of defence, and such a defence as would
try them to the very soul. M. Venizelos is reported to
have said that Germany was beaten on the Marne, but
that it would take her two years to realize it

Far from despising us, Germany feared us more than
anything else in the worid. Some of her fanatics did
indeed endeavour to prove in a string of words that we
were decadent, just as people in this country attempted
to prove that Germany was dissolute and her army over-
trained. But the cool heads of Germany judged truly
that of all the Powers she had to fear England was most
to be dreaded, and that what her discipline had to meet
before she could ever dream of world dominion was that
"unconquerable British courage which is never so sedate
and stubborn as towards the close of a doubtful and
murderous day."
The Kaiser's rage, the rage of tne peace men in

Germany, the rage of pastors and professors and poli-
ticians, came from the bitter taunt of the war party, " We
told you sol" Germany now believes almost to a man
that King Edward did plan to surround her with enemies
and did plan the triple attack against which they knew
at once that Prussian strength, Prussian courage, and even
Prussian brutality could not in the end prevail.*

* See Appendix, Note H.
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Germany, it is probable, would never have risked an

attack on Russia and France if she had Ixsen perfecUy

certain that Britain would fight. She took the risk of

that attack, believing that Britain was so entangled in

Irish affairs as to be incompetent of fulfilling her obliga-

tions abroad. Because Britain put away the madness of

civil war and took her place at the side of France, Germany

believes that the supreme end of our foreign policy was

the destruction of her commercial prosp<irity.

In the next chapter I shall endeavour to present the

reader with some idea of the part played by this great

and steadfast country in a war for the freedom of man-

kind and the reign of international law. That part, mag-

nificent and glorious as it is, must not so absorb us that

we forget the honourable, straightforward, and vigorous

diplomacy of Great Britain, which, still preparing for all

the chances of war, laboured with clean hands and un-

flinching soul to preserve the peace of the world. Only

by insisting again and again upon that historical fact can

we vindicate the memory of a gentle king and bring the

better part of Germany to its senses.
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Yoa imagine that your words must have weight with

us because you are very rich and have unbounded

liberty and publicity ; you will find yourselves mistaken,

and you wiil be bewildered. Thta you may get involved

in war, and you imagine that you cannot but make war
well by dint of being so very rich ; that you willjust add
a penny or two to your income tax, change none of your

ways, have claptrap everywhere, as at present . . .

and thus, at a grand high press ire of expenditure,

bustle, and excitement, arrive at a happy and triumphant

result. But authority and victory over people who are

in earnest means being in earnest oneself, and your

Philistines are not in earnest ; they have no idea great

enough to make them sa

Friendships Garland

*



CHAPTER V

PARS BRITANNICA

NOTHING was so remarkable in this country
during the first week of August 19*4 as the
quiet dignity and silent confidence of the British

nation. The dreadful spirit which had distressed every
friend of this country at the time of the South African
W"r, a spirit which expressed some of the most crude and
offensive emotions of human nature, was entirely absent.
Quietly, soberly, and sternly this great and steadfast people
settled itself down to fight the world's fiercest engine of
War and the world's greatest menace to individual liberty.

There was no drunken exaltation and no panic.
A man who went about England at that time could not

but be proud of his people. A wonderful dignity clothed
the whole nation and an almost religious seriousness
appeared even upon the surface current of its daily life.

The hideous pandemonium of class hatred and party
rancour which had disgraced us for so long ceased at a
stroke. If the German Emperor could claim that his

whole nation was at his back, and that frcm -t hour
forward he knew only Germans, the King of En^ d, had
he been in boastful mood or had he felt it incumbciit upon
him to state the self-evident, might have said that the
entire British Empire wjis of one heart and one mind.
For a few days this admirable condition of things

characterized the British nation's attitude towards cala-

mitous war. The railways were taken over by the State

;

the Royal Navy, so silently mobilized, held in undisputed
supremacy the sea-ways of the world ; the British Expe-
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ditionary Force, with all its train of subsidiary services,

was transported to France without a check and without a

crsualty; the long-prepared machinery of the Royal
Army Medical Corps was set in motion both here and
in France, and from every class and community of the

nation sprang an innumerable host of people offering their

services to the State. Finally, to lift us up, to strengthen

and glorify us, to touch our hearts to tea s, the distant

dominions of the Commonwealth, the rulmg princes of

India, and the sorely tried people of Ireland close at our

door, immediately laid the sword of their manhood at the

feet of the British sovereign. Such a spectacle, the most
impressive in the world's history, made for dignity and
confidence. The spirit of the British Empire was
vindicated before the eyes of all mankind.
A change, however, in the spirit of the nation manifested

itself before this glory of Great Britain had struck wonder-
ment into the soul of the world. The men amongst us

who can never be happy or feel that they are truly serving

the State until they have a muck-rake in their hands
began their evil and depressing work of fault-finding.

Their first object was to shatter confidence in the

Government Whether they seized an opportunity to pay
off old political scores, or whether they were genuinely

shivering in their skins at the thought of Prussian feet on
their office stairs, we do not know. All we do know for

certain is that a conspiracy to get rid of the Government
was set on foot, and began instantly to manifest itself in

several places. In order to put the nation into the mood
tuey desired—a mood of excitement, hysteria, and fussy

activity—these people struck with all their malignant
strength at the public confidence.

Some men who took part in this conspiracy were honest

and patriotic. They believed that the Liberal party was
not fitted to conduct a great European war. They knew
that^there had been dissensions in the Cabinet about
going to war at all, dissensions which had eventuated in

certain resignations. There was real excuse for the desire

of the best of these Unionists to destroy the Liberal

Government ; but no excuse at all, either in morals or in
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political wisdom, for the methods they adopted. In order

to destroy the Government and to undermine public

confidence, a campaign of personal slander was set on foot

directed at some of the most responsible, some of the very

strongest, and some of the very wisest of the King's

ministers.
.

In particular, this campaign of calumny, as humiliating

as it was treasonable, directed itself against the Lord

Chancellor. Of all men in the Government he was most

hated by the unreflecting zealots for National Service.

He had dared to withstand Lord Roberts. He had torn

the dialectic of these conscriptionists to rags and tatters.

This was the head and front of his offence. He had been

most instant in the House of Lords in his rebuke c f Ulster's

rashness and in his chastisement of revolutionary and

obstructionist peers. He more than any other (because

it presented an incomparable opportunity for improving

education) had removed the Bill for the Disestablishment

of the Anglican Church in Wales from the sphere of

ecclesiastical squabbling and set it unassailable and digni-

fied in the region of high statesmanship. Whenever the

vigorous, rather slap-dash, and not very carefully prepared

rhetoric of Mr. Lloyd George gave these furious pens of

the opposition an opportunity for scratching ironical abuse

about demagogues and class-hatred, Lord Haldane, the

profound scholar and the far-seeing statesman, appeared

upon the scene, and from the eminence of the highest

position in the State revealed Liberalism to his fellow-

countrymen in its true spirit, as ti.e rational action of the

human mind seeking to discover the true methods of

improvement and the straight ways of progress. These

offences, however, might have been forgotten and forgiven.

But who could forgive his exposure of National Service ?

He was hated by the scribes of a political opposition

because he had refused, on the advice of the most able

poldiers in the country, to take their counsel and the

counsel of Lord Roberts in the matter of National Service.

It is important to repeat here what I have already said,

that National Service was rejected by Lord Haldane on

the advice of his military officers. They would not look at

L mull tSSSSmmJk£
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it. To have adopted National Service would have been,
in their deliberate judgment, to dislocate the military
machine of this country, to create a dangerous hiatus, and
to tempt an enemy to attack us in the confusion which
such a change obviously must have involved. They re-
jected National Service, and concentrated all their efforts
on strengthening the army which a former Government
had left in a notorious condition of chaos and weakness.
Of what followed it is difficult to write without the

hottest indignation and the most burning shame. The
Prime Minister, a man of grea*^ restraint and almost im-
movable reserve, declared in August 1914 that if this
country was prepared for war it was to Lord Haldane
more than to any other man that it owed that position.
Lord French ha^ already said of him that he had
inaugurated and r.:ade a military fighting nachine and a
system of national defence such as this country had never
had before. The Times and the Morning Post had
offered him, even in the midst of most bitter pvVty war-
fare, their tributes of praise and gratitude. King Edward
had trusted him with the greatest of his political ideals.
He was known as the closest friend of Sir Edward Grey,
whose host and constant support he had been in those
days of agony which preceded the declaration of war.
His character no man had ever dared to assail. His
devotion to his country, for which he had made many
sacrifices, was as unquestioned as his scholarship, his
integrity, and his extraordinary powers of organization.
His utterances on education, on peace, and world-politics
had attracted the attention of enlightened men in every
country on both sides of the world. He was the ixighest
lay subject in the land ; he was a great statesman, a dis-
-tinguished author ; he had been the Lord Rector of one
of our nrincipal Universities and was Chancellor ofanother

;

he was a personal friend of the most able of the Unionist
leaders, and one of the few men in contemporary politics
who stood cleanest from the mud of party controversy

—

but all this availed him nothing.
A scapegoat was wanted, an excuse \,as needed for

panic, and this man was marked down for the hue and cry
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of England's greatest enemies—her misleaders of the vul-

garians. He had been in charge of the >yar Office. He
had rebuffed Lord Roberts. He had entertained the

German Emperor in his house. And he had been known

for years as a devoted disciple of the highest and noblest

German literature. Mr. Asquith, apparently, could not be

shaken just then, much as he was hated ; the public held

that Sir Edward Grey was a man of honour ; but what did

the public know, what did the public care, what did the

vulgarians of England know about and care about this

silent and devoted servant of right reason and the will

of God ?

What did it matter that he had been the favourite

Liberal minister of King Edward? He had no* adver-

tised the fact, and the public did not know it. V, .-.'.t did

it matter that Lord French had given him such extra-

ordinary credit? The public has a short memory—other-

wise how could our leading articles escape derision ? What
did it matter that he had laboured more abundantly and

achieved infinilsly more for education than any other man
in the country? As if the public, our great vulgarian

public, care a jot about education

!

Then followed the saddest, the most shameful, and the

most disquieting incident in contemporary history—the

hounding into retirement by a pack of ignorant, unprin-

cipled, and reckless journalists of the one statesman more

than any other in the land who had most faithfully fulfilled

King Edward's trust and saved his country from the Prus-

sian horde. In the sight of all men, in the view of all

nations, our allies and our enemies, we suffered this good

man, this great man, and this wise man to be dragged into

the gutter by those who get their bread from the gutter.

It was actually said, and even while his fighting machine

was saving the coasts of France and shattering the German
dream of conquest, that Lord Haldane was an illegitimate

brother of the Kaiser, that he had a secret wife in Ger-

many, that he was corresponding with Germans, and that,

knowing perfectly well the intention of Germany to make

war, he had deliberately withheld this knowledge from his

colleagues in the Cabinet Everything base, mean, petty,
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and dismceful was said and hinted about England's Lord
Chancellor. The papers which had laid laurels at his feet
two years ago now proceeded to besmirch him with raud.
1 he paper which had placarded the towns and cities of this
great country with its abominable cry, « To Hell with
bcrbia, began to talk about God and to vilify Lord
Haldane. Even Mr. Oliver, though he could not bring
himse f to such depths as these, was unable to prevent
himself from wounding sneer. The country was filled
from end to end with suspicion and dismay. A traitor
In the Cabinet I A spy at the very heart of England I

I'or a moment there was wavering and doubt For a
moment the vulgarians wondered if their newspapers
really spoke the truth. And then it was discovered (O
marvellous, happy, and God-given chance !) that across a
London dinner-table, to a guest of his English hostess, a
German philosopher who loved Hermann Lotze, Lord
Haldane had once said that because of Lotze he almost
regarded Germany as his spiritual home. That was the
finishmg stroke. What need of further witnesses ? Would
the vulgarians of England suffer a wretch to sit in the
Cabinet who regarded Germany as his spiritual home-
actually as his spiritual home ? It was impossible to
think so.

Thus fell the Lord High Chancellor of England, sacri-
need to the most venomous and unscrupulous journalists
of this country, men of whom Ruskin said that they would
pawn the dirty linen of their souls for a bottle of claret

;

thus fell our highest and noblest, dragged down by our
lowest and our vilest ; and thus in the midst of a most
serious war, which had at the outset touched us to real
greatness, and which required above all other things thatwe should be resolute and show ourselves resolute to
friend and foe, we exhibited ourselves to all mankind as a
nation of hysterics amenable to government by newspaper

T ^f x?*^t P.^^*^*"
P''op«'''y recovered from that blow,

t ,

J:°!:*"cliffe, in his recent travels through France,
Italy, Switzerland, and Spain, has sent repeated lamen-
tations to T/t4 Tinus that Britain's part in the war is not
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appreciated by foreign nations. He calls for a vigorous
and skilful propaganda. But it is too late. Only British

sailors and soldiers can now vindicate our good name.
The effect of all that deadly and depressing newspaper
depreciation of this country which marked the outbreak of
war has sunk too deeply into the mind of foreign nations

to be uprooted by verbal advertisement The fall of so

strong, so intellectual, so eminent a minister as Lord
Haldane, a minister who admirably represented the silent

strength and the unshakeable composure of this great

nation, was a blow at our reputation from which we shall

not easily recover.

It may be well for the enemies of Lord Haldane to

know how a great man accepts the verdict of the mob.
Like another Lord Chancellor who retired in the

eighteenth century before a storm of animosity and
calumny, Lord Haldane turned with affection and almost
with relief to science and philosopb^*.* His conscience wah
clear. He had done his duty. And he must have known
that but for his tenacity at the War Office the whole
history of this war would have been different. Un-
disturbed by "the malignity of party spirit" and the
" blindness of party prejudice," unembittered by the gross

ingratitude of his fellow-countrymen, he left the hurly of

politics for the seclusion of study.

In December of 1915 he laid the results of his study
before the Aristotelian Society in the shape of a profoundly
interesting paper entitled On Process in Philosophical

Research. This paper is a wonderful example of reverence

for truth, patience in research, the widest tolerance, and
a scholarship which is almost staggering in its reach. It

is the work of a philosopher who has followed with

discernment the movement of human thought from Plato

and Aristotle, through Hegel and Schopenhauer, down to

the living men of modern Europe like Bergson, Bradley,

and the New Realists. And that he continues to be in

touch with contemporary philosophers during his retire-

ment is made evident by the following conclusion to the

preface of an imo'-'^ssive book on the philosophy of

-. Appendix, Note I.
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Borgion recently published by one of C^ most emi-
nent of the younger generation of American meta-
physicians:

In conclusion, I desire to place on record my
sincere gratitude to Viscount Haldane for the en-
couragement and iiispiration which I have received
from correapondence with him during the course of
this study. While he is in no way responsible for any
opinion which finds expression in the work, I never-
theless feel that the success of my efforts, whatever
measure of success may perchance have attended
them, is in no small degree due to him and to the
sympathetic interest he has manifested in a former
woric of mine. Indeed, apart from a remark made by
him apropos of the work concerning the inadequacy of
the Bergsonian point of view and the necessity of sup-
plementing it by bringing it into harmony with the
fundamentals of intellectualisni, I am ..ot at all sure
that the present argument would have taken tangible
shape.'

Only to warn his countrymen of the danger of n^lect-
ing education has Lord Haldane forsaken the cleaner
r^on of pure truth for the somewhat sordid lists of
political controversy. Never once has he uttered a
complaint Never once has he uttered taunt or rebuke.
He has borne the ingratitude of the wise as imperturbably
as the vilification of the ignorant. And to all his
numerous friends he has only one reply to their question,
" Why don't you answer your enemies ? "^" Why should
I bother? Truth will prevail. And when my country-
men want me they will call me."
Such a spirit I find admirable and lofty ; and I would

have all those who have been misled as to the character
of this nation, and who are sometimes depressed by the
apparent victory on every field of our shouting vulgarians,
know that it is thus our greatest and strongest still meet
the onslaughts of the Philistines. Not by death, but by
the power of his living soul

—

• The Philostphy of Bergson, by Professor Watts Cunningham.
(Longmans.) °
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H« hM outsoarad th« shadow of our night,

Envy and calumny and hate and pain,

And that unrest which men mitcall delight,

Can touch him not and torture not again.

From the contagion of the world's slow stain

He is secure.

The persecutions of ignorance, the clamour of partisan

malignity, the base ingratitude of friendship, these

adversities are powerles: when they assail the soul of one
whose heart has long been fixed where true joys are to be
found. To such a man the vexations of life are no more
than the perturbations of an ant-heap. He takes the blow
as he took the crown. He pays no more attention to

slander than he did to flatteiy. The moral law within

and the starry heavens above comfort and inspire him.

The instant is always the eternal. Here and now is his

America. And so the man who has known courts and
who has received all that the world has to give, takes

down a book from the shelf, seats himself beside the

lamp, and far into ^he night dwells with those who, like

himself, passed in life through the veil of appearance to

the everlasting serenity of the real. From the contagion of

the world's slow stain he is secure.

I dwell upon this incident for two reasons. First, I

cannot believe that at any hut of any crisis should a
man be silent in the face of grave injustice ; and next,

because in this incident

—

"o glaring and so stark—men
not yet awake to the immense danger and the inex-

pressible shame of government by newspaper clamour
may rouse tl.;:mselves, before the searching ordeal which
awaits us with the declaration of peac to be free of such
dominance. It is not a day when we i an afford to lower
the character of our parliamentarians, not a day when we
can loosely make public life detestable to all that is

highest and noblest in our English culture, and certainly

not a day when we can put ourselves under the rule of

the vulgarians. There lies our supremest danger. It is a
day when all that is most thoughtful and serious among
Conservatives must ally itself with all that is freest from
petty class feeling and sectarian prejudice among Liberals,
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and with all that is least sectional and most nobly patriotic

among the Labour party. There is an absolute com-
munity of feeling and principle in men like Mr. Arthur
Balfour and Lord Haldane, Lord Robert Cecil and
Viscount Grey, Mr. Lloyd Geoi^e or Mr. Bonar Law
and Mr. Arthur Henderson. And in English journalism

—

to speak only of English journalism—there are men who
own newspapers and edit newspapers of every shade of
political opinion to whom morality is a greater thing than
party, and intelligence a nobler ideal than popularity, men
who would without one single selfish thought sacrifice

every partisan interest to secure the welfare and the
dignity of this nation.* It is not impossible for us either

to be great-hearted or rational. All the effort that is

necessary for us to win salvation is the effort to throw
off that deadening and destructive influence of the vul-
garians who at one moment are grovelling in almost
slavish adulation at the feet of a Kitchener and at the
next are sharpening the axe for his beheading. Our
vulgarians, who belong to every class in the community,
are a grave danger to the country in the days that are
coming.

Soon after the outbreak of war, and soon after the
feeling of panic to which I have alluded had been spread
broadcast over the country, a venerable and much-respected
minister of religion. Dr. F. B. Meyer, called the nation's

attention to grave scandals in our public streets. The
wise words were scarcely out of that noble mouth, a
mouth which had never uttered anything base or cruel,

when many of those reckless journalists who had assailed

the Lord Chancellor fell upon this minister of religion

with the fury of wolves. The journalism which is never
more furious than when it has virtue to attack and vice to

defend, rose to a pitch of the utmost frenzy. We were
invited to regard Dr. Meyer as a vile-minded person who
took pleasure in seeking out nastiness, who in his thirst for

* To their credit it should be known that the great newspapers oi

Scotland and the provinces have had nothing to do with the rancorous
crusade against Lord Haldane.
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notoriety did not scruple to blacken the character of men
bdiind whose backs he was sheltering himself from Prussian
bayonets, and who was one of those very men who had
done most by his canting namby-pambyism to weaken the
fibre of British character.

While this storm was raging I paid a visit to the street i

about which Dr. Meyer had complained. The sight was
not only disgraceful, it was indescribably disgusting.

Nothing that I had ever seen in the great capitals of
the world compared with the 01^ of drunkenness and
lust which met my eyes at every turn in those abominable
dark streets round the great railway centres of London.
And it was not only a scene of vice ; it was, as Dr. Meyer
complained with all his force, a scene of crime. At the
station gates was the girl of fifteen or sixteen, pretty,

innocent-looking, and garish; in the public-house to
which she lured the soldier fresh-arrived in London, par-
ticularly the Colonial soldier with twenty or thirty pounds
in his pocket-book, was the blotchy-faced, half-drunken,
and entirely diseased woman-thief An American gentle-

man, directing the work of a soldiers' hut in Waterloo
Bridge Road, told me that in all his experience of Latin
cities in South America he had never encountered women
so abandoned, so flagrant, and so boldly defiant as these
revolting vampires of London. Under the eyes of the
civil police, under the eyes of the military police, they
plied their loathsome business. Dr. Meyer, in my pre-
sence, asked a constable, very politely, whether it was in

his instructions to prevent one of these women from lead-

ing a soldier into the back-streets ; the constable replied,

rudely and as it were threateningly, " I don't know what
you mean." On the question being repeated, he gave the
same answer, and then shouldered his way past Dr. Meyer
with an expression of impatient anger on his face. A
provost-sergeant from Canada, patrolling these streets to
save as many Canadians as possible, said that it well-nigh
broke his heart to see young and healthy boys from
Canada fall into such dreadful hands directly they alighted
from the train in the home-country. But nothing was
done. In France we have at least one British hospital

w^.fr%r.wgM>Wi.f,»w*.«.iWgw»i*w».
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which is filled only with soldiers who arrive with disease

from a few days' stay in London ; and here in England
numerous men, enlisted and drilled to fight our enemies,
are lying in hospitals created only for venereal diseases .-

In spite of this, the newspapers which would have sent
Serbia to hell rather than lift a finger to help her, the
newspapers which drove the clearest thinking minister in

the British Government out of office, the newspapers which
first clamoured for and then would have destroyed Lord
Kitchener, hurled such scorn, abuse, and insult at Dr.
M^er as might have got him lynched in the streets. It

was noching to them that he is a good man who h?^
devoted his whole life to improving our moral standaras,
still less to them, apparently, that his crusade for the bodies
and souls of men was an economically just as well as a
morally sound crusade. They would not listen to him.
Instead of listening, instead of going to see for themselves,
they denounced him as a squeamish Puritan.

The charge brought by Dr. Meyer which they most
ridiculed was the charge that our soldiers were drugged by
these women-thieves. It was pure moonshine, it was
>omantic nonsense, it was just the sort of wild absurdity
that Dr. Meyer would gloat over and use, if We would let

him, for the purpose of scaring the great vulgarian mind,
incidentally advertising himself.

A few people listened to Dr. Meyer. Money was raised,

the Young Men's Christian Association provided huts,

volunteers came forward to work in the huts, and some
attempt was made to do indirectly work which the mili-

tary and civil authorities ought to have done directly.

But the newspapers of the middle-class mind did nothing
at all, except to hinder and '" ustrate and bring to naught
the minister's campaign. In the summer of 1916, how-
ever, a change came over these papers. There was no
apology to Dr. Meyer, no regret for abuse and derision,

but they began to cry out and clamour for the protection
of our soldiers from the harlot and the thief, laying their

chief emphasis on, and making their greatest sensation out
of, the fact that cocaine was used for drugging our soldiers

and was even sold to them by the prostitutes of the pave-
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ments. A sudden enthusiasm for morality characterized

these newspapers. The night-club and the music-hall

lounge were denounced as if they had only just come into

existence ; and the tremendous invective hiUierto reserved

for the palmist and the fortune-teller b^an at last to fall

upon the strumpet and the pimp. Never once, so far as

I know, did any of these newspapers ever lift their voices

before in support of a purity crusade. They only dis-

covered morality in discovering that the harlot added to

their taxation.

Let us keep these natters in our mind while we proceed

to a statement of the great services which this country has

rendered to the general cause for which our allies and our-

selves unwillingly but unflinchingly drew the sword. For
it is well to remir i ourselves that behind all the greatness

of our strength, all the majesty of our power, and all the

beauty of our self-sacrifice, there is ever this shameful

background of ignorance, violence, self-satisfaction, and
moral indifference. The enemy before us we can conquer

;

but the enemy behind may drag us down. And never

more is this enemy of our own household to be feared than

when he puts on his most sanctimonious airs, utters his

most noisome assurances of patriotism, and linking his

arm with ours, endeavours to walk abreast of honest

men. There is only one rep'v -o such insolence and such

hypocrisy. The just man will say, " Get thee behind me."

When our children's children come to read of this great

war they will not hang their heads. They will lift up their

hearts, and those hearts will be full of noble pride and
generous gratitude. They will see nothing for shame
and nothing for regret. As they will escape the grief

and agony of those who mourn, so too they will miss all

those trivial occasions for fault-finding and all those just

reasons for powerful criticism which now distract our eyes

from the magnitude of our achievement They will see

only great glory and decisive victory—glory purchased at

the price of sublime devotion, and victory gained by the

most gallant, steadfast, and surpassing exertion of the

human heart The names of Asquith and Grey will have
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for them no smirch from the dust of political controversy

:

Sir John Jellicoe and Sir David Beatty, Lord French and
Sir Douglas Haig, will be for them as the names of Drake
and Nelson, Wellington and Marlborough, for us : and if

some historian remark that what von Roon was to the
German armies of 1870, a great Lord Chancellor of Eng-
land was to the glorious British Army of 19 14, which died
to give civilization an hour in which to draw her breath
and save the world, they will smile and be glad of this
romance, knowing naught of our shame and our humiliation.
To these our children's children one thing above all

others wiil stand clear from the record of the great war.
To them it will appear the most magnificent reason for
pride and gratefulness that a little island of only forty-five
million people could hold, in a supremacy \w i.ich its enemies,
numbering four times its population, dared not challenge,
the oceans and seas of the whole world. It will bewilder
and astonish them, and move them to the depths of their
being, that a country so small, and so insignificant in
numbers, should hold in its hand this ultimate instrument
of victory. And great will be their wonder when they
learn that the people who forged this mighty weapon of
war were a people for the most part who lived below the
line of poverty, who were always struggling to keep head
above water, who were housed in disgraceful circumstances,
who were ill-educated and preyed upon by cunning rogues
who made fortunes out of their ignorance, and who had to
fight with resolution and threatening before the State would
give them twelve pounds a year in their decrepitude.

This will amaze them ; but when they learn that in
addition to holding the seas of the world, the Admiralty
of this little nation rendered services to their allies such
as never before in the whole history of the world had been
rendered by one Power to another, surely their astonish-
ment will be boundless.
The time, I suppose, has not yet come to tell the full

story of that assistance rendered by Great Britain's Navy
to France, Russia, and Italy. We know in part how our
submarines threaded the German minefields and appeared
among the snow and ice of Riga. We know in part
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how our merchantmen carried food and arms to our frhnds
across thousands of miles of ocean. We know in part
how the audacity and resourcefulness of the British Fleet
met every new and devilish invention of German con-
trivance which threatened, as well as our vown ability to
fight, the very life of our allies. But we do not yet know
of a certain service rendered by the British Navy at Malta
to the French Fleet ; nor of the service rendered to Italy
in the Mediterranean in the form of thousands of vessels.
These things our children's children will know ; they will
be the commonplaces of their history books and the
inspiration of their national songs ; and wherever they go
among the nations of the world, even in Germany

—

Germany cleansed, penitent, and born again free of
Hohenzollem tyranny—men and women will say of them

:

TA^y belong to those who saved the world.

Do we, who live during the war, fully realize the part
which we have played from the very first hour in this

enormous conflict ? Britain's contribution was by far and
away the most considerable contribution of all ihe Allies

;

and she of all the Allies was most ready for the shock 0/
battle. Germany failed in this war because at the outset,
thanks to one wise man amongst us, Moltkeism was met
by Moltkeism. Germany and England alone were prepared
for their part in the 'var. No other belligerent was pre-
pared. Swiftness o mobilization in Germany was met
by swiftness of mo .tion in England And England's
readiness determine the eventual end of this enormous
struggle. We miss in the dust raised by petty men in

degraded controversies the shining glory of the nation.
Britain held the seas of the world for her allies. Britain
prevented the enemy fleets either from ravaging the
coasts of her allies or preying upon their commerce.
Britain made victory for the foe impossible before she had
actually declared war. Her Fleet was mobilized. This
little island said to her threatened neighbours, " Look to
your land frontiers, and forget you have coasts to dfs/end."
Her shield was over all people who love freedom. Weeks
were a'ffled to weeks, and months to months, but no arm
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was risked from German ports to thrust that shield away.
Eighteen months and more went past before the might of

the German Fleet dared to show itselfa few miles away from
its land batteries; and >efore the big guns of England
could speak, that Fleet, bleeding, broken, and wreathed

in flames, had steamed for its ports. And all the nations

knew that the shield of Great Britain still covered the

world.

If we had done nothing else our contribution would
still have been the greateft in the Grand Alliance. To
keep the immense British Fleet mobilized and cleared

for action was an effort that called for tremendous sacrifice.

And we kept it mobilized through the storms of the first

winter to the summer of the second year, and through the

winter of the second year to the third August of war.

This immense achievement, by itself, is something to

make proud the meanest Briton that ever hunted scape-

goats in an hour of peril.

But we did something more. We landed in France
an army the finest for its size upon which the sun ever

shone, of veteran soldiers, so gallant and debonair that

French and British ofHcers seeing it swing through the

cobbled streets of Boulogne, singing its confident song of
victory, had tears in their eyes—tears of sheer joy and
swelling pride. One who watched it go to its glorious

victory on the Marne, an old officer decorated and dis-

tinguished, must needs take me in Boulogne to the very
spot at which he had stood to see that army go by, and
as he spoke of it his voice broke and he had to turn away
his face. Men speak of that army as they never speak of
any other force on all the battlefields of the world. Men
have thus spoken to me of that army in Norway, in

Sweden, in Finland, in Russia, in France, and in the
United States of America. Danes have told me that they
see in that army the force that saved the world. Japanese
officers have said to me that in Japan they speak of that

army as the army which destroyed the German's hope
of victory All men who have studied the history of this

war ack.iowledge that the tide turned when the British

Army of 1914 hurled the Germans from the coasts of
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France. Read what Mr. Rclloc says of it, what Mr.
Buchan says of it, what Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and
what Professor Pollard say of it—this glorious army which
saved the world and which all nations, except the foe,

have taken to their hearts. Its homely battle-song
became the possession of the world ; it was sung by the
French and by the Russians ; it went to Italy, and was
taken up by Japan ; Americans sang it night after night
at the dinner-tables of the Lusitania \ our kinsmen from
Canada and Australasia came singing it across the seas

;

it became the cheerful song of India's warriors and
sounded through the streets of Cairo and the bazaars of
Port Said ; and even the enemies learned to sing it across
their snowbound trenches, where something stronger than
winter held them fast.

This incomparable, matchless, and immortal army,
inaugurated and made by a statesman since driven out
of office, was the first contribution of Britain to the land
struggle. It was shot like an arrow from a bow to its

appointed place on the battlefield. It was ready. It was
prepared. It was equipped to the last detail of efficient

organization. And while it fought and held the enemy,
whose prodigious preparations no one in France or Russia
had suspected, from its Special Reserve and from the
Territorial Associations, both the creation of Lord
Haldane, there went forth a continual stream of men
without jolt or dislocation to Britain's mechanism of war.
And from that hour never has the stream checked or
faltered. Newspapers clamoured for men and ever more
men, at a time when we had neither rifles nor clothes to

give them ; but the stream of men whom we could use
never once checked until an army of 5,041,000 had volun-
tarily come to the colours.

Well might the nation resist conscription as humiliation,

and humiliation which could not be justified. If this

small island group of forty-five million people had secured
140,000,000 square miles of ocean, and had given over
five million soldiers to the common cause, of a truth
might the nation well ask. Have we not done our share ?

And this same nation, let us remember, had become the

M
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manufacturing centre, the market, and the bank of the

whole alliance. From these shores without ceasmg went

ammunition and supplies of every order to our brave

friends in France and Russia. And with these goods

went also that which was eaually urgent, money to

continue the fight. We pronded men, we provided

stores, we provided munitions, we provided riches. And

to provide these things the democracy of Great Britain

toiled from dawn to darkness, men and women alike, the

men and women of all classes, the whole nation as one

man—an effort such as the world has never seen. On

the blackened banks of our great shipbuUding rivers the

furnaces roared and the steam-riveters clattered by night

and by day, building the mightiest battleships ever known,

the strangest craft that ever sailed the sea, and changing

merchantmen and great liners as if by magic into ships

that could serve in the struggle against the Central

Powers. And by night and by day the miners toiled with

their picks in the depths of the earth; and by night and

by day the railwayman laboured in the service of the

State ; and every factory in the land and every foundry m
the land was filled with men and women making, ever

making a thousand things, millions and millions of things,

for the men in the field—our men and the men of our allies.

But in spite of all this, in spite of feeling that already

they had done their fair share in the fight, British demo-

cracy accepted the odious burden of compulsion, and sent

its last men to the barracks.

With this tremendous effort, do not let us forget that

the rich men of the country poured out their wealth

without stint, tiiat ladies of all degrees turned from their

leisure to cook and to scrub, and tiiat the children of the

country brought their pennies to school for the Prince of

Wales's Fund, for the Red Cross, for Belgium, for Serbia,

for France, and for Russia. Nor let us forget the gentie-

ness and beauty of littie acts tiiat escaped notice in the

thunder of guns and the clash of armies. From one end

of the country to the otiier people gave up tiieir houses

and gardens to the wounded, put their carnages and
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motor-cara at the disposal of the Grovernment, oi^;anIzecl

Voluntary Aid Detachments, oi^anized a society for

scouring the whole country to get e^^gs for the troops,

Ofganized societies for sendin|^ provisions and writing

letters to our British prisoners in Germany, and began to

work with their sewing-machines and their knitting-needles

for the soldiers in the trench. Millions of pounds were,

collected by the Prince of Wales's Fund to provide against

distress in the first winter of the war ; and when the pre-

dictions of the economists were falsified, and people saw
that instead of unemployment there was more work than

hands to do it, the money of the public flowed into the

coffers of the Red Cross Society. In spite of a heavy
taxation which pressed upon everybody, in spite of the

rise in the price of commodities, money poured into the

almsdish of charity in such a flood as the world has never

seen. The rich were generous and the poor were brave.

Some lovers of panic saw in the cheerfulness of our
working classes a dangerous element, ascribing their

cheerfulness to want of imagination. They wished to see

us gloomy and depressed, walking about with sad faces,

and shaking our heads over the peril which confronted us.

A writer in the Round Table for December 191 5 remarked
on the different moral of the well-to-do and the working
class. "Both," he said, "are equally determined to

pursue the war to a successful end, and both are equally

ready to make the sacrifices required ; but the temper of

the working class is distinctly the more buoyant and
confident of the two." And he refers us, for an explana-

tion of this working-class buoyancy, to " the old English

feeling that if a difficult job has to be done it is best done
in good spirits." This same difference in moral was
noticeable between the worst newspapers and the troops.

Newspaper proprietors earning enormous fortunes behind

the firing-line were depressed and gloomy ; Thomas
Atkins, earning his shilling a day in the midst of shells,

bullets, and poison-gas, was as cheerful as a sandboy.

The soldier believed in " the old English feeling " ; the

newspaper proprietor believed in the prescription of the

Fat Boy in Pickwick. The soldier wanted to make

itn
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Genmnv's fleth creep ; the newspaper proprietor to make
Britannla'a flesh creep. But, on the whole, we may justly

say that the great British nation gave itself up to the old

English feeling, that if a difficult job has to be done it is

best done in good spirits. In good spirits cur sailors kept

their vigil, in good spirits our soldiers held the foe at bay,

in good spirits our men and women toiled in the foundries

and the sheds and the factories, and in good spirits the

humane people of the country, nobly led by a high-

minded King and a virtuous Queen, worked for the cause

of charity.

Now, it is unquestionable, and does not need to je

demonstrated for any person of sense, that Great Britain

is the very heart of the Allies' resistance to German
agression. Without us (and they generously say so) our

partners in the alliance could not hope to continue the

struggle. If we had failed, they must have gone down.

If we had wavered, they must have lost heart. It was on

the confidence, the honour, and the strength of this country

that the splendid valour of France and Russia, and later

of Italy, absolutely depended for final victory.

What are we to think, then, we who bo\/ed ourselves in

reverence before the superb heroism and devotion of our

countrymen—what are we to think of English newspapers

which so conducted their crusade against the Government
as to inspire such an utterance as this in a great American
journal ?

—

A whole system has broken down in England—

a

system of empire, of life, of government A handful

of insignificant and selfish politicians, long in control

of the fortunes of the nation, have managed to keep

control, despite their failures, which in France would

have brought them to the lamp-post ; they have

deceived the British people, and they are continuing

to deceive the British people, and the result is seen in

Flanders, in Asia, all over the world, and it is flaming

up in Ireland.*

• The writer of this grotesque article compared the spirit of France

with the spirit of England, very much to the disadvantage of Bhg-

land. Mr. Robert Donald, who sent an admirable reply to the
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In no single particular is this true. No system broke

down in England, neither a system of empire, nor of life,

nor of government. The old system adapted itself im-

mediately to the new conditions. The government

nationalized the railways, the mercantile marine, the great

eneineering firms of the country, and to a very consider-

able extent the finance of the country and the food of the

people. Without a crisis of any kind, it met the menace
of tne submarine and the Zeppelin. It organized an army
of over five million men. It sent munitions, supplies, and

money to all our allies. It called for sacrifice, and sacrifice

was forthcoming from every class in the commonwealth
and from every part of the King's dominions. Ireland was

faithful, India was faithful, Egypt was faithful. South

Africa was faithful; and (as if they were counties of

England) Canada, Australasia, and the smallest island in

the farthest seas which flies the flag of England, offered

their love and their lives in the cause of freedom.

Could anything more seriously bring home to our minds

the peril of reckless newspaper pessimism than that in an

hour which witnessed so unparalleled a demonstration of

unity and power and resolution as this, a great organ of

public opinion in America should conclude that " a whole

system has broken down in England—a system of empire,

of life, of government " ?

There is one important point to be considered. I find

that even a man like Lord Rosebery, who, in spite of a

constitutional pessimism, is mightily proud of the part

American newspaper, pointed out that no public meetings are held in

France during the war, and that even the newspaper of an ex-Prime

Minister of that country, M. Clemenceau's LHomme Enchaini, is

constantly printed with the blank spaces of censorship, and was in one

instance suppressed for eight days. " If the British Government,"

Mr. Donald truly says, " had adopted the same policy towards the

British newspapers, the criticisms and attacks which the Tribune

editorial reflects or paraphrases would not have been published.

He argues justly, and proves it up to the hilt, that " Eneland has upiei

every German calculation!' And he ironically remarks that whoever

in America may accept this article as a fair criticism of British eflfiwt

and policy, one thing is quite certain, that the Germans will not

believe i^ • .
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played by Great Britain in this world struggle, and who,
m spite ef his dangerous facility in speech-making, is a
practised writer knowing the full value of words— I find

that even a man like this makes use of the term " unpre-
paredness" in speaking of our country's position before

the war.

The one simple incontrovertible proof of our innocence
as war-makers, he argues, is that " we were wholly un-
prepared for such a struggle." We were not prepared.
And why were we not prepared? asks Lord Rosebery.
" In the first place," he replies, " because our Government
xould not be persuaded of the imminence of the danger.
But, above all, because democracies never prepare for

war." »

This statement, in spite of its logical appearance, is,

I venture to say, profoundly untrue, and even ridiculously

untrue. For how can it be said that our democracy did
not prepare for war when it maintained on its bowed back
and in the midsf of all its deprivations and miseries the
enormous burden of the British Navy—the greatest
weapon of war in the whole history of the world ? How
can any man dare to saj c*" -^ democracy which held in

its iron grip the five gates ot the world—Suez, Gibraltar,

the Cape of Good Hope, the Straits of Malacca, and the
English Channel—that it was not prepared for war?
And how can any man who knows the meaning of words
say that Great Britain was unprepared for war, when it

was her instant intervention which flung the whole
German conspiracy into confusion and threw across her
conscript phalanx from the very first the shadow of ruin ?

I beg the reader's closest attention to this matter. And
I beg him also not to think that I am writing as a party
politician, for I detest party politics, and was as devoted a
supporter of the Conservative Government during the
South African War as I was of the Liberal Government
which succeeded it in its efforts to improve the conditions
of the masses and to resist the peril of tariff reform. What
I have to say now is not the argument of a partisan, but

• England's Effort, by Mrs. Humphry Ward.
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the statement which eveiy honest inquirer who respects

truth, and who would no more juggle with facts than he

would pick a pocket, must make at the conclusion of his

inquiries into this matter of our preparations for war.

Let us begin with the Navy. Mr. Archibald Hurd, an

unimpeachable witness, says in the Navy Uagut Annual

(1915-16):
Our sea-power, as represented in modem, first-class

battleships, was slipping from us when the struggle

between Japan and Russia opened in 1904. ... Is

it realized that a period of only seven years separated

us from a state of naval weakness and a state of

naval strength which robbed Germany of the spoils of

victory ?

Reflect upon these words. They are the statement

of one of the ablest authorities on naval affairs in this

country What may be the politics of Mr. Archibald

Hurd I do not know, bui he writes for the Fortnightly

Rtview and the Daiiy Telegraph, neither of which can

be charged with Liberalism, any more than they can

be charged with the violence of the hysteric Press.

And he makes these deliberate statements in the official

year-book 01' the Navy League, which is an association

of people who place the security of this country before

everything else. In 1904, he svs, our sea-power was

slipping from us. What party \ as in power in 1904?

The Conservative party. I am bringing no charge what-

ever against the Conservative party. Mr. Balfour's

Government did, indeed, begin a series of important naval

reforms before it quitted office. My point is that at a

time when a Government was in power which enjoys the

support of those newspaper writers who have calumniated

Lord Haldane most disgracefully, the first line of Britain's

defence was not in adequate or '.3r. Seven years, says Mr
Hurd, separated us from a state of naval weakness and

a state of naval strength which robbed Germany of the

spoils of victory. What party was in power during those

seven years? The Liberal party. That is to say, if

an enemy had struck in 1904 the British Empire might

have received at least a staggering blow ; and the British

ill
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Empire has not staggered, and our allies are absolutely
secure from defeat, because when Germany dir! strike, a
d^pised Liberal Government happening to be in power,
this country was not in a state of naval weakness but in a
state of naval strength.

Mr. Hurd says: "Speaking from the Treasury Bench
in the House of Commons in the year preceding the
outbreak of war, Mr. Churchill, turning to his predecessor
at the Admiralty, Mr. McKenna, remarked

:

I do not believe that there has been taken in recent
times any more daring and certainly there has been
no more successful step in naval policy than that
which was taken by him on the advice of the then
First Sea Lord (Lord Fisher) in making that great
advance with the eight ships of the 1909-10 pro-
gramme and increasing the size and increasing the
gun-power of the vessels. That was a most bold and
decisive step ; it was a big step forward ; and it

has had the result that we have sixteen ships built
and building, armed with la'S-in. guns, which will
be afloat before any ship armed with a weapon of
similar power is on the water or in possession of any
other naval Power.

"Since the beginning of the present struggle," Mr.
Hurd continues, " the nation has had good reason to re-
echo those words. The decision of the Board of
Admiralty in 1909 may be regarded as the final act which
condemned Germany to naval inferiority and to impo-
tence. ... By these steps, in a period of nine years only,
we built or were in process of building a battle fleet over-
whelmingly superior to that of Germany, while simul-
taneously the Foreign Offic. created an international
atmosphere which enabled us on the outbreak of war to
defeat Germany's expectations and concentrate practically
all our large armoured ships in the vicinity of the North
Sea."

These facts are incontrovertible. In seven years the
Liberal party rescued the country from a condition of
naval weakness, put it in a condition which condemned
Germany to naval inferiority and impotence, and also

.
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created mn international atmosphere which enabled us to

lock the second greatest fleet in the world withm its

harbours. , -

Is it fair to say that England was unpnpartd for war,

or that the democracy which put the Liberal party m
power at the end of 1905 never prepared for war?

Would Admiral von Tirpitz echo those words of L«rd

Rosebery ? or would any German politician say that we

were wholly unprepared for such a conflict"? I cannot

imagine how the pen did not jump out of Lord Kose-

ber?s hand when he wrote, "Our exertions have been

since the war began." Let him ask our admirals, our

shipbuilders, and our armament manufacturers what their

commentary is on this eccentric remark.

Do not let the reader think that Mr. McKennas magni-

ficent work was the result of newspaper clamour. The

same newspapers which still labour under the delu^on

that they appointed Lord Kitchener to the War Office

(a little shamefacedly now) like to think that it was they

who strengthened the British Navy. They had nothing

whatever to do with the one thing or the other. Ihat

-i Kitchener should go to the War Office was Lord

ine's suggestion, a suggestion made at the very

..ning of the crisis : Mr. Asquith adopted this sug-

eeltion before the newspapers knew that war was de-

clared; and only Foreign Office anxiety about Lord

Kitchener's command in Egypt delayed the appointment

for a day or two. These tilings are perfectly well known

to everybody who has any acquaintance with the history

of those days. And in the same way Mr. McKennas

fumous programme was a decision between himself and

Lord Fisher long before newspapers knew what was

doing at the Admiralty. Certain members of the Cabinet

withstood that programme ; Mr. McKenna said he must

resign if it was not accepted ; and the Cabinet accepted

it The Cabinet was not in the least influenced by news-

paper clamour, but by the insistence of Mr. McKenna,

and by the support he received from the Pnmc Mimster

and theWar Secretary. Public clamour had nothing what-

ever to do with that dtscision. While the newspapers
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raged, the very newspapers, be it noted, whose party
had left Army and Navy in a condition of weakness, the
Cabinet was deliberating with no other documents before
it but the documents of the First Lord of the Admiralty.
It was on those documents, and on nothing else, that the
Government took its decision.

Lord Rosebery may reply to this statement that he was
not thinking so much of the Navy as the Army. Let us,

then, examine our preparations for v/ar on land. "It
is not," says Lord Rosebery, "for the army of 150,000
to scheme war against the army of millions." What he
quite means by this I do not understand. If he means
that the British Expeditionary* Force was not a weapon
to throw against the German Army, without the support
of the British Navy, or vvithout the support of Russia's
millions and France's millions, I can see some dim reason
for taking the trouble to put this sentence on paper. But
since no man in his senses ever conceived that the British
Expeditionary Force (the British Army, of course, did not
consist of 150,000 men but of some 700,000 men) should
go into Germany and try its unaided fortunes with " the
army of millions," I can see neither force nor excuse for
this extraordinary remark. It is a remark which may
be as comfortably dismissed as the other remark, " Demo-
cracies never prepare for war."
What are the unassailable facts in this matter?
When the Liberal Government took office at the extreme

end of 1905, our sea-power was slipping from us and our
Army was in a condition ofchaos and weakness. Between
that date and the autumn of 1914 this same Government
was able to hold the second greatest navy in the world
to its harbours, and to strike such a blow at Germany
on land as shattered her hopes of anything but a drawn
battle. The Government, then, must have made some
preparations. It is purest moonshine, on^the bare facts
of the case, to say that we were " wholly unprepared."
Our preparations by sea, as Mr. Hurd tells us, con-
demned Germany to impotence. Our preparations by
land, as every military observer is agreed, enabled us to
save Calais and to break the German onset We have
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glanced at what our preparations were by sea, let us

glance at what our preparations were by land. •

When Lord Haldane went to the War Offic*^ there was

no unit larger than a brigade which could have gone to war

without changing its composition. The utmost confusion

prevailed. And there was depression in every department

No one had thought out a coherent plan. The Aldershot

Army Corps would have had to be pulled about and

changed in its composition before it could have taken the

field. Above everything else, the artillery was in a de-

plorable condition. Mr. Arnold Forster had armed it

with a good gun, the i8-pounder, but this gun, being a

quick-firer, entailed much larger ammunition columns than

its introducer had provided. The result was that the men

with the batteries had to be drawn on to man the essential

ammunition columns, so depleting the batteries that cer-

tainly not more than forty-two of them, probably less,

could have been sent into action. Such a condition of

things will be understood by the veriest layman to stand

self-condemned.

As regards the infantry. Lord Midleton and Lord

Roberts had abolished the system of enlisting for seven

years with the colours and five with the reserve, substitut-

ing a system of three years with the colours and nine with

the reserve. The result was that a large number of men

refused to sign on after their three years with the colours

were out, and, in consequence, there was a serious shortage

in numbers. In order to get drafts for India the War
Office was compelled to ofter bounties on a large scale.

There were eight battalions of the line, raised specially for

the South African War, which had a peace strength of only

500 instead of 750. The total Regula- ierve was only

80,000, and how the battalions were to be mobilized for war

nobody seemed to know. And this was not a' '
The great

principle introduced by Lord Cardwell, that e\ery battalion

abroad should be supported by a battalion of the same

regiment at home, which in peace-time should train and

send ont drafts to the oversea battalion, had been so

dangerously departed from that there was great confusion

in the whole Army system, with inordinate extras' <?ance m
tiie matter of transports.

. r i j
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As to the cavalry, this branch of the service was not only

short of horses, but there was no workable provision, even

ii. mobilization, for getting the horses it required. Equally

defective were the arrangements for transport and for

medical service. In short, wherever one looked the British

war machine in 1905, as the writer in the Fortnightly

Review truly said, was in a condition of chaos and weak-

ness—the two very conditions in which an army should

not be. So serious indeed was the condition of the

British Army in all its branches and departments when

the Liberal Government took office, that Lord Haldane,

who must have known that the Fleet was not in a con-

dition of complete efficiency, saw, not only the wisdom

and righteousness, but the necessity of striving to improve

our relations with Germany.
Lord Haldane, it will be recalled, paid a visit to Berhn

very soon after he had taken office, and was given many

opportunities of studying the mechanism ofthe German war

machine. It is also known that he was reading up his

subject with great industry, so much so that the German

generals he encountered told their Kaiser that the English-

man knew more about certain military matters, even their

own German war history, than they did. Moreover, con-

vinced that the British generals of the older generation had

failed to assimilate the new ideas which Moltke had intro-

duced into military organization. Lord Haldane had taken

the greatest pains to surround himself with the most

intelligent officers of the younger g'^neration vvho had

learnt the bitter lesson of our war in South Africa. No
man was ever better coached for his task or in more

deadly earnest.

Certain principles were decided on by the new minister.

First of all, there must be a complete separation of the

work of the General Staff, a separation of strategy and

training from administration, such as existed in every

great army except our own. Secondly, he decided that

the basis of all organization must be a war basis, not a

peace basis, every unit being prepared to spring into

immediate activity on mobilization for war. There was

difficulty at first in putting these principles into action,

%
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but the Report of the Royal Commission on the Army in

South Africa disclosed such an appalling state of confusion

(with the result of gross mismanagement and a good deal

of dishonesty) that Lord Haldane, who had to deal with
this Report in a disciplinary fashion, was s*'rengthened in

his determii .tion to overcome all opposition in applying

these two principles to his work of reorganizing the

British Army. There was a third principle on which he
acted almost at once, the principle that a higher organiza-

tion and a less obsolete method must be found than

6ghting with battalions and brigades. A larger unit was
essential, and Lord Haldane decided on the great division

of three brigades, supplied with its full complement of

artillery, its divisional cavalry, its proper transport svipply,

and its own medical service. There was great difficulty in

forming these divisions in the matter of artillery; but

Lord Haldane grappled with that difficulty and solved it.

In 1906 a total of 38,725 artillerymen was available on
mobilization; in 191 2, when he left office, this total was

54,865. He started at the very outside with 42 batteries,

and left the Expeditionary Force with 81 immediately
ready for war.

Nor was this all. In organizing the Territorial Force,

Lord Haldane organized it on exactly the same pattern

as the Regular Army. He converted the old field-gun

into a quick-firer, producing a gun almost as good as the

ordinary field-gun of the German Army, and with these

provided the Territorial Army with over 1 50 batteries of

horse and field artillery, in addition to the 81 of the

Regulars. The result was that during his term of office,

this man who has actually been accused of reducing the

artillery of the British Army, not only made it a much
more efficient artillery, not only brought it into a proper

war organization, but actually gave it about four times as

many batteries as it had possessed before.*

In the important branch of medical service, Lord
Haldane gave to Surgeon-General Sir Alfred Keogh a
free hand, and the, liveliest sympathy and the most
constant support. Not only was the Regular Army

' See Appendix, Note J.
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Medical Service put for the first time on an adequate and

scientific footing, but one of the most extraordinarily

efficient organizations over known was set up in connec-

tion with the Territorial Force. The highest surgeons

and physicians in the land were enrolled as officers, nurses

were enlisted in the Territorial Force Nursing Service, and

women were trained as members of Voluntary Aid

Detachments (Miss Haldane played a great part in this

work), while a number ofvery large buildings were marked

down for general hospitals in the event of war. The

marvellous hospital of my friend Colonel Bruce-Porter on

Wandsworth Common, a school for orphan children up

to the hour of mobilization, a hospital with its staff of

eminent surgeons, physicians, anaesthetists. X-ray special-

ists, and nurses, a hospital with all ihe latest modern

equipment for thousands of wounded men, was mobilized

for war in a few days after the outbreak of hostilities.^

During 31 months of the South African War, in an

army of only 25o,ocx) men there were 8,020 cases of

enteric fever. In this war, up to April 22, 1916, among

i,250,cx)0 men the cases of enteric fever numbered 162.

This is what Sir Alfred Keogh has to say on the subject

of sanitation, and how sanitation in the Army was brought

to its present position of perfect efficiency

:

The primary function of the Royal Army Medical

Corps is th>; maintenance of the strength of armies in

the field through prevention of disease. No other

consideration is of equal magnitude or importance.

Lord Herbert knew this. Parkes was the protagonist

of the principle. Modern science by its discoveries

has affirmed it over and over again. Yet, though its

acceptance as a cardinal principle of administration

meant bayonets and money, it was not until the

advent of Lord Haldane that the triumph of Army
sanitation was complete. Then began that study of

technical problems of field sanitation which has meant

so much ; then, too, through systematic courses of

instruction given to combatant officers and men, the

' On the staff of thii hospiui are Sir Alfred Pearce Gould, Sir

J„.m Bland Sutton, and Mr. Richard Cruise.
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Sir

Army generally became aware that practical measures
for disease prevention rested on a sound basis.

Read this tribute of a brilliant man of science and a
master of organization in conjunction with the tribute of a
great combatant soldier like Lord French, and ask yourself
what men mean, what they can possibly mean, when they
speak of British unpreparedness for war.

There is another matter to be mentioned. Lord
Haldane did away with the old piecemeal manoeuvres,
and instituted annual manoeuvres on a laii^e scale and
as far as possible under war conditions. He took a
census of all the horses in the United Kingdom, and
obtained powers from Parliament to requisition those
which were suitable for war. For the first time British

cavalry was fully provided with horses and with reserves

of horses.

Then we must not forget that it was Lord Haldane
who converted the old-fashioned, home-service Militia,

which was net at all in a good mood after the experience
of the South African War, into the Special Reserve be-
longing to the first line, oi^nizing large third battalions

behind each pair of Regulars, to itrain drafts and be
stationed for garrison purposes in time of war.

Above all, we must not forget the abolition of the old
Volunteer Force, and the creation of the Territorial Army,
wh'rh in every material respect resembled the first-line

army in organization. Rifles, field-guns, and heavy guns
were provided for this force, with a surplus of something
like 160,000 rifles in case of emergency.
The result of all these reforms, begun in 1906 and com-

pleted in 191 2, was that behind the R^ular Force of six

divisions and the Regular cavalry organization, there was a
second-line army of 14 great divisions and 14 yeomanry
brigades. At the beginning of the war this country was
able to mobilize 20 divisions with their artillery, cavalry,

medical, and transport service complete, the equivalent of
ten Army Corps. And the mobilization of this immense
force took place without a hitch. The Territorial Army,
numbering 313,000 men, were at that moment 50,000
short, but officers and men who ha(^ passed through its

M
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training immediately rejoined, and within a few days the

whob force was at complete strength, while in a short

time it doubled itself.

These things concerned the United Kingdom. But

Lord Haldane's energy and enthusiasm travelled beyond

these islands. A year after he took office (1907) there was

a Conference of the Colonial Prime Ministers in London,

and to these important men Lord Haldane unfolded his

scheme and invited their co-operation. So persuasive was

that speech, and so admirable the scheme it unfolded, that

General Botha proposed, and Sir Wilfrid Laurier seconded,

a motion that the speech made to them by Lord Haldane,

with the scheme of an Imperial General Staff, should be

published throughout the British Commonwealth. This

scheme came into being, and later on an Inspector of the

Overseas Force was appointed—first Sir John French, and

then Sir Ian Hamilton—who visited Canada, Australia,

New Zealand, and elsewhere, inspecting and reporting

upon the new organization. When war broke out this

admirable scheme which Lord Haldane brought into exist-

ence enabled the forces of the great dominions to be fitted

into the divisional organization of the British Army with-

out dislocation or confusion of the smallest kind.

One of the most significant and useful reforms of Lord

Haldane which has escaped general attention concerned

the training of officers. He arranged with the London

School of Economics to train a number of officers in

business administration, railway organization, accounting,

preparation of contracts, and other matters essential to the

efficient working of a military machine. And in order to

get officers, he went round with Sir Archibald Murray of

the General Staff (now distinguishing himself in Egypt)

and addressed meetings at the Universities on the subject

of the Officers' Training Corps. He also called together

the head masters of the Public Schools, and arranged with

them to take a certain number of boys for Sandhurst

without examination, simply on the recommendation of

the head masters. The work at the Universities gave the

British Army at the beginning of war 24,000 young men

of excellent physique and intelligence who joined as
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officers; and the work among the Public Schools kept

Sandhurst well filled with the best material for officers

that the country could supply.

When Lord Haldane went to the Woolsack in 191 2,

The Times stated with perfect truth that " during the past

six years the immediate readiness of the Expeditionary

Force for overseas action has been the primary objective

of the General Staff and of the War Office Administration,

and the restoredfeeling of self-confidence that prevails in the

Army is the best evidence of the success of the efforts made in

this direction." The words which I have put into italics

are the end of the whole matter. Lord Haldane not only
" inaugurated and made a military fighting machine and a

system of national defence such as this country never had

before," but he gave back to the British Army that which

all the muddling and tinkering of other reformers, both

military and political, had failed to restore—its self-

confidence.

When a man like Lord French says of this great

minister, in the midst of war, and a year after the

minister's hounding into retirement, that the country owes

him a great debt, need we stop to argue with those who
say that he reduced here and muddled there and that we
were in consequence unprepared for war ? These are the

words of Lord French spoken at Cambridge in the month

of July 1916:
It was reserved for Lord Haldane to bring them

(the Volunteers) to the zenith of their reputation and

value. The nation is indeed deeply indebted to the

determined energy, skill, and foresight of that great

and distinguished statesman. It was he who saw the

real use to which they might be turned, and the

general result was that, although remaining volunteers,

they were formed into that great Territorial Army
... the conception of which was surely orie of the

greatest strokes of genius any statesman ever

exhibi*2d.

These are great words, and they proceed from an exalted

source ; but for myself I almost prefer the words of the

writer in The Times newspaper : He restored the self-confi-

tf I
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Anet of tkt British Army, It is in this phrase that you
have the best answer to all the detractions of Lord
Haldane, and the explanation of that almost laughing joy

w^di has animated the whole of the Br'iish Army in its

fight with the conscripts of Germany.

My ai^ument is that Great Britain was prepared for

war, better prepared than any of her gallant allies, and
that it was her preparations which made her entrance into

the quarrel fatal to German ambitions. I contend that

just as the immortal French Army before Verdun gave
our new British armies time to organize themselves for

the fight on the Somme, so our immortal British Army of

191 4, in first breaking the main onset of the German
Army, and then in holding the coasts of France, gave the

Republic time to marshal its forces and revise its strategy

for the whole struggle from the English Channel to the

Vosges. The battle of the Marne, as Professor Pollard

says, was the decisive battle of the war ;
" it saved France,

and indirectly it saved Russia, too, from a concentrated

attack in 191 5 which might have carried the German and
Austrian armies to Petrograd and Moscow." And the

battle of the Marne followed the battle of Mons and pre-

ceded the great sweep to the Aisne.

Mr. Oliver says that we only occupied thirty miles on
the whole front

;
yes, but why does he not say that they

are thirty miles of imperishable glory, thirty miles which
took the spear-head of the German thrust and broke it on
the bleeding breast of British valour ? Only thirty miles,

but not a yard of those thirty miles which is not sacred

evermore, and proudly sacred, to every man and woman in

the British commonwealth. Only thirty miles, but the

grave of German ambition. Only thirty miles, but there

was wrought the salvation of Europe.
How sad a thing it is, how sad and disquieting, that it

should be necessary for any man to insist upon the decisive

part played by the British Army of 1914. But so insidi-

ously and industriously and recklessly have the detractors

of England done their work that there is not, I suppose,

one man in a hundred amongst us who would not say with
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Lord Rosebery that this country was unprepared for war

rrnd that all our efforts came after the declaration of war.

Ixt me, then, summoning a hostile witness, remind my
countrymen that the British Army of August 1914 saved

the world.

What are the true facts of this matter ? I can prove,

even from a publication issued by the house of Harms-

worth, and called Thi Standard History of the All-Europt

Conflict, that if our gallant allies had been as well pre-

pared as Great Britain this war, which began in August

1914, might have ended in six weeks with the total

destruction of the German armies. I can prove, too, and

our chivalrous allies will be the first to admit it, that the

big guns of the British Army saved the hosts of France,

who were entirely without big guns. And I can prove that

the British Army of 19 14 not only entered upon this war

with big guns, but that from the very first its airmen, who
worked for the French as well as for ourselves, held

complete mastery over the Germans.

The reader will remember that soon after mobilization

the British Expeditionary Force was rushed up to Mons.

He will also remember, for it is surely unforgettable, that

at Mons the gallant soldiers of this country met, held, and

shattered a tremendous drive of the German legions. He
will then recollect that this British Army fell back, fighting

actions which all the way delayed the Germans, as far

as the Marne, close to the French capital. He will then

recall that the British Army suddenly leapt up, sweeping

the Germans before it as far as the Aisne. All this was

the work of a month. Now let us see, calling our hostile

witness, how these actions of the British Army were

related to the actions of our gallant and chivalrous friends

in whose country we were fighting, I quote from The

Great War: The Standard History of the All-Europe

Conflict (Parts 17, 18, 19, 22, 24):

In the first great battle, that raged from Mons and

Lille in the east {sic) to the Moselle and the Vosges

in the west {sic\ France had to pay a heavy price for

the dreams of some of her peace-loving ministers,

who, bent on social reforms, had grudged the cost

•t
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of highly efficient preparations for a vast war. h
was a generous mistake.'

We were prepared to teach the Germans that good
marksmanship, a magazine rifle, and a cool, steady

eye could break any Zulu-like charge, even when
guns had failed to stay it. . . .

" Mark your man !

"

Our soldiers marked him, in tens, in hundreds, and
when the range was three hundred yards they marked
him in thousands, in tens of thousands. Nothing
living could stand against the deadly, scientific rapid

fire poured out from the British trenches. The
Germans who remained upright looked about them
like men dazed ; then, screaming with terror, turned

and fled. . . . The first historic battle against the

Prussian . . . was going the way that Crecy and
Agincourt had gone.

The writer tells us that the German gunners "were
not so good as ours " ; that the German infantry was
" helpless " ; that our cavalry had the German cavalry
*' at their mercy "

; and that in aerial warfare " the same
personal ascendancy of the Briton over the Teuton was
quickly gained." Not badly then did Lord Haldane's
fighting machine expose to Germany its criminal "un-
preparedness." The writer proceeds:

While the British Expeditionary Force was
gallantly beating back one hundred thousand German
troops at Mons . . . things were going badly every-

where else on the northern front of the Allies. , . .

In spite of the delay to part of the German forces

at Li^ge, France had not been able to carry out her

mobilization with the effectiveness and completeness
that marked the aggressive Teutonic effort. . . .

Still more unhappy was the French army that was
working more northward along the Meuse, between
Dinant and M^zi^res. It was thrown back to the

river. ... It was mainly this disaster at Givet which

' The treatment meted out to Lord Haldanc, who did provide big

guns and who did give us a perfect and swiftly mobilizea army, was
not generous.
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determined the retreat of the rest of the allied

*"fn the' meantime the large French force of 200.000

men at Charleroi had already lost the command of

the Sambre between Charleroi and Namur ..... the

men of the Fifth French Army were in no position to

help their British friends at Mons. They could not

even attempt any combined action. ...

Such was the disastrous condition of things on the

right of the British force that was holding Mons. . . .

On the left of our troops matters were growing even

worse To General D'Amade had been entrusted

the defence of Northern France from Lille to the

sea-coast ... He was now at Arras, with only some

French Territorials within call. The French Terri-

torial is not a young, active volunteer like the British

Territorial, but an oldish man who has passed out

of the first-line troops. . . . Many of them were

fathers of families, suddenly called from office, shop,

and workshop to the colours. Their march tired

them. ... ..10'
Since Sir John Moore marched through Spain . . .

no British commander had had to conduct a retreat

in such difficulties as faced Sir John French on the

Franco-Belgian frontier in the last week of August

IQ14. Indeed, the later achievement of British arms

is even more glorious than the eariy feat at Corunna.

After describing the beginning of the great retreat

of the British with both their flanks exposed, the standard

historian tells us that "the incomparable marksmanship

of the British infantrymen" saved the situation ;
and that

with the British were "the best men with a bayonet to

be found in the worid." He then tells us that the

" hammer-head of the German host, fashioned to deliver tM

blow shattering the British Artny and ruining the entire

French offensive, was able ... to mass the tremendous

fire of a thousand guns against the British left wing.

Then we come to the description of a battle and read

:

The toUl losses of the enemy were literally stagger-

m
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ing. They certainly staggered the attacking army.
. . . After our men sent their wounded on by train

to Guise, and then withdrew southward towards Was-
signy, the German gunners went on shelling Landrecies
for hours. The Germans were afraid to enter. The
nerve of their infantry was broken.

How different was it with our men, ringed round by the
Germans!

With bullet and bayonet they broke through and
swept aside the host that barred their southern road,
and their gunners cleared the way in front of them
with fanning-out salvos of shrapnel fire. One eye-
witness remarks that the Germans in turn m^ht have
been ringed with flame and steel if the French reserves

had been able to arrive sooner.

And finally

:

All risk of disaster to the retiring yet invincible

Britons was averted. The supreme test had come,
and the men of our race had risen to the heights of
he^-oism of our forefathers. They had saved us from
disaster and shielded France. . . . While the British

Expeditionary Force was holding back the great
enveloping movement of the main German Army,
and then saving itself and the Fifth and Fourth
French Armies from an overwhelming outflanking
attack, the northern forces of France were fighting
their way southward.

Whether Lord Rosebery will still say, after reading
these words, that we were unprepared for war, and
whether Mr. Oliver will still speak patronizingly of the
thirty miles of British front, I cannot say ; but I do not
believe that a single unprejudiced mind, reading these
words, which ought to recall and quicken a thousand
splendid memories, will say that I exaggerate my case
when^ I protest that literally and beyond all possible
question the British Army of August 1914 saved Europe
from a German victory. And if this be true, what mad-
ness to speak lightly of our unpreparedness, or slightingly
of our thirty miles of front I

Is Lord Rosebery aware, and is Mr. Oliver aware, that

'-—>-•—.
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France was entirely without heavy guns, and that the

British Expeditionary Force, which they say was unpre-

pared for this war, saved French armies by the use of

heavy guns with which it had been equipped from the

very first? If they are not aware of these things they
ought not to speak on the subject ; and if aware of them,
th^ ought not to say what they have said, for it darkens
the glory of British arms and is not the truth.

Let the standard historian continue to enlighten us.

He is now speaking of the end of the great retirement

and the beginning of the great advance

:

The French in their artillery had sacrificed power
to mobility. Their light quick-firing gun was almost
as handy as a maxim. . . . But in si^e warfare,

against long-range howitzers, it could make no pro-

gress. ... It was the 'ult of the French Ministry

for War of more than a decade before, but they had
made a mistake in neglecting the change which the

progress of motor-traction had produced in the con-

ditions of so moving heavy guns and heavy howitzers

as not to slacken the march of an army.
The Grerman rearguard was not thrown back from

the Ourcq until some heavy guns of the British Army
were brought up from Meaux to shell the enemy's

artillery positions. . . . One of the things that made
our comparatively small Expeditionary Force so

useful to our allies was that—taught by our expe-
rience in the South African campaign ... we had
a proportion of fairly heavy batteries in our field

artillery.

He then comes to the battle of the Marne,^ and says :

In this battle, where millions of men rocked for

ten days in unceasing conflict, a hundred thousand
British soldiers played a strangely decisive part—out

of all proportion to the smallness of their numbers.

. . . The splendid fighting qualities of the British

' " The great crisis of the war passed when the battle of the Mame
was won, and by the end of November the violent attempts to reach

Calais had foiled. . . ." (Lord Sydenham, in Tie Times, August 4,

1916).

'

'
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soldier consummated the success. The result was

that the Crown Prince and the Kaiser, while pre-

paring for their great immortal triumph, were sud-

denly transformed into fugitives. It was French's

"contemptible little army," still unexterminated,

which was the immediate instrument in bringing

suddenly to dust and bitterness the towering, glorious

hopes of the War-maker of the World. . . . The

British soldier walked over what had been the

Kaiser's best army ; he kicked it across three rivers

—the Grand Morin, the Petit Morin, '»nd the

Mame—and then chased it as it tore away in pre-

cipitate flight. ... In numbers the British Expe-

ditionary Force had not increased since its great

battles in Belgium ... but all its losses had been

made gcixl by fresh drafts. . . .

This completed the British victory. How impor-

tant it was to the general scheme of operations

planned by the French Commander-in-Chief, may

be judged from the fact that the Sixth French

Army, at the time our forces crossed the Mame,

was still heavily engaged to the west of the Ourcq

River. The great German armament still swept all

the main approaches against Kluck's lines of retreat

. . . and it was appartntly only with the help of some

of our heavy batteries that the passage of the Ourcq

was at last forced.

And it is the same thing at the crowning glory of the

Even the heavy German field-guns could not keep

back the British force. For our men also had heavy

guns and howitzer batteries, and in the two rect^nized

actIo.is ... the Germans lost about 48 guns as

well as some 4,000 men.
If the French were not prepared for a battle of big guns,

they were also not prepared against the German system

of espionage

:

Some of the chief quarries near Soissons had been

especiailly worked by German firms in peace-time . . .

positions had been preparea and every yard of the
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plateau carefully marked out for artillery. . . .

Employees in these German businesses—some of

them Frenchmen of a scoundrelly sort . . .—were
scattered about the country south of the Aisne River,

and provided with secret underground telephone

communications.
It was not a battle of man against man. It was a

one-sided contest between 80,000 young British

athletes and a gigantic, systematized, and long-

prepared machine of war . . . with 140,000 riflemen,

gunners, and cavalrymen behind it It would have

been no disparagement of the courage of our soldiers

had they failed to force the passage of the Aisne

against such an array of machinery of death. Just

on the British right the Turcos, who are among the

most fearless souls with mortal breath, were driven

back to the ford of Berry-au-Bac. And further west-

ward, in the more level land around Rheims, the

German guns blew the Fifth French Army from a

very important hill position. ... On the British left

the Sixth French Army was, for a time, held up south

of Soissons, until our artillery cleared the way for

them, and it was hurled back to the river, often

almost reaching the plateau.

But despite the terrible disadvantages under which

they attacked, the British troops not only crossed the

valley of death, but seized and held a commanding
position on the plateau of Soissons. . . . Over the

difficult high wooded ridge between the Vesle and

the Aisne the beaten German forces were driven by

the British horsemen.

Surely I need quote no more from The Standard History

of the All-Europe Conflict, issued with the imprimatur of

Lord Northcliffe and edited by a notoble writer on the

staff of the Daily Mail, Mr. H. W. Wilson.

We know, ot course, that the decisive battle of the

Mame was won by the magnificent strategy of Joffre,

by Foch, and by the fine valour of French manhood. We
know that the France of the Mame was the same

i \
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unconquerable France which stirred the admiration of

the whole world at Verdun. It is the very top of

exaggeration to say that Britain won this decisive battle.

To France, fighting for her very life, belongs the imperish-

able glory of the victcxry which saved her. But this will

be said by every historian of that battle, French or British,

that France was helped, and helped decisively, in getting

her glorious victory over the German hosts by a little

army from Britain which held with a high courage and

an unbreakable will thirty vital miles of that vital

iMttlefront

People who have been depressed by the pessimists

during the long and trying period of trench warfare will

perhaps rub their eyes on reading that the unprepared

and neglected British Army at the beginning of the war
went about kicking the Kaiser's best army across rivers,

making His Imperial Majesty's infantrymen run screaming

for their lives, outshooting German gunners, outflying

German airmen, scattering German cavalry, and lending

its l^avy batteries to the aid of the French, who were

entirely without heavy guns.

Such, however, was indeed the achievement of the

British Expeditionary Force, the war machine inaugurated

and made by Lord Haldane, of whom quite recently one

of the London newspapers, published by the same house

as published the histoiy from which I have quoted, has

spoken in the following elegant fashion :
" The results of

his policy are written in British blood on the battlefields of

thru continents :

From such a man we want to hear no word on any
subject whatever. One is staggered indeed by the

impertinence of a politician who, having done his

utmost—only too successfully—to prevent due pre-

paration for the present war, seeks to advise us con-

cerning our preparedness for the commercial war
which is to follow. Whatever we do, we shall not

wage war on Lord Haldanis lines.

Whether Lord Haldane remains in England or

betakes himself to that " spiritual home " which he has

never disowned concerns us but little, but if he elects to
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stay here, let him hold his tongue. In common decency

let him remain silent and forbear to insult with his

pompous orations the nation which he has misled.*

Is it not inconceivable that from the same house two
such voices should proceed? And is it not still more
inconceivable that these insolent and unpardonable words

should be addressed by journalists of whom nobody has

ever heard to a man who restored the self*confidence of

the British Army (shattered by the political party sup-

ported by this very newspaper) and to whom the best

military judge in the country has told us we are deeply

in debt?
Let it be remembered that while the battle of the Marne

was a decisive battle, the glory of which belongs mainly

to the French, that decisive battle would never have taken

place if the British Army during the retreat from Mons
had failed to hold back " the great enveloping movement
of the main German Army." On that famous retreat

Brit'^b arms saved the world. If Britain h^ failed then,

nothing could have stopped the German Army from

reaching Paris and seizing the French coasts.

The truth of the whole matter has been excellently put

by Mr. Winston Churchill in a recent article published in

the Sunday Pictorial, which seems to have some connec-

tion with the house of Harmsworth. He said that the

British Army went to France according to what might be

called the Haldane plan ; and proceeded :

Everything in that minister's eight-year tenure of

the War Office had led up to this and had been sacri-

ficed for Ais. To place an army of four or six

infantry divisions, thoroughly equipped, and with

their necessary cavalry, on the left of the French

line within twelve or fourteen days of the order to

mobilize, and to guard the home island meanwhile by
the fourteen Territorial divisions he had organized,

was the scheme upon which, aided by Field-Marshals

Nicholson and French, he had concentrated all his

efforts and stinted resources.

' Evening News, July la, 1916.
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It was a modest plan ; but it was a practical plan ;

it was consistently pursued and laboriously and

minutely studied. It represented, approximately, the

maximum war effort that the voluntary system would

yield, applied in the most effective and daring manner

to the decisive spot It commanded the assent of

almost all the leading generals. When the hour

struck it worked with perfect precision and punc-

tuality. There was nothing to argue about, nothing

to haggle over. The French knew exactly what they

were going to get, if Great Britain decided to come

in, and exactly when and where they were going to

get it. . . .

The French judged the value of any help we could

give entirely by when it could arrive! If on that

August 4th they had been given the choice of

100,000 British soldiers in a fortnight or 500,000 in

six monlhs, or 1,000,000 in a year, they would un-

questionably have replied, " What have six months

hence to do with us ? We have got to live through

six weeks."

I need say no more. The only blot on England's

escutcheon in this war of many nations is that she allowed

a few noisy journalists to drive out of office the one man
who more than any other, save Lord Fisher, had pre-

pared her to fight with honour and with power.

When the mischief-makers, detested by King Edward,

are busy on other matters, when the hysterics, no longer

shivering for their skins, have recovered their composure

and their manners, and when the hearts of our disturbed,

depressed, misguided vulgarians are again impatient of

Sir Benjamin Backbiter, and in a mood to laugh at

Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar, we shall see with clear eyes

that Britain played for her size by far the greatest and

infinitely the most decisive part in the world's fight for

liberty and law. We shall see, to begin with, that she

fulfilled to the letter all her engagements : that her Fleet

held the seas, and that a greater force than France ever

expected her to send was landed on French coasts with a
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swiftness and a completeness of detail that astonished

mankind. And we shall see that these little islands,

having given this Fleet and this incomparable Army to

the common cause, proceeded, without serious interruption

of her normal life, to lend millions of pounds to her allies

and her colonies, and also to supply her allies with

munitions and stores.^ And we shall see that, finding

these things not sufficient, she called to her manhood, and

that over five million of her manhood answered ; and that

she called to her masters and men, and in a few months,

without chaos or disorder, this democratic country devoted

to industry and peace was turned into a vast arsenal.

These things we shall see with clear eyes and surely with

proud eyes. We shall see that mistakes were made here

and there, but no mistake comparable to the awful

blunders of Germany; and we shall see that a few

hundred thousand men were a little slow in coming to

the colours, and that a few hundred thousand workmen
were selfish and lazy and ignorant at the beginning of

this revolution in our national life ; but all these things

will appear as dust on the highway in comparison with the

swift uprising of the British commonwealth to do more

than it had promised, more than its allies expected it to

do, and more than any other country in the world has

ever done before.

Some men, looking back to the years behind us, will

perhaps see a curious coincidence in the fact that two of

King Edward's most trusted friends. Lord Fisher at the

Admiralty and Lord Haldane at t'^- War Office, were

diligently rescuing the British Navy and the British Army
from chaos, weakness, and loss of confidence, while their

royal master did what he could for the peace of the world.

A curious coincidence, too, that both these men had

succeeded beyond the bounds of expectation just before

Germany hit out with all her force at Russia and at

France.

Let me assure the reader, and I know what I am
speaking of, that when he hears what this country ha*-

» By March, 191 7, Great Britain will have lent to her allies and

the Dominions £616,000,000.
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dont for Rtttt^ . for France, for Italy, and for Serbiap-

bolding her world-wide emfrire in unbroken lecurity, and

taking cokmy after colony of emMrmous sixe from tiie

Germans—he will be very angry with thoee who have

disparaged this great people, depressed his spirits, shaken

the fidth of our allies, and inspired a serious journalist

to tdl the continent of neutral America that a whole

system has broken down in England—a system of empire,

of life, of government „, ^ . ,

.

Such a story as the world has never heard will be told

to the nations when glorious Russia Twho is longing to tell

now) and most valiant, noble-hearted France, and gallant,

freedom-loving Italy, are free to say what Brittdn has

done for them. And what I know, and what will amaze

every man when it is told, is also known (let this be

remembered afterwards) by those who still persist in

spreading depression and blackening the good name of

this country.

There are indeed men in this nation whom France

would long 1^ have brought to the lamp-post

...'.^i.^'.^,*.-.-. v. =-,
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I believe no country of Europe is so fitted to be a

republic as Germany ; I believe her difficulties are from

her Hohenzollems and Hapsburgs, and nothing else.

I believe she will end by getting rid of these gentry

;

and that till that time comes the world will never know

of what real greatness she is capable.

Friendships Garland (1870)



CHAPTER VI

GERMANY'S PLACE IN THE WORLD

MANY serious people In England are at the present
moment considering (stupider people are deciding)
what shall be done with Germany after the war.

If I am not misinformed, societies have come into
existence (most of them with fine-sounding imperial
names) expressly for dealing with this matter. And
certainly we have had the Allies' Economic Conference in
Paris which was a considerable step on the road o doing
unto Germany exactly what we should not like other
people to do unto us—just as if o jr old jungle morality
had not received a deathblow in th s war. But in spite of
societies, resolutions, and pagan feelir^, the only victory
which can bring lasting pt ace to the world is Germany's
victory over herself. The supreme issue of the war is the
repentcuue of Germany,
No man of sober and reflective min i dreams for a

moment, I am quite sure, that anv cono nic plan of the
Allies can permanently exclude *he centre of Europe from
relations with the rest of the world. No man thinks that
we can really put millions o^ people to Coventry. We
may hate Germany with Jl ar hearts ; we may loathe
and detest her for those ib minable things which have
brought her to open han.e m the eyes of mankind ; we
may wish to annihih . her people and wash her name
from off the map of Europr^ anJ forget that ever sucli an
evil Power disgraced the modern annals of humanity ; but
reflection will tell us th these wishes, desires, and
vehement feelings lead nov^ nithe-, that certainly they do
not make for that chief mbstion which, we have over and
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over again professed, was our reason for drawing the

sword—they do not make for an end of war, and they do

not contribute to the foundations of peace.

If. on the other hand, we inquire into the condition ol

Germany, and find that among these very inteUigent if

dislikeable people there are many who really hate war.

and really repudiate all the ideas underlying Pan-Ger-

manism, and who really wish to live in love and charity

with their neighbours, we must surely see that our wisest

and our highest action will be so to end this hideous war

that these better German people, and not the ruling caste

who have brought about the calamity of war, become the

arbiters of Germany's future. Therefore, to speak of what

we intend to do with "Germany" after the war is to

speak of what is not yet in existence—is to assume at any

rate that the world will still be confronted by the same

enemy, which at that time, if the argument hold, will be

destroyed. If the same Germany exist after the war as

existed before the war then is our labour vam. But if a

new Germany come into existence, then it must be wise of

us before we decide how we shall deal with this Germany.

to* tarry until we know the form it will assume and the

character it will take.
.

Before we consider whether there are moderate, humane,

and peaceful people in Germany, let us first of all remind

ourselves that those newspapers in England which most

loudly ^-U us there are not any people in Germany whom

we can ust, are themselves the least trustworthy guides

in any matter under the sun. Let us think, for example,

what would have been our fate in this war if we had

listened to these same newspapers in the days of Sir

Henry Campbell-Bannerman, and had refused self-govern-

ment to South Africa. That is a most pertinent question.

For it is quite certain that had we been guided by those

well-meaning but wrong-thinking newspapers, by this ume

not a colony would be left to us in South Africa, and

gsrhaps not a single man or woman of ttia British race in

outh Africa would be alive at the present moment. And

let us remember that these same newspapers, some of them

with pure motives, did everything in their power to stir up
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religious animosities in Ireland, whereby not only were
we brought to mutiny in the Army and very near to civil

war in the United Kingdom, but whereby, in all prob-

ability, this cataract of blood and ruin descended upon
Europe. And let us remember, too, that having spent the

last decade in fighting, with every weapon of abuse and
misrepresentation and recklessness, the political party

which was struggling to improve the very deplorable con-

ditions of our working people, these same newspapers, at

the beginning of war, had the hardihood to turn round on
the poor workman in his slum and call him every name
under the sun, because he had neither the intelligence to

see that his liberties were threatened nor the decency to

feel that those liberties were worth fighting for. Let us

also remember (and I know of few more striking warn-

ings against reckless clamour) that if we had listened to

certain of our journalistic advisers we should have started

on this war, which depends so largely for its success both

by land and by sea on wireless telegraphy, not with the

English Marconi Company, but with its only rival, to

whom members of Parliament actually went for the

purpose of negotiations, a German Wireless Company, with

its offices in Berlin. Finally, let us remember that there

has been in English life no more vulgarizing influence

during the last ten years than the influence exercised by
the popular Press—a Press which has exalted the Divorce

Court and degraded -Parliament, which has administered

claptrap and lived upon sensation, which thinks so con-

temptuously of the people whose halfpennies bulge its

pockets that it unsays to-day without explanation what it

said yesterday, and to-morrow will certainly say something

else ; a Press which is not more without self-respect than it

is without shame—in sober truth, air irresponsible, unin-

telligent, and most dangerous Press. We must altogether

neglect the efforts of this Press to make us think according

to its varying moods in deciding any question of impor-

tance, particularly so important a question as the one we
are now considering, which involves the peace and happi-

ness of our children. It is to me one of the greatest

tragedies of this most tragic calamity, that the men of

\ hi
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middle ^;e who made this war Ly their reckless journalism

are safe out of the firing-line, while a purer, kinder, and

more honourable generation, which would certainly have

worked for a better and nobler woild, and which would

have been superior to the influence of these '>aser news-

papers, is being slain by tens and hundreds of thousands.

" You," says Romain RoUand to the young soldiers of

France, " are doing your duty, but have others done theirs ?

Let us be bold and proclaim the truth to the elders of these

young men, to their moral guides, to their religious and

secular leaders, to the churches, the great thinkers, the

leaders of socialism : these living riches, these treasures

of heroism you held in your hands ; for what are you

squandering them ? What ideal have you held up to the

devotion of these youths so eager to sacrifice themselves ?

Their mutual slaughter! A European war! A sacri-

legious conflict which shows a maddened Europe ascending

its funeral pyre, and, like Hercules, destroying itself with

its own hands I
" »

In Scandinavia, where the general level of comfort and

refinement is very much higher than in this country, and

where education, too, has a higher standard, I found a

considerable number of people holding the view that our

shortest way to the victory we desire would be an imme-

diate peace. They argued, from their experience of

Germany, that a peace which returns to the conditions

existing befoe the war, however unsatisfactory and

inconclusive k might seem, would in reality give us the

only victory which could serve our ultimate and highest

purpose.

These people said to me, and they were people of great

reputation among their countrymen: "You cannot destroy

the German nation. You may drive the Grerman armies

across the Rhine, at a great cost in life and fortune, but you

will never be able to subjugate the German people. And
the more you hint or suggest that you will not be satisfied

till you enter Germany, the more you strengthen the

hands of the war caste and weaken the arm of social

' Aiovi the Battle, by Romain RoUand. (Allen and Unwin.)
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democracy. Your wise policy is to say that you are

satisfied with the punishment you have inflicted, and,

if Germany will evacuate the territories she has invaded

(the question of indemnities is a detail), that you will

withdraw your armies and remove your blockade. The

result of such an action would be this : Germany, with

foreign trade and a paper currency, and with no raw

materials worth speaking of, would presently be reduced

to insolvency. There would be the greatest suffering

and distress throughout the German Empire. And in

that condition the Socialists, the peace party, and the

great body of moderate opinion in Germany, would say

to the Pan-Germanists, ' Well, you have had your war,

and this is what you have brought us to—away with you I

In a word, very soon after peace is proclaimed there will

be a revolution in Germany. The Hohenzollerns will be

driven from the throne, the war party will be dispersed,

and a republic will be proclaimed."

Now, this suggestion is only questionable because we

cannot be certain that the German people will revolt

against their rulers. Manifestly, if we could be certain

of that, it would be folly to proceed with our apparatus of

war, which is costing us so many infinitely precious lives,

which is filling our hospitals with thousands of maimed

and mutilated young men, and which is certainly piling

up an enormous debt, the weight of which will be felt to

its life's end by the youngest child alive. None of us

would go on with the war for another day, nay, for another

hour, if we could be perfectly certain that peace would

bring a republic to Germany. The whole question is,

Will Germany change her mind ? There are some who

say that the Germans are too docile to rebel. But I heard

Mr. A. H. Pollen once reply to this assertion, that as for

himself he had never been dogmatic on such matters after

an illuminating day in his boyhood, when his hand was

bitten right through by a doe rabbit. We should certain y

say that no oerson with a glimmer of imagination would

expect the Germans to be as docile after this ruinous

war as they have certainly shown themselves for a number

of flourishing peace years. But the fact still remains
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that we cannot be certain of a revolution, and therefore

it is incumbent upon us to fight until our enemies seek

for peace.

M. Sazonoff, with whom I have discussed this Scandi-

navian idea, told me, and the best opinion in English

ministerial circles agrees with him, that we cannot possibly

afford to make peace of any kind until the Germans

acknowledge that they are beaten. As to whether we
must overrun German territory, M. Sazonoff said, that

is for the allied generals to decide ; but certainly our

armies must go on fighting until the enemy is on his

knees. This, I take it, is the opinion of most rational

men. We dare not sheathe our terrible sword, however

deeply we feel the anguish and loss of wasteful war,

while Germany holds the gathered nations at bay.

Now, why I mention this matler of peace, is to bring

home to those people in England who have not cultivated

an international mind, and who are under the hypnotic

influence of our brawling journalism, that in other countries

of the world, countries which are thoroughly friendly to

the Allies, and whose democracies have every reason to

fear any extension of German power, there is an absolute

conviction that among the German nations are elements

of the population whose sympathies are entirely with the

real cause for which we are fighting.

It is true I did not find in these countries the same

detcitation of German atrocities as exists here ; indeed,

they are inclined to think that we have lost dignity in

the way we have made public use of these horrible

things ; they say that we should have made a better

mark in the world by registering our condemnation of

these atrocities and then holding our peace while we con-

tinued our efforts to beat the German armies. Let me
take two examples of this feeling. Scandinavians said to

me that the sinking of the Lusitania was a dreadful

thing ; but not much less dreadful in their opinion was

our blockade, which threatened death by starvation to

women and children whose men we are unable to over-

throw in the field. This, I hold, is a bad, false point of
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view: but there is no doubt that many Scandina>rtans

do eenuinely see the matter in that hght They are filled

with pity for the sufferings of innocent women and

children in Germany.
r- n *u«.

And then again: the shooting of Nurse Cavell. Aey

say, was a blunder on the part of the Germans, but it is

alMurd of us, so they argue, to st>g«jat»2,«
*^*^^l""**f;

as a "murden" They say that Nurse Cavell ha,d betrayed

her trust: that under the sacred garb of chanty she was

playing the part of an enemy agent : that havmg received

confidence from her country's enemies, she abused that

confidence, and smuggled men back into the trenches who,

when they got there, would certainly kill as many

Germans as possible. When I pressed these people on

the point of the horror of shooting a woman, they answered

me that the French had shot a number of women spies.

The chief point they made was this : that while horrors

and atrocities are deplorable in the highest degree, we in

England have seemed to make use of these horrors and

atrScities, not so much to stir up our own determlna^on

and resolution, as to create sympathy for ourselves with

neutrals and to do as much harm as possible to the

Germans. They know that we hasten to spread news of

such things by wireless telegraphy all over the world, and

that our newspapers do everything in their power to

magnify the horror of every German crime. This, they

think, is odious and immoral.
u * u u !,-

But while the people I am speaking about hold the

opinions I have endeavoured to state very bri: y, they

are one and all on the side of the Allies and c^jcidedly

anti-German. They hate German arrogance. They fear

German power. It would be the worst day m the world

for Sweden, Norway, and Denmark if Germany conquered

in this struggle : one of the greatest assurances of liberty

if Germany is defeated. „ .. ^ *u
When such people as these, then, tell us that there are

men and women in Germany who are on the side of peace,

who hate the war caste, and who will certainly make an

end of that war caste after the bloodshed is over and when

the luin has begun, we may at least feel ourselves en-
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couraged to inquire how far this opinion reflects the

actual condition of German psychology. For, if there is

any real hope of a revolution in Germany, then we can

fight with the assurance of a victory that will really bring

peace to the earth ; and perhaps fight in such a manner
as will bring the forces of revolution into action. That
is to say, if our public men will declare more and more
emphatically that we are not fighting to destroy the

German nation, but fighting to destroy the present system

of government in Germany, and if our publicists and
journalists will proclaim the same gospel, announcing that

we shall certainly fight on until that evil system of govern-

ment is destroyed, then, through neutral countries, this

truth getting more and more into the mind of German
democracy, we may find our battle won for us by an ally

we scarcely thought about—the sober and sensible people

of Germany. As it is, the extracts from our English

newspapers which now appear in the Grerman Press are

not calculated to make tiie sober and sensible people of

Germany either trust us or respect us. We are exhibited

to the German people, by these extracts, as a jealous and
revengeful nation.

In a recent number of the ComhillMagazine a " Neutral

Diplomat " has told English readers that there is a change

in the mind of Germany, a change which we do not realize.

" Cut off," said this neutral diplomat, " by the pall

of the more imminent war-clouds, we on the outside

have as yet had little chance to gauge the force of the

storm that is gathering to break upon Germany from

within. Whether the breaking of that storm will

precede and accelerate the coming ofpeace, or whether

the coming of peace will precede and accelerate the

breaking of the storm, it is still too early to say. But
break it must, sooner or later, and when this hour

arrives I feel that I know enough of the temper of the

men who distrusted and hated the Kaiser before

the war to be safe in saying, that whatever of his just

deserts he may have escaped receiving at the hand
of tiie Allies he will stand every chance of havin

L
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meted out to him at the hands of his own outraged

Somrof'ttie Kaiser's own men, he says, now admit that

this
" mad piece of international adventuring has made

inevitable the downfall of Germany." Befo« ^he war

came, a German diplomatist said to this writer in the

Comhtlh^^
a long time I have been afraid that this periodic

waving of a lighted torch over such a powder magazine

as Europe has become would cause an explosion, it

will have to come if—if " some one" continues to scatter

sparks in the future as he has done in the past. I'lease

don't understand me as intimating that Germany

would not render a good account of herself in such

an event (you may be sure that her enemies wou d

have some terrible surprises in store for them)
,
but

the folly of the thing lies in the fact that we are

already on our way to win by " peacefu penetra-

tion" all that the most successful war could give us.

But if we should fight a war and chance to lose it—

nay. even if it should result in more or less of a draw

—Germany will never again have such an opportunity

for a commercial-and through that, ^r a pom'^^/-:

conquest of the world as she has enjoyed for the last

two or three decades, and as she will continue to enjoy

so long, but only so long, as we can keep at peace

These rimarks suggest that the German d»plomatist

cordially approved of Prince von Bulow's laconic prophecy

in the Reichstag concerning the race of armaments:

^'Pressure—counter-pressure—explosion."

Our authority go^s on to assure us that Herr Balhn. one

of the best-known peace men in Germany; whose acquaint-

ance with Lord Haldane, however, has driven the viper

PrSs of this country to coil itself into contortions of

frenzied rage, is
" one of those who watched the develop-

ment of the Kaiser's insidiously ruthless Pol^cy with the

gravest misgivings." He quotes another German ship-

owner who said to him one day m Hong-Kong .

Emperor William's welt-politik is the worst, almost

the one; menace to the continuance of our commercial

I
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triumphs. We have done what we have in spite of, not
because of, this kind of welt'Politik. What is more, it

is the one thing that threatens to bring all our achieve-

ments to naught Yes, not only to check'our advance,
but even to put us back so far that we may never
be able to r^ain the place we hold to-day, to say
nothing of the one we might attain to in the course
of another decade of peace.

M. SazonoflT, we know, has numbered Dr. von Bethmann-
Hollweg among the peace party, which is also Lord
Haldane's impression of the Imperial Chancellor. But
M. Sazonoff and Lord Haldane are not alone in this

matter. The Daily Mail, of which paper Mr. Wile was
the Berlin correspondent for a number of years, laid it

down concerning the book Men Around the Kaiser, on
August 14, 1914, that " English readers cannot fail

to derive from it fresh understanding of the under-
currents which have led up to the present crisis." Let
us, then, thus encouraged, see what Mr. Wile has to teach
us. Of the Imperial Chancellor he says

:

He is, above all, thoroughly sincere and honest.

His influence is always on the side of moderation.
. . . The Agadir adventure, which brought Europe
to the brink of war in 191 1, never originated with
Bethmann-Hollweg. He fathered it, as was his con-
stitutional duty, but nobody who knows him doubts
but that he rued it too. Robber-baron politics are no
part of his equipment. He is an earnest apostle of
peace and friendship with England.

The opinion is even more or less favourable concerning
Prince von Biilow

:

Billow never thoroughly understood England and
the English character. Anglo- rman tension de-
veloped during his Chancellors! though it is fair

to remember that he inherited the i^'oreign Secretary-
ship after the Kruger telegrams. He rejected Mr.
Chamberlain's famous overtures for an Anglo-German

-

American Alliance, and never particularly exerted
himself to bring about a relaxation of the strained

relations. . . . He was, however, no armaments zealot

.JiAiiiittaHiHlidiMli adSSSlU
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On the question of unceasing naval expansion he was

dragged along by his more forceful colleague, Admiral

von Tirpitz. ... . ,, .

And of the late Herr Kiderlen-Waechter, the Foreign

Secretary when Lord Haldane visited Berlin, Mr. Wile

says !
*

Rapprochement vi\i\i England was the ideal to which

his ebbing energies were being devoted (1913)- "^
did not believe that Anglo-German rivalries must end

in Armageddon. " The English," he said to a fnend,

only a few weeks before his death, " are much too

shrewd business people not to realize, finally, that

neither they nor we can profit from the present state

of affairs. You may be sure an understanding wiU

come, no matter who is Ambassador in London.

Kiderlen's last public utterance was a brief but telling

statement in the Reichstag recording the " gratifying

intimacy" which had sprung up between the British

and German Governments in connection with the

Balkan turmoil.
, ^ «,

He did certainly try to break up the Entente, but Mr.

Wile assures us that this Foreign; Secretary "dedicated

himself with all his iron energy to the great task of better-

ing Anglo-German relations."
„ r u

English people cannot, indeed, fail to derive "fresh

understanding" from this book. They will understand,

for example, many of them, I suspect, for the first time,

that there have been and still are very considerable per-

sonages in Germany who did not plot this war, who did

not want war, and who were sincerely and earnestly work-

ing with Lord Haldane to keep the German war party out

of the saddle. I doubt if a better witness to Lord Hal-

dane's wisdom could be found than Mr. F. W. Wile, Berhn

correspondent of the Daily Mail.

But I think a more notable witness just now to the

goodness and peacefulness of at least some Germans is

Professor Forster, of the Munich University, to whom I

have referred in my Introduction. The foUowing extracts

which appeared in that excellent column of the Daily

ChronicU called " Sidelights from Germany " (a column so

If
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conducted thtt it really does give an intelligent person a

definite idea of what is Uking place within the German
mind) will convince the unprejudiced reader, must con-

vince him if he is convinceable at all, that there are ele-

ment in Gennany with which it behoves all those who
desire a lasting peace to ally themselves as closely as

possible

:

Professor Fdrster, of the Munich University, whose
recent article animadverting on Bismarck and the new
Germany brought down on his devoted head the con-

demnation of the Philosophical Faculty of the Uni-

versity and the anathemas of the Nationalist Press,

seems to bother himself little about the stir he has

caused. After the Whitsuntide holidays he resumed
his lectures, and we are informed that at the close of

his first lecture the students broke into demonstrative

applause.

In this lecture, wnich is published at length in the

Vienna Arbeiter Z'itung^ and practically ignored in

the German Press Dr. Forster defends himself

against the charge of unpatriotic conduct Is it any
reason, he asks, to charge him with betraying the

German cause because he criticizes the Bismarck-
Treitschke tradition ? "I believe," he said, " that we
Germans will best fulfil our coming task, both in

Central Europe and on the wider stage of the world,

the further we soar above these traditions. And I

believe that other nations will also best accomplish
their work in the world the more they disentangle

themselves from their traditions of might-policy. We
must do so/' said the professor emphaticaliy, "if

Europe is not to go down in fury and blood."
" These questions of political morality," said Forster,

" are most suitably discussed now, when we must all

be making preparations for what is coming. This
discussion cannot be postponed until after the war,

and that is why I am urging a new orientation of our
political thought, a revision of certain dogmas of

our political faith."

Referring to his famous article in the FrieeUnswarte,
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Fdrtter declared that to accuse him of unpatriotism

because he happened to hold views not held by the

majority is to oe guilty of that intolerance which

Germans are the first to denounce when they see it

manifested in other lands. - 1 love my Fatherland

so intensely," said the professor, " that 1 can calmly

submit to be regarded as unpatriotic. The ephemeral

opinion of to-day will not be the opinion of posterity.

It will also be regarded as unpatriotic if I now sav

to the old school of political thought that this world-

war has proved that we must all get out of our

national egoism into something higher and better. It

will be regarded as rank treason if I maintain that

the existing ideas, whatever their moral and social

pedagogic importance, are only 'particular ideas'

compared with the coming European order of things,

for which we must now work with all the seriousness

in our power."

Forster drew the attention of his hearers to the

unparalleled campaign of calumny against him. He
mentioned having received from the Wiesbaden

Rhenish Prussians a fulmination in which he was

described as " the greatest monster in Munich," and

on the very morning of his lecture he received a

letter in which he was asked, " How much English

and French money has been paid to bribe you, you

rascal?" But he has had numerous letters of

appreciation as well, and some of the best of these

came from soldiers and officers at the front One

officer wrote : " Men will arise everywhere who will

proclaim that Europe will only be able to free itself

from this stubborn madness when it learns to think in

a new way."
Forster concludes :

" But this new order of thmgs

will not descend on us from heaven. We must create

an atmosphere for it by a process of self-cleansing

and self-elevation. We must send out words of mag-

nanimity which will be as doves with olive branches,

and which will fly from land to land. This ennobling

of our tone, this readiness to criticixe ourselves, must
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take the place of the passionate complalnto against

others in which we now indulge. We are not to

expect miracles. We must first deserve peace, not

m^y by deeds of arms but by silent acts of self-

conquest. The people must reflect on their own sins,

failings, misUkes. In this way the vision of a new

and different Europe will arise in our souls. Let us

above all else remember that no great quarrel on

earth can be settled until each one of the parties to

the quarrel asks himself, In how far am I myself a

guilty party, and have I myself sinned against the

principles of the peace of mankind ?"

The reader will find in the Appendix a number of very

significant extracts from war sermons preached by German

pastors. Our newspapers have, as a rule, printed only the

most stupid and violent of these German war sermons

;

but sermons have been preached in that country, and to

immense congregations apparently, which have denounced

German egotism. German hate, German self-nghteousness

and have uncompromisingly proclaimed the necessity lor

Germany's repentance of her sins.

Another sign of the times, a political sign, is to be found,

I think, in the following paragraphs which appeared m the

Daily ChronicU of August 9, 1916

:

There are signs that social democracy in Germany

is slowly coming to its senses again. The German

Socialists will emerge from this war with many sins

on their conscience, and not the least of their sins

will have been not so much their patriotic rally to

the national cause, which sprang almost as much from

ignorance as from anything else, but their silence m
Se face of cruelties and outrages against humanity

which are without parallel in modem history.

Occasional voices now break that silence.

Herr Eduard Bernstein makes a telling contrast

in the Leipsiger Volkszeitung between German and

French socialism. The French Socialists, he admits,

•exercised far more pressure on the Government for

the preservation of peace during the fateful July-
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August week of 1914" than their German "comrades."
He points out, too, that France did not declare war,

but that war was declared upon her.

Thereupon he repeats the gravest accusation of the

French Socialists. " By maintaining their attitude in

the face of facts which should have called forth a
protest from every Socialist and Internationalist, the

German party ha^, in the French view, put itself

outside the International, and, so long as it does not
abandon this attitude, will not be admitted to any
conference of the International." The French
Socialists, in short, have put the German Socialists

into a moiiil Coventry, beyond the pale of civilized

intercourse. " 1 am conv'nccd," Bernstein adds

—

and the admissio 1 is *hc weightier as coming from
inside the (ul.l- Use German party has not been
true to the political Jut its which its membership and
its dominant position laid upon it. . . . We of the

German party all recoj^'nize the duty of defendinc: our
country. But if this duty is so denned as to bind us
Socialists to vote war-credits to any Government,
whatever may be ... its methods in the war and
its aims, then we arc abandoning our great world-
mission."

Similarly, in the Vorwaerts, Herr Kautsky, ^'

philosopher of Marxist Socialism, writes upon Inier-

nationai Socialism and the future peace. He sayj :

" According to the resolution of the Stuttgart Con-
gress the task of the International Socialist movement
must be ' to advocate the speedy ending of the war.'

This does not mean merely a concentration of effort

for putting a stop to military operations as soon as

possible, without considering the outcome of the war.

The party must not strive for a mere armistice, which
would soon be superseded by a new and more terrible

war, but for such a peace as will have every tendency
to remain permanent and which corresp^ nds to inter-

national principles.

"Such a peace can only be one built upon a
foundation which guarantees equally to all the par-

n

mmmak
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tidpating nations their independent development

The task of any international (Soaalist) gatiiermg

would be to discover whether an understanding on

such a basis could not be brought about between all

the Socialist parties. Should such an undewtanding

be successfully brought about, then it would be the

duty of the Socialists of each country to demand

that their Government should declare its willingness

to make peace on this basis." Against any Govern-

ment which declined to act in this way a most

energetic opposition would be declared. 'Should,

however, an understanding on such a basis prove

impossible, then it would be incumbent "pp" "»e

International Conference to determine upon which of

the parties affiliated to the International the fault of

this failure lay. The spokesman of that party at the

congress would then be faced with an international-

thinking opposition. Here are the most direct

problems for an international congress. It becomes

day by day more urgent and more indispensable.

But; as Herr Bernstein points out, no intercourse

is possible with German social democracy, at least

until it has been purged. This is where Herr Kaut-

sky's dream of an International Socialist Congress

arranging peace terms and dictating them to the

belligerent Governments breaks down. Not so easily

is Mace to be won by the German Government

through the intermediary of social democracy.

Germany promises to emerge from the war a more

than half-socialized country. It is now accepted that

the rationing and food-card system will continue long

after peace is declared. In other words, the people

will l^fed by the State. All Germany's purchases

of raw materials and foodstuffs abroad is to be done

by Imperial Commissions, who will then distribute

the goods at home. Thus industry, too, will be State-

controlled. But even larger measures of nationaliza-

tion will be necessary.

The VossiscAe Zeitung says: "However favourable

the outcome of the war may be to us, the taxes that
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have become necessary cannot be covered in the

ordinary way. Before the war our debt service cost

us 250,000,000 marks ; after the war it will amount to

three Uiousand or four thousand millions of marks, or

perhaps even more. The introduction of Imperial

monopolies will be unavoidable."

In the same English journal I find the following extract

from the Vossiscfu Zeitung concerning the recent "Chan-

cellor Crisis" in Germany, of which perhaps not one

Englishman in a hundred thousand has at present heard

a word i

There are grounds for hoping that the caste spirit

which has split up our people more than all the party

struggles has undergone a great diminution.

Byzantinism (i.e. blind adoration of Authority) and

the cult of persons, this, too, must be permanently

done away with after the war. It behoves Liberalism,

too, to go over the record of its past sins and its

present weaknesses on these points. Its uncritical

support through thick and thin the moment a states-

man displays a liberalizing fit is a form of personal

cultus. Even so is there a certain Byzantinism

towards the Anointed of Democracy.

"Authority" has experienced a powerful shock

through the experiences of the last two years. This

is perhaps the best thing that the war has brought us

in our internal development. On every side the critic

is arising, and men are already discussing practical

ways and means for the participation of the people in

the control of State business. ...

Baron von Richthofei; demands the establishment of

a Parliamentary Committee which would share respon-

sibility for the conduct of Imperial affairs. This

would mean a blow at the heart of secret diplomacy,

and, of course, the beginning of Parliamentary control

over the whole field of State affairs.*

Not only is there in Germany a deep and growing

dissatisfr-ction with the present regime, but there is even

' See Appendix, Note I.

^ j<
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a certain amoui^ of bitterness among the various parts of

that young Empire. The special correspondent of The

Times in France has given us recently a too-brief account

of a scuffle between Prussian and Bavarian prisoners in

one of our " cages " in France, and the Daily Chronicle m
August of the present year furnishes us with the following

reasons for thinking that Prussia is gradually losmg

caste

:

>

Great irritation has been caused by thii Bavarian

boycott of Prussians, and the bad temper was brought

to boiling-point a few days ago by the report that

the Burgomaster of the Bavarian summer resort of

Ruhpolding had issued a "ukase," as the Berlin

papers called it, forbidding the sale of bread and

meat to Prussians. This "ukase" has since been

annulled, but the heat engendered by the incident

has not yet died down.
, . •

The Berliner Tageblatts headline to the subject is

" Boycotted North Germans," and sufficiently explains

its feelings of resentment. In the last number that

has reached us it prints the following narrative from a

correspondent

:

. . u
"In the middle of May I was passing through

Aschaffenburg (Bavaria) on business, and picked up

the menu card in a respectable hostelry whereupon

the waiting-maid put the question

:

"
' Where are you from ?

'

"'From Frankfurt-on-Main. Why? I asked in

turn.

"'Everything is off,' was the waitress s retort.

" I was in haste, so snatched up my hat and went

to another restaurant that I knew, and there, too, I

picked up the menu card. This time it was a waiter

who put the same question to me, ' Where are you

from ? ' • Why, does it matter to you where I come

from and whither I go?' I retorted. 'Yes, I must

know if I am to bring you anything to eat.' ' From

Frankfurt-on-Main,' I replied. The Waiter: 'For

Prussians we have nothing to eat' ' But I am in fact

no Prussian ; true, I live in Berlin, but was born in
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Offenbach; was my answer. 'Then you can have

The writer says it will be a long time before he

goes again to this " enemy land " where hospitality is

so understood.

I find even in the Morning Post evidence of this change

in Germany. The Petrograd correspondent of that journal

r«:ently sent the following piece of news to London:

A friend who has the oversight of one of those

mixed firms so common in all countries of the world

tells me the following

:

. . . , ^ u «
The Russian partner recently visited Copenhagen,

whither he had summoned his German colleague from

Bavaria to confer regarding business affairs. The

Bavarian spoke with great freedom to his Russian

partner, who summed up his impression of t&e

Bavarian's statement thus

:

r u •

He told me that the strongest term of abuse in

the German language, as spoken in Bavaria to-day, is

"Wilhelm."

Slight as these incidents may seem, at least they give us

reasons for thinking that when Germany faces the ruin

which this war has brought to her doors she will not

exhibit the quality of a too-meek discipline »" setting

about the reconstruction of her economic hfc. We nnust

constantly remind ourselves, especially when we read of

vehement outbursts of passion directed towards England,

that the newspapers in Germany are tongue-tied by

authority, that even the educated people there are not

vet in full possession of the facts, and that the masses

for the most part are now kept in the very densest

ignorance. And reminding ourselves of these thmgs, let

us pav close and careful attention to those signs of dis-

turbance and discontent in Germany which are not growing

less as the war advances. ^ . i. ^ ^
We may, I think, fairly assure ourselves that when p«ce

comes, revealing not only the true facts of this terrible

controversy, but the indescribable ruin which war has
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wrought in the economic life of Germany, there will be

many voices raised in that unhappy and disillusioned

country for a complete change in the system of its

government It is impossible to think that the same

Germany will confront us.

The idea I desire to leave in the reader's mind is this

:

whether we like it or not, there will still be a Germany in

the world after hostilities are closed. Our attitude towards

that Germany will at least help to determine its character.

A revengeful and bitterly hostile Germany will leave

Europe with the morals of a bear-garden. In a night,

and without a word of warning, the heavens may be black

with her aircraft and the seas thick with her submarines

all driven forward to the work of reckless destruction by

the spirit of revenge. Such a Germany, I feel, wUl be, to

some extent at least, the creation of our unforgiveness.

On the other hand, if we encourage all that is good, great,

and peaceful in Germany to insist upon the democratiza-

tion of her institutions, and hold out to this better and

nobler Germany the frank hand of our unhesitating friend-

ship, we shall be lending her most powerful assistance in

her struggle with conservatism and despotism. A new
Germany will be born, a Germany with whom all free

nations will be proud to work in the interests of civiliza-

tion, a Germany such as all men loved and all men learned

from before the Prussians had brutalized her soul, a Ger-

many cleansed, purified, and repentant.

Let us be quite certain of this, that unless a new and

better Germany does arise from the ruins of the old, all

our struggles and all our sacrifices for a lasting peace will

have beoi in vain.

A writer in the Round TabU for December 191 5, in a

very remarkable article entitled "The Harvest of War,"

drew English attention to this important, and even urgent,

matter. We are determined to fight, he says, until " liberty

is secure," and he proceeds :

It is clear that the mere victory of the Allies will

not be sufficient. Similar vindications of liberty were

made in 17 13 after the era of Louis XIV, and in
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181 5 after the era of Napoleoa, yet when the genera^

tions which had experienced the horrors of war were

dead, the nations fteW at one another^
^/°*?fTnf

?n e^ch case the settlement register«l the defeat of

an attempt to establish a military domination over

Eur^ but did nothing to place international rela-

tionsVn a basis which did not contam within itself

Sie seeds of fresh war. To prevent aRepetition of

S mistake is no less important than the vindication

of national liberty itself.

He then speaks of the two opposing schools who arjue,

the one, that to prevent war a nation must prepare against

war, a^. the other, that preparations against war bring

"^^ ''

The ordinary sensible man is unable wholeheartedly

tolunS unde7elther banner. He feels that there is

much truth in the arguments used against the first

school. The policy of defensive armaments and the

bailee of pow'er. if pursued to its logica conclu^^^^^^

must inexorably lead to war, for as
^f^^^]?^

and national liberty are thereby based on military

force they cease to be secure directly the equilibrium

of foVesTs changed. Consequently, as the popula Jon

and industry and wealth of peoples continuously alter,

and as theiVconception 0^-^^^ a- their vital m^^^^^

also alters, the diplomatic world is kept for ever ma
condition of feverish anxiety attempting to redress

disturbances in the balance of power by dexterous

diplomatic shufflings of fresh crops of armaments^

aI the strain and burden grow there grow also

^spicion and jealousy of the intentions of other

Powers! and thi adjustment of conflicting national

interests or ambitions becomes ever more difficult.

Finally, a trivial cause, or an irresistible temptation to

pTJend to an intolerable situation by overthrowing

the balance once for all and establishing the pre-

dominance of a single Power in its place, produces

He^^Texamines the sphere of force and its limita-

tions

:
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The sphere of force is obviously limited. You
cannot compel people to be wise or considerate or
to hold particular opinions by force. It is often
wrongly used where persuasion or tolerance would
produce better and more lasting results. It is not
less frequently employed so blindly and with so little

understanding that it does more harm than good. In
wrong hands it is an unmitigated evil. None the less,

force is indispensable in society to-day. And the
reason for it lies in our own failure to live aright If
all citizens were fully educated, were animated pri-

marily by the desire to serve their neighbours, and
were active and alert in their public duties, its use
would never be necessary, except for the insane or
the young. Precisely in the degree in which a com-
munity is ruled by the principles of justice, honour,
and mutual goodwill, the use of force will disappear,
and public opinion and the authority of the moral
code will take its place Public opinion and principle,
where they operate, are by far the more effective

agency, as is seen in the problem of drunkenness,
which has been practically rooted out among certain
classes by public opinion, whereas force can only
prevent the worst of its evils where public opinion is

not so strong. The necessity for force, therefore, is

the price we pay for our social sins. When we get
rid of them the soldier and the policeman will also
disappear.

From the State to international relations is but a step :

Armaments, therefore, and liability to war are the
price we pay for our national sins. They are the
remedy for the evils of tyranny and injustice prac-
tised on a national scale. Mere war against war can
never succeed, for that means the destruction of the
only instruments wherewith, in a still imperfect world,
we can protect right and liberty. The true war is

against the evil passions which bring about war.
When these are overcome, war will recede into the
background of its own accord.

The writer concludes that nationalism "in its modern

IMl
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bigoted form, is the enemy to be destroyed. . . . The

real cure for war is to overthrow the idol of selfish

nationalism and put in its place the service of humanity "

:

Directly that is done the way is clear. And the

reason is obvious. Humanity is one. It is one great

family, of which the different races and nations are

the members. So long as these members look at one

another as rivals and enemies they cannot prosper or

be happy, and they are bound to end in quarrel and

conflict. So soon, however, as they recognize them-

selves as a single household it must become clear to

them that the welfare of each is only to be found

in the welfare of all, and that the reign of right and

liberty, and the peace and happiness which follow

from it, will never be reached by any other road than

that of mutual friendship and help. If nations will

once honestly set to work to treat international

questions from the point of view of humanity, and not

of their own selfish ends, nearly all the issues which

estrange them to-day will lose their bitterness. No
people will wish to dominate or oppress another, or to

deprive it of its language or liberty. No nation will

see its own greatness and strength in the weakness or

poverty of others ; it will be rather concerned to share

with it knowledge and ideas, to learn from it, and

to help it forward along the difficult road of human

progress. No one will be driven, as we are at present,

to regard the death of our neighbours as a benefit to

ourseTves. Opinions will differ about ways and means

of promoting the common welfare, but honest and

selfless controversy can never lead to bloodshed as the

policy of selfish grab and indifference must do.

Heinous as, I am afraid, these opinions will appear in

the eyes of a very powerful body of English public

opinion, they are nevertheless opinions entertained by the

great majority of gentlemen in their relations with other

gentlemen, and they also happen to express the opinion

of that religion the Established Church of which in this

country is as dear to the popular organs of our bold
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vulgarians as the public-house. Outrageous as they

may seem on the first blush, they are nevertheless the only

opinions which can assure the peace of the world. And I

am disposed to think that, however certain vehement
persons may protest against them, the irresistible force

not only of democracy, but of political economy, will drive

us all, sooner or later, into their adoption.

When we say, then, that the supreme issue of this war
is the repentance of Germany, let us help Germany to

repent with all our might and main ; and not only to this

end, but because it is right and good so to do, let us our-

selves set about repenting for all those dispositions and all

those sins which war against our own spirit and against

the peace of the world.

I have reasons for believing, as mentioned in the

Preface of this book, that the Emperor of Russia,

at the conclusion of war, will renew his efforts for

a limitation of armaments. This proposal will remove
from a group of small nations its only suspicion of

the Entente, which is its only reason for wishing

Germany to be strong and powerful in a military sense.

It will also have a notable effect in the United States

of America. France will certainly not be disinclined to

consider the proposal, and so far as I know Italy will

welcome it If, then, Great Britain and Japan can be

brought into the conference with minds favourably dis-

posed towards this noble ideal, we shall have all the world

arrayed against the last vestiges of militarism in defeated

Germany. A real peace of the world is in sight But

that hope of peace may even now be jeopardized if we
proceed to organize our vast Empire for the ends of selfish

nationalism.

It is an urgent thing for this country, which has hitherto

used its immense possessions in a noble and unselfish way,

not to let the fear of a Germany which is ceasing to exist,

and presently may not exist at all, drive it into a course of

action perilous to the peace of the world. There can be

no harm, indeed there may be much good, in striving

by legitimate means to make the British commonwealth
self-contained and self-supporting ; but exceeding harm

mm mm mmm
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harm of the greatest kind, may be ^^^^.^^^"^^
make that vast commonwealth exclusive. Unless we use

Si v^possessions for the good of humanity we shaU

make enemies and not friends ; unless we see that we are

Si members one of another and that the P^^P^J^
«f. ^"f

State U the security as well as the prosperity of another

^ shall blunder; and unless we make ourselves mora
1^^

and spiritually worthy of our tremendous responsibilities

we shall^ ^rish.
^^^.^^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^at to do and wl^t

not to do in daily life and behavioTtf that is the

*?urce of liberty and ease. And it is Ais mstinctive

sense of obligation that is the chief foundation of

society. Its reality takes objective shape and displays

itself in family life and in our other civic and social

institutions. . . . None ofthese can subsist in isolation

from the rest ; together they and other m^ti utions of

the kind form a single organic whole which is known

as the Nation Can nations form a C' ' 'P oj

community among themselves within which ;
habit

of looking to common ideals may grow up sufficiently

strong to develop a General Will, and to make the

binding power of these ideals a reliable sanction for

their obligations to each other? . . . Renan tells us

that " Man is enslaved neither by his race, nor by

his language, nor by the direction of mountain ranges.

A great aggregation of men. sane of mind and warm

of heart, creates a moral consciousness which is called

^
Another acute critic of life, Matthew Arnold, cidng

one still greater than himself, draws what >s in efTect

a deduction from the same proposition. l-p* "s.

he says.
" conceive of the whole group of civilized

nations as being, for intellectual and spiritual purposes

one great confederation whose members have a due

knowledge both of the past, out of which they all pro-

c^L. and of each other. This was the ideal of

Goethe, and it b an ideal which will impose itself upon

the thoughts of our modern societies more and more.

Giotius concludes his great book on War and
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with a noble prayer :
" May God write," he said,

"these lessons—He who alone can—on the hearts of

•11 tiiose who have the affairs of Chfistend<Mn in their

hands. And may He give to those persons a mind
fitted to understand and to respect right. , human and
divine, and lead them to recollect always that the

ministration committed to them 'n no less than this,

that they are the Governors of Man, a creature most
dear to God."

So spoke a great Lord Chancellor of England, addressing
the American Bar Association at Montreal in 191 3. So
spoke the great minister of whom a London newspaper has

said :
" From such a man we want to hear no word on any

subject whatever."

But wisdom, as Lord Haldane has said, means more
than attention to the gospel of getting on.
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The era of aristocracies is over ; nations must now

stand or fall by the intelligence of their middle-class

and their people. The people with you is still in

embryo ; no one can yet quite say what it will come

to. You lean, therefore, with your whole weight upon

the intelligence of your middle-class. And intelligence,

in the true sense of the word, your middle-class has

absolutely none.

Friendships Garland (1870)



CONCLUSION

THE ORDEAL OF PEACE

IN
the war Great Britain has done her best. If I have

ventured to assert that it is a great best I have

at least this warrant, that those who criticized are at

last silent before the achievements of British valour and

the accomplishment of British labour. I have not made
this assertion merely as a rebuke to those who by their

frantic fears and noisy admonishments have lowered our

prestige in the eyes of the world, but far rather as an

inspiration for the ordeal which awaits us. We of the

British Islands have no need to wear sackcloth, nor is

there any reason why we should doubt our capacity to

handle the future ; a nation's history, it has been said, is

a nation's fate, and in our history, with much to regret,

there is nothing that breeds despair. Our past is our

confidence and our encouragement.

To the historian who sees in the immediate striiggles

of to-day the long destiny of old and half-forgotten

yesterdays, from thfe very beginning of this armed

struggle Germany was foredoomed to defeat and Great

Britain to victory. Germany has never been a nation.

She has striven from the earliest dawn of history to

weld the Germanic peoples into nationhood, and always

she has failed. "The Germans can never be a nation,"

said Goethe, who hated militarism, "but at least they

can be free citizens." The contempt expressed by her

modern historians for England is feigned. They hate

us ; and Johnson says truly that you cannot hate what you

despise. To Germany has been given many talents, but

>S5

in
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into her hands God has not committed the destinies of the
human race. She takes the sword and perishes with the
sword. This restless, haunted, and suspicious Emperor,
half-believing that in him is fulfilled the mediaeval dream
of German Romanticism, half-feeling that in him the will

of God is working to its sublime terrestrial consummation,
strikes in what he held was Germany's hour, and even as
he strikes the clock tolls the knell of another short-lived

and always precarious German Empire. How shall they
rule the world who have never had the spirit of national
unity at their centre ? Prussia's titanic effort to forge the
separate German States into a solid Empire has failed.

It was splendid, it was magnificent; but it has failed.

The labour of fifty years lies at her feet in the broken
elements of her Empire which was never an empire. For
a little while it looked as if she had shackled destiny, as
if she had bound fate in chains, as ifithe impossible had
been accomplished. But she had never absorbed the
German States. She started to conquer her enemies
before she had conquered those of her own household.
The history of Germany is the fate of Germany. And
from Charles V to William II that history has always been
written in the fading colours of victory and in the lasting

blackness of defeat. Germany can only be great when
she breaks free from the Prussian drill-sergeant and goes
back to her books.

There are two Empires in the world which have been
Empires down the centuries, Russia and England—these
two and only these tWv>. Empire is in the blood of these
peoples. Their histories are histories of imperialism.
Russia, surrounded by barbaric enemies, has not only
saved herself from destruction, but has absorbed these
enemies on every side of her into the mystery of the
Russian soul. The Lithuanian, the Georgian, the Cossack,
the Mongol is now a Russian in the way he looks at
life and regards other nations. The history of Russia
is the fate of Russia. This little people, once fighting for

its existence, once broken and bleeding at the foot of
Turk and Mongol, is now a mighty Empire by the force
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of its power to absorb enemies and to create a nation.

Against such a power Prussian force could not prevail.

And at the other end of Europe, r. aiding the seas of the

world in her grasp, is Britain, whc. v.. Empire is scattered,

whose citizens are of many races, and whose law is the

law of freedom, justice, and union—an Empire the most

exposed to disruption but the most coherent, an Empire

such as never yet was known and yet the most sensible.

And against such a power Prussian force could not

prevail. It is in destiny th-it Russia at one end of Europe

and Britain at the other should either clash together for

world mastery or in spiritual union destroy the fears

of the nations and give peace to the earth. This is the

choice of the twentieth century. It is Peace or War.*

Those who now stand by the war machine of Great

Britain may be left to their work. The machine was built

for them ; their labour is but to keep it in motion ; and

already the end foreseen by others is in sight Victory is

certain. Once more the freedom of the world is secure.

William of Germany, the fifth man to assail the liberties of

the human race, fails as Charles V failed, as Philip II

failed, as Louis XIV failed, and as Napoleon failed. He
who doubts the end has the newspaper for his excuse, not

history for his assurance. But while the end is certain, the

beginning is obscure. With this war ends not only an

attack upon human liberty, but an epoch, almost a world.

And with peace will begin not only a new age, but almost

a new world.

We in Great Britain accomplished in two years what the

laborious Prussian failed to accomplish in fifty years. We
made ourselves a mighty military power, and with pas-

sionate loyalty in all our loose-knit parts flung ourselves as

one man upon the enemy. We have greatness in our

blood, and our greatness manifested itselt in the hour of

trial. We proved ourselves before mankind worthy of our

noble heredity and worthy of our glorious heritage. Des-

tiny is still upon our side. And destiny will not desert us

in the hour which approaches if we are faithful to the beck

See Appendix, Note L.
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of the Spirit and rise up and follow, without fear and with-

out boastfulness, whither the Spirit leads. Let us be of
a good courage, for we have withstood the cataclysm ; iet

us reflect before e move, for the future is dark.

Our energy has served us at the ending of an epoch.

We must summon our wisdom for the beginning of a new
age. Let us consider what is required of us.

It is rather to suggest how the British spirit will operate

at the conclusion of war than to presume to teach my
fellow-countrymen what they should do that I write this

conclusion to my vindication of Great Britain. I think

there are already signs which show us how the British

spirit is beginning to approach the impending ordeal, and
by indicating those signs it may be something of a help

and something of an encouragement to those who, doubt-

ing how we should emerge from a great war, still doubt
what the fate of this country will be in the years that are

coming.
It seems to me that we have exhausted two great forces

in our national life, the political forces known as Liberalism
and Conservatism. Men are conscious that faction is a
danger, and that the fortunes of the nation are too serious

to lie at the hazard of party strife. They feel that the war
has brought all classes nearer together, and that in this

unity of the national spirit the nation ha>. been able to

accomplish great things, it is impossible in their thoughts,
that we should slip back into our old ways. But when
they look forward they are troubled. They are troubled
because they do not see how political parties will group
themselves, and chiefly perhaps because they do not see

any man of genius in the nation capable of leadership.

They are aware that the Slapdash School of politicians

cannot be trusted with the future. If this future is too
critical for the obstruction of Conservatism, it is also too
critical for the undisciplined enthusiasms of the social

reformer. Slapdash is well enough in a period of profound
peace and enormous prosperity ; but at the beginning of
a new experience reflection is necessary—reflection and
wisdom. Many of us look back on the last ten or twelve
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years and wonder at ourselves that we did not perceive the
absurdity of the reforms for which we fought so stub-
bornly. Why did we not perceive, for example, that to
provide pensions for old age and to confer upon middle age
the benefits of insurance, before we had done anything of
value for the new generation, was to put the cart before
the horse ? We were swept off our feet by the fighting
rhetoric of the Slapdash School. We thought we could
have a new earth with a few patches. We thought it

needed only a prop here and a strut there to transform the
hovel of life into the palace of millennial existence. The
orator laid his spell upon us. We ceased to reflect, we
abandoned ourselves to our uream, and in a world which
did not exist, laboured to build a world which could never
be. Why did we overlook the child? Why did our
enthusiasm for the middle-aged, and our pity for the old,
blind us to the child who, while we shouted for millennium,
suffered and stumbled for lack of guidance ?

At last we see that the work of statesmanship is to
mould and frame a nation. We see that to mould and
frame a nation, bodily, morally, and spiritually, it is above
all things necessary to begin with the child. We see that
if we take care of childhood, middle age and old age will
take care of themselves. Ail our patches had been
unnecessary if childhood thirty years ago had been given
the chance it deserves. We see it now as clearly as we
see the meaning of the Prussian spirit. Some of us saw it

before, as they saw also the danger of Britain's inaptitude
for new ideas, but we were too en*- -'.need by the vehement
rhetoric of the Slapdash School to hear the measured
words of real wisdom. And now, when we see it clearly,
when so many of us see quite clearly that we must, above
all other things, begin to mould and frame the nation for
the mighty tests of the future, we wonder where we must
look for leadership.

Liberalism has exhausted itself; Conservatism has no
ideas. There remains Labour. As we know it in the
House of Commons, Labour is not a very inspiring force.
Its raison ditre is provincial ; its spirit is sectional ; it

appears to have neither the height of true vision nor the
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breadth of true sympathy. But Labour differs from

Liberalism and Conservatism in this, that while they are at

the end of themselves, Labour is only at its beginning.

What may Labour become when even now it is conscious

of these islands as only a part ofa gigantic commonwealth,

and even now in the classes for which it had entertained

a certain hostility is conscious of qualities lacking in itself

and necessary to its evolution ? If Labour remain the

political weapon of a sectional trades unionism it must

decay and perish, but if Labour, feeling that its title

embraces all that is finest and noblest in humanity—the
striving of the mind, the toil of the brain, and the heavy

labour of the soul seeking perfection—if Labour, feeling

this, sets out to grow, to develop, to become the weapon of

the Time Spirit, then not only is its own future secure,

but the fortunes of humanity are in the safest hands.

There are signs that Labour is awake to its destiny. I

find, for instance, that among the most reflecting working

men there is a marked and a growing suspicion of the

Radical demagogue. The Labour man has less antipathy

for the genuine Conservative than for the strutting mouth-

piece of the Slapdash School. He feels—and his instinct

is extraordinarily acute in these matters—that the rhetor

of Radicalism is something of a poseur, that as his

popularity increases his purity of purpose wanes, and that

as he loses his simplicity and the first passion of the village

reformer he becomes the worst type of the man of the world

—the man of the world who professes idealism but practises

cunning and takes his ease with the vulgarians. There

are signs, too, that Labour is aware of the need for true

leadership. Labour would give itself with enthusiasm

to any great man who would lead it to what it now begins

to feel is its destiny. It would not ask him if he is

Conservative or Liberal : it would decide within itself

whether the man is a true man or a false man; and it

would follow the true man with loyalty and affection.

I feel that it is in this way that the British spirit is

beginning to manifest itself. I seem to discern in Labour

Uie first movements towards grandeur, the grandeur of a
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noble nationalism which will not rest in nationalism. The
more the Slapdash School bangs its great drum the less is

Labour deflected from its path. It looks far, it thinks

deeply, and it asks itself IVhither? before it moves. If,

as I believe it will, Labour decide to appeal to the nation

for a scheme of education in its widest and most compre-
hensive form, if it make national training the first clause

in its new gospel for a new world, then I believe that it

is destined to absorb within itself all that is best and
purest and most honest in Liberalism and Conservatism.

The point I wish to establish is this: In British character

there is the finest material in the world for great achieve-

ment. Our energy is magnificent. I think it is matchless.

But the future tells us that if this energy is to do its work
and attain its consummation, it must be intelligent energy

—

that is to say it must be directed to a clearly visualized

and highly intelligent end. There must be less Push and
Gro, and much more reflection. Slapdash must be thrown
aside and wisdom set in its place. We must leave nothing

to chance. We must destroy faction. We must call our
wisest and our greatest to tell us what we must do before

we begin to work. The politician as we have known him
is discredited. He has no idea~ He has nothing to tell

us. He has nothing to give us. Life, as wc see it now, is

development. Our development las reached a point when
it must become conscious development. We must not

trust to our matchless energy to make something, but

must use our intelligence to make the particular thing that

we perceive to be essential. We desire a better world, a

juster world, a stronger world, and a more rational world.

Let us summon our highest intelligence to this task, and
pray that our intelligence may be worthy of our energy.

There is no exact parallel in history to the problem
which will confront this nation at the conclusion of war.

Some likeness may be found in the situation of the United
States after the Civil War, when a new equilibrium had to

be established, but it is not a parallel. The emergency
which confronts us is a new emergency. We are, as it were,

at the making of a new world,

i

i

i

m
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A great man once said that when he was confronted by
a new set of conditions he always began by looking
steadily at the problem which they created. "I put it

clearly before me," he said. If we put our problem before
us, we shall see, I :hii<k, that our first and our highest need
is the need of leadership. We cannot trust ourselves to
the amateur and the patcher and the windbag. Monu-
mental oratory will not construct the new house of life, even
as platform glibness failed to keep the storm out of the old
structure. Our need is for a particular kind of leadership

—

reflecting leadership.

I heard a scholar say that the finest tribute ever paid to
man was that of Wordsworth's when he called the spirit

of Milton to England's aid. Why Milton ? " Milton, thou
shouldst be living at this hour." Why Milton, and not
Shakespeare, who was a greater master of words and a
greater genius? "England hath need of thee" Why
Milton, and not Cromwell, who was a far more potent
"reformer"? Milton, because Milton stood for certain
qualities of human personality lacking in Shakespeare
and lackirj in Cromwell ; Milton, because Milton stood
for elevation of mind, for magnanimity of soul, for lofti-

ness of spirit ; Milton, because Milton was a moral force,

becau he meant character^ because all his wisdom and
schol aip and intellectualism were only elements in a
spirit which was powerful by the sheer force of its moral
nobility ; Milton, becaube Milton stood for truth, righteous-
ness, and duty. By righteousness is a nation saved, by
righteousness is a people nourished and sustained.
That our need for such high leadership :i great and

urgent may be judged not only from the emergency which
now confronts us, but by the conditions which have
brought us to this pass.

We see on 11 sides of us evidence of a depraved taste.

The jerry-bunder, with no sense of the dialect of i dis-
trict, and with only ? desive to make money as quickly as
possible, is ruining the most beautiful countryside in the
world and destroying the lovely character of our most
ancient cities. The visitor even to Oxford has to approach
the grey loveliness of the town through a blinding glare of
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red bricks and machine-cut slates. In all the towns on
the banks of the Tyne there is nothing but blackness and
squalor. The great centres of industry are so repulsive
that no one thinks of them as places in which any man
would live if he could possibly help it. The wonderful
charm of a little place like Broadstairs, preserving some of
the most delightful memories of Charles Dickens, is prac-
tically destroyed by red bricks, while its wide, rolling, and
splendid north cliff, which We.o once open to all " e world,
is now fenced in with the cheapest French sticks, and
can only be seen from the streets of villadom or along an
uneventful road. Places like Margate and Blackpool are
almost as indifferent to the real purposes of life as Man-
chester, Warrington, or Bootle. The -uburbs of London
are more monotonous than its slums. There is nothing
to look at, nothing to admire, nothing to create interest of
any kind, until we have left the tram-lines far behind us,

and the cottages of a hundred years ago begin to appear.
And this is true of every single city in the kingdom,
in-^luding such interesting places as Nottingham and
Exeter and Coventry, wherever the modern builder has
set up his idea of a human dwelling.

If our homes are deplorable, what must be said of our
public amusements? Can any man say on his conscience
tha' he is nc^ ashamed when he goes abroad at the
mr nory of our n-palaces, our music-halls, and our
dreadful "Empire anu "Palaces" which exhibit cine-

matograph pictures ? We still have the most beautiful

but our -'treet amusements ar*' the
r^ere ^.i nothing in Europe o. Asia

^ as the sight presented in every
mut the length and breadth of this

of public-houses stuffed full of
degraded men. As for the amuse-
to what drama and music mean to
Mr. William Archer bear witness.

>er / the Fortnightly Review:
s'^cs, *he music-hall is certainly

f^orces that shape and colour

K ry night and almost

parks in the wofM
worst in the worl

so horrible and
city and town th

country—the sigr

slatternly women an

ments of our people.

the million masses, It

He says in a recent ni

Under its variou

not the least amon
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every afternoon tens oi thousands of men and
women, boys and girls, flock to the " Empires " and
" Palaces " which have arisen in every centre of popu-
lation above the grade of a village. That they are

deeply influenced, morally and aesthetically, by the

entertainments presented to them is scarcely to be

disputed.

Has the music-hall, in its flfty-odd years of high-

pressure activity, produced either a culture-poetry or

a folk-poetry in any way commensurate either with

the eflbrt centred upon it or with the ruin it has

wrought ?

The ansA .% though almost incredible, must be

unqualified and emphatic ; the music-hall has pro-

duced not one single lyric which has any chance of

living in the national memory, exce.:)t, perhaps, as a

monument of vulgarity and inanity. I speak, of

course, of the words : the fate of tunes it is impossible

to prophesy ; but I can remember none which seems
to me to take even respectable rank as a melodic
invention.

What is certain is that the v/hole music-hall move-
ment has produced not cne—literall' "^ot one—piece

of verse that can rank as poetry < ;he humblest
type, or even as a really clever bit of ,^mic rhyming.
If it had given us a Burns or a JJ^ranger, it would
in so far have justified its .'•T'^tence; but it has

not even given us . Charles £>ibdin or a Haynes
Bayly.

To revive our memory of this wholly immemorable
literature, let us glance down the list of songs in

Mr Hibbert's index. I omit many titles, but none
that seems to promise work of a higher order

:

" Act on the square, girls, act on the square "

;

"Captain Cuff"; "Captain Jinks of the Horse
Marines"; "Champagne Charley"; "The Chicka-
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«•!' you want to know the time, ask a jlecceman";

•'\-.no Kimr"; "La-dMa"; "Let 'em al' -omc";
MiiV .r the twins"; "Mind you inform your

fatiiei ; "Moet and Chandon"; Not for Joe";
"The Pe-.fcct Cure"; " Pollywollyamo " ; "Rackety
Jack"; "Rollicking Rams"; "Slap Bang, here we
are again "

;
" Sparkling Moselle " ;

" Ta-rara-boom-

de-ay"; "There^s 'air"; "They're all very fine and
large " ;

" Tooral-laddy " ;
" Two lovely black eyes "

;

"Up in a balloon"; "We don't want to fight";

"W^t cheer, 'Ria."

Was there ever such an array of rampant im-

becility? . . .

One thing may be said with absolute confidence:

in the strenuous years that lie before us, when our

whole existence may depend on our making the very

most of such moral and intellectual qualities as nature

has bestowed upon us, the enormous wastage involved

in our lower forms of popular entertainment must, if

unchecked, lead to disastrous consequences.)

Such amusements as these, we must remember, are not

only the amusements of the ignorant and the squaMd.

They ? e the most popular extant entertainments for all

classes. " Officers who have been living on the brink of

death for months," says Mr. Archer, " have nothing better

to do with their scant time of respite than to haunt amuse-
ment houses, which makes it seem very doubtful whether
England is worth fighting for. A man whose leave is

expiring will take his wife or his betrothed, on the last

evening they may ever spend together, to a piece of garish

and cynical inanity, hui 'Hating alike to our national and
to our personal self-respect." And Mr. H;' "^rt says :

" I*

is signific-nt that no factor of the music-i-<ill programme
has maintained his price so steadily as the ' red-nosed

comedian.'

"

When we turn from the amusements of the people to

the ne vspapers of the people, matters are nearly as bad.

The yopular newspaper is the paper that gives most
photographs of actresses and society women mixed up
with sensational paragraphs, blood-curdling fiction, and a

I i

il;
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violent political bias. The report of Parliamentary debjites
hardly exists in these wretched papers ; literary criticism
is squeezed into a few paragraphs, if it appear at all ; and
everything else is the police court, the divorce court, and
what professes to be society gossip. We have the best
newspapers in the world—in London, in Manchester, in
Glasgow, in Edinburgh, and in Liverpool—but so far as
London is concerned these admirable newspapers are not
popular with the million, and some of them only just
contrive to exist. For the rest—rubbish.

I need not refer at any length to other matters which
are notorious enough—the very low intellectual tone of
what is called society, a general laxity of morals and
manners among the leisured classes, the entire want of
national enthusiasm for education, the decadence of the
legitimate drama, the grinning prurience of advertisements
on hoardings and in newspapers, the lack of restraint,
modesty, and humility in every class of the community,
and the excessive emphasis on the right of every person
in the State to do what he likes, think what he likes, and
say what he likes.

There are many indications, some of them of the most
encouraging character (I am thinking above everything
else of the moral influence of educated women on political
life)—many indications that the nation is ashamed of these
things

; but it still remains a most serious reflection that
any one of these things should continue to exist at all
at a time when our youngest, bravest, and hopefuUest are
dying for us, and when the future character of European
civilization is swinging and swaying in a hurricane of
destruction. To ignore these symptoms of evil is folly:
to do nothing to remove the evil is madness. Take, for
example, the questions of our falling birth-rate and of
infantile mortality. Here, in the lurid light of war, the
most blind and indifferent must see the peril which
threatens our existence as a world Power. In 1877 began
the fall of the birth-rate, and the writer of a recent
pamphlet entitled Cradles or Coffins ? basing himself on
official figures, calculates that " we have directly lost,
owing to the reduction in birth-rate alone, in less than

J
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forty years, 8,573,223 lives." This is direct loss. But
if one-third of this number had reached marriageable age,
and married, and their families consisted of only one child,
and of those children one in seven had died hJefore birth,
the direct and indirect loss in forty years is a population
of eleven millions. The figures of infantile mortality re-
present an inexpressible tragedy of human life. And
the figures of syphilitic suffering among infants a still

greater tragedy. One authority says that "syphilis is

more disastrous to child-life than tubercle." Another that
32-8 per cent, of all stillbirths are due to syphilis. And
it is believed that every year 100,000 children are born
dead, or one in 7-63 of thetotal birth-rate. " One baby
in every nine," says the writer of the pamphlet we have
referred to, "dies during the first twelve months of life."

What is the remedy for this mass of evil preying on
the nation's vitality ? Is there one cure to which we can
give ourselves in the hope of destroying all the causes
of this multitudinous badness—our vulgarity, our exces-
sive individualism, our immorality, our indifference, and
our ignorance ? What will give us a cleaner, a gladder,
a more spontaneous existence, with the Wordsworthian
ideal of joy in widest commonalty spread ?

I think the one cure, and the only cure, the cure which
goes to the root of everything, and which, at the same time,
gives greatest promise of creative benefit, is national train-
ing. We must begin at once to improve the whole quality
of our national education, and set about the reconstruction
of our entire educational system. There lies the tap-root of
all those evil things which degrade us in the eyes of other
people and hold the better part of the nation back from
advancing to its rightful destiny. Our national and our in-

dividual sins, in largest measure, are the fruits of stupidity.

We are a nation very ill equipped for the battle of life.

Nine of our children out of every ten receive no education
at all after the age oj fourteen. The boys go in vast
legions to dead-end occupations, becoming at the age
of eighteen or twenty, except in those exceptional cases
where personality saves them, unskilled labourers. The

.
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girls go into factories and domestic service, losing vitality,

losing the joy of life, and never once knowing the stimulus
and reward of intelligence. It is a wonder that we are
not worse than we are. It is a wonder that we have
so few labour troubles and so little unrest among the
masses. The explanation is that we are in our very
natures, and by the force of our heredity, a law-abiding
people, and a people as fatalistic as any of the Eastern
races. We put up with everything, even with serious

inconveniences which a minimum of effort would remove.
This law-abiding quality of English character de-

serves attention, it passes sometimes for a virtue, and
because of it we are disposed to think of ourselves too
easily as a moral people. But this is to debase morality.
Morality does not lie in obedience to standards of conduct.
Morality is an inward conviction of the superiority of
right over wrong, with a spiritual enthusiasm for the right.

To keep the law is nothing ; a lunatic in confinement, or
a convict under prison discipline, is not a moral person.
A nation is not a moral nation which merely acquiesces
in the law of the land or is obedient to the decalogue.
A man may be perfectly moral in his conduct, and yet
thoroughly immoral in his soul.

I will take a case which is consonant to the whole
argument of this book. It is perfectly well known to
every man in politics that from the year 1906 to the year
191 1 Lord Haldane had to carry through his Army policy
with but little assistance from his colleagues. It is per-
fectly well known that certain ministers not only opposed
his reforms, but desired to get rid of him and to introduce
such retrenchments at the War Office as would not only
have arrested the policy of reform, but would have reduced
the British Army to a condition not unlike that from
which Lord Haldane rescued it.^ Now, no man has a

' As late as January 1914 Mr. Lloyd George was praising Lord
Randolph Churchill's action in resigning as a protest against increased
military estimates. Asked by his interviewer if the present moment
was favourable for a reduction of armaments, he replied, " I think
it is the most favourable moment that has presented itself during
the last twenty years."
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right to quarrel with these ministers, certainly not to
accuse them of immorality. They were entitled to think
that the money spent on our physical defence exceeded
our needs. It could be argued that if Russia and France
attended to their armies with as great a devotion as we
were attending to our Navy, the peace of the world would
be secured, as far as armaments can secure it. Social
reform was pressing ; the opposition was fighting expendi-
ture with increasing force ; the newspapers were taunting
the Government with extravagance ; to spend more money
on the Army than was absolutely essential—this was
foolish, perhaps criminal. Here is a thesis that could be
argued.

But what becomes of the morality of these same
ministers who, when war comes, and when Lord Haldane's
preparations save them from the lamp-post, and when
Lord Haldane himself is being denounced by the most
violent and dangerous people in the community as a
traitor to his country, keep their mouths shut ? Nay, what
becomes of the morality of these ministers, who, leaving

to the wolves the colleague they had opposed, rush
furiously into the limelight of public attention, and,

assuming the air which amused Turgenev, the air of their

own statues erected by public subscription, demand the

nation's applause?
This is not morality; it is immorality. It is conduct

such as would have made a man like Sir Walter Scott
white with indignation, and driven a man like Charles
Kingsley or Thomas Huxley into a very fury of rage.

Instead of seeking the plaudits of the mob, instead of

putting on the garments of national heroism, instead of
strutting here and there as the incarnation of Britain's

honour, the duty of these ministers was to stand by their

colles^e and to face the storm of ignorant abuse. No
man with a grain of chivalry in his nature could have
done anything else. No man of honour could have con-
ceived of doing anything else.

These ministers, you will observe, committed no offence

against the law of the land. Outwardly they were not
merely good and patriotic : they were indeed, some of

I J
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them, veritably ofthe greatest possible service to the State;
but in the eyes of a . man of honour they were immoral.

Without a firm moral Toundation to his character every
man who presumes to guide or to influence public opinion
is a danger to his country. He may have at his heart
what he conceives to be the true interests of his nation,

he may even make great sacrifices for those interests

;

but if he is not governed by the fixed and eternal laws
of morality his patriotism will for ever be a menace
to his country, and a menace, perhaps, to the rest of
the world.

A friend of mine once argued with the German Em-
peror on the question of militarism. He pointed out t

,

the Emperor that in spite of his professions of peace, the
very fact that he so closely and so deliberately associated
himself with the military forces of his nation made for

unrest, suspicion, and open scepticism. The Emperor
listened with grave interest to this argument. He was
moved by it, for he is a man who has ever been haunted
by an almost intolerable sense of responsibility. But at
the end, nodding his head as though to say " That's all

very well," he pointed over his left shoulder and said,
" Look west " ; then, pointing over the other shoulder, he
said, " Look east."

Wf, see now that this identification of the Emperor with
the militarism of his nation, dictated by patriotic con-
siderations and justifiable on purely national grounds, has
brought disaster to his own country and great suffering to
almost all the world. He pointed to the eu.st, and he
pointed to the west. But the frontiers of nationalism
are not the ends of civilization. On the east the Emperor
saw the innumerable legions of the Tzar, and on the west
the unconquerable spirit of a people whose richest territory

one of his ancestors had wrested from it Danger there,

and danger on the east. But those dangers were as nothing
to the sovran danger which lay neither eact nor west, but
inward, deep in his own unsettled heart. If he had looked
neither to the right nor to the left, but inward to his own
heart : if he had considered neither the strategic railways
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of Russia nor the diplomacy of France, but the everlasting
laws of right and wrong : if he had broken free from the
warrmg confusions of nationalism and had given himself
whole-heartedly to the spirit of humanity, how different
now had been the histonr of the world.

If he desired peace—and all who know him are con-
vmced that he did desire peace—it was morally wrong
to clothe himself in the garments of war and to use the
language of force. If in truth he desired the welfare of
humanity, it was morally wrong to associate himself so
arrogantly and so exclusively with only the few niillions
of Germany. If in truth he believed in God, it was
morally wrong—whatever the dangers of east and west
—to wear the livery of Odin. He might have drawn all
nations together, but he was intent only on safeguarding
his own. He might have sown confidence in the fields of
turope, but nationalism led him to sow enmi^/ and dis-
trust. Because he had no moral foundations to his
character, because his heart was not surely fixed, he
endeavoured to serve two masters, he divided his house
against itself, and he brought ruin to the world.
We may see the same danger in ourselves. It is only

a few years ago that one of our most popular newspapers
was threatening to roll France in « blood and mud." She
was told that England had long hesitated between France
and Germany, but that now England's mind was made
up—" France will be rolled in the blood and mud in which
her Press daily wallows . . . nothing like an entente cor-
dzale can subsist between England and her nearest neigh-
bour . . . their colonies will be tak^n from them and
given to Germany and Italy ... the French have suc-
ceeded in thoroughly convincing John Bull that they
are his inveterate enemies, and that all his attempts at
conciliation are useless."

This newspaper believed that it was serving the interests
of Great Britain in using such outrageous language. The
language was not chosen out of a delight in mischief or
to increase the newspaper's circulation : ii; was deliberately
provocative because provocation was deemed the best
means of frightening a very intellectual and gallant people
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into doing what the newspaper wanted—and what the

newspaper wanted was something to the advantage of

England. But such language made the work of King
Edward exceedingly difficult : it brought us into contempt
with all that is truest and best in France : and it might
very well have thrown the French people into the arms
of Germany. Only the clumsy character of German
diplomacy, and the perspicuity of French statesmen,

saved us at that time from a disaster which might have

been overwhelming.
Such language as this would never have been employed

if the policy of the newspaper in question had been based

upon morality. For, whatever the danger to be guarded

against, it can never be right to address another people in

the terms of a bully. It is always wrong to be insulting.

It is always right to be persuasive and reasonable. No
benefit won by threat and insult can be a righteous benefit.

And no nation which uses threat and insult can enjoy the

confidence of mankind.
It has been said of a well-known newspaper proprietor

that he is the incendiary of journalism—" a man ever

ready to set the world in a blaze to make a newspaper
placard." I do not believe this. I know him, and at one

time knew him with a fair degree of intimacy. He is a

man, I am certain, who most earnestly desires to serve his

country. He has many qualities which are noble and
generous. He has made sacrifices for what he conceives

to be the truth. He has more than once risked the

popularity on which his wealth depends to secure an

advantage for the nation. And he has had the courage

and the honesty again and again to change his mind.

But the offences which he has undoubtedly committed
are grave offences, and for many of his countrymen he is a

sinister figure of the most serious danger to civilization.

How is it that these offences come ? They come from a

lack of unswerving morality in the region of thought.

They are ine offences, not of personal selfishness, but of

selfish nationalism, a nationalism so sincere and decisive

that it becomes oblivious and indifferent to the unchanging
laws of morality. To exaggerate is thought no sin, if
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exaggeration will serve a patriotic end. To obstruct

Cnffi?' T?°"^5*.* ^^f^''
'^^^^ *^"^ " °' S'«^-^«' national

benefit. The end justifies the means. Everything must

^a^Zt^ *° r^S ^^.^'^f'
^"^- Scrupl^ are for the

shortsighted and moderation for the timorous. Forward
over the body of truth, over the body of justice, over thebody of goodness and righteousness

; forward, forward tothe great end.

Such a man as this, like the German Emperor, places
nationalism above morality. It is the most fatal of in-
versions. Morality is eternal. Every sin against those
eternal lav;s brings retribution now or hereafter. National-

oMiflfii? %"' *^^^"/* morality; for the movement
of life is away from all forms of selfishness ; and he whothrows himself athwart the movement of life is opposing
himself to the will of the universe. History is a chroniclfof such oppositions. All the blood of battles ha^Ten
spilled m resistance to the movement of life, that unbrokenmovement of the sfMrit of humanity from individualism aSd

b^other?no7"f^
^^ sympathy, co-operation. and

brotherhood. It is the same in the natural world. Every
living thing, animal or plant, which lives by destruction
always makes its environment worse for itself and its
descendants.^ The ma^.todon. that evolutionary triumphof selfish strength, existed only to become extinct. Themuseums and the menageries o/ the world are full ofmemorials to the folly of attempting to oppose the ereat

ShLT'™^"V?^ "^^' .Thafplfnt an^d^hat creftSwhich have something to give to others, however humblethey be and however weak, flourish exceedingly, improving
their environment for their descendants, while the mastodSn

Kht^i^on ba«"'
''""' '"' "°^' ^^^" '' ^^^ --^<^ ^--

The latter years of the last century were darkened bvanunreasonable phrase-the Spencerian phrase of^Sfor existence. Men saw no longer a universe workin/outa divine destiny, but a blind and unguided universe

e J All^t^^^^^Tri "°^ Woodshed^to a purpoSenJ. All the wonderful beauty of the world was clouded
• The MeaningofLift, by E. Kay Robinson.
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over by the false thought that nature is red in tooth

and claw. It did not occur to many in those days that

while on every side of them were things of exquisite

beauty and tenderness, interlaced with each other in a

marvellous web of sympathy, only here and there, at vast

intervals, was there any evidence of slaughter and pain.

For them it was as if the fields ran red with blood and the

woods rang with cries of death. They questioned the idea

of a Providence. They closed their books of teleoloey for

the last time. They looked out from their darkened

windows upon a struggle for existence which appeared

to them cruel and meaningless.

There is, indeed, a struggle for existence ; but a struggle

for a particular existence. And because that struggle is

for a particular existence it is a moral, a magnificent, and

a divine struggle. All purpose is there. The old teleology

is gone, but so is the mastodon. No demiurgus made the

world, set it going, and withdrew to see how it would

work. In life itself is *he purpose of life. In evolution

itr.elf is the teleology of existence. From the beginnings

of time, before man had appeared upon this planet, before

a crystal was formed, before there was cohesion of any

kind, and while yet this corner of the infinite universe was

a writhing flame whirling through the unbroken silences

of space, that spirit which we call life was immanent in

the mist, and was moving to the ends of creation. It was

struggling then, but not in a blind and aimless struggle.

It was struggling for existence, and for a particular exist-

ence. It was weaving itself a material garment, but a

particular material garment, and a material garment to

be used for a purpose. The flame died down ; the worlds

took shape : a thousand forms appeared on this particular

star: and historic life began for humankind. From the

savage Man moved forward through centuries of struggle,

half-conscious of guidance from without, unconscious of

guidance from within, but himself, in the divinity of his

own spirit, pressing forward to fuller and deeper experi-

ence, to finer and grander consciousness. And we who

look back can see over all the wreckage of wars and over

all the ruins of imperfect civilizations and over all the
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Utter of half-true theories of existence, the one great
spiritual truth of history, the one supreme miracle of human
experience—a movement towards beauty and goodness.

JJarwin who confessed that he could never look without
feeling sick at the tail-feather of a peacock-that wonder ofshaded colour, that miracle of the bloud which carries

i^imof
degrees of beauty to an exact, an almost infini-

tesimal point—Darwin has nothing to tell us either of
real origins or of the existence of beauty and goodness.No man can explain the universe. Into no system can the
infinite be compressed. And with no words can the eternal
be uttered. " Dear friend." said Goethe, to one who would
convert him to a dogma, "it is with you as it is with me :

in the particular you feel yourself grand and mighty, but
the whole goes as little into your head as into mine." All
that we know for certain is this, that from the beginning
of time there has been a movement of life, and that this
movement has been in the direction of beauty and good-
ness. VVhence came the movement, we can never know •

whither It tends, we can only guess ; but in our own human
story of life, in the history of mankind on this planet, we
can see that there is movement, and that this movement is
towards betterment. We know as surely as we know
anything that in mankind life has been moving towards
greater intelligence and wider sympathy; and we must
decide within ourselves, looking for no end of the riddle
and hoping for no rewards of any kind, whether by our
thoughts and actions we will further this movement of life
or by our thoughts and actions throw ourselves athwart
its path.

As regards our own nation, which carries in so signifi-
cant a degree the fortunes of civilization, and which with
Kussia. I ani persuaded, is destined to exercise an over-
whelming influence on the present century, it may be said
with all modesty that it has qualities of the very highest
kind, and qualities which are of supreme importance to
the human race. The question which should concern us
IS the manner in which those qualities are to be employed
and the direction in which they are to be aimed. We are
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not to be disheartened by our failures ; we are not to be
distressed because we have blundered here and have fallen

there. A nation's history is a 'nation's fate. In our his-

tory there has ever been a movement from littleness to

greatness, from tyranny to freedom, from cruelty to justice,

from distrust to conndence, from enmity to friendship.

And in this war of nations Great Britain has vindicated
her character. She has suffered from the aspersions of
her critics, she has been gravely misrepresents by those
of her own household who flung stones at her to rouse her
energies, and she has lacked Miltonic leadership ; she has
not been, unhappily, the trumpet>voice of liberty, but she
has been servus strvorum-, she has worked silently and
humbly for all, and by her efforts, more than by the efforts

of any other, the world has been saved from the domina-
tion of a selfish militarism. The nation has vindicated
itself in the eyes of all mankind.

Let us, then, quietly and with a good conscience, ask
ourselves how we are to employ our great qualities and to
what end we shall direct them. We have energy, industry,
and courage. How shall we employ them? We must
begin by throwing off the delaying hand of the last cen-
tury, and stand perfectly free from the last illusions of
materialism. That is to say, we must see the physical
universe not as mechanism, but as mind. Life is intelli-

gent. The whole struggle of existence is a spiritual

struggle. We as a nation are playing a part in the
spiritual evolution of the human race. There is a move-
ment in the world from false to true, from bad to good,
from wrong to right, from hate to love. There is a
struggle of life for a particular existence—a better, nobler,
and truer existence. To play our part in that struggle, to
make our contribution to that immense effort, we must be
not only moral beings, very conscious of the difference
between right and wrong, but intelligent beings very
conscious of the difference between truth and falsity.

Morality alone is not enough. Intelligence is of utmost
importance.

The greatest drawback to British character is unintelli-

gence. It is not slacknes.- . aot lack of " push and
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go," it is certainly not want of energ> . Carlyle wu for
ever calling upon the British nation to be what indeed itwas

;
Mattnew Arnold alone, while that great drum was

J: IfTf^'^^l^ !" '"«"'» «*"• *»<ie ti^« nation get that
which it chiefly lackea to make it truly great-intelligence,
ui moral earnestness and of trei^cndous energy we have
never been in want, but of intelligence to inform that
moral earnestness and to guHe thai tren»endous enerev

d, in sor St need. Tlie
revolutifoii >« our whole
must begit as soon as
f thij« coun fy in such a

e as hall g. ve the next
awledfeable And moral

*tiona! training, to create
^en. We must Jirect all

we have often stood, and no
remedy is surely plain. We
system of national training.
ever we can to train the chilt
school of morality and intel' g
generation a vast majority o
citizens. We must aim, in oir
the higher type of British c ...... »,c „^^ ^^^^1 an
our splendid qualities to th^ evol tion of a roan andwoman who shall represent those i n f Uritisl. char-
acter for which so many of omr brav-??? anc our fairest have
been glad to lay down their lives. for*^ our eyes must
be ever this definite goal, th , politic d dm v aich is above
every other political aim, the mfki ^ of m.-j and women
worthy to call themselv- ihe chiJ t » f Great Britain
Let us fight error as a lysicu. fii« disease. Let us

be united in one spirit to destroy t

wrong and base, and to free thr
and good. Let us lay afresh in
cracy the great foundations of „. i tunauct. /vna
let us give to the life of our whoW people the vivifvin^
inspiration of intelligence.

®

To these ends let us set a new value on truth. As I
have argued throughout this book, the war which has
wasted Europe is above everything else a i^tributionon
wrong-thmking. Truth is of the vety essence of morality
and without intelligence right-thinking is at the mercy of
a thousand hazards. With the same scrupulous care
for exact thinking which characterises the man of science
the inventor, and the engineer, let us, in the sphere of
Ideas, seek the truth of all those matters on which we are
called upon to give even a passing opinion. Let us be

thir^gs which are
'%-i which are true
of modem demo-
i conduct And

i->.i*owiMB»
iip»ltMiMl|f.a . /jUu,,auej . .
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afraid to think wrongly,
mittalr*! in our opinions.

Let us be ashamed to make a

I fear that in our anxiety about the future we may be
relying too much on the emotions evoked by this war.

There is a spirit of unanimity in our midst, and a spirit of
selfosacrifice which seems as if it were already securing the
future of tlie nation ; our anxiety 's inclined to rely upon
the continuance of this spirit for the solution of problems
' hich will need the highest intelligence and the severest

devotion to moral considerations. Prince Trubetzkoy
warned me in Moscow at the beginning of the present
year against this danger. War, he averred, is an evil, and
nothing ."but an evil ; almost all the self-sacrifice it calls

forth in the civilian population is only a moral reaction
from Satanism. We cannot rely on reactions. We need,
as Henry James said, a moral equivalent for war. If men
and women were not willing before this war to sacrifice

themselves and work for the general welfare, they will

not be willing to make this sacrifice when the excitement
of war has passed. There may come the reaction of a
worse indifference.

Professor Forster of Munich is preaching this same
warning to Germany. In a book wh-'ch he has just

published entitled Christianity and War, ^his courageous
professor, after a vigorous chastisement of those shuffling

and compromising Christians who at'iempt to justify war,
turns and castigates those who assert that war has brought
the spirit of sacrifice and idealism to the nation. He
saj^ :

" Let us wait until after the war and see how much
unity wc possess, how much we are willing to acrifice,

Low much our ideals are worth. The heroisn. of the
battlefield is a different thing from the daily heroism, sacri-

fice, and discipline in family or calling or society. Believe
me that these great virtues will not be strengthened,
and that out of the depths of this war fury quite
unsuspected and terrible things, big with destiny, will

come, and to combat which all the healing powers of
religious and ethical fervour will have to be exercised if our
spiritual life is to exist at all."
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" War," he says, " will not give us any revival of our
religious and moral life. Quite the contrary. It is only
when our Christianity has recovered from the intoxication

of war, when we have reached a state of wholesome
sobriety, when we feel ashamed of what we have done,

when we recognize that our illusions are all really illusions,

only then will the powers of the Gospel perform their

miracles in our people's hearts. We can only hope for

moral and religious benefit from this war when we hold
our souls perfectly pure from all war jubilation, all war
delirium, all love of war for the sake of war. If we
cannot do ihis, our religious and moral life is doomed
beyond recovery."

We shall soon have in the midst of our civi' life, at a
time when the readjustment of industrial mechanism will

be extremely difficult, millions of men who have been
leading an utterly unnatural life, and many thousands who
have slain their fellow-creatures in hand-to-hand encounters.

To absorb this element into the uneventful round of
industrial existence will not be easy, and unless that

industrial existence is of another spirit from what i*" was
before the war, it may be impossible. We must rely on
no emotionalism. We must direct all our intelligence

and all our moral fervour to making the hiatus between
war and peace a moment of great and deep spiritual

reality. Those who come back must find new id< %ls

waiting for them, must feel in their souls fresh incentives

for the highest life of man.
In Germany there are signs that the nation is awaking

from i* dream. It looks back from its luxury and
dominion to its simplicity and peace, even as Goethe
looked back upon his youth from Ihe pinnacle of his fame,
when he sighed

:

•

What I possess I see as though it were afar,

And what has vanished has become for me the Real.

Tre^tschke, D. F. Strauss, and Bernnardi have been
tried and found wanting. The German people, in the
misery which must ensue after this war, will turn again to j
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their great Goethe, a War Minister who reduced an army

»

?k1 ^. ^°^ '?/l,tea<=^^ng compares with the teaching ofthese others « The entire trend of our culture and of the
Christian religion itself." he taught them, "is the inter^
communication of peoples, the community of interests,modesty of tone, and all the social virtue": « I am a

timi" Jt^?'-^""^ ?" J^' j^*^^ ^»t^ the world at all

S^ '^l
"• T ''*"*^' * ^'^^^^ '" which the sap thatshould nourish and sustain a healthy body goes to feedsome monstrosity of nature": " The lust fof war wwSworks like an Itch under the skin of our rulers, disturbs me

innMK r''
^'«^"»- Goethe taught that " Every people

h^^^l^i ? '^!,T" "A^ *° the great chorus ofhumaliity "

:

he proclaimed his debt to English and French culture;

Pross^LT"^- -^^
^f'"'"^" P"°P^^ against the egoism of

,WnH?nf i^'"?"- r^"u^ S""^** measure he foresaw theimpending disaster for his countrymen.

Germany will work out her own salvation. She has

Sn?!^"^^^!''^^"^*^ 'P"*^ °f them the most serious
faults of the spirit but she is deep-thinking. she has great

Mnt??w' ^"^
'^t^^' ^" ^Pt't"de for new ideas. Onethinks that something of a revolution must impassion

thp"?,!?*!^ ?K
that '?^"shroom and makeshift Empire when

o/onl. k"? u
^^''

^^'J' '^^"y •^"^w" to the"^ German
people, but. however that may be, hopeful are thosewho know her best that in a generation Germany willhave cleansed herself of the Prussian itch«

^
And for ourselves (we who have never preached that war

IS a "biological necessity." but have seen that it may

Weimar'^Goetre' Sh.L^h "/.''^ ""^'j; ^"^ ^"S"^'' ^rand Duke otvveimar, Goethe reduced the army by exactly one half, from 600

publStftv'Se KfnJVf''w"'?°"l^^^'"-^"''^
o/Sou^Aem Germany,puDusnea Dy the King of Wurtemberg n 1820. is that onlv SmithGerman States are truly German. Austria and Sussiabeine onlv half

woTdlidet* Fra?;;^r'.
'''''

'." ^^5° ^^^^ alfl^ibe^aTSr'mans'

of Germanv BL^H^Mlf'^

'"^^l^
"^^ ^^rainst the absolutist States

Son Th^An tin P^*^
never been easy under Prussian domina-

il . u J
Austrian Prime Mmister sa d openly in iSSo " Prussiamust be degraded, then demolished." ^ ^ ' '

"^^^^^
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become a moral duty), we take assurance for the future
from our difficult but victorious past. "England in the
nmeteenth century," says M. Seignobos, "has served as
a political model for Europe. The English people
developed the political mechanism of modem Europe,
constitutional monarchy, parliamentary government, and
safeguards for personal liberty. The other nations have
only imitated them." ^ Other countries spent the nine-
teenth century sword in hand fighting Absolutism, Clerical-
ism, and Feudalism ; other countries, only a few decades
ago, bloodily wrung from privilege and tradition the
elements of freedom, and even now, in some of them, the
equilibrium is unstable. But Britain, by her vigorous
sanity, her wholesome cheerfulness, her indestructible
faith in man's moral nature, her inherent sense of com-
radeship, fashioned her liberties in discussion and built
the great structure of her commonwealth by the hand
of reason. The " Old England " of the eighteenth century
passed without a revolution into the democratic Britain
of the nineteenth, and without strife or civil war has
become the vast, unified, and liberal British Empire which
rose like one man to withstand Prussianism at the threshold
of the twentieth. We need not fear the future, however
formidable it may seem, if this spirit of the past still
animates the nation, and Intelligence directs it.

All history is a movement towards the moral dignity
of the individual man. Many and great kings have been
overthrown, many and great empires have been cast down,
by the immense pressure of evolution seeking this manifest
end of creation. No force has been able to withstand it.

The privileges of the rich, the traditional rights of the
powerful, even the sacred claims and armed might of the
Church, yield in the end to this movement of the human
mind. European history for the last hundred years is a
text-book of moral evolution. From the fall of Napoleon
to the outbreak of this war, every democracy in Europe,
opposed in every case by clericalism and privilege, has
been pressing into greater liberty and towards a more

' A Political History of Contemporary Europe. (Heinemann.)

mtsmk
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rational justice. And Britain, who without bloodshed

has led the way in this great movement of humanity,

must still cherish as the loftiest of her ideals the dignity

of the individual man, and must acquire an ever greater

intelligence in working for that ideal, if she is still to

lead the nations to the end of the present century.

We see in the valour of our seamen, in the gallantry

of our soldiers, and in the devotion of the whole people,

as it were a light from heaven which reveals to us the

true character of human existence We are not machines.

And we are not swine. Vv^e are moral beings working

out a moral evolution. The Dead have died for an idea.

The maimed and blind have suffered for an idea. The

future of humanity is either that idea, or it is anarchy.

War, which seems to us i thing gigantic and overshadow-

ing, is in truth only an interruption of this immemorial

movement in the human mind—a movement which

becomes swifter and more resistless after the check of

savage war. He who opposes himself to this movement,

after such a people's war as this, will be swept aside.

But who that loves her will seek to stop this movement

of life in Great Britain ? Wijl he not rather march breast

forward with the host of British democracy, putting away

from him all selfishness, laughing a scorn the fears of

the privileged, stopping his ears against the rant of the

demagogue, ever keeping the eyes of his intelligent soul

to the light of reason? And, touched to greatness by

those who have fought and died for his liberties, will he

not see to it that henceforth the liberties of the least of

his fellow-countrymen are of a truth worth dying for?

Will he not passionately desire a fairer and a more

kindly Britain ? Will he not feel, even as though they

afflicted himself, the disabilities, the destitution, and the

degradation which afflict his fellow-citizens? Will

he not be ashamed of all that makes Britain shameful

and proud of all that makes her worthy of men's

love ?

Surely, after the exaltation of this war, after the match-

less heroism and frightful suffering of this war, only the

!
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most base, the most ignorant, will forbear to sing the

true hymn of British revolution

—

Erin^ me my bow of burning gold !

Brmg me my arrows of desire

!

Bring me my spear : O clouds unfold !

Bring me my chariot of fire

!

I will not cease from mental strife,

Nor shall my sword sleep in my hand,

Till we have built Jerusalem

In England's green and pleasant land.

"When light penetrates into darkness,' says William

Scott Palmer, " we may have only to stay as we are and do

as we have done ... to answer for a sin where once we
knew no sin." *

The light has come; terribly for some, gloriously for

others, but it has come to all.

« Faith or Fearf
millan.)

An Appeal to tite Church of England. (Mac-
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. NOTE A, p. 9

In the July issue (1916) of the Hibbert Journal^ Dr. Shadwell gives

some interesting extracts from German war sermons. He reminds

us that

:

Newspaper correspondents residing in foreign countries pick

out the most piquant tit-bits to ' send to their journals. And
generally the references to their own country which they select as

most appetizing to their readers are abusive. The result is a
mutual interchange of offensive and irritating matter which is

constantly served up to the public and stimulates international ill-

will. This practice is mainly responsible for the remarkable fact,

which is not otherwise explained, that wars tend to become more
and more people's wars, and that the present prodigious struggle

is above all others a people's war. The sense of nationality

heightened by newspapers at home, is wounded, and smouldering
animosities are inflamed by a steady interchange of pin-pricks in-

flicted by the selected items which are sent from abroad by " our

own foreign correspondents." Experienced and well-informed

readers know how to discount these despatches, but the general

public do not. Modem wars are caused less by "secret diplo-

macy" than by newspaper publicity, and the exceptionally violent

feelings excited in the present war are mainly due to the same
agency.

The following are some of the c -acts quoted by Dr. Shadwell

from the sermons of German pa

Our enemies maintain that the German people want to sub-

jugate Europe, and that an intolerable pressure has been for years

exercised by Germany on the whole Continent. From this

pressure they are bound to free themselves. If that were so we
should now be, with all the service we are rendering, the

assistants of a policy of force. But we know that what they say

IS untrue. We are fighting not for rule, but for our life. Ger-

many has not drawn the sword to curtail the rights of any one ;

she plunged into war to preserve her own possessions. This aim

I \\

\
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of war may truly stand before the eye of God. But can it alto
stand before the serving Jesus? It may be legitimate self-
assertion, enforced self-defence ; but is it service ? When nations
engage in sanguinary strife must not Jesus always veil His head,
He who came not to be served but to serve and give His
life a ransom for many? (Schian).

One of the ugliest phenomena of our German life before the
war was undoubtedly the mammon-worship prevailing in all
circles. It was the painful accompaniment of the prosperity
which the German people have achieved in the last decades. A
poor nation, which barely covered its own needs by agriculture
and paid its State officials and officers salaries proverbially
known throughout Europe for their modesty, developed into
one which by manufacture and commerce won a large place
in the world's market, and year by year gathered accumulating
wealth. The transformation proceeded too rapidly not to have a
corrupting effect on the public mind. The old simplicity and
frugality were replaced in the upper classes by a luxury which
was not even in good taste. Social life, still impressively intel-
lectual in Goethe's time, became constantly more materialistic
and elegant, the claims on enjoyment ever more unrestrained
and dissolute. Wealth seemed to many the most important and
indeed the only desirable aim in life. We have not infrequently
seen it cover a multitude of sins. We have seen odious methods
of winning it readily indulged in by those who have known how
to use them successfully with no excess of scruples. We have
seen mere possession accorded an influence and treated with a
respect which character and wisdom can only gain by laborious
efforts. The converse side was a deep distrust among the
masses, and here too an unwholesome though more pardonable
over-rating of money, as though the aim of improving the
economic position justified setting aside all considerations ot
the common weal, the conditions of international competition in
industry, and the maintenance of family life. ...
But I will not proceed any further with these generalities.

Kather wiH I put the question—Who among us feels quite free
from guilt in this matter? Who dares to say with a clear
conscience that he has firmly opposed this dance round the
golden calf? ... Let us then strike ourselves on the breast and
confess that we have all sinned, that none of us has been free
from the spell. We will not except those present here, but with
one and aU, old and young, man and wife, rich and poor, admit
our guilt (Foerster).

'^

We must earnestly admit that not only has money served us
but that we have served money ; that we have not only lived on
our money as its master but for money as its lover ; or even that
we have been lived on by money as its slave. It is true, of
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course, that there are still ideals for which we have lived—
Erofession and work, wife and child, art and science. But—
_
ave not the ideals among us really been starved ? What, for

instance, has become of the ideal of Germanism, internal unity ?
Has there not been a fierce driving of class against class ? And
IS not the cause of it that every one has lived only for himself and
hjs own pocket ? (Tolxein).

It is an exceedingly dangerous thing to summon God's chas-
tismg justice. Must not God, if He be altogether just, begin by
exercising His chastising justice on precisely those who have
called for it ? But woe to us if God dealt with us wholly after the
measure of His chastising justice I We will pass over the time
before the war. But how much evasion of sacrifice, how much
miserable self-seeking, how much levity, how much license and
immorality still pervade our people in spite of all improvement I

It IS God's grace and mercy that we want, not His chastising
lustice. Then we must not call on it for others either (Dorrfuss).

We hear and talk a great deal about the diabolical forces, the
evil spirits, which are at work among our enemies, in the pious
English, the frivolous French, the savage Russians. But do not
let us forget ourselves. Just as the prophet (Jeremiah) was
bidden to hold out the cup of judgment, but first of ail to the
people of Jerusalem, so must we submit ourselves honestly and
straightforwardly to the divine judgment, recognize and fight
against the evil spirits that plague us, and open our hearts to the
good spirit from above, who will cleanse and heal us. We speak
constantly of the great hour of Fate which has struck for our
nation. And rightly. But do we really understand the secret of
It ? Our fate and future do not depend on whether our frontiers
are enlarged or diminished, or on how the European balance
may hereafter be regulated, but mainly and essentially on
whether our souls and the soul of the nation let themselves be
cleansed and filled with the holy spirit of God, which now sweeps
abroad over the land and through our hearts; whether we
conquer and drive out the evil spirits within us and steadfastly so
remain in that state (Oculi).
He goes on to enumerate some of the evil spirits. One is

the German love of drink, of which he says that a hospital
Ofd«]y at the front had lately written :

" One might almost say

u**i
'^""'^^ wines had r* ><; our troops more hurt than French

•hells." Another is the sp:. of impurity and immorality "which
slinks by night and even in war hxes its claws in the flower of
our people.'' A third is the worship of Mammon, " which does
not rest amid the common stress and suflfering, but still thinks of
usury and getting rich instead of sacrifice and the law—each for
all and all for each."
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War reveals the hearts of men, and the heart ct man is a

mixture of good and evil. . . . How faithful men can be, how

self-sacrificine, hew devotedly brave I The mightiest, the best,

the noblest m human nature is revealed. And the worst m
human nature is revealed. We hear of things that make lu

think men must be beasts. We hear of uncharitableness of which

we could hardly have believed men capable. We hear of

common theft, of bestial lust, of shameless levity, of unfaithfulness

among men in the enemy's country, of unfaithfulness and lascivi-

ousness among wives and girls at home. We hear of bruUl

conduct by soldiers, of boasting, of cowardice—how shall I name

it all? (Ritzhaupt).

There is still much self-seeking among us which must be burnt

out and eradicated by love. From large and small towns we

hear that many are daily seen feasting as though there were no

war, willing to perform and to look on at lewd plays full of

double-edged jokes as though Death had made no round among

us, and turned so many homes into homes of mourning.

Certainly cheerfulness has its claims even in serious times, but

luxury and wantonness are contrary to the love we owe our brave

men out there and the mourners at home (Simons).

Why are men fighting in East and West? Merely that one

side may conquer and the other fall, that we may in the end

knock out so many milliards of indemnity, or that our mdustry

and our colonial policy may make a new advance, or that we

may wrest from England her world dominion? So long as we

see nothing in it but war objects, so long as we fail to realize that

the highest moral values are at stake in this wrestlmg of the

nations, and that unless we emerge from the strife a morally and

religiously renewed people the streams of blood have flowed m
vain and the countless sacrifice of life has gone for nothing—so

long as we do not see this we are spiritually blind (Schonhuth).

Now it seems to me, concludes Dr. Shadwell, that, taken broadly

as a whole, these sermons reveal a stratum of thought and feeling m
Germany which is not apparent from newspapers and other publica-

tions. How deep or broad it may be we cannot tell, but according to

my experience there is a great deal more of it than appears on the

surface. The German clergy have not been preaching to empty

churches during the war. And the essential feature of this stratuni

of thought is its maintenance of the moral law and the claims of

conscience. It does not admit that might is right or Not ketmt ketn

Gebot. The German authorities and newspapers have paid it a silent

tribute by the immense pains they have taken to manipulate the

evidence both as to the c.iuse and the conduct of the war in such a

way as to present the German case not merely in a favourable light

but as absolutely flj wless, and the conduct of the enemy as incredibly
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vile ud base. It nuty be seid, perhaps, that our own do the same on
this side. It is not so ; but if it were, we have the neutrals to decide,
and their verdict is unmisukable. I cannot but see in the spirit of
self-examination and high ideals running through these sermons the
potential elements of a strong moral revulsion when the facts, which
cannot be concealed for ever even in Germany, become known.
Ethical principles will come into their own again when Force has
visibly broken down, but not before.

NOTE B, p. 31

Sir Thomas Esmonde, who lost a gifted son in the Battle of Jutland,
sent the following^ letter to a London newspaper on August 18, 1916

:

" I have grown sick and tired of the incessant abuse of Ireland in
connection with the war. I do not know if there is any sense of fair-

play left in England where Ireland is concerned, but if there is, the
mterests both of the war and of the Empire would suggest a stop to
this unendimjT vilification of Irishmen. Neither do I know if there is

any one in England of sufficient manliness and honesty and authority
to cry halt to this hideous campaign of hate. It would be to England's
interest if he could be speedily discovered.
What have we Irish done already in this war ? We have supported

it from the outset. We have done all we could to ensure its success in
the teeth of the bitterest official opposition in every quarter. We have
submitted to the ghastly misgovemment of our country and to all the
needless vexations of so-called war measures without protest. We
have contributed far more than our fair share of war taxation without
complaint. We have sent the flower of our manhood to fight and die
without either reward or recognition.
We have done all this, first, because we believed in the justice of

the war; and secondly, because we believed in the promises of
English statesmen. The character of the war remains the same, but
through monstrous mismanagement it has brought us infinitely greater
sorrow and loss than we ever could have anticipated. The promises
of English statesmen turn out to be scraps of paper, and what do we
Irish get in return for our sacrifices? Nothing but abusr ' is,

cowardly, dishonest abuse.
When I think of our glorious Irish regiments and their ur know-

ledged deeds of unsurpassed heroism—-of our gallant Iris Jlors
who for two terrible years have guarded the Empire in stress and
storm and danger from the Arctic to the Antarctic—when I think
of Flanders and France, and Gallipoli, and Serbia, and Mesopotamia,
and Egypt—of the landing at the Dardanelles with its awful toll of
Irish lives—of our splendid loth Irish Division recklessly thrown
away by British incompetency—of the hundreds of Irish sailors who
perished in the Tutland battle—^three hundred of them in two ships
alone. When I think of our desolate Irish homes—of the unnumbered
Irish fathers and mothers and sons and daughters who have bravely

"^ >

.
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•nd uacoraplAiniaflv gvtn what they lovtd best on earth to the
Empire— I ask mywut, what spirit possesses the anti-Irish, when not
even our children's sacrifice wtU propitiate them ?

"

NOTE C, p. 23

. I most genuinely admire this dominant race [the English],

in their Philistinism. They think ahead but little. They are

worse at organising for the fulfilment of definite ends beyond those of
the moment than almost any of their rivals. And yet they hold their

own in the world, and I see no mdication that they are in the least

degree failing to hold it. They are almost always late in coming on
the ground, but when they do come they set to work silently and with

courage. They proceed with marvellous initiative to repair their

errors of omission, and they drop their practice of saying depressing
things about themselves and their institutions until they see them-
selves again on the top. When a new invention, like the submarine
or the motor, comes to light, the Englishman is usually behind. Give
him a few years and he has not only taken care of himself in the
meantime, but is f enerally leading. As i was with these inventions,

so I suspect it will prove to be with aircrtu .

Being at present charged with some part of the endeavour to see
that we catch up other nations in matters of science applied to

defence, I have experience of what happens when the British people
are exhorted to make efforts in times of tranquillity. The reply is

invariably that there is n'> necessity to worry them, and that the one
thing needful is for the Government to spend the taxes plentifully,

and to damn the differential calculus emphatically. Yet this very
people, when it was caught unprepared and threa >ned with defieat a
few years ago in South Africa, calmly put its shou. ier to the wheel
and, without a gt '«n, set itself to get through a situation which would
have appalled a nation with a more nervous temperament. . . .

And let us remember that they go on periodically producing from
among themselves individualities of very great power, individualities

that could only spring from a very great race. Shakespeare and
Milton, Cromwell . . . Chatham, Nelson and Wellington, Newton
and Darwin, these are indications of a rich soil which I believe to

be as rich and productive to-day as it has ever been.
Umvtrsiti$s and National Lift, by Lord Haldane. (John Murray.)

NOTE D, p. 41

The Germany at peace that I saw during May and June 1914 was,
in the first place, a constant pleasure to the eye, a constant repose to

the body and mind. Look where you mi^ht, beauty was in some
form to be seen, given its chance by the intelligence of man—not
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defaced, but made the moat of; and, whether iu towni or in the

country, a barmonioui spectacle was the rule. I thought of our land-

scape, Uttered with rubbish and careless fences and stumps of trees,

hideous with glaring advertisements ; of the rusty junk lying about

our farms and towns and wayside stations ; and of the disfigured

palisades along the Hudson River. America was ugly and shabby-
made so by Americans ; Germany was swept and garnished—made
:^o by Germans.

In Nauheim the admirable courtyard of the bathhouses was
matched by the admirable system withm. The convenience and the

architecture were equally good. For every hour of the invalid's day
the secret d hit well-being seemed to have been thought out. On
one side of the group and court of baths nin the chief street, shady
and well kempt, with its hotels and its very entertaining shops ; on
the other side spread d park. This was a truly gracious little region,

embowered in trees, with spaces and walks and flowers all near at

hand, yet nothing crowded. The park sloped upward to a terrace and
a casino, with tables for sitting out to eat and drink and hear the

band, and with a concert hall and theatre for the evening. Herein

comedies and little operas and music, both serious and light, were
played.

Nothing was far from anything ; the baths, the doctors, thr

the music, the tennis-courts, the lake, the golf-links—all we: ' .<!

into a scheme laid out with marvellous capability. Various h ..r t

fbrests, a little more distant, provided wallcs for those robust i..

to take them, while longer excursions in carriages or motor-cars ."'

miles of excellent roads were all mapped out and tariffed in a tei«c

but comprehensive guide-book. Such was living at Nauheim. Dying,

I feel sure, was equally well arranged ; it was never allowed to

obtrude itself on living.

This serenity of living was not got up for the stranger ; it was not

to meet his market that a complex and artificial ease had been con-

structed, bearing no relation to what lay beyond its limits. That sort

of thing is to be found among ourselves in isolated spots, though far

less perfect and far more expensive. Nauheim was merely a blossom
on the general tree. It was when I began my walks in the country

and found everywhere a corresponding, ordered excellence, and came
to talk more and more with the peasants and to notice the men,
women, and children that the scheme of Germany grew impressive

to me.
. . . We various invalids of Nauheim presently began to compare

notes. All of us going about the country, among the gardens and
the farms, or across the plain through the fruit trees to little Fried-

burg on its hill—an old castle, a steep village, a clean Teutonic gem,
dropped perfect out of the Middle Ages into the present, yet perfectly

keepmg up with the present. Many of the peasants in the plain,

men and women, were of those who brought their flowers and produce
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to sell in Nauheim—humble people, poor in what you call worldly
goods, but seem'T't.^ .-•ry few of them poor in the great essential
possession.

We invalids ompared notes . . every one had been struck with
the contentmC' t i-. the Gerrian face. Contentment! Among the
old and young •>{ both sexes t lis was the dominating note, the great
essential possesbiuu.

TAi Pentecost of Calamity, by Owen Wister. (Macmillan.)

NOTE E, p. 64

It may be as well, seeing that the main charge brought against
Lord Hiildane hangs upon it, to wit, that knowing the menacing con-
dition of German policy, he did, nevertheless, take no steps to prepare
this country against it, to go with some amount of detail into the
question of National Service.

After the Agadir incident, the War Oflfice proceeded to examine de
novo the whole question of military preparedness. Lord Roberts and
the National Service League were at this time denouncing the Terri-
torial Force as a sham. Reports from responsible officers informed
the War Minister that these attacks, delivered all over the country,
were seriously affecting the business of recruiting. Inquiry was made,
therefore, to see exactly how this country stood in the matter of its

armed forces.

Lord Haldane knew quite well that in the Expeditionary Force and
in the Territorial Force he had got the utmost the nation would give
him by the voluntary system in peace time. Our Overseas Army was
enormously greater than the army of any other country in the world,
and with a supreme Navy commanding the sea, and the Territorial
Force behind, both the minister and his advisers considered that
these islands were safe from invasion. Lord Roberts' scheme was
directed wholly to Home Defence, and it was accompanied by a
pledge that no man compulsorily enlisted for Home Defence should
be compelled to fire a rifle except within these shores. It was, ^ere-
fore, of no strategical value for the real problem, which depended on
capacity to take the offensive ; and it ignored sea-power. But the
War Office went into the matter of a continental army to be raised
by conscription, and for a number of months the ablest brains in the
British Army worked at a scheme for compulsory service, a scheme
which was aimed to give us an Army of 2,000,000 men on the con-
tinental model. The result of these investigation was, in the opinion
of the most responsible soldiers of the day, a verdict that so far
as military utility was concerned the scheme was impracticable. They
said that if the scheme had been inaugurated twenty or thirty years
before, something might have been made of it ; but that to take it up
at a time when war might descend upon us at any moment, was
unsafe. It would have taken years to mature, and in the meantime

;
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there would have been a hiatus dunng which for a long ti'ne^^e
J°f^J

have remained in confusion, and weaker than under the existing

system. It was agreed by responsible soldiers that such » chang^

even if wise, could only be safely introduced when peace appeared

^''inti^V^l^^'wZn ihe nation is full oj the war spirit, you can

impravist armies very rapidly. The standards '«
/''^f

*^' «'^
ymt cannot prepare without a much slowerprocess, do »otodtatn.
^

It iVabsiJd of enthusiasts and faddists to charge Lord Ha dane with

want of courage for not trying these schemes Lord Haldane was

fortified by the best expert advice on the military question, and he

was well justified in thinking that if Lord Roberts and his party got

their way, and were allowed to try one or other of their compulsory

schemes, there would be not only one more colossal failure to be

added to the failures of previous years, but that M^ admirable condi-

tion of the BriHsh Army at that time would have been seriously

disturbed, if not permanently disorganized.

Lord HJdane was always careful to explain, as he did m the Mouse

of Commons in introducing the Army Estimates of 1909, and ?n other

occasions, that he had no objecHon to compulsion on P"^'P^'- Jf
was a duty, in his view, moral and legal, binding every man to serve

7SstaUik Hme of need, and it was_ the right of ^^SUiteto^r^M
him to do so. In war such compulsic: not only could be applied, but

h might well be that it ought to be applied. He only defended the

voluntary principle as the best mode of preparing during peace time

%t%'Si;i"o'stmrelieves, in defiance of military authority, that

computo would not have disorganized the British Expeditionary

Force, and who also thinks that alarming and P>-°yoc*t'Y« .^P"'^^^*^

might have persuaded the country to accept compulsion during Lord

Haldane's tenure of office, is invited to remember that even the

SdecS realities of war itself, realities of the most terrible and

Cnsusjlcted character, were insufficient to move British democracy

in thi direction of compulsion until they had reigned over our

thoughts and imaginations, plunging the whole nation into mourning

for a period of a year and five months.
m™....

This country, in addition to its voluntary and incomparable Navy,

eave to the cause of the Allies, first an army of professional soldiers

Sumbering 160,000 men. which played a decisive part in breaking ^Je

whole German scheme of reaching the French coast and second an

army of 5,000,000 volunteer soldiers of whom Lord French General

Toffre, and every responsible person who has seen them m the field,

have spoken in the highest praise.

Let me refer the reader who wants to go more deeply into this

matterTo Sir Ian Hamilton's book Compulsory Service {]ohrv Murray),

to which Lord Haldane contributed a preface.

For many reasons, some of them personal I wish to spcak of Lord

Roberts with the very greatest admiration and respect ; J"t an impar-

tial judge, who knows all the facts, cannot say that he had the qualities
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NOTE F, p. 91

wh];taS:^urintrorM%t'?9?r' '*""• "^'' ^•'

regretSS by ™S7lkS« Jflnde^^^^^^^^
he has arro»m5i.v.lT^ v~ "°**°' °y *^' '^^o J^now how much
He hasS^th« Tu2-^r

."™P^»»ively brief term of office

otheri fe- mn~ 1^*''*^ ''^JP*^ *° set a standard to which

nities of initiatino «l L^P- '
*"*^ '^ ^* ^^^ had few opportu-

one dubiou' exceotion? tL i!l^! r ^ °^? ^*^" (^"*» perhaps

Hardwicke
*''"P*'°"^ *^« ^"^ Lord Chancellor since Lord

NOTE G, p. 108

fluS«?n°Ge?m?n^i1e°^a^re^•;f'!t!'" ''^^''' "^^^ '^« ^"P'*™* >"-

Edward Young?tEeSrorMirUL'S/""^^ was*^ English.

SlIt^sifnt^TJ-,^^^^^^^
self. It is not an ^^.^^r^::t^tlC^:^,%^^l^^^
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the Sturm und Drang period. The German writers, inspired by
Young, set themselves to break free from the cramping and artificial

traditions of French literature. The German historians of German
literature, as Professor Hume Drown tells us in The Youth of Goethe

(John Murray), have found in Young's pamphlet " the main impulse

that gave occasion to Uiis revolution." Germany's worship of Shake-
speare need not be insisted upon ; Goethe speaks of him as "our
great progenitor," and says that with Spinoza, Shakespeare was one ' f

the chief moulding forces of his life. Scott, Richardson, Ster ',

Byron, and Swift, all played their tart in the crea*^'on of Gemik.
literature.

NOTE H, p. 174

" What will the English do ? " was the question they anxiously and
constantly flung at any one they thought likely to be able to answer it

intelligently. It was the thing which gave them the most poignant

heart-seardiing. The "war on two fronts," the purely Continental

affair with the Dual Alliance, filled the average German with no
concern. The Kaiser's military machine was constructed to deal with

France and Russia combined, and no German ever for a moment
doubted its capacity to do so. Events of the past year, I think it may
fairly be said, have justified that confidence, for I suppose no expert

anywhere in the world doubts that but for the presence of British sea

power on France and Russia's side, the German eagle might long

since have been screaming in triumph over Paris and Petro^rad.

But with the British " in," dozens of Germans confessed, as my own
ears can bear testimony, their case was "hopeless." Few oi them
were persuaded that Germany could, in Bismarck's picturesque

phrase, " deal with the British Navy in Paris." While the prospects

of having to fight France and Russia did not disturb tne Germans, the

possibility of having to battle with Britain simultaneously filled them
with undisguised alarm.

The Assault, by Frederic W. Wile. (Heinemann.)

NOTE I, p. 185

A remarkable parallel to the case of Lord Ifaldane is to be found

in the story of what happened to another Lord Chancellor, the great

Lord Somers, at the beginning of the eighteenth century. The then

Lord Chancellor was accused of having leaned to the side of the

French in the peace negotiations of that period, and was virulently

attacked by the pamphleteers and by the Opposition. For once
William III showed weakness and was induced to dismiss his
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minister. Articles of impeachment were afterwards exhibited against
the ex*Chancellor, monstrous charges being included in them. His
enemies, said Brougham, were actuated tmUnfy fy moUvts of privaU
passion ami rtv«ngs. The impeachment failed, but the abuse con-
tinued, and the country was deprived of the s^rvics of Lord Somers
as a minister for some years. In retirement he exhibited a dignity
and a freedom from bitterness which compelled the admiration of
Addison, Bishop Bumet, and a number of eminent men oo both sides
of politics which steadily increased.
The story of Lord Somers is fully told in the fourth volume of Lord

Campbell's Uvts of tht Chatutlhrs, and an interesting account of
his career is given in the English edition of BayiVs Dictionary.
Burke said of him :

" I never desire to be thought a better Whig
than Lord Somers." Bishop Burnet, who speaks of "the great
capacity and inflexible integrity of this Lord," said :

" He was very
learned in his own profession, with a great deal more learning in

other profession^—in divinity, philosophy, and history. He had a

Seat capacity for business, with an extraordinary temper ; for he was
X and gentle, perhaps to a fault, considering his post ; so that he

had all the patience and softness, as well as the justness and equity
becoming a great magistrate."

NOTE J, p. 207

Reductions had been effected in garrison artillery—sedentary guns
scattered about the Empire in such places as Halifax and Esouimalt
in Canada. These reductions were the work of Lord Haldane's
predecessor. Garrison artillery was to a great extent done away
with because the Royal Navy undertook almost all the responsibility
of coastal defence. There was no reduction whatever, but on the
contrary a considerable increase^ in field and horse artillery under
Lord Haldane's administration.

NOTE K, p. 243

The Times of August 17, 1916, gives a very informing account of
the German pamphlet by " Junius Alter " which stung the Imperial
Chancellor into a hot and undignified speech in the Reichstag :

—

There seems to be no doubt that "Junius Alter" enjoyed very
high military nspir?tion—as might, indeed, be guessed from the
tone of Herr von Bethmann-HoUweg's reply. The pamphlet
deals with the whole policy of the Chancellor towards England
in the years before the war, denouncing it as "grotesque and
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criminal," arguing that it was perfectly dear "»»»»» »9i4 wa. to

S the fateful vear for Europe," asserting that the German

SU^L.^r-'Urhav: l5en informed at

1914, by its representatives in Petrogrj^ how grave the situauon

J4s " and saying that, after the Serajevo murders, only

SimSn-HoR clun'g to the hope, that .\P«»c«f«l fi^J
could be found, or at leaSt that hostilities might be confined to

AusSirand Serbia." There is an important P"«/« ?^«* ^^^
struggle between the roilitory authorities and the Foreign oace

in the days before the war :—

In rain were the warnings o' *%G*neral S^.^
Minister of War [the present chief of ^^^.^fn^al Staff,

General von Falkenhayn] and men of a"*f"7,^i^?:S
Department pointed in vain to the necessity of mobihzation.

The/succeeTed in half-convincing the E»P«fO' °^
>*»

abSute necessity. On Thursday, July 30th, the afternoon

Se paiSs (2) and the Berlin Z^,ia/a«*«^.rpubh^^^^^

Se fact of the mobilization, but the interference of Bethraann-

HoUwegg served to nullify this decisive action.

Thus it is represented that the famous announcement in the

Lol^uueiFer was not a ere mistake, as the Foreign Office

dSS^ but wis a deliberate action by the military authorities.

•Tunius Alter" after dealing further with the Chancellor's

restinsSlityf5«deaying the mobilization," goes on to accuse

ScovSen'of havLg^ractised ^^^^g^'nlSe^S tha"
military oreparation before the war. It may be remembered that

SeS Gener^ von Moltke, in reply to certain statements by

Mr LlovdSe about the German accumulation of munitions,

sa[dS as a miner of fact Germany ran short at an early stage

of the wS" Junius Alter" practically attributes to an m-

Juffidenly of munitions, combined.with the Pohtical " Jlay/^^^^

whole failure of the German mihtary scheme against France.

Speaking of the "exaggerated economy, he says.—

This was also plainly demonstrated by the lack of

amtninit7on whfch was filt on the Western firont after he

fos^ba tles, and which, together with other conditions, led

to Ae cutting short of the lightning attack upon France. So

hSme about that there was a necessity for throwing out

stren^h whTch the original plan of c^nP^'g",
J^^"

^ have

Lde^impossible. It. was not until J*""^'^'
'gi

5
^hat *«

deficiency in ammunition was made good. This was aue

prfmaril/to the German industrial o'-K^"''j;>°\ti'5„'^^^^^
inconceivably short time most admirably met the aeman«

of the wl? One is permitted to remark that it could not be

foreseen by Ae military authorities that such quantUies of

SunUion would be needed for the world war. Never-

HtBIBBS^^-.
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theless the fact remains tha* here also the Government
policy of economy was fatal, for the auantitv of ammunition
on hand at the outbreak of the war should have been much
greater.

There is then n attack on the former Prussian Minister of
Wai, General von Heeringen, and it is sUted that oa July tl,

1914, the Prussian War Office had to send out a note **urging the
greatest moderation in the use of ammunition."
A great part of the pamphlet is devoted to the Government's

• yielding to the demands of America." "Junius Alter" doubts
whether any one in Berlin ever tried to measure the exact

consequences of a clash with America," and says :

—

People with knowledge of the internal politics of the
United States and of its fleet and army, among them a
well-known diplomatist, have declared that armed inter-
ference by America is absolutely out of the question. The
only practical consequence of a break in diplomatic relations
would be the confiscation of the merchant ships lying in
American ports.

According to "Junius Alter," Herr Ballin exercised a great
mfluence, but it was Herr Helfferich who turned the scale by
arguing that " acceptance of the American terms " would end the
negotiations for the Anglo-French Loan in America and produce
strong steps by the American Government in "the cotton
question." So " HelflFerich, backed by Ballin and by Demburg
and his party, won out, and the result was that in the autumn of
1915 submarines had almost entirely ceased to operate in Enelish
waters.^'

Dealing with the naval opposition to the Chancellor, " Junius
Alter" argues that the retirement of Admirals Bachmann and
Behnke and the return of Admiral von Holtzendorf to office as
Chief of the Admiralty Staff were all moves against Tirpitz, and
he says that further "purification" of the Office of the Imperial
Navy was only prevented by the effect upon public opinion of
the resignation of "the popular Grand Admiral von Tirpiti."

NOTE L, p. 357

Russia will be satisfied when sLe reigns at Constantinople. And
she will be something more than satisfied ; she will be exalted—
because Tzargrad, as the Russians always call it, the Town of Towns
IS the natural capital of their intense Faith. Thence many centuries
ago came the idea of Love and Brotherhood to the little sore-afflicted
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Russian nation surrounded by implacable enemies—Mongols, Poles,

Finns, Gennans, Cossacks, Lithuanians, and Letts ;
and, wanf'"«,

'PJ

existence with those implacable enemies, who burned her cuies, laid

waste her fields, and seised her children and sold them to the Turks,

she has ever been faithful to this divine idea, Love and Brotherhood.

Her persistence is a miracle. But a greater miracle still is her

absorption of almost all her former enemies, so that she is now a

mighty and puissant empire of 170,000,000 «0"J«. '^^"'^jy. »" ^
whom the central fact of existence !S the Love of God. There is

nothing like this in history. It is the most miraculous witness to

^'prS'-RubetikSy hai expressed the Russian Faith in words which

aunt
J

*j ™*^^2te7for surprise that the soul of our people was from

the ear^iesT times unitS to the idea of St. Sophia' with the

greatest hope and with the greatest loy, and it wotUd be vain to

SSI that the deepest sense of this Idea can be understood on y

by intelligent and educated people. On the contrary •••««•

much nearer to the life-understanding of our people. As proot

of this take the following personal reminiscence. , .

Four years ago I returned to Russia from a long foreign

journey through Constantinople. In the ™o™P8:.";
*J« ^^^^Je

of St. Sophia they showed me on *«,''»" theimprint of the

bloody hand of the Sultan who had shed the blood of Christians

in this greatest of the orthodox temples on *« very day of the

taking of Constantinople ^™?'*^;**AI.«L* Pales nii
went on board a Russian steamer Ming to Odessa from P^wt"»e.

and at once found myself in a familiar atmosphere, On ^e dcdc

there was gathered a very large group of 'Russian peasants-

pilgrims returning homewards from the Holy Lana.

Tired with the Ions ioumey, badly dressed and hungry, they

weTi drinldSg waSJ'USi hJA brea^, they were finishing their

simole everyday toilet, they were listening, reclining, to talesS cSnsUmtlnople. They were listening to tales about its

Kches anHf c6urse, about the bloody Sultan and about the

SSrof&iVan blo^ which, during, more than five cenuiries.

had periodically flowed in this once Christian kingdom. I cannot

convS to you how deeply I was moved by what I saw. I saw

my own country in Constantinople. c„„hJa
There on the mountain had just disappeared the Holy Sophj

lighted by the sun, and here before me on the deckwas a real

RuMian village -and at thr moment when our boat gently

SovXal^g fhe B^phSrus with its mosques and mmarets. the

. ..Sophia" mean, to the Russian th. Divine W^ hTT ^t
creation^ It signifies th4 humcmty oj M. It «I«»^ *^ ^ ""

STmS of ie Christ idta-man's essential brotherhood.
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whole crowd firmly and tolemnly, but, I do not know why, in a
subdued voice, sang ** Christ is Risen."
How deep and long-developed was the instinct which I heard

in this singing . . . i What other answer could they find in
their souls but this to what they heard about the Temple, about
the Turks who defiled it, and of the long-continued persecution
of the nation over whom they ruled ? What other answer could
they find in their souls in such a country, except this, except
their juy ic the thought of a common resurrection for all peoples
and for all nations f . . .

They understood the ferocious Turkish power under which
the blood of persecuted peoples flowed : they saw ^n their soul)
the whole humanity joined m the joy of the Holy Resurrection,
but at the same time they felt that they could not express this

joy, this hope, which always lives in the soul of the people, now,
in the centre of the Turkish power, except with a subdued voice.

. . . But the time will come when heaven will descend to earth,
and the eternal idea of humanity will be realized ; then this hymn
will sound loud and powerfiil—this hymn which now you hear in

a subdued voice.

If the reader would know what religion means to Russia, what
Constantinople means to her, and what is her passionate hope for the
whole of the human race, let him read TAe Stlf-discwtry ci Russia
by Professor J. Y. Simpson (Constable), from which admirable and
most illuminating book I have taken the above passage. Such a
book should prepare us for what is coming to the world, when Russia
lifts the Cross in Constantinople amd the whole of the Slav world
breaks out with its great Easter anthem, Christ is Ristn.
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